
SECTION 1.0 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

USE ANDAPPLICATION

~t.e-t K1tQ ~GTS 't.d CTS 1.5 CHANNELCHECK, uses the term "and/or"
en referring to Indications/status. ITS 1.1

CHANNELCHECK, changes the term to "or" (NUREG
teeaRee.t,tnctcdedthcchan eto o~r

2/20/87 TSB requests
discussion and
ustifications for this

SSES ITS Submittal willbe
revised to address~chan e.

Closed4hPSL
illprovide

revised mark-
up of CTS and
n'w Discussion
ofChan e.

CTS 1.17, IDENTIFIEDLEAKAGE,and ITS 1.1
LEAKAGE,a.1, Identified LEAKAGE,specify
"captured and conducted to a collecting tank but do
not Include "a sump or collection tank," as the STS
NUREG-1433, Rev 1, does.

In the discussion of Deviafions, P.1, SSES states that
the definitlon was modified to delete the phrase
"sump or" so that IDENTIFIEDLEAKAGEincludes

nly leakage In to the drywell that Is captured and
conducted to a collection tank.

2/20/87 TSB requests
further discussion and
ustiflcation for SSES not
including " .or sump" as
the NUREG-1433, Rev. 1

does

Current Licensing Basis.
SSES design does not allow

suring of Identified
LEAKAGEfrom the sump.
JFD P.1 states that "all
leakage that is captured in a
sump Is Unidentified
LEAKAGE." It was noted that
a mistake was found In that
he NUREG M/U did not

Identify JFDP.1. Thiswillbe
corrected.

OpenAJRC
reviewing PP5 L
response. A
copy of the
revised NUREG
M/U I~srovlded.

CTS 1.13., FRACTION OF LIMITINGPOWER
DENSITY, Includes in brackets the tenn "...]for

RM Setpolnts]". The CTS markup deletes this
term. However, when this definition Is reformatted in
the ITS in MAXIMUMFRACTION OF UMITING
POWER DENSITY (MFLPD) the term Is Included

ithout brackets.

0/97 TSB requests
clarifying deletion of" fAPRM Setpolnt]" from
the CTS.

Deleting the statment is
incorrect. "forAPRM
setpolnts" willbe added back
Into the definition of
FRACTION OF UMITING
POWER DENSITY.

Closedlhp5L to
provide a
revised M/U
SSES CTS.

97i209023i 97fi26
PDR ADOCK 05000387
P PDR

CTS 126, OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATIONMANUAL,
is listed as a definition in the CTS and Ink~red
"6.6.1" indicating it Is moved to the ITS, 6.0

MINISTRATA/ECONTROLS, 6.6 Programs and
Manuals, 6.5.1. Olfsite Dose Calculation Manual
(ODCM).

his Is no DOC number, discussion, or justilication
listed for this change in CTS 1.0. The change should
have been Identlfied as LA (Relocated Specification)

h discussion and Justlficatlon.

2/20/97 TSB requests
discussion and Justlfication
be provided for the
retocated cdreelflcallon.

See CTS M/U page 14,
Definition of ODCM Is
designated at section 6.5.1.a

thin ITS. Although the
delinition Is being moved to a
different section of the ITS, it
Is not being relocated and still
an only be changed with a

change to TS. Therefore, no
DOC is considered necessary.

Open<RC
reviewing PP5L
resolution.
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SECTION 1.0 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~f.SSA $ ~3 CTS 1.0J CTS 1.B CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST, states
including alarm and/or trip functions " The ITS
states "including required alarm, Interlock, display,
and trip functions, and channel failure trips."

e TS channel may Include sensors, displays,
lanns and trip functions but all of the devices

included ln the channel may not be "required" to
stablish OPERABILITYof the channel.

2/20/87 The staff Is
reconsidering this Issue In
light of the Peach Bottom
issue.

waiting resolution of the
proposed change to the
definition of CFT.

OpenoPP6 Lwill
incorporate
changes when
IndustryTSTF
is resolved with
NRC.

CTS 1.8 DOSE EQUIVALENTl-131 defines the tenn
and identifles specific dose conversion factors used
for the calculation {Table IIIof TID 14844,
"Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test
Reactor Sites)." The ITS defines the term but does
not identify the specific factors used. (The STS
does.) The licensee says that the information can be
adequately defined and controlled In the ITS 3A.7
Bases, which Is controlled in accordance with ITS
6.6.10, Bases Control Program.

2/20/97 TSTF43 was
reJected (9/16/96).
Therefore, this change to
he SSES should not be

de,

Statement ofwhich
conversion factors are used

II be moved from B3A.T to
ITS Definition of Dose
E uivalent Iodine.

ClosedoPPKL
II provide M/U

of SSES ITS
chan es.

CTS 1.38 SHUTDOWN MARGINis modilied to
address stuck control rods. The DOCs state this is
consistent with SSES CTS requirement Surveillance
.1.1.c to account for the worth of a stuck control

rod.

2/20/87 The correct
surveillance needs to be
identified, discussion and
ustilicatlonyrovided.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 1-1.
his CTS M/U page willbe

included In the CTS M/U
O~oo for ooollon 1.0.

Closed+PaL
II Include

Identified CTS
M/U In final
submittal.

1.0@A P.6 Not in
TS or

ITS 1.0
Included
in STS.

he SSES does not Include La (Maximum Prknary
Containment Leakage) as a definition in either the
CTS or ITS; however, the STS NUREG -1433 does.

In the Discussion of Deviation from NUREG-1433
ITS. Chapter 1.0, SSES states that the definition of
La is relocated to the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program. THis is a new SSES ITS
Program, "Primary Containment Leakage Rate

esting Program," in ITS 6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE
CONTROLS, 6.6 Programs and Manuals, which is not
included In NUREG-1433. The Discussion of
Deviations also states, the change Is consistent with

STF42.

2/20/87 TSTF42 is being
odified.

Current Ucensing Basis.
SSES incorporation of

ppendix J, Option B was
accepted by NRC Staff
hrough Amendment Nos 168

(U/1) and 128 (U/2). Other
changes Identified in TSTF42
willbe reviewed.

Closed+PaL
illprovide M/U

of SSES ITS to
reflect Generic
Change. See
NRC RAI3.B.1.1-
01 for
resolution.
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aahiOVede The defined ta)ma appear X) Capt!skied type Snd ahaiH)e appNCSbie Chrcughcut theae
yssnnfesf sosediestians.

PC~ q A~
ACTION shaN be that part of a Specification prescribes 'nder
designatedganditions.

tujZruuu~A A SVR

1.2 The AV GE SUNOLE EXPO E shsI be equal to che sum O the axisNY averaged exposure
of aN t e fuel rods in the sp 'ed bundle divided bY the nuWsr of fuel rods e) t6e fuel bundle.

AVERAGE PLANAR POSURE shsi be appgcable specific planar and is equal to
~ sum of the exposur of a0 che fuel rods in the spe 'un)Ne at the specified height divided

by tne nutnbsr of bl tsds bt dts fuel bundle. ~
A A P) pLH GR)

~ ~

+9- The APLHGRl-sha5 be appNcabl ~ e
specific planar height and is equal to the aum of the or ag
the fuel rods in the specified bundle at the specified height divided by the number of fuel rods in
the fuel bundle.

ifAN

H4 A CHANNEL ON ahal be the adjustment. aa necessary. of the channel output such
utat it lssnondsyddt s naoesssfy lends end ~feoy to fofoyfny'aloes oldie nsfsfoatef ~i)AI~~) the channel monitors. The CHANNELCAUSRATlONahai encompass the entire channel,if)eludingam'he sensor and alarm trip functions. and ahal include the CHANNELFUNCT105ML TEST.
Calibration of hacrumant charx)ele vt)ith cme~ce talnperatura detector NTD) or thermocoupie
sensors may consist ot m ~lace qualitative mseas)nant of sensor behavior and normal
calibration of the rinse)ing adtuatable devices in the channeL The CHANNELCAUBRATlONmay
be performed by aanea of aaquantiaL ove)tapping or cocal channel scapsauch thee the encke
channel is calbrat

A CHANNELglQgg qu assessment of channel behavior during operation, by~etiei. 'hal where possible, comparison of the channel
indicatiott an status ocher indicacione~aiR4r status denved fromindependent instrument
channe 'eaaunng same parameter.

C N ON A.3

A CHANffS. ftfMCnaffnbedify ebb)bee
)

~ injection of a aimutaced ignsl imo th aa dose to the sensor

tufts~
)s ann - m o a axnu~ signal )nto the sensa to verify OPERA81UTY

~i ., gunctionas.... ~ - ~-

The CHANNEL FUNCTlONALTEST may be performed by seriea ot aequentiaL ove)lapp
or total channel steps ecch that the entire channel ia teat

SUSOUEHANNA - UNIT 1 Amendment No- ~~



<mr >W ~ o-i
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: CHAPTER 1.0 - USE AND APPLICATION

A~DI TIV ( i d)

A.14

A.15

., A.16

A.17

The SSES CTS definition of Shutdown Margin is modified to address
stuck control rods. This is consistent with the current SSES CTS
requirement in Surveillance 4. 1. l.c to account for the worth of a
stuck control rod. The movement of this requirement to the SDM
definition is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

The SSES CTS definition of Staggered Test Basis is reworded to
improve clarity and to establish an approach consistent with BMR

STS, NUREG-1433. Rev 1, throughout the SSES ITS. The requirements
for the frequency of testing components on a Staggered Test Basis
is not changed. The revised definition is designed so that the
minimum Surveillance interval for the applicable subsystem is
specified as the Surveillance Requirements'requency and is
independent of the number of subsystems. The impact of the change
in the definition will be evaluated for each application of the
definition. and therefore. this is an administrative change with
no impact safety.

The stipulation in footnotes to SSES CTS Table 1.2 that the Mode
definition applies only when fuel is in the reactor vessel has
been moved to the definition of Mode. The stipulation in
footnotes to SSES CTS Table 1.2 that a certain Mode definition
applies "with the head removed" was eliminated because it is
redundant to the condition when "head closure bolts are less than
fully tensioned." These are administrative changes because there
is no change to the existing requirements and therefore. have no
impact on safety.

The SSES CTS footnotes referencing Special Test Exceptions 3. 10. 1 ~

3 ~ 10.3, and 3. 10.6 have been deleted. These footnotes are cross
references and are not needed in SSES ITS. This is consistent
with the BWR STS, NUREG-1433, Rev 1. Therefore. this is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.

g~g~~i- ~ 4 IQ
TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIV

The addition of head closure status, mode switch position, and
.coolant temperatures is intended to address plant conditions in
SSES ITS that are not currently defined as a Mode or can be
defined as more than one Mode. The intent of these SSES ITS
changes is to provide clarity and completeness and avoid potential
misinterpretation. Since the changes eliminate the potential to
interpret certain plant conditions such that no Mode. or a less
restrictive Mode would

existed

this change is discussed and
justified as a "more restrictive" change. Specifically:

Startuo Mode will now include the mode switch position of
"Refuel" when the head bolts are fully tensioned (footnote
"(a)"). This is currently a plant condition which has no
corresponding Mode and could therefore be incorrectly
interpreted as not requiring the application of the majority

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2
'





A.18 SSES CTS. definition, 1.6 Channel Check, has been modified in SSES ITS
definition to more dearly define the intent of the term. The statement "channel

indication and/or status with other indications and/or status... ", has been
change to "channel indication and status to other indications or status...". The
elimination of the "or" and "and" cjanfies the current SSES CTS intent and PP&L
practice. The change of "with"to "to" is a grammatical correction. Therefore,
because these changes reflect the intent of the SSES CTS and the current
practice of PP&L, these changes are administrative with no impact on safety.





Definitions
1.1

I.l Definitions

Qe.~

ISOLATION SYSTEM
RESPONSE TINE

(continued)

overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
response time is measured.

e maximu lowable mary c ainment eakage
rate, L hall be X of pr'ry cont nment r
weigh . er day a he calc ated pea contai ent

re ure P

LEAKAGE

Qi

LEAKAGE shall be:

a.

I. LEAKAGE into the drywell, such as that from
pump seals or valve packing, tha is
captured and conducted to a
collecting tank; or

2. LEAKAGE into the drywell atmosphere from
sources that are both specifically located
and known either not to interfere with the
operation of leakage detection systems or
not to be pressure boundary LEAKAGE;

All LEAKAGE into the drywell that is not
identified LEAKAGE;

LINEAR HEAT GENERATION
RATE (LHGR)

Sum of the identified and unidentified
LEAKAGE;

d. Pr r und r A

LEAKAGE through a nonisolable fault in a
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) component body,
pipe wall, or vessel wall.

The LHGR shall be the heat generation rate per
unit length of fuel rod. It is the integral of
the heat flux over the heat transfer area
associated with the unit length.

1.1-4

(continued)





I.I FINITI N

The CTION OF UMITING POWER DEN I

location divided by the app4ceble LHG
for that bundle

PD) sh the LHGR existing at e given
'mit specifi in-the-69RE

FR /
1.14/fhe FRACTION F RATED RMALPOWER

divided b the ATED THE AL POWER.

"rro~ec.~te.

'P)

shall be e measure ERMALPpOKR p )3

1.15 T FRE ENCY NOTATION apecifled fo~he perfonr)ance of Since Wquirer6ants shall
corresp d to the intarv/s defined in Ta5)e 1.1..

~ ~

TR

1.16 A ASEOUS RAD ASTE TREATMEN SYSTEM shall any system desiyed and installed to
duce radioac e gaseous effluent by collecting pri ary coolant systptn offgasaa fr the A.

primary syst and providing f delay or hold for the purpose of reducin 5e total
rediosmivi tenor to rsiesss to the srlvrronmetd~

NTIF A A

~ ++7 ImitateIEO LEAKAGEshall be:'''"'"" 'dh""""' *
and conducted to e collecting tank. or

~e
2g ~)yea into atmosphere rom sources that are both specifically located and

known either not to Interfere with the operation of the leakage detection systems or not to
be RESSURE BOUNDARY EAKAGE.

l.QA kAGCI T N R
u Ldt=

The ISOLATIONSYSTEM RESPONS TIME shall be that time interval from when the monitored
parameter exceeds Its Isolation setpoint at lhe channel sensor until the isolation valves
travel to their raquired poitions. Times shall include diesel generator starting and sequence
loading dele+~where applicable. The response time may be measured by any aeriea of
sequential, ov appigg+ total steps such that the entire response time is measure,

Mljl
1.19 LIMITINGC TROL OD PATTER)A shall be a palm which re@Gita in the ore ng on a

rm i h d
' ' eredrt on ~ iimitino votes ior 4 dtt. LHG ot M

I R H T RATI

LHGR) shall be the heat generatio r urut length of fuel rod.
It is the integral of the heat flux over the heat transfer area associated with the unit length.

SUSQUEHANNA ~ UNIT 1 1o3 Anendrncnt No. 72, 126



Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

CORE Al TERATION

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify
OPERABILITY. including required alarm, interlock,
display, and trip functions, and channel failure
trips. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be
performed by means of any series of sequential.
overlapping. or total channel steps so that the
entire channel is tested.

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel.
sources. or reactivity control components, within
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed
and fuel in the vessel. The following exceptions
are not considered to be CORE Al TERATIONS:

a. Movement of source range monitors, local power
range monitors, intermediate range monitors.
traversing incore probes. or special movable
detectors (including undervessel replacement):
and

b. Control rod movement. provided there are no
fuel assemblies in the associated core cell.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe
position.

The COLR is the unit specific document that
provides cycle specific parameter limits for the
current reload cycle.= These cycle specific limits
shall be determined for each reload cycle in
accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant
operation within these limits is addressed in
individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration
of I-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture of I-131. I-132, I-133.
1-134.and I-135 actually present

age-+ I ~ (-0 ~ I

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 1. 1-2 Amendment A, 07/31/96





INSERT 1.1-2-1:

The thyroid dose conversion factors shall be those listed in ICRP 30, Supplement to Part
1, page 192-212, Table titled, "Committed Dose Equivalent in Target Organs or Tissues
per Intake ofUnit Activity." Existing calculations using conversion factors listed in
Table IIIofTID-14844, AEC, 1962, "Calculation ofDistance Factors for Power and Test
Reactor Sites" or those listed in Table E-7 ofRegulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1, NRC,
1977, are acceptable.
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L<o ne SHUiuC'»N NARQIN Shall be eoual to or greater than:
C.SM Oelta k/k Vfth the hfgneat vet Jl red analytfCally Catatmf ec,
or
0.2L" Oelta k/k Vfth the hfgeet vcrth rad Oeterefned by teat.

s4«:.".'I'.I ITY: OPERAT CNAL, CONQITIQNS 1, 2; 3, C and S.

kC
"'I'»fan

~e SNUTQQ'»8 HARQIN leSS than Spetfffed:
:.n OPERATIONAl. CQNQITION 1 or 2, reestablfsh 1e reoufreo SNUT.v~
!QRQIN vfthfn d haura Or be fn at leaat HQT SNUTQQW vfth!n,~ -eSA~ 8 12 hours.
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SUS)UEHANNA UNIT 1 3/a 1-1 AoendsLant No. 34
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SECTION 3.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: OOCNFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

UMITINGCONDITIONFOR OPERATION (LCO)
APPUCABILITY

~3.0-2 ~ar CTD ~ .0.1
nd 4.0.3

~OC Ir-30 Q ~T040.2

CTS 4.0A

ICTS~4.0~

Insert 3.04 Is referenced in the CTS markup of the
licensee submittal but Is not Included in the licensee
submittaL

Insert 3.04 Is referenced in the CTS markup of the .

licensee submittal but is not included In the licensee
ubmlttaL

Insert 3.0-11 ls referenced in the CTS markup of the
licensee submittal but is not included ln.the licensee
submittaL

Insert 3.04 Is referenced in the CTS markup of the
licensee submittal but Is not included in the licensee
submittal.

Provide Insert 3.04 as part
of licensee submittal
mls~sin }.

Provide Insert 3.04 as part
of licensee submittal
mlssln

Provide Insert 3.0-11 as part
of licensee submittal
mlssln

Provide Insert 3.04 as part
of licensee submittal
missln

Insert provided to NRC Project
M~ana ~er Dick Clark

Insert provided to NRC Project
Manager Dick Clark.

Insert provided to NRC Project
Ma~na ar ~Clan C~lark .

Insert provided to NRC Project
Mana er)Dick Clark/.

Closed4nsert
rovldecL

~ Closed4nsert
rovlded.

Closed4n sert
rovlded.

Closedlnsert
rovided.

04 L-2 CTS 4.0.2 Insert 3.04 is referenced in the CTS markup of the
licensee submittal but Is not included In the licensee
submNaL

Provide Insert 3.04 as part
of licensee submittal
[m~lssin }.

Insert provided to NRC Project
Mana er (Dick Clark/.

losed4nsert
rovlded.

ICTS 4AA ansert 3.0-10 ls referenced In the CTS markup of the
see submittal but ls not Included In the licensee

Provide Insert 3.0-10 as part
of licensee submittal
miss~in

Insert provided to NRC Projecl
Mana erJDIck Cla~rk .

Closed4nsert
rovlded.

NRC RNs —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcatlons 03-Nov-9T Page1of 1





INSERT 3.0-8 (Q
Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether such failure is
experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or between
performances of the Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the
LCO. Failure to perform a Surveillance within the specified
Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except as provided in
SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment or variables outside specified limits. .

JI

The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the
Frequency, as measured from the previous performance or as

'easuredfrom the time a specified condition of the Frequency is
met. p,l
For Frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension
does not apply.

If a Completion Time .requires periodic performance on a "once per
. . ." basis, the above Frequency extension applies to each
performance after the initial performance.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual
Specifications.

~IE EIIT 0-ll
If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within
its specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to
declare the LCQ not met may be delayed, from the time of
discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
Frequency, whichever is less. This delay period is permitted to
allow performance of the Surveillance.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the
LCQ must imnediately be declared not met, and the applicable
Condition(s) must be entered.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must imnediately be declared not
met. and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered.



l, d

I I(



2sM 3.0.11 ~A iI
Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's
Surveillances have been met within their specified Frequency.
This provision shall not prevent entry into HODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to
comply with Actions or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability in MODES l, 2, and 3.





SECTION 3.1 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTIONOF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

~1.1 lrh2 CTS ]
3.1.Ml Q

his change allows relocating the requirements for
e Control Rod Housing Support to the Technical

Requirements Manual ITRM). No discussion of the
change control process in place for the TRM Is
su lied.

Provide details on change Commitment willbe provided that
control process in place for TRM~is rt of SSES FSAR.
he TRM.

Closed

~1-2 ~LA.1 CTS.1'is change allows relocating the requirements for
he RSCS to the Technical Requirements Manual

ITRM). No discussion of the change control process
r~nfaee for the TR~Mfa so frfled.

provide delallson change corwnilmenr wgf heprovfdedlhal ~closed
control process In place for RM is rt of SSES FSAR.
he TRM.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN(SDM)

~s.f.r-f ~p.s ITS SR Frequency changed to apply to "planned" In vessel
3.1.1 fuel movement.

Potential generic change.
Provide discussion of why
"planned" vs current
lanrlu~ae is not si nificant

Internal PP6L concern with
ambiguity. NUREG without
"planned" could be Interpreted as
requiring SDM demonstration even
prior to fuel movement errors which

ould be hnpossible to comply with.

PP6L willcreate an editorial TSTF.

Editorial change to NUREG rejected
by BWROG. Change withdravm from
SSES ITS.

Editorial TSTF rejected by BWROG.
The word "planned" willbe removed
from the specification and

intained In the SSES ITS Bases for
claret.

Ciosed+P6L
to provide
M/U of SSES
ITS.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-Nov-97 Page 1 of 6



SECTION 3.1 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEMS: DOCIJFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTIONOF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Reactivity Anomalies

~122~ ~L3 cys 'yb 412b rebalres roar rearslelly anomalies be
.1.2.b determined at least once per 700 MWD/MT. ITS SR

3.1.2.1 requires that reactivity anomalies be every
1000 MWD/MT.

Discuss change relative to
SSES, not Just based on the
develo nt of the STS.

Based on experience, Kaffective
changes as a function of expoure
varies slowly. A possible exception
to this behavior is control rod
sequence exchanges which are
performed at SSES approximately
every 1600 MWD/MTU. The
frequency of every 1000 MWD/MTIs
adequate to ensure that reactivity
anomalies willbe detected during
any rod frequency exchange.

erefore, change Is acceptable
based on the fact that large changes
in reactivity anomalies are not likely
o occur other than during control

rod uenceexch~an es.

Closed

NRC RNs - SSES lrrtProve4 Tahnkd N-Nov-9T Page2of 6





SECTION 3.1 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Control Rod OPERABILITY

1:3-13 le CTS
3.1.3.6.a

he detailed methods for coupling an uncoupled
control rod contained in CTS 3.1.3.6.a have been

vedto lant rocedures.

ClosedProvide discussion
of which procedures contain
hese details and the change

controlmechanlsmln lace.

ie Information concerning the
method for coupling or verifying a
control rod is coupled is proposed to
be removed as a licensing
requirement In Discussion of Change
Lx. As Identified In the discussion of
change, the critical aspect Is that the
control rod Is coupled, which Is
required in SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.1. The

ethod of verifying or the method of
recoupling the control rod has no
Impact on safety and therefore, does
not require to be controlled under a
60.66 control~rocess.

OpenARC to
review PAL
revised
discussion of

han e.

1.3-16 ULI CTS . Thedetailedmethodsforverifyingcontrolrod
.1.3.6 coupling contained in CTS 4.1.3.6 have been moved

volant procedures.

Provide discussion of which
procedures contain these
details and the change
control mechanism I~niece.

e information concerning the
thod for coupling or verifying a

control rod Is coupled Is proposed to
be removed as a licensing
requirement in Discussion of Change
Lx. As Identified ln the discussion of
change, the critical aspect Is that the
control rod Is coupled, which is
required In SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.1. The

ethod of verifying or the melhod of
recoupling the control rod has no
Impact on safety and therefore, does
not require to be controlled under a

Open4IRC to
review PAL
revised
res onse.
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SECTION 3.1 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOCIJFD: TS LCO'ESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Control Rod Scram Times

~1A-1 ~M.1 CTS
3.1.3.3

CTS 3.1.3.3 requires that the average scram time for
all OPERABLE control rods from fullywithdrawn to
notch position 46 not exceed OA3 seconds. ITS Table
3AA-1 requires that the individual scram lime for all
OPERABLE control rods from fullywithdrawn to
notch position 46 not exceed 0.52 seconds. Ifevery
operable rod scrammed from fullywithdrawn to notch
position 46, this willbe acceptable in the ITS and
unacce table in the CTS.

ere BWROG4764 and
8WROG:EAS484I487
approved. Do these apply to
SSES. What is the new
methodology

The two cited documents are the
bases of NUREG 1433 and 1434 slow
rod methodology. Therefore, the
documents were approved through
the approval of the NUREG. SSES
has performed an evaluation for the

doption of the methodology and the
discussion of this evaluation Is
identilied ln DOC IN.1.

Closed

ia.ala 2 Q [Md.Ll '] inan
$ .1>.2.b I

CTS 4.1.3.2 requires scram time testing rods after
lntenance that may have affected their scram time.

CTS 4.1.3.2 allows tesling to be delayed until reactor
coolant pressure is > 950 psig. The acceptance
criteria are contained In CTS 3.1 3.3 and 3.1.3.4. ITS
3AADensures proper testing is performed prior to
declaring a control rod OPERABLE following
maintenance by removing the allowance to delay post
naintenance testing until reactor pressure is > 860

psig. While ITS Table 3.1A-1 contains acceptance
criteria for scram time testing at > 800 pslg, the
acceptance criteria for pressures less than 800 psig
arecnnratna~dln lant rccednrea.

ere BWROG4754 and
BWROG:EAS464I487
approved. Do these apply to
SSES. What is the new

thodology.. Provide
discussion of which
procedures contain these
acceptance criteria and the
change control mechanism
in place. What Is the
licensing basis for reactor
coolant pressure (800 or
960) during measurement of
scram insertion times.
Provide and explanation of

hy the reduced pressure is
acceptable for SSES and
how do you define "not a
signilicant reduction In
margin."

From review of the documentation, it
has been determined that the GE

opical for slow rod methodology
has been reviewed and approved by
he NRC. Furthermore, PPSL has

reviewed the Topical for applicability
o SSES and found that the

methodology and assumptions of the
oplcal meet SSES design and

therefore, Is~aylicable to SSES.

SSES Design falls within the
requirements of these documents
and SSES CRD design has been
reviewed and found to conform to
he requirements and allowances

specified in NUREG 1433. It is a
NUREG 1433 convention that the
acceptance criteria for scram time
esting less than 800 pslg are not

specified in the ITS.

Open+RC to
review PP6L
res onse.
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SECTION 3.1 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEMIZE: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: ~ SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~TRR [M STR

]3.1.4.a
STS 3.1A.a allows up to f10] control rods to be slow.
This bracketed number has been changed to 13.

Change M-1 is referenced for this change. M-1 only
states that "ifthe number of slow rods Is more than
13 % of 186 control rod~s."

Provide additional
discussion and justification
for this deviation in terms of
design or licensing basis.

See DOC M.1. The General Electric
Document specifies that 7hh of the
otal control rods canbe slow. The

10 control rods Is a bracketed
number in the NUREG and therefore,
is already recognised as being based
on plant design. DOC M.1
documents why 13 control rods are
allowed to be "slow". This is also
fullydescribed in ITS Bases page B
3.1-23, which is consistent with
NUREG 1433.

PALwillpiovide stateinent that 186
control rods is current licensing
basis for SSES.

Closed'AL
to provide
M/U of DOC.

Control Rod Scram Accumulators

CTS
.13.6.b.1

.1.3.6.b.2

[References relocelloos le lee TRM. Identify change control Co~mitment willbe provided that Closed

mechanism in place for the RM i~sert of SSES FSAR.
RM.
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SECTION 3.1 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System

~3.3,7-3 ~LS STS
.1.5.b.2

CTS 41.6.b2 requires determining the concentration
of boron In solution and the available weight of
sodium pentaborate every 31 days. The acceptance
crtterLr in the CTS for available weight of sodium
pentaborate ls 6600 pounds. ITS SR 3.1.7.6 requires
hat the concentration of sodium pentaborate be

confirmed every 31 days and ITS SR 3.1.7.1 requires
at the required volume of solution be confirmed

every 2l hours. The acceptance criteria in the ITS is
13 S weglh~treent and 3337 gallons.

No calculation Is sliown or
reference to show tht the
two sets of acceptance
criteria are equivalent.
Provide justification to
demonstrate the acceptance
criteria have not changied.

ompliance with the requirements is
a simple evaluation. SSES is
complying with the ATWS rule as

ell as GDC requirements by
maintaining the minimum volume
and minimum concentration, but
here Is one problem on how the SRs
erewritten. Thlsproblemisthat

here is no requirement to ensure
that the tank does not have a greater
concentration of Boron than it
should. Amodification to SR 3.1.7.5

ll correct this by ensuring the
oncentration Is maintained within
he Iknits of figure 3.1.7-1. IThls was

also Identified recently by Internal
review at SSES).

Closed+PS L
willprovide
M/U of SSES
ITS.

+174 ])Sgh ) ITS SR Plehrenaes to Flgwes hare Seen deleted. Sre there relatlonshlps to
.1.7.1 he SRs and the Figures and

SR 3.1.7.6 should that be retained In
the ITS.

Both figures are referenced in LCO,
but Figure 3.1.7-1 Is not referenced In
SRs. Thisis neededbecausethere
is a risk of having to high a
concentration of Boron. PALwill

dify SR 3.1.7.6 to include
reference to the figure and
requirement to stag wilhln limit.

Closedesee
NRC RAI 3.1.7-
01 for SSES
ITS Changes.
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SDM

3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM is:

a. ~ 0.38K hk/k with the highest worth
control rod analytically determined:
or

b. ~ 0.28K hk/k with the highest worth
control rod determined by test.

prior co each

>n vessel fuel
movement during
fuel loading
sequence

AND

Once within
4 hours after
criticality
following fuel
movement within
the reactor
pressure vessel
or control rod
replacement

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.1-4
~slat (iy

4 d t A—.BA%t%



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.1.4 - CONTROL ROD SCRAM TIMES

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIV (continued)

3.1.3.4 incorporate this philosophy using a combination of limits
on the average of all control rods and the average of three
fastest rods in all four control rod groups.

(ies c..~,<

)
+0/I g t$ f<g

<<cr og e~ dost) A
aF SKQ.

M.2

SSES ITS 3.1.4 is more conservative than SSES CTS 3.1.3.3 and
3.1.3.4 because all control rods are required to met the LCO time
limit found in existing SSES CTS 3.1.3.3. That is. currently. the
"average time" of all rods or a group can be improved by a few
fast scramming rods. Additionally, SSES ITS 3.1.4 limits the
number of slow rods to 13. Specifically, if the number of slow
rods is more than 13 (7K of 185 control rods), or the rods do not
meet the distribution requirements. scram reactivity insertion

.requirements cannot be assured and the reactor must be shutdown.
SSES CTS 3.1.3.4 ensures the appropriate distribution of slow rods
by requiring that the three fastest of each group of 4 rods have
scram insertion times within a limit less conservative than the
limit applied to the average of all control rods.

The maximum scram time requirement of SSES CTS 3.1.3.2 is retained
in SSES ITS 3.1.3 for the purpose of defining the threshold
between a slow control rod and an inoperable control rod even
though the analyses to determine the LCO scram time limits assumed
slow control rods did not scram. Note 2 to SSES ITS Table 3. 1.4-1
ensures that a control rod is declared inoperable and inserted and
not inadvertently considered "slow" when the scram time exceeds 7
seconds.

The slow rod methodology provides more restrictive requirements.
with no negative impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.2 requires scram time testing rods after
maintenance that may have affected their scram time. SSES CTS
4. 1.3.2 allows (actually requires) testing to be delayed until
reactor coolant pressure is > 950 psig. SSES CTS 4. 1.3.2 appears
to allow control rods, with unknown scram time performance because
maintenance may have affected scram times. to be considered
Operable until reaching rated reactor pressure. SSES ITS 3.1.4.3
requires testing control rods affected by maintenance "prior to

'eclaring control rod Operable." SSES ITS 3.1.4.3 ensures
adequate testing is performed prior to declaring a control rod
Operable following maintenance by removing the allowance to delay
ost maintenance testing until reactor pressure is > 950 psig.
his new scram time test may be done at any reactor pressure prior

to declaring the control rod Operable and enables a control rod to
be considered Operable and withdrawn during a startup.

To support the possibility of a .reduced reactor pressure scram
time test (even at 0 psig), administratively controlled limits are
established in plant procedures and referenced in ITS
Table 3.1.4-1. The administrative limits on scram insertion times

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



SLC System

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.7.1 . Verify available volume of sodium
pentaborate solution is ~ 4587 gallons.

24 hours

SR 3. 1.7.2 Verify temperature of sodium pentaborate
solution is within the limits of
Figure 3.1.7-2.

24 hours

SR 3. 1.7.3 Verify temperature of pump suction piping
is within the limits of Figure 3. 1.7-2.

24 hours

SR 3. 1.7.4 Verify continuity of explosive charge. 31 days

SR 3. 1.7.5 Verify the concentration of boron in
solution is > 13.6 weight percen .

Q,+ 4$ l44e4 ++c
lies 4 dF figurc. 3. l 7 (

31 days

AND

Once within
24 hours after
water or boron
is added to
solution

AND

Once within
24 hours after
solution
temperature is
restored within
the limits of
Figure 3.1.7-2

(continued)
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SECTION 3.2 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

AVERAGE PLANARUNEARHEAT GENERATION
RATE(APLHGR)

2.141 L1/P.Z CTS
.2.1.al.b

ITS SR
2.1.1,

STS SR
.2.1.1

CTS 4.2.1 ea and 42.1.b require verifying APLHGR
each 24 hours and within 12 hours....16% of RATED

ERMALPOWER." ITS SR 3.2.1.1 requires verifying
LHGR within 24 hours after RTP is > 26%, 24 hours

hereafter and prior to exceeding 50yy RTP. This is
not consistent with the STS which requires.. within
12 hours after > 26yy RTP and 24 hours thereafter.

BEYOND SCOPE
Surveillance extended from
12 to 24 hours. Added
provision to verify ALPHGR
prior to exceeding 50% RTP,
but does not provide a

ans to determine when
60yy RTP exceeded.

SSES considers NUREG Surveillance
requirement a problem ifthey
encounter problems when
performing Power Distribution Umlt
estlng and cannot complete testing

'thin12 hours. The change Is
considered conservative In that it
allows 24 hours to perform testing,
but provides a limitof 60'yyy power to
prevent a potential abuse of
allowance.

0pen+RC
echnical

Branch to
review
change.

2.142 ~Bases Referstooomptetedtseosstollotanalyststll
Reference 1.

pplicable Safety Analyses
needs to be expanded to
include discussion of

terial contained in
Reference 1. Bases should
be reason~abl complete.

PAL willbe revising the SSES ITS
Bases for all of32 to reflect the
adoption of the 10x10 Fuel. This will
require a major revision, which will
also address this comment. The
revision willbe provided with the full
Revision B submittal.

Open-
PP4L(JS) will
provide
revised SSES
ITS Bases.
Note this
changewlll
not be
provided until
Rev. 08
submlttaL

322 MCPR

2.2.1-1 L-1P.2 CTS Same as 3.2.1.1, except this Is for MCPIL
.2.3.1.a4.

2.3.1.blTS

SR3.2.2.1
STS

RSR3.2.
1

Same as 3.1.1.1-1 See 3.2e1 RAls See NRC RAls
32.141, 3.2.1-
02

UNEAR HEATGENERATION RATE (LHGR)

CTS
.2A.1.a4.

.1 ARTS

6R3.23.1
STS

R32.3.1

Same as M.1.1-1, except this ls for LHGR See 3.2.1 RAls ~ See NRC Rats
3.2.141, 3.2.1-
02
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SECTION 3.2 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

32A Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and
Setpoints

~SA-1 g~l TS 3S.T
ITS 32A

P.i ] ~nss s.u

CTS 32.2 contains a note at the end stating "See
Specification 3A.1.12.a for single loop operation
requirements." ITS 3.2A. and STS 32A do not have
an reference los~in le loo~oratton.

CTS 3.22 ACTIONcontains details related to APRM
rip setpoint adjustment and APRM gain adjustment.

ITS 3.2A requires that the APRM setpoints be
intalned, but does not provide details on gain

adjustment. The Core Operating Umlts Report
(COLR) and plant procedures are referenced for these
details.

CTS reference to single loop
operation requirements
deleted from the ITS. What
is the implication of the
deletion. Is it retained
elsewhere? Provide
ustNcation for deleting the

CTS 3.2.2 note referencing
slndle loop a~radon.

Plant procedures providing
APRM gain and setpoint
detail and administrative
procedures for change
control are not identilled.
Provide reference to the
plant procedures containing
this detail.

See CTS MIUpage 3/4 2-2 and TS
3A.1. The setpoints for Single loop
operation are controlled and directed
o be hnplemented per TS 3A.1. The

reference for TS 3's shnply to
the'LR

which contains the
requirements for both single loop
nd two loop operation. An AADOC
'll be added to uniquely discuss the

elimination of the statement, but the
intent of the submittal is that this
changelspartofthe
reorganlzatlonlreformating
associated with ado tin the NUREG.

Discussion of change willbe revised
to relocate Information to SSES ITS
Bases. Revised DOC and a M/U of
SSSS rr~awlh he resided.

Closed+Pa I.
ilprovide

se arate DOC.

Closed+P4L
ilprovide

revised M/U
of DOC and
SSES ITS.

2A.1-1 L.1I P.3 CTS
.2.2MB.

2.blTS
SR3.24.1
STS
SR32A.

Same as 3.1.1.1-1,eacepllhlslslorraPLPO. J Same ass.1.1.1-1 See 3.2.1 RAls See NRC RAls
32.1413 3.2.1-
02
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.2.4 - APRM,GAIN AND SETPOINTS

matc. Mz,

ADMINISTRATIV

A.l

A.2

A.3

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either. actual or interpretational) to the SSES

current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

SSES ITS 3.2.4 does not specify "OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1" in the
Applicability because the unit will always be in MODE 1 when
THERMAL POWER is ~ 25K RTP, This is an administrative change
because the Applicability is not changed

SSES CTS 4.2.2.d states that 4.0.4 is not applicable. This is not
required in SSES ITS 3.2.4 because any potential confusion
concerning when the surveillance is required is eliminated by
discussion in SSES ITS Frequency 1.4. This states that
surveillance frequencies are specifically designed to allow entry
into a Mode of the LCO Applicability before a surveillance is
required if the surveillance can only be performed in the
specified condition. This is an administrative change with no
impact on safety because it is simply a change in presentation
which is consistent with the inten E CTS.

Z'~ca + ~~ <Y

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - ESS R TRICTIVE

LA.1 SSES CTS 3.2.2 requires operators to "initiate corrective action
within 15 minutes". SSES ITS 3.2.4. Condit'ion A, maintains the 2
hour completion time currently allowed to restore APRM Gain
Setpoints to within limits. but does not include the requirement

'o

initiate action within 15 minutes. This is acceptable because
~ the requirement to maintain APRM setpoints is maintained and the
time requirement to initiate action does not change the
requirement to restore APRM setpoints. Therefore. the requirement
to initiate prompt action can be adequately controlled in the SSES

ITS Bases which require change control in accordance with SSES ITS
5.5.10. Bases Control Program. This approach provides an
effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to maintain APRM setpoints within
limits. Furthermore. NRC and PP8L resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.2A-1)

A.4 SSES CTS 3.2.2, footnote ¹, states "See Specification 3.4.1.1.2.a for
single loop operation." This footnote is deleted because it provides a
cross reference which is not a NUREG 1433 convention. This is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because the footnote being
deleted does not define a requirement, it only provides a cross reference
and is being eliminated to provide consistency throughout the SSES ITS.



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.2.4 - APRH GAIN AND SETPOINTS

T HNICAL CHANGES - S R STRICT V (continued)

reduced. This change is a less restrictive administrative change
with no impact on safety.

LA.2

TCCL m I C.C.

Rcc,~ rc~DJ
8m~ ic.i (7<

GSE.s Tv.s
6c )tg

LA.3

L.l

SSES CTS 3.2.2. contains details related to APRH trip setpoint
adjustment and APRH gain adjustment. SSES ITS 3.2.4 requires
that the APRH setpoints be maintained, but does not provide
details on gain adjustment. This is acceptable because. the
requirement to maintain APRH setpoints is maintained, and the
di rection on how APRM gain adjustment should be made does not
impact the requirement to maintain APRH setpoints. Therefore, the
detail can be adequately controlled in the Core Operating Limits

e or L and These details can be
equa e y and controlled in documents which require

change control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5. 10, Bases Control
Pro ram . This approach

ovi es an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process'he level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to maintain the APRH setpoints;
Furthermore, NRC and PPEL resources associated with processing
license amendments to these Administrative Control requirements
will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive administrative
change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.2 ' and 4.2.2 require that the APRH setpoints and the
Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (HFLPD) be verified
less than the Fraction of Rated Thermal Power (FRTP) and direct
that a Fraction "T" be calculated to verify this value. SSES ITS
requires that the HFLPD be less than FRTP. but does not identify
how this is determined. This is acceptable because the method of
calculation and the terms used in the calculation do not impact

- the requirement to maintain the HFLPD less than the FRTP.
Therefore, these details can be adequately controlled in SSES ITS
Bases. These requirements can be adequately defined and
controlled in documents which require change control in accordance
with SSES ITS Bases Control Program. SSES ITS 5.5. 10 'his
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level
of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change

. because there is no change in the requirement to maintain HFLPD

less than the FRTP. Furthermore. NRC and PPEL resources
associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.2.2 requires a verification of APRH Gain and Setpoints
"Within 12 hours after completion of a THERMAL POWER increase of a

least 15K of RATED THERMAL POWER." SSES ITS SR 3.2.4.1 requires
verification of the parameter requires verification of the
parameter within 24 hours after THERMAL POWER is ~ 25K RTP

and'hen

every 24 hours thereafter. Additionally. LHGRs must be

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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" 5/S.8g
P'R~ RAT- X.~.~-m

APRH Gain and Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES

APPLICABLE (HCPR)." and LCO 3.2.3. "LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
SAFETY ANALYSES . (LHGR)." limit the initial marg1ns to these operating limits

(continued) at rated conditions so that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are met during transients initiated from rated
conditions. At init1al power levels less than rated levels.
the margin degradation of either the LHGR or the MCPR during
a transient can be greater than at the rated condition
event. This greater margin degradation during the transient
is primarily offset by the larger initial margin to limits
at the lower than rated power levels. However, power
distributions can be hypothesized that would result in
reduced margins to the pre-transient operating limit. When
combined with the increased severity of certain transients
at other than rated conditions. the SLs could be approached.
At substantially reduced power levels. highly peaked power
distributions could be obtained that could reduce thermal
margins to the minimum levels required for transient events.
To prevent or mitigate such situations. the MCPR margin
degradation at reduced power and flow is factored into the

ower and flow dependent HCPR 11mits (LCO 3.2.2)
Per4rC 8 pvsa+ ei er n is e upwar

'+ ~ d ., p„ iby e ratio of the core limiting HFLPO to the FRTP, or the
aflow biased APRH scram level is reduced by the ratio of FRTP

;to the core limiting HFLPD Either of these adjustments
>CcanAs eC lv increased severity of some events

t other than rated conditions by proportionally increasing
«c~ r+ a,. he APRH gain or proport1onally lowering the flow biased

APRH scram setpoints, dependent on the increased peaking
that may be encountered.

~4~CZ., ~~ re .,~
The APRH ga1n and setpoints satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement (Ref. @.

i "~ ~+ < <> ot v tcrJI e'r o~ Iovta virs~s~ poulR, a+a a o4 c of ~ c id>m

~o
L H~
(a~ v

LCO Heeting any one of the following conditions ensures
acceptable operating margin to the transient mechanical
design limit (PAPT) for events descr1bed above:

a. Limiting excess power peaking:

b. Reducing the APRH flow biased neutron flux upscale
scram setpoints by multiplying the APRH setpo1nts by
the ratio of FRTP and the core limiting value of
HFLPD; or

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.2-15

(continued)

A.l Oe I wig~
4 t~





HR.c Q.Ax, 7.2..Q

APRH Gain and Setpoints
8 3.2.4

BASES

ACTIONS ~A. (continued)

- Therefore, prompt action should be taken to restore the-
Tw, gaea< MFLPD to within its required limit or make acceptable APRM

S,,P. ~ ...~J, adjustments such that the plant is operating within the
assumed margin of the safety analyses.

APR~ Rod

F>o~ The 6 hour Completion Time is normally sufficient to restore
either the MFLPO to within limits or the APRM gain or
setpoints to within limits and is acceptable based on the
low probability of a transient or Design Basis Accident

se~~,.~ ~'~i occurring simultaneously with the LCO not met.
~4 Ca~~o~~M

~ i r .„+ Hc ~oat C~gt1) Q,I.E Cg44el. R~l Cl,gag T+g4~, ~J-

If MFLPD cannot be restored to within its required limits
within the associated Completion Time. the plant must be
brought to a MODE or other specified condition in which the
LCO does not apply. To.achieve this status. THERMAL POWER

is reduced to < 25K RTP within 4 hours. The allowed
Completion Time is reasonable. based on operating
experience, to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25K RTP in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3 2.4 1 and SR 3,2 4.

The MFLPD is required to be calculated and compared to
FRTP or APRM gain or setpoints to ensure that the reactor
is operating within the assumptions of the safety analysis.
These SRs are only required to determine the MFLPD and,
assuming MFLPD is greater than FRTP. the appropriate gain or
setpoint. and is not intended to be a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST for the APRM gain or flow biased neutron flux scram
circuitry. The 24 hour Frequency of SR 3.2.4.1 is chosen
to coincide with the determination of other thermal limits.
specifically those for the APLHGR (LCO 3.2.1). The 24 hour

=- Frequency is based on both engineering judgment and
recognition of the slowness of changes in power distribution
during normal operation. The 24 hour allowance after
THERMAL POWER ~ 25K RTP is achieved is acceptable given the ,

large inherent margin to operating limits at low power
levels and because the HFLPO must be calculated prior to
exceeding 50K RTP unless performed in the previous 24 hours.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.2-17

(continued)

A I of iiq lyp
Amendment ~~6



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Techn!cal Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

em (RPS) Instrumentation3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection Syst

~33.143 None i CTN
Table
2.2.1-1

Level Transmitter 4~ 69 gallons
Float Switch'1 gallons

he Trip Setpoint Allowable Values In CTS Table 2.2.1-
1 for the Scram Discharge Volume Water Level - High,
Level Transmitter and Float Switch Functions are
both " cl= 88 gallons." These Allowable Values are
hanged In ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 as follows:

hanged ANs are outside
he scope of review.

Change was needed to reflect SSES
Setpoint methodology. CTS MIUand
Discussion of change added to
identi chan e.

pen QRC
echnlcal

Branch .
review. PAL
o provide

revised CTS
M/U and DOC.

3.1.146 UL2 CTS
Table
3.3.1
Note J

CTS Table 3.3.1-1 Note J restricts automatic bypass of
RPS Functions 8 (Turbine Stop Valveoclosure) and 9
(Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure) when "turbine
first stage pressure Is greater than an allowable value
of 136 psig." The preSsure limitof 13B pslg Is moved
to the Technical Requirements Manual(TRM). A
discussion of the equivalence of the 136 pslg limitto
30% RTP is not provided.

Provide discussion that
ensures the 136 psi bypass
limit Is maintained with ITS
I 33% RTP Ap~lleeepll .

See CTS M/U page 3/6 34. It Is
acknowledged that the CTS M/U and
he associated DOCs are not as clear

as they could be made. The SSES
CTS knpllcitlyverified that the
associated functions would not be
bypassed by Identifying In Note (I)
that the assodated "turbine fist stage
prcssure switch" should be set to an

lowable Value of 136 psig (which Is
equivalent to 30'%ower). NUREG
1433 (SSES ITS) SR 3.3.1.1.16
explicitly requires that the Functions
bc verified to not bc bypassed
greater than or equal to 30% power.
As described In the SSES ITS Bases,
this Is a Functional Check performed
once every 24 Months. As described
in LA.2, the calibration of thc turbine
first stage pressure switch Is being
relocated because IIdoes not Impact
the SSES ITS requirement to ensure
that lhese Functions are not
bypassed at greater than or equal to
30'h power.

PALwillrevise DOC UL2 to provide
a clearer statement that 136 pslg
allowable value is equivalent to 30yp

RTP.

Closed+PS L
IIIprovide

revised UL2
ordlng.(B/10l

97}
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.1.146 LA.6 CTS
Table

.3.1.1-1
Note h.

CTS Table 3.3.1-1 Note j restricts automatic bypass of
RPS Functions 8 (Turbine Stop Valve<losure) and 8

(Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure) when "turbine
tirst stage pressure ls greater than an allowable value
of 136 pslg." The pressure limitof 136 pslg is moved
o the Technical Requirements Manual(TRM). A

discussion of the equivalence of the 136 pslg limitto
30% RTP Is notgrovlded.

Changed ANs are outside

cessor[review
No change In AN, this Is a
relocation. A statement concerning
the equivalency of 30/ RTP and 136

slrLls made In the DOC LA.6.

Open+RC
echnlcat

branch
reviewing
issue.

NRC RNs —SSf S Jrrtproved recttrtrcaf SpecNca6ron8 N-Nov-97 Page2of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM N: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION STATUS

3.3.1.148 P.10 CTS
able
.3.1.1-1

Note f

The CTS Table 4.3.1.1-1 footnote f surveillance
frequency for performing a calibration of the Local
Power Range Monitors is "at least once per 1000
effective fullpower hours (1000 EFPH). ITS SR
3.3.1.1.8 requires LPRM calibrations every 1000
MWD/MT.

Provide technical
information to sup porl that
the change in the SR limit
units of measurement Is an
equivalent measurement of
fuel burnuy.

As stated In the SSES ITS JFD, 1000
MWD/MTwillbe conservative with
respect to the STS requirement of
1000 EFPH. This can be
demonstrated by defining the
relationship between EFPH (Effective
Full Power Hours) and MWD/MT
(Megawatt Days per Metric Ton).
EFPH is defined as running the
power plant at full power for one
hour, so for SSES it would mean
operating at 3441 MW for one hour.
Megawatt Days per Metric Ton Is the
power (in Megawatts) generated In
one day divided by Ihe amount of
fuel (in metric tons) loaded in the
core. For SSES, a typical core
weight willvary between 1322 MTU
and 1362 MTU. So ifSSES runs at
full power for one fullday the total
MWD/MTUwillbe 3441 MW/136.2
MTUwhich Is equal to 26.62
MWD/MTU.Using this example,

hlch represents the most
conservative Frequency, ItwilltaRe
38.68 days (1000/26.62) to require a
calibration. If1000 EFPH were used
to determine the frequency ol
calibration when operating at full
power (3441 MW), there are 24 EFPH
In a day and It would take 41.BT days
(1000/24) to require a calibration.

herefore, based on the above
description, the Frequency proposed
by SSES ls conservative to that In
he STS.

Closed
7/tBI97

PREVIOUS EXAMPLEPROVIDED:

The proposed SSES ITS surveillance
frequency of 1000 MWD/MTwillbe
conservative or equivalent to the
CTS surveillance frequency of 1000

EFPH ifthe fullpower exposure
increment per day ls greater than 24
MWD/MT. The tull power expoure
increment per day can be calculated
as: 3441 MWI Core Wel ht in MTU .

NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-Nov-97 Page3of 29





SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

p.s.i.<za j~p.<o ] sos sR
.3..1.6

STS SR 3.3.1.1.8 test Frequency "1000 MWD/Tis
changed to "1000 MWD/MT." The change of units to
MT, Metric Tons, results In a deviation from the STS

that Is not justified.

Provide discussion and
ustification for the STS

deviation based on
digerences in plant design
or operations.

For SSES, a typical core weight will
vary between approximately 132.2
MTU for a fullcore of SPC 8x8-2 fuel
o approximately 136.2 MTU for a full

core of SPC ATRIUM-10fuel. Based
on the above core weights, the full
power exposure increment per day
would vary between: approximately
26.03 MWD/MTfor fullcore SPC 8x8-
2 fuel to 26.28 MWD/MTUfor ull core
SPC ATRIUM-10fuel. Therefore,
since the expoure Increment per day
Is greater than the 24 MWD/MT,1000
MWD/MTIs conservative with
re~scl lo EFPH.

See JFD P.10. The use of metric ton
units Is considered to be a plant
un~lue~rameter.

Closed q6/TNT)

W.t.1-10 ] IP.1 ) ISTS SR i [The STS 3.3.1.1.3 requirement to "adjust" the channel
I3.3.1.1.3 i Ito conform to a calibrated flow signal" is changed in

[ITS 3.3.1.1.3 to "verify the channel conforms to a . ".

Provide discussion and
ustificatlon for the STS

deviation based on
differences In plant design
or operations.

SSES determined that the statement
"adjust" provided the wrong
understanding of the purpose of the
SR for SSES. As described in the
Bases of the SR, the SR Is performed
by verifying Instrumentation
readings are consistenL No
adjustment Is performed. Therefore,
the change Is based on how SSES
compiles with the SR which does not
Involve any adjustments.

PP6I willrevlse the SSES ITS
Submittal to maintain NUREG 1433

ord "adjust" and change SSES ITS
Bases to clarify that an adjustment

y not be required If limits are
confirmed.

Closed+P8 L
II provide

M/U of SSES
ITS to Identify
changes.(6/7/8

~3.<.W> [Ca
~saba

sa STS SR 3.3.1.1-11 Note 2 provides allowance for
Function 2.a, when entering MODE 2 from MODE 1, to
delay the test for 12 liours atter entering MODE 2. ITS
3.3.1.1-11 adds this allowance for Function 1e,
Neutron Flux - High. Justification for the STS

aviation Is not provided.

Provide discussion and
ustification for the STS

deviation based on
differences In plant design
or operations.

illadd JFD for change to NUREG
M/U page 3.34.

Cfosed+P6L
II provide

corrected
NUREG M/U

aye.\6/10/87
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.1.1-13 JFD P.3

CTS
Function
6 MSLRM

ITS Note
2 to SR
3.3.1.1.17

CTS requirements for the main steam line radiation
monitors are proposed to be relocated consistent

the analyses repoted in NEDO-10174. BWR/6 ITS
used a different generic analysis (NEDO41400A) and
commited to revising offgas radiation monitor alarm
set ints.

Note 2 excludes the channel sensors for Level 3
instruments from RPS Response Tknc Te~stln .

Provide discussion and
ustification for the adopting
he topical report NEDO-

10174 and discuss the need
o revise offgas

Instumentation alarm
setpoints based on plant
design or operations.

his is part of the staff
review and approval of the
RTT topical report and is
beyond the scope of the
conversion review.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 3-2. This
requirement Is being relocated only
from SSES ITS not eliminated.

herefore, analysis NEDO41400A Is
not being applied. NEDO-10174 Is
being used to demonstrate that the
instrument Function is not required
for plant protection and therefore,
does not meet the 10CFR6036
screenln criteria.

he RTT Topical Is current licensing
basis for SSES.

Open4JRC
Technical
Branch
reviewing
ppaL
rc~snse.

Open+PaL
illprovide

changesto
SSESITS
Bases that

ere made to
SSES CTS.

his willbe
provided with
Rev OB
submittal.

f~.S.~.W4 }[~~ ] ITS
Bases
Page B
3.34

The applicable safety analysis for the APRM Flow The Bases need to provide a
Biased function Bases ls revised to state that the discussion of basis for the
function in not credited In the plant safe~I analysis. s Iged Allowable Value TS.

The original design basis for the
PRM Flow Biased Simulated
hennal Power+igh scram was to

protect the fuel cladding Integrity for
events where core thermal power
Increases slowly as a function of time
(e.g., loss of feedwater heating).
However, for SSES, the APRM Flow
Biased Simulated Thermal Power-
High scram ls not credited in an
reload analyses where core thermal
power varies slowly with time. The
current APRM Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High scram Is
currently set above the APRM rod
block and provides dcfense4nAcpth
to the APRM Fixed Neutron Flux.High
scram.

SSES ITS 3.3.1.1 Bases willbe
revised to Incoporate lhe above
information.

Closed-PpaL
illprovide

M/U of SSES
ITS.j6ITI87Q

HRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specltfcaflons 03-Hov-97 Page 6of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.1.1-16 P.B ITS
Basespag
es 3.3
18,18,31

This JFD supports changes to the ITS Bases
describing the methodology for turbine stop and
turbine control valve RPS trip channel calibration
SRs, SR 3.3.1.1.16. The NUREG Bases state that to
consider the turbine stop and control valve closure
funtlons operable the main trublne bypass valves

ust remain shut at'all times when greater than 30%
power. The SSES proposed Bases replace the
operability statement with a statement that the main
urbine bypass valves must not cause the trip

Functions to be bypassed when greater than or equal
o 30% RTP.

Provide discussion and
ustification'for the STS

deviation based on
differences In plant design
or operations rather than the
JFD conclusion that
equivalent level of
protectlo~nis rovided.

SSES concern ls that as stated
everytime the Turbine Bypass Valves
are cycled (required by TS 3.7.6 to be
cycled every 31 days), even close to
100'%ower, these two scram
functions would be required to be
declared inoperable. This was
onsidered to be an unnecessary

restriction, In that at high power
here Is no risk that the function
ould be bypassed. Furthermore, If

he Function Is Bypassed, an alarm
'tl indicate the condition In the

control room. Therefore, the Bases
statement for SSES was considered

re acceptable. No generic change
has been created because bases
changes have not typically been
accepted as meeting the threshold of
changes allowed to the NUREG.

Open-TSTF
Pending.
BWROG4I

).3.1.1.16 „P.B ITS
]

ITtas change deletes lhe Bases statement "The
Bases CHANNELCALIBRATIONls a complete check of the
SR (instrwnent loop and sensor"
3.3.1.1.11I
.13

Reject, Signllicant change to
STS Bases require a TSB
approved TSTF.

TSTF willbe submitted for this
re~coen enerrc chenrLe.

SSES internal concern wilh two
ambiguities associated with this
Bases statement. First "comptete
check". This is an open ended
statement which Is not clarified In the
Bases. The second ambiguity Is
"Instrument loop". Loop Is not a
defined term ln the ITS and therefore,
different Interpretations of what
constitutes an "Instrument loop"
could result In future confusion. It is
PAL's position, that the elimination
of this statement simply removes
ambiguity from the TS Bases and
does not Impact the TS Intent.

herefore, no generic change ls
required.

Editorial TSTF willbe submitted
for this proposed generic change.

Editorial change was reJected by the
BWROG TS Committee.

Open-
Editorlal

STF reJected
by TSTF.

waiting
resolution of

STF on CFT
and Channel
Calibration
definition.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-No v-97 Page 8 of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical. Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

ITS
Bases
SR
3.3.1.1.$ I.
12

This change modilies the requirements of the CFT by
adding a reference to the FSAR in responce to
inspection findings that certain channels cannot be
ested accordint) to TS.

Significant changes to the
STS Bases requite a TSB
ay~roved TSTF.

Bases clarification was added
explicitly to address the PBAPS
concern with the delinition of
CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST.
SSES Is evaluating the proposed
generic change to the NUREG
definition of CHANNELFUNCTIONAL
TEST. The change to the definition
of CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST will
mostlikely egmlnate the need for this
hoses~chen e.

Open42P6 I
ig

incorporate
changeswhen
IndustryTSTF
Is resolved

h NRC.

3.3.1.2 Source Range Monitor (SRM) instrumentation

P.3.1.242 ) |M~2/P.1 CTS
.3.7.6a

~3~1.243 ~Mone CCTS
.8.2.a.2

Ks.s.scsj its ~ctssaiJ

CTS 43.7.6 c and CTS 4.8.2 c require verification that
the SRM count rate is at least 0.7 cps (provided signal
to noise ratio is»2, otherwise 3 cps). ITS 3.3.1.2A
changes this requirement to verify the count rate is

3.0 "il"the SNR Is»2:1 OR, within the Amlts of
Figure 3.3.2.1-1. This change is not adequately
ustified. Thc change results In a deviation from the
STS.

CTS 4.8.2 a.2 requires the OPERABILITYof required
SRMs In MODE 6 by verifying the detectors are
inserted to the normal operating level. This
requirement Is not Included In the ITS.

CTS requires SRMs to be operable In MODE 6 and
inserted to the normal operating level. The DOC
discussion does not characterize the existing TS
correctly and Includes an Incorrect statement of

perabilily for SRM insertion requirements.

Provide discussion and
ustiAcatlon for the change
from CTS
requirements.Provide
discussion and justilicatlon
for the STS deviation based
on design or operational
differences.

Provide discussion and
ustlfication for the less
restrictive chanqe.

Provide a corrected DOC LS
discussion.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 3-74. The
change Is more restrictive and
described In 3.3.1.2 DOC M.2. As
identified In DOC M.2, the change Is
based on reconsnendations
contained in General Electric Service
Information Letter (SIL) 47$ . This SIL
provides the technical bases for the
SSES change as well as thc original
NUREG requirements. SSES Is
adopgng the fullallowances of the
GE SIL to ensure operating
Aexibility. This Is a more restrictive
change adopted to agree with
NUREQ 1433.

See CTS M/U page 3/484. As
Identified, this statement/requirement
is not being deleted It Is being
relocated. DOC LA.1 Identifies that ~

this requirement Is not required for
Operability and can be relocated.
This Is consistent with NUREG 1433.

See CTS M/U page 3/48-2. LCO3.$ .2
defines an explicit requitement "and
Inserted to the normal operating level

'th". Thc elimination of this expgclt
requirement was deAned as a "Less
Restrictive" change. Need lo
understand why this Is nol a Less
Restrictive Requirement.

pen+RC
Technical
Branch
reviewing
proposed
change.

Closed

Closed.
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.32.1 Control Rod Block instrumentation

L3.2.141 L1 ]

3.2.142 LC.1

CTS
3.1A.1

CTS
.1A.1.al

b

CTS
3.1 4.3CT
S3.3.6ST
S 3.3.2.1-
1

CTS 3.1A.1, Rod Worlh Minimizer (RWM),
pplicability "MODES 1 and 2 when THERMAL

POWER Is less than or equal to 20'%TP, the
Inlmum allowable low power setpolnt," Is changed

in ITS 3.3.2.1 to "MODES 1 and 2 with THERMAL
POWER >10% RTP". The change was justified based
on the NRC Safely Evaluation Report (SER) for

ndment 17, "Acceptance for Referencing the
Uccnalng Tcplcal~nc rl

NEDE-2anaaa'aa'TS.4.1A.1a,

RWM CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST
prior Io reactor startup, and CTS 4.1A.1.b, RWM
CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST during a reactor
shutdown, are requhed at every reactor startup and
shutdown, regardless of lhe frequency of these
events. ITS SR 3.3.2.1.1 and SSES ITS SR 3.3.2.1.2
require a CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST every
reactor starlup and shutdovm ifnot perfomied in the
previous 82 days.

CTS 3.3.6 Control Rod Block Instrumentation",
including control rod block functions Initiated by

RMs, SRMs, IRMs, Scram Discharge Volume, and
Reactor Coolant System Recirculation Flow is
relocated to the TRM. The deletion Is Indicated in the
CTS markup as TSCR 278 without justificallon.
Furthermore, the CTS 3.3.6 deletion is double marked
as a relocation (R.6). Adequate justification for the
relocation of these Functions Is not provided. This
relocallon results In a deviation from the STS.

Changes to setpoint
Allowable Values Is outside
the scope of the staff
conversion review.

Surveillance Interval
extension based on staff
review and approval of
oplcal report GENE-77046-

01 is outside the scope of
conversion review.

Provide Justification for the
STS deviation based on
system design or
operational constrainls.

Discuss this change. SSES
considers this change to be within
the disco of ITS conversion.

Discuss this change. SSES
considers this change to be within
the scope of ITS conversion.

rTSCR 278 was rejected therefore,
submittal willbe changed to
incorporate RBM as a reijulremenL

Open4RC
echnlcal

Branch to
review
chan e.

Open <RC
echnlcai

Branch to
review
ch~an c.

Open4IRC
echnical

Branch needs
to complete
review of
TSCR 278.
PPKL will
provide M/U
of SSES ITS.

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-97 Page 8 of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.W.2 Feedwater and Main Turbine High Water Level Trip
Instrumentation

~32243 ~lions g CTS33$
Action a

i3.~.2.2~2 )~IL2 [CT$ 3.3.$ ]
Pc ona J

TS 3.3.$ Action a requires a channel with its trip
setpoint allowable value less conservative than the
required value, to be declared Inoperable. The
inoperable channel must be tripped until the channel
ls restored to OPERABLE status, or, the associated
system must be declared Inoperable. The
requirement to trip the inoperable channel until
restored to OPERABLE is deleted In the ITS. ITS
3.3.2.2 Required Action A allows the channel to
remain untripped for 7 days and allows the channel to
remain tripped indefinitely after 7 days. Adequate
ustificatlon for the chalone is not iirovlded.

CTS 3.3.8 Action a requires a channel with its trip
setpolnt allowable value less conservative than the
required value, to be declared inoperable. The
Inoperable channel must be tripped until the channel
Is restored to OPERABLE status, or, the associated
system declared inoperable. The option to declare
the associated system Inoperable with one channel
inoperable ls deleted In the ITS. ITS 3.3.2.2 Action C
requires THERMALPOWER reduced to less than 2623/2

ilthe channel Is not tripped wilhin7 days. Discussion
and Justification for the change Is not provided.

Provide additional
discussion and Justittcatlon
to explain why the less
restrictive change does not
present a significant safety

uestion.

Provide discussion and
ustification for the more
reslrldlee c~han e.

See CTS M/U page 3/146. CTS M/U
and DOC L.2 willbe rewritten to
include eliminating requirement to
place an Inoperable channel In the
ripped condition or declare the

assnelaled~sslemln~erahle.

See CTS M/U page 3/1 3 TI6. After
further review, it Is Interpreted that
his statement provides the ability to

declare the unique system function
inoperable and remove It from
service. (I.e., r~move the affected
feedwater turbine from service).
PAL has proposed that the a new
Required Action be added to allow
the affected feed pump to be
removed from service.

Closed42PSL
iltprovide

revised
ordlng for

DOC L2
6/7/a7 .

Open-TSTF
pending,
PALwill
provide M/U
of SSES ITS
and
Discussion of
Changes and
has proposed
a generic
change.(BWR
OG12 being
deva~to

~3.3.cats [hs i jcTS s.s.e

iJActlon b
CTS 3.3.9, Action b, requires that an Inoperable
channel be restored to OPERABLE within 7 days or
be In MODE 2 within the next 6 hours. Under the
same Conditions, ITS 3.3.2.2, Required Action A.1,
requires the channel placed In trip within 7 days.

The'equirementlo restore an inoperable channel is
changed to allow the channel placed in the tripped
condition after 7 days and continue operations

ithout a requirement to restore the channel for an
indefinite period of time. Leaving a channel In trip
changes the 2autafn3 logic to a 1wutaf-2 logic

hich continues to provide single failure protection.
he 1aut~f-2 logic provides both redundancy and

reliability. However leaving the channel In trip
Indefinitely does not allow the single failure
protection during testing ot redundant channels, and
increases the risk ol safely system challenges.

Provide additional
discussion and justification
to explain why the less
restrictive change does not
present a significant safety

ueslion.

See RURSU 1 ~ 33 33rd page 3.3.21. ~nlnaarh
his same condition is allowed In the

NUREG.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Speclftcations 03n Nov-97 Page 9 of 4i9
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES improved Technical Specifications

ITEM I: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3%246 P.1 STS
3.3.2.2
Condition
C

STS 3.3.22 Condition C addresses Required Action
and associated Completion Time not met. ITS
includes "ofCondilions A or 8" to the Condition.
This addition results in a deviation from the STS.

Provide discussion and
ustitication for the STS

deviation based on current
licensing basis, system
design, or operational
constraints.

See deviation "P.1". This change
provides clarity to the NUREG.

PPS Lwillsubmit and "editorial
TSTF".

Open-
Editorial

STF rejected
need to
review with
NRC.

[3.3.2.2~47 P.3

2.2248 PA

~gases The Basss are modldedto slate that an opttonle
always available to remove the. affected component
from service and resto~re o rablligt.

~Bases Thl~ Bases addition aisles thai the stationdesign
does not permit testing certain channels consistent

'Ih the CFT definition. The Bases list an FSAR
reference for the affeded channels.

is addition ls more than a
clarification of the existing
STS Bases because
removing a component from
service cannot restore
equipment operability.
netet~ethe ro sed addlllon

Significant changes to the
Bases require a TSB
approval TSTF.

Editorial change reJected by TSTF.
Need to review with NRC.

See RAI 3.3.2.2-2 for change.

[See RAI 3.3.1.1-1T

~Closed

Open+PaL
ill

incorporate
changeswhen
IndustryTSTF
Is resolved

lth NRC.

NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specification 03-Nov-97 Page 10 of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM II: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3.3.3.1 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.3.141 M.3

P.3.3.142 ),tA.l I

CTS
able

3.3.7.6-1
STS
Table
3.3.3.1-1

TS
Table
3.3.6-1

ctlon 81

CTS Table 3.3.7.6-1 requires 8 channels of
Suppression Pool Water Temperature
Instrumentation Operable in 8 locations. STS Table
.33.1-1 requires 2 channels of Suppression Pool
ater Temperature instruments OPERABLE,
nltorlng each [relief valve discharge] location. The

ITS simply requires 2 channels of this
Instrumentatlon OPERABLE. Neither the CTS change
discussion nor the ITS Bases clearly describe the
configuration of the temperature sensors, Including

iat is meant by the CTS "8 locations", or deline a
"quadrant". Furthermore, this change results In an
STS deviation which is not justiflecL

CTS Table 3.3.7.6.1, Action 81, requires that with the
number of OPERABLE channels less than the
iinimum required, Iniliate the preplanned alternate

thod of monitoring the appropriate parameter(s)
thin 72 hours and restore the Inoperable channel
thin 7 days. Under the same conditions, ITS 32.3.1,

dion C, requires the channel restored within 7 days,
but does not require the preplanned alternate method
of monitoring to be initiated within 72 hours. This is a
less restrictive change, rather than an administrallve
change, that deletes CTS requirements since the
Bases do not contain the changes the DOC describes
as being moved.

Provide additional
discussion and justikqication
for the CTS change,
including a thorough
description of the sensor
arrangements viith regard to
single failure
criterion.Provide discussion
and justification for the STS
deviation based on current
licensing basis, system
design, or operational
onstraints.

Provide discussion and
ustillcation for the less
restrictive change.

See CTS MIU3I4 3-71 and 3.3.3.1
DOC M.3. The DOC M.3 dellnes the
Post Accident Monitoring Function
and the normal operational
requirement defined in SSES ITS SR
3.6.2.1. The requirement for each
relief valve discharge location ls a
bracketed requirement based on
plant design. No sknilar requirement
is defined for SSES and therefore,
not required. The only deviation
related to this change being taken
from NUREG %33 Is the description
of the channel In the SSES ITS
Bases. The description of the

onltoring channel willalmost
always be based on individual plant
design.

PPaL willchange SSES ITS 3.3.3.1
Bases to clearly state that two
channels consist of eight sensors of

hich only four sensor (one ln each
uadrangt are required.

CTS MIUpage 3I4 3-72 willbe revised
o Identify new L6 DOC. It should be

noted that the actions were captured
in SSES ITS R~culred Aclion F Bases.

Closed+PaL
IIIprovide

M/U of SSES
ITS. Bnl87

Ciosedl PaL
to provide
new L6
Doc.LBnf87}

NRC RAIs - SSES Improved Technical Speclflcatlons 03-Nov-97 Page 11 of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.144 LAlP.2

3.3.3.146 L6

3.3.146 L.3

STS
3.3.3.1
SRs

[ITS B~ases

STS =

ctlons
Note for
3.0A
exception

ITS 3.3.3.1, Surveillance Requirements adds Note 2,
ich allows a channel of PAM Instrumentation taken

out of service for a period of 12 hours for the
performance of a Surveillance Test. This allowance is
not provided in the CTS, and results in a deviation
from the STS which Is nol a~eajua~tel justified.

PAL has previously committed to maintaining the
Oxygen Analyzers with a calibrated range of 0% to
26%. In ITS 3.3.3.1 Bases, PAL ls changing this
conxnitment by stating that the Oxygen Analyzer will
be catibrated for a range of 0% to 10%. Adequate
discussion and justilication specific to lhe SSES

elfn is not included.

he DOC discusses acceptability of a 30 day AOT for
PAM functions and the acceptability of the
unavailability of the instruments without justifying
these sunxnary statements.

This extension of CTS AOT
is outside the TSB scope of
review for conversion to
STS.Provide discussion and
ustification for the STS

deviation based on system
design differences or
operational constraints.

Explain why this change is
does not present a
significant safety question in
the operation of the plant.

Provide justilication that
supports the conclusions
used In DOC L3. Explain

y this change Is does not
present a significant safety
question in the operation of
the plant.

Proposed TSTF rejected by BWROG.

Proposed chalone withdrawn.

See 3.3.3.1 DOC Ls. States that 0 to
10 Yi ls what is required by
Regulatory Guide 1.07. Therefore,
only require one range not both
ranqes.-

See NUREG 1433 M/U page 3.3-23.
SSES ITS submittal is consistent

th NUREG 1433 requirements.

PpdL willrevise 3.3.3.1 DOC L.3 to
identify when balancing risk for these
Instruments between a plant
shutdown or Increased AOT
enhancement to safety from avoiding
unnecessaty~lant transient.

Closed+PaL
illprovide

MIUof SSES
ITS.

Closed.

Closed+PaL
illprovide

revised DOC
t..3. snlSTL

ITS ~ The STS Bases are revised to Include a statement
Bases for hat the loss of PCIV indication does not necessarily
Function result In the PCIV being inoeerable.
6, PCIVs

Provide discussion and
ustlfication for the STS

deviation based on system
design differences or
o rational constraints.

SSES Internal concern. Potential
confusion that loss of PCIV
Indication would require PCIV valve
Inoperability. Statement clarifies that
loss of indication alone does not
render the PCIV Ino~rable.

3.3.3.148 P.S ITS
Bases for
Condition
G.1

The STS Bases are revised to Include allowances that
he alternate means could consist of installing a

tempora~rradiatlon monitor outside the drywell hatch

Provide discussion and
ustificatlon for the STS

deviation based on system
design differences or
o rational constraints.

See NUREG 1433 MIUpage 3.3-72.
SSES Internal concern. Statement
provides clarity as to how temporary

nitorlng Is accomplished. As
stated In JFD P.S, this provides
Information specific to SSES for
clarity and consistency.

PP6 L willremove information from
SSES ITS.

Closed+PE,L
willprovide
M/U of SSES
ITS. snlsr j

NRC RAls - SSES knprovect rtclsrtac& Specrhcatrorrs OJ HOV-QT Page 12 of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.32 Remote Shutdown System

~3~.2a~ J P.2 ~ STS
.3.3.2

The ITS 3.3.3.2 LCO statement Is changed from the
STS 3.3.32 LCO statement to require the
"instrumentatlon for each" RSS Function OPERABLE,
instead of the RSS "Function" OPERABLE. No
oshficodo~nl ~ rovldcd for rho c~hnn c.

Provide discussion and
ustification for the STS

deviation based on current
licensing basis, system
design, or operational
constraints.

SSES internal concern for clarity.
SSES functions are defined in the
SSES ITS on a Function basis similar
to other NUREG 1433 section.
Therefore, consistent wording was
added.

Editorial TSTF willbe created.

STF reJected by the BWROG.
ording willbe deleted to match

NUREG.

Open4IRC to
review. PAL

II provide
M/U of SSES
ITS.

NRC RAls —SSES improved Technical Specifications 03-No v-97 Page 13 of 29



SECTlON 3.3 NRC RAis —SSES improved Technical Speclrications

ITEM ffl DOCIJFD: TS I.CO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3A.1 End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-
RPT)instrumentation

IS 3A.1~41 K2 ~

~3.l.142 ~UL1 CTS
Table
S.SA.2-1

~3w.c~ f ~smj] ~cps

ITS SR SDAAAestablishes a specilic 24 month
Surveillance Requirement to verify that the TSV
Closure and TCV Fast Closure, Trip Oil
PressureCLow Functions are not bypassed when

HERMALPOWER ls > 30'k RTP. This added
requirement, consistent with the STS result In a More
Restrictive Change.

he Function bypass Allowable Value on Turbine
First Stage Pressure In CTS Table S.SA.2-1 Is 136
pslg. This Allowable Value Is replaced In ITS SR
S.SA.1A as 30% RTP.

CTS 4.3A2.3 require EOCWPT actuation
instrumentation tested on a 38 month Interval. Each
test shall Include at least the logic of one type of
channel input, turbine control valve fast closure, or
urbine stop valve closure, such that both types of
hanncl inputs are tested at least once per 36

nths. ITS 3.3A.1.6 extends this frequency to 24
nths on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS, resulting in

each channel lested al least once per 4$ months with
a 261/ grace period.

Provide discussion and
ustilication for thc more
restrictive change.

Provide confirmation that
30% RTP is equivalent to 136

psig as a function bypass
llowable Value.

Explain the DOC conclusion
hat the CTS channel test

Frequency (based on the
types af trip functions
tested) Is consistent with the
ITS channel test Frequency

hich doesn't address
staggered testing of the trip
functions. This change to
CTS Surveillance Test
Interval ls outside the scope
of conversion review.

DOC A.2 willbe replaced with DOC
M.1 for 3.3A.1 Discussion af
Chan es.

See NRC RAI S.SAA4.

PALwillrevise DOC 3.3A.1 to
clearly state that 136 pslg is
e ulvalent to 30y RTP.

See CTS MIUpage 3I4 SA1.
Statement Is consistent with SSES
ITS deflnition of STAGGERED TEST
BASIS. SSES 3.3A.1 DOC LB.2 also
speciflcaily Identifies that the change

'llresult ln the extension of the
individual trip system to 48 months.

PP8 Lwillrevise the SSES ITS
submittal to clarifywhat ls being
tested on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS. Specifically, bases will
identify that Response Time Testing
is alternately tested flrst on TCV Fast

losurc and then on TSV Position.

Closedk+8 L
Il provide

new M.1
DOC. 6nI0T

Closed

SPEAL

II provide
new 3.3A.1
DOC
LAA~6nisy

ClosedPPCL
'llprovide

MIUof SSES
ITS 6n/97~

~SA.1~46 ~P.6 g Bases The Bases are modified to state that an option is
SR ahvays available to remove the affected component
S.SA.1.1 from service and restore operab~iflt .

his Is a generic change
because It modifies the
intended meaning of the
defined terms. Significant
changes to the STS Bases
require a TSB approved

STF.

onxnent Is refering to CFT
deflnition change which Is being
reviewed with industry change.

Open+PaL
II

incorporate
changeswhen
Industry TSTF
Is resolved

h NRC.

arar. anrc. cqF!0 Imnroverf Technical SDecirrcations 03-NOV-97 Page 14of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM fl: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~sA.rsrrJ esse CTS
3.3 4.2

ctlon d
ITS
3.3A.1

dion
C.2

CTS 3.3A.2 Action d requires reducing THERMAL
POWER lo less than 26ys RTP (without a Completion
Time). For the same Condition, ITS 3.3.4.1 Required

ction C.2 requires reducing THERMALPOWER to
less than 30% RTP within 4 hours. Justification for

e change ls not~rovided.

Provide discussion and
ustitication for the less
restrictive change In% RTP
shutdown requirement and
provide discussion and
ustilication for the ITS 4

hour Completion Time.

See CTS MIUpage 3I4 340 as written
CTS Action d allows 4 hours to
remove recirculation pump or reduce
power to<26/. An A.2 DOC willbe
added to CTS MIUand 3.3A.1 DOC to
identify the change from 26% to 30%.

his Is not less restrictive because
CTS Applicability Is 30%.

Closed4sPKL
illprovide

new A.2

r~mcsnm.r

CTS
3.3A.2

ctlon b
STS
3.3A.1
Action

.3

STS 3.3.4.1 Condition A Is modified to include "MCPR
limitfor Inoperable EOC4UsT not made Applicable"

en one or more channels of actuation
instrumentation are Inoperable. Required Action A.3
Is also added to Include the option of "applying the
MPCR limitfor inoperable EOC4tPT as speclgied in
the COLR". These are changes from the CTS
requirements for this Condition as well as a deviation
from the STS. The STS deviation Is juslilied as an
STS ambiguity pending a generic change ~ro sal.

~s.sA.ras tBase~s The Bases are modified to reflect current practice for
performing channel functional tests and channel
calibration.

Provide discussion and
ustification for the less
restrictive CTS change.
Provide Justification for the
STS deviation based on
current licensing basis,
system design, or
o eratlonal constraints.

This is a genetic change
because it modifies the
intended meaning of the
defined temis. Signlllcant
changes to the STS Bases
require a TSB approved

STF.

See SSES CTS MIUpage 3/4 WO
Option Is allowed In SSES CTS

dion c.

tsee NRC RAI 3.3.1.1-17.

tctosed ~

Open-
Editorlal

STF rejected
by TSTF.
PAL will
Incorporate
changes when
CFT TSTF
resolved with
NRC.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-Nov-9T Page15of 29



SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

[3,3~.1.10 j ~None Bases
PB3.348
SR
3.3A.1.6

CTS markup does not agree with ITS retype. Correct ITS retype. Need to Identify what does not agree.

PALwillreview change to SR
3.3A.1.6 and address the difference
between Functional and Channel
Calibration.

PPB L willmake NUREG M/Uwording
consistent with SSES ITS wording for
6 R 3.3A.1A.

Closed+PBL
II provide

revised
NUREG
M/U. BI10/87

33A.2 Anucipated Transient WitISOut Screen Recirculation Pump
Trip IATWBPtPTI Instrumentauon

PAL has reviewed the change and
determined that the CTS M/U
adequately represents the SSES ITS
SR 3.3A.14. PPBL believes no
additional changes are necessary.
This conclusion Is based on the
understanding that the SSES CTS

.3A.2.3 requires basically the same
EOCWPT Response Time Testing
using the same methodology to
perform the testing.

).3A243 j P2 ),Bases This Bases addition states that the station design
oes not permit testing certain channels consistent
ith the CFT definition. The Bases are modified to

reflect current testing practices through a list an
FSAR reference for the affected channels.

This is a generic change
because It modiTies the
intended meaning of the
defined terms. Significant
changes to the STS Bases
require a TSB approved
TSTF.

See RAI 3.3.1.1-17. Open+PaL
II

Incorporate
changeswhen
IndustryTSTF
is resolved

Ith NRC.

LSAASj246 PA I ~gases Changes so she Channel dallhrallon defrngron.

~2.24.24S ~pd ~ lgaaea I pddrseossesehangesrorhedegngonorLSST hrdg
Is applied to channel cal TS Bases.

This Is a generic change
because it modifies the
intended meaning of the
defined terms. Significant
changes to the STS Bases
require a TSB approved

STF.

Provide the correct
ustilicatlon for the changes
o the channel calibration.

See RAI 3.3.1.1-18.

NUREG 1633 M/U page B3.3 dl8 ~will
be corrected to change P.6 to P.B I

Open-
Edito rial
TSTF reJected
by TSTF.
Need to
discuss with
NRC.

Closed+PBL
II provide

revised
NUREG
M/U.L6/7/87)
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.6.1 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation

~3.3.~6.142 [None~

3.6.146 L1 A.S

L3.1.6.146 ][None ]

~3.6.1dl ] 6 PA

3.3.42-1

CTS
.3.3.3

STS SR
3.3.6.1.l

Table
3.3.3-1

Table
3.3.1-1

CTS
able

3.3.3.1
ITS Table
3.3.6.1-1

The CTS 6.3.3.3 requirement to perform a ECCS
RESPONSE TIMETEST on each trip function is not
included In ITS 3.3.5.1. The requirement to perform
he test ls moved to ITS 3.6.1. Deleting the

requirement to perform the test on the ECCS
Actuation Instrumentation Is a change to the current
licensing basis and results In a deviation from the
STS.

CTS 3.3.3-1 Action 30 requires declaring the
associated ECCS Inoperable within 1 hour, when loss
of ECCS Actuation trip function is determined for
Functions 1a, 1c, 2a, and 2c In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4', and6'™when required OPERABLE per CTS 3.6.2). ITS
3.3.6.1 Required Action 8.1 replaces CTS 3.3.3-1
Action 30 lor these Functions. ITS 3.3.6.1 Required

ctlon B.1, Note 1 excludes this requirement when in
MODES 4 and 6. No discussion or Justillcation was
supplied for the change to Functions 1c and 2c.

CTS ECCS Actuation Function 3d, Suppression Pool
ater Level4igh is deleted from Unit 2 ITS based on

TSCR S6404.

he CTS Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Low function
is split into two separate functions, initiation function
(1.c 6 2.c) and permissive function (1.d 6 2.d). CTS

ction 31 (ITS Action C) applies to Modes 1, 2, and 3.
CTS Action 30 (ITS Action 8) applies Modes 4 and 5.
The Initiation function (1.c Ik 2.c) ITS requirements for
Modes 4 and 5 is changed to Action 8 without an
accompanying DOC.

Adoption of BWROG-16
requires staff approval for
use of the RTT topical
report. Submit appropriate
documentation for use of the
opicai report.

Provide additional
Iscussion and Justification

for the Less Restrictive
Change to all ECCS

ctuation Instrument
Functions
affected.Note:Consistent

th STS

cceptance of the Unit 2
deletion is based on NRC
a roval of TSCR $6406.

Provide a DOC for the
proposed change to the
Initiation function actions in
he ITS.

Response Time Testing is currently
under review considering Industry
issues.

3.3.6.1 DOC L.1 willbe revised lo
Include Function 1.c and 2.c.

SCR $ 640i has been withdrawn by
PP6I„ therefore, the requirement for
S/P high water level is being restored
to SSES ITS for Unit 2.

dmlnlstratlve DOC willbe added to
address change.

After furlher review, It Is requested
that the staff review DOC A.S and
determine ifany additional
ustlfication ls necessary.

OpenPP8 L
resolving
Issues with
NRC. Any
changes
necessary to
SSES ITS
submittal will
be
Incorporated
In Rev. OB
submittal.

ClosedPPS L
illprovide

M/U of
DOC.L5n/Sl)

ClosedPPSL
illprovide

M/U of SSES
ITS for Unit 2
onl .~6/7/Sl)

Closed.(6n/Sl)

NRC RAl$ - SSES lmprovtct Technical Spec/fkobons Ã.Hov-97 Page 17 of 29 .





SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

P.3.5.1~48 None~ ITS n upper limitAllowable Value of equal to or less Problem with setpolnt
R~et ~ han 474 pslg is provided as a [) value without rodtrens

discussion of the CTS change

iced tete ] [rhS ] tttttd i irhc tmn references tonctton B Notes ts tncorrem. ][nrnelde correetednnn.

Information to be supplied with
revised submittal.

3.3.6.1 DOC A.8 willbe modified to
reflect B.1 Note 2 and B2 Note.

Open4IRC
RAI closed,
but PP6L Is
reevaluating
setpoint.
PAL will
provide M/U
of SSES ITS
and new
3.3.6.1 M.3
DOC.
(6ltOI87) Any
changes to
PP6L review
of setpolnt

ll be
provided as
part of Rev.OB
~cka e.

Closed4hp6 L
willprovide
M/U of
DOC.L6rrf8T

~I~~ II

~

~

~

~

~

~

~I

I ~ e

CTS ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 function 2.e deletes CTS
able operability requirements In MODES 4 6 6 for LPCI
.3.3.1-1 recirculation discharge valve permissive

Explain the safety
importance of the loop
injection local!on to the
deletion of operability
requirements.

See NUREG 1433 M/U page 3.3o43
requires function to be Operable In
Modes 1, 2, and 3. SSES. SSES Is
consistent with NUREG design and
herefore, ad~ots allowance.

Closed
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.6.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System
Instrumentation

[3.1.6.1~41 ~UL2 CTS
.3.6.2

TS 4.3.62 requires the performance of a LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONALTEST (LSFT) and simulated
automatic operation. ITS SR 3.3.5.2.6 requires the
performance of a LSFT but does not contain the detail
"and simulated automatic operation." Justigcation
for this deleted detail Is based on moving It to the ITS
Bases. This detail Is not defined and controlled In the
ITS Bases.

Provide discussion and
ustification for omitting the

detail from the ITS Bases.

Bases of SR 3.3.6.2.3 and SR 3.3.6.2A
II be modified to Include "and

simulated automatic operation."

CiosedPPS L
II provide

M/U of SSES
ITS~S/7/87)

3.6.243 None

[3.5.d.245 g IM.1

3.3.6.246 P.1

CTS
Table
3.3.5-1

CTS
Table

.3.6.1-1
STS
Table
3.3.6.2-1

STS SR
Note 2

CTS Table 3.3.6-1 Note (a) is translated to ITS
SURVEILlANCEREQUIREMENTS Note 2. The CTS
note permits a channel to the place In an Inoperable
status for up to 6 hours for surveillance without
placing the trip system in the tripped condition
provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the
same Irip system is monitoring that parameter. The
ITS note allows a Reactor Vessel Water Level - High,
Level 8 channel to be placed in an inoperable status
tor Surveillances tor up to 6 hours without the
requirement that there be one other OPERABLE
channel. This ls a less restrictive change

CTS Table 4.3.6.1-1 requires RPV Level 8 to be
calibrated every 18 months. ITS Table 3.3.6.2-1
requires the same Function to be calibrated every 82
days (ITS SR 3.3.5.2.3). The CTS markup and the ITS
both indicate a frequency of quarterly, or 82 days.
The STS markup for Table 3.3.6.2-1 Indicates a
free)ue~nc of 24 montlis (ITS SR 3.3.6.2A}.

ITS 3.3.6.2 Surveillance Requirements Note 2 modilies
STS 3.3.5.2 NOTE 2. The STS note allows the Manual
Initiation Function to be INOPERABLE for up to 6

hours for performance of required Surveillances. The
ITS note provides the same allowance provided the
Function maintains RCIC initiation capability. Since
the Manual Initiation is only a single (one) channel
function, the ITS effectively prevents placing the
Manual Initial Function In inoperable status for 6

hours toper form re~uired surveillance.

Provide additional
ustificatlon for the less
restrictive chanqe.

Provide either corrected
CTS markup and corrected
ITS or corrected STS mark-
up. Revise the DOC
Discussion of Deviations as
necessary to justify the

chancre.

Provide justification for the
change based on system
design, operational
constraints, or the need to

reserve the CLB.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 347. PPB L
has modified the SSES ITS SR Note
and revised SSES CTS M/U and
provided a new DOC M.2 to describe
change.

fter further review, PPB Lhas
r~vlsed the response and has
eliminated the change to SSES ITS
3.3.62 to ensure lt is consistent with
SSES ITS 3.3.6.1 Note and NUREG
1433 Note.

NUREG M/U Table 3.3.6,2-1 willbe
corrected to indicate SR 3.3.6.2.3 for
function 2.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 347. SSES
ITS, CTS M/U and DOC willbe
corrected to Identify more restrictive
change.

fter further review, PPKL has
revised the response and has
eliminated the change to SSES ITS
3.3.6.2 to ensure It Is consistent with
SSES ITS 3.3.6.1 Note and NUREG
1433 Note.

Closed- PAL
illprovide

ITS M/U,
revised CTS
M/U and M/U
of DOC. (6/7/87)

Closed+PaL
willprovide
revised
NUREG

Ctosed+PB,L
illprovide

ITS M/U,
revised CTS
M/U and M/U

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Technical Speclftcatlons 03-Nov-97 Page 19 of 29
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM Iy: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~3.S.<~r

3.6.148 M2 P.7,
ITS
Insert
SWi64'I

CTS
able

3.3.2-1
Actions
23, 24,26

CTS
able
.SN-0

CTS Table 3.3.2-1, ACTIONS 23, 24. and 26 require lhe
affected system isolallon valves be shut and the
affected system declared INOPERABLE. ITS Table
3.3.6.1, ACTIONS F and G, require that the affected
systemisolation valves be shut but does not provide
direction to declare the affected system
INOPERABLE. Justilication Is not provided which

Iscusses the safety knpact of declaring the affecled
system INOPERABLE. Justification Is not provided
for ITS Condition H, the requirements of Conditions F
6 G not met. The "because" statement discussion In

3 does not make sense. What's an unnecessary
cross reference to take action of the affected system?

CTS Table 4.3.2.1-1 requires that Functions 1.a.1, 1.b,
6.j, 6.) and 7.a be calibrated every refueling outage.
CTS Table 4.32.1-1 requires Functions 3.c, S.e, 3.f,

.b, 6.a, 6.b, B.c, B.d, 6.f, 6.h, 6.a, B.b, B.c, B.d, 6.f, 6.g,
nd 7.b be calibrated every 92 days {0). ITS 3.3.6.1

requires SR 3.3.6.1.3 be performed for these
,funcllons. SR 3.3.6.1.3 contains a logical connector
OR that does not conform to the STS format. This
logical connector allows a surveillance frequency of
~/ther 62 days or 24 months and does not provide
instructions that clarity when each are to be
followed. This results In a STS deviation. In addition
SR S.S.6.1.3 contains a note that exempts ITS
Function 2.d.

Provide adequate
discussion for this change.
Rewrite.

Revise ITS SR 3.3.6.1.3 to
followthe STS format

'thout usinga logical
"OR" connector. Change
the Table 3.3.B.1-1 Channel
Calibragon SR for Function
2.d to SR 33.6.1A. Evaluate
any CTS surveillance
Interval extensions that
result and provide DOC
ustiflcations.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 3-16. DOC A.3
is consistent with other ITS submittal
statements. This is a convention of
NUREG 1433. It should be noted that
DOC willbe modified to Include
condition "H".

Logical connector willbe changed to
"AND"

Closed''PAL
illprovide

M/U of DOC
S. 6/7/67

Ciosed+PB L
II provide

M/U of SSES
IT~S6flllt.

S.3.6.1-10 UL1 CTS
Table
3.3 2-2
Functions
6.1 and
B.g

CTS Table 3.3.2-2, requires the Instrumentation
lunclion OPERABLE and Footnote //// identifies that
there Is a 16 minute time delay for the HPCI and RCIC
Pipe Rouling Area {Functions 6.I and B.g). ITS Table
3.3.6.1-1 requires the same Instrument functions
OPERABLE, but does not specify the time delay. The
requirement ts defined in the Bases. The ITS Bases
for these Functions states that one reason for the
ime delay ls to avoid spurious temperature Isolatioiis

due to short temperature increases. The justification
for defining this requirement In the Bases does not
address this purpose for the required 16 minute d~ela .

Provided adequate
discussion and justification
far khl~schan e.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 3.20. The
tkner requirements were added lo the
bases because they werc not
required per the analysis. Therefore,
only required to ensure toglc works

nd the specific tkne does not
require calibration.

PPLL willprovide appropriate FSAR
reference to Identify 16 minute tkne
delay.

Closed+PB L
to provide
FSAR
references.{6/7
+7
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~S.3.6.WO ~9

3.3.6.1-12 P.2

~3.6.1-11 ) P.2

CTS
able

3 32-1
3.3.2-2,
and

.3.2.1-1

sts sr
3.3.6.1.6

CTS
.3.2.3

CTS Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1 provide
requirements for Function T.e "DrywellPressure-
High" actuation Instrumentation, Applicable in Modes
1,2, and 3 for RHR System Shutdown Cooling/Head
Spray Isolation. This RHR Shutdown Cooling
Isolation Instrumentation Function Is deleted In ITS

able 3.3.B.1-1 and the title of Function 6 is modified
o delete reference to RHR Head Spray. The
ustlfication for this A.B change states that Drywell
Pressure - High Function is required ln MODES 3, 4,
and 5. However, both the CTS and the ITS require
his function In MODES 1, 2, and 3.The Justification

provided does not adequately address that RHR
Shutdown Cooling System Isolation Is also provided
by the Drywell Pressure - High Function In the ITS

able 3.3.6.1-1 for Primary Containment Isolation
functions.

Note is added to ITS SR 3.3.6.1.6 that excludes the
Sensors of Functions 1.a, 1.c, and 1.d from
ISOLATIONSYSTEM RESPONSE TIME verification.
ustlfication for Ihis change is based on previous

amendments. CTS 4.3.2.3 requires that ISOLATION
SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME be verif)ed for eacli
Isolation function.

CTS 4.3.2.3 requires that ISOLATIONSYSTEM
RESPONSE TIME be verified for each Isolation
function. ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 requires SR 3.3.B.1.6,
ISOLATIONSYSTEM RESPONSE TIMEverilicatlon,
for only Functions 1.a, 1.b. 1.c, and S.a. SR 3.3.6.1.6
is not required for any other isolation function. No
ustilication has be~en rovided.

Provide discussion and
ustilication that clearly
states the Applicable
MODES for the Drywell
Pressure - High
Function. Provide discussion
and Justification which
demonstrates that the
Drywell Pressure - High
Function in the ITS Table
3.3.B.1-1 Primary
Containment Isolation
Section willalso provide
RHR Shutdown Cooling
System Isolation. Provide
discussion and Justification
for less restrictive change.

Approval of the change Is
dependent upon NRR
approval of the previous
amendments.

Provide Justification and
discussion for this less
restrictive change. Provide
ustification for the deviation
from the STS based on
system design, operational
constraints, or the need to
preserve the CLB.

See CTS M/U page 3/4 3-20. Function
T.e is provided only for Head Spray
Mode Isolation ln Modes 1,2 and 3.

his Is a primary containment
isolation function and Is
inappropriately defined In the CTS as
a non4iCIV. Therefore, requirement
is appropriately relocated within ITS
o PCIV function.

Response Time Testing Is currently
under review considering Industry
Issues

Response Time Testing ls currently
under review considering Industry
Issues

Closed.~S/T/BTJ

OpenkPKL
illprovide

changesto
SSESITS
Bases that

ere made to
SSES CTS.
This willbe
provided with
Rev OB
submittal.

pen+PAL
ll provide

changesto
SSES ITS
Basesthat

ere made to
SSES CTS.
This willbe
provldedwlth
Rev OB
submittal..
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technicai Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

P.3.6.1~16 ~M.1 CTS
Table
3.3.2.1

The CTS tables require the RHR Flow instrument to
be operable ln Modes 1,2, and 3. The same
instrument In the ITS are only required to be operable
in Modes 3, 4, and 6. DOC M.1 states that the change
Is acceptable because the Modes 3, 4 and 6
requirements ensure the safety function Is met.
Explain why It Is not a safety Issue for the plant to

perating In accordance with current TS that do not
have the new r ulrements.

Provide a safety basis
discussion for the current

lant limits.

PAL Is evaluating this change. It Is
likely that PAL willrelocate the
requirement based on Information
provided by General Electric stating
that the Function ls not credited In
any design basis analysis and
herefore, does not meet any of the

screening criteria for Incorporation
into the SSES ITS.

Closed-
repeat, see
NRC RAI
LB.1-

06 Br10N7

~$ .6.1.16 L6 CTS
Talbe
3.3.2
Action c

New Action B.2 Is added which permits Isolation of an
affected penetration with unlimited operation In the
resulting condition. This is a deviation the STS and
requires generic review and approval from the
industry and NRR. Additionally, the Justification In
L.6 does not provide discussion of the change to the
operational limits that would result from B.2 nor is a
safety basis discussion provided.

Provide Justification for the
deviation from the STS
based on system design,
operational constraints, or
the need to preserve the
CLB. Provide and industry
@proved TSTF.

is change Is currently being
evaluated by the Technical
Specification Task Force. Currently
be~In trac'ked as BWROG -28.

Open-TSTF
Pending
BWROG ~28
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.6.2 Secondary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

~23 6.243 ~L3 P.2 CT6 3.3.2
ction d

CTS 3.3.2, Action d. requires ifACTIONS b or c are
not met, take ACTION required by CTS Table 3.3.2-1.
For Trip Functions 2.c and 2.e the ACTION Is to
Establish Secondary Containment with Standby Gas

reatment System (SOTS) operating In 1 hour. The
STS ACTIONS meet the intent of the CTS but the
Required Actions for ITS 3.3.62.C deviate from the
STS as explained by P.2 which In part states
"performing this ACTIONensures that the SGTS is
placed In service...". The change in terminology from
STS "Isolate the associated zone and place SOTS in
service" to ITS "Initiate Isolation on the associated
zone" Is not explained to show how or whether the
SGTS willbe in operation.

Provide additional
discussion and justiTication
to show the equivalency of
STS and ITS 3.3.6.2,
ACTIONS for Condition C
and specifically for how the
SGTS willbe In~oration.

See 3.3.6.2 DOC L2. The DOC
identifies that the SGTS willbe
inoperation. Need to discuss SSES
design. One Subsystein Initiates one
SGTS Train. Therefore, one Channel
inop only requires one SGTS
inoperable. Change ln wording was
necessary to ensure operations
personnel understood the required
action.

Closed

3.6.244 L2

3.6.24I6 P.1

CTS
ction B.

ITS
Pelion
4.2 and
IB'2

CTS
clion b

ITS
Action

2 and
B.2

CTS Table 3.3.2-1 ~ Action 26 requires, with the loss of
a secondary containment isolation function, establish
Secondary Containment Integrity with standby gas
reatmcnt system operating, within 1 hour. ITS
equlied Actions C.2.1 and C2.2 provide the option

to declare the associated secondary containment
Isolation valves Inoperable and declare associated
SGT subsystem Inoperable. It Is not explained how
he actions required for the proposed actions to

declare the associated secondary containment
isolation valves and SGT subsystem Inoperable will,

s stated ensure continued safe operation. In
addition, a plant-specific design difference or an
approved TSTF Is required for approval to deviate
from the STS.

New conditions (A.2 and B.2) are added to STS 3.3.6.2
hich provide an alternate action to the ITS

requirements for placing Inoperable radiation
protection channels In trip. The action would permit
isolating the associate refueling floor exhaust
radiation~sstem.

Provide additional
discussion and justification
to show how the change In
ACTION from CTS Table
3.3.2-1, Action 26, to ITS
C.2.1.and C.2.2, willensure
continued safe operation
and provide discussion to
support deviation from the
STS.

Provide additional
discussion explaining the
plant safety analysis report
basis for this proposed
change to the STS.

See 33.6.2 DOC L2. The DOC
Identilles that the SGTS willbe
Inoperatlon. Need to discuss SSES

eslgn. One Subsystem Initiates one
SOTS Train. Therefore, one Channel
Inop only requires one SOTS
Inoperable. Change In wording was
necessary to ensure operations
personnel understood the required
action.

See 3.3.62 DOC L3. SSES
Secondary Containment Design for
refuel lloor radiation monllors when
he ventilation system Is running will

detect high radiation and Isolate and
start SGTS. An equivalent action Is
o isolate the refuel floor exhaust

duct which Isolates the radiation duct
and eliminates the need for the
Isolation function. Any radiation
problem willstill be detected by an

'nservlce radiation monitor.

OpenARC
Technical
Branch
Review.

OpenARC
Technical
Branch to
review white
paper and
simplified

la ran
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3.3.7.1 CREOAS System Instrumentation

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~SZ.141 ~L1 CTS
3.3.7.1

ction a

CTS 3.3.7.1, Action a, requires that with the radiation
nitoring instrumentation channel alarm/trip

setpoint exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1,
djust the setpolnt to within the limitwithin 4 hours or

declare the channel inoperable. ITS 3.3.7.1-1
eliminates this requirement for maintaining the
setpolnt and requires that the Allowable Value be

intalned. This change should be classified as an
LAchange because the bounding value Is maintained
In the ITS.

Change the classiifcaiton of
the change to LAInstead of
an Lchange.

See CTS M/U page 3/a 347. Less
restrictive change is that the
instrument Is no longer being
declared Inoperable at the trip
set oint value.

Closed

LT.S.T.1~41 ~S CTS
3.3.7.1
Action C

he provisions of LCO 3.0.3 are deleted from the CTS
in adopting the ITS. This change Is consistent wilh
he STS, but the discussion does not provide

sufficient explanation for review of the proposed
change.

Provide additional DOC 3.3.7.1 A.3 willbe modified to
ustification for the proposal ldenlify that the specification Is for a

ClosedapaL
II provide

M/U of DOC
3. 6I7I87J
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3.3.8.1 Loss of Power (LOP) Instrumentation

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.8.141 None

3.3.8.142 LA.3

CTS
3.3.8.1

CTS 3.3.3
ctlon B

he STS formatting and presentation of LOP
Instrument Functions Is changed for ITS 3.3.8.1. The
reformatting is based on ITS 3.3.8.1 Condition A
requirement fo enter conditions referenced in ITS

able 3.3.8.1-1. The change results in a deviation
from the STS.

CTS 3.3.3 Table 3.3.3.1 ACTION 36 requires "With thc
number of OPERABLE channels one less than the

otal Number of channels, declare thc associated
emergency diesel generator inoperable...." ITS 3.3.8.1

ction B allows a one hour restoration tkne prior to
he diesel being declared inoperable. A technical
ustilication was not provided lor this deviation from
he CTSAdditionally, the CTS markup ofAction 36

eliminates the use of a cross reference which Is not
disucssed In DOC lA.3.

Proposed ITS Actions A and
B can be combined using a
note to dNerentlate between
he required acgons for 2

channel vice 1 channel
functions. Provide an
explanation of the need to
change to an alternate
format.

Provide additional
discussion and Justification
for the changed CTS
r~euirement.

SSES ITS presentation was accepted Closed, no
by SSES personnel. Either change ls further action
an alternate format from NUREG. re ulred.

See CTS MIU page 3/i 3-28. DOC L3 LCioscd~
~rovldes justification.

pcs.sos [[Kr" I

'3.8.146 lAA

Table

CTS
able
.3.3-1

he CTS Table 3.3.3-2 requires lhe OPERABILITYof
LOP Instrumentation and provides system details
including the trip setpoints. ITS Table 3.3.8.1-1
requires the LOP OPERABILITYbut does not provide
the details of trip setpoints. These details are moved
o the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)". This

conanent DOC ls applied to thc CTS markup on page
3-28.

CTS Table 3.3.3-1, 3.3.3-2, and 4.W.1-1 Items 6.d and
6.e require OPERABILITYof the 480V ESS Bus
Undervoltage (Degraded Voltage, 66% and 82%)
relays. ITS Table 33.8.1-1 does not require these
rela~smalntained OPERABLE.

This convnent Justilication Is
not acceptable for the
proposed markup. Provide a
cevlse~dmarku .

Provide additional
discussion and Justification
for the less restrictive
change. Confirmlhatthe
FSAR does not credit
undervoltage protection for
his bus level.

New LA.6 DOC willbe added to
3.3.8.1 DOCs.

3.3.8.1 Specification is "LOP
Instrumentation" for DG start only.

hcse relays are for bus protection
only. Therefore, thcsc relays arc
covered ln the TRM and the TRM
directs a~pro rlatc actions.

Closed+P6 L
illprovide

new LA
DOC. 6nl8T~

OpenARC
reviewing
response.
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

$.8.147 L2 P.1 CTS
able

$ 3.3-1

CTS Table 3.3.3-1 ACTION 36 requires declaring the
.16KV bus Inoperable when both degraded voltage

instrument channels are inoperable. Under the same
condition ITS Required Action B allows 1 hour to
restore the second channel before placing the
channel In trip. The ITS provide for knmediately
declaring the channel inoperable ifthe trip option Is
not taken. The L2 Justification provided Is Incorrect.
In addition, changes to the format of STS actions are
proposed without justification based on an industry

STF or des n differences from the STS.

Provide discussion and
ustitication for the changed

CTS requirement and STS
deviation.

See CTS page 3/4 MO(a). Action
6(a) states with the number of

OPERABLE channels one less than
he total Number of Channels.

DOC 3.3.8.1 L$ willbe modified to
Incorporate not requiring DG to be
declared inoperable with both
channels Inoperable.

Need to provide further clarification
oflh~schan c.

Open4ip8 L
II provide

revised CTS
M/Uand M/U
of DOC L$.
Need to
discuss
change with
NRC.

~3.3.8.14$ ] CTS
Mark u

CTS
Table
$ .3.3-1

p. 3/4 3-28: Function 6.a, Action 36 Is markedwp to be
ITS Action C with changes to the action given as L3;
L.$ discusses changes to Action 36.p. 3/4 340a:

ction 36 is marked~ p as ITS Action D with UL3
ustiftcations; LA.$ Justifications discuss the changes

as Action B

Clear up the confusion with See CTS page 3/4 3-28 and 3/43 30(a)
revised DOCs and revised and DOC UL3 and L3. Utilized
CTS markup ctlon 36 for Action D.

CTS M/U and DOC L$ revised to

Open+Pa L
illprovide

revised CTS
M/U and DOC
M/U. Need to
discuss
change with
NRC.

CTS
Table
$ .3.3.2
Function
6 Time
delay

The AADOC states in part that CTS requirements
include timers without specifying actions. The
requriements for the timers are CTS Action a., which
specifies declare the associaled channel inoperable
for failure to meet the TS Allowable Values. The table

rkup specified as AA Includes changes to the
Iowable Values without Justification.

Provide revised DOC See CTS M/U page 3/4 342. No ~losedi
discussion for the proposed changes noted to Timer Allowable
changes. alues.
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SECTION 3.3 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electric Power
Monitoring

ITS
pplicabil

ity

CTS requires the RPS EPAs to be operable at all
Imes. The proposed change deletes the ITS

applicability that specifies Mode 6, when control rods
are withdrawn. The related Bases changes delete the
applicability discussion about RPS EPA operability

hen both RHR Shutdown Cooling Isolation valves
are open. The proposed EPA applicabilty does not

tch with the RPS Mode 6 ap~licablltly.

Provide additional
discussion that Justifies the
mismatch between related
LC~Oa licabilities.

NUREG 1433 3.3.8.2 Apphcabihty
provides an option to only require
the RPS Electric Power Monitoring

hen in MODES 4 or 6 with a Control
Rod withdrawn or SDC Valves

Open.'n

not In these conditions, the
RPS Electric Power Monitoring
system would not be required. SSES
ITS requires the RPS Power
Monitoring system at all thne when In
Modes 4 or 6. Therefore, SSES ITS
is more restrictive than the allowance
in NUREG and does not represent a
non~onservative position.
Furthermore, the Specllication and
Bases are consistent In that they do
not specify a specific exception ln
Modes4or 6.

PPSL has reviewed SSES ITS and
determined that the proposed change
Is acceptable. The change removes
any Applicabilityconditions ln
Modes 4 and 6 so Operability Is
required at all limes in these Modes,
not Just when RHR SDC valves are
open or Control Rod Removed.

herefore, no further change has
been determined to be necessary.

0pen<RC
reviewing
PP8L
res nse.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

T CHNICAL

M.3

HANGES - MORE R STRICTIV (continued)

not bypassed when Thermal Power is ~ 30K RTP. The addition of aspecific Surveillance Requirement is a more restrictive change.
The Frequency of 24 months was selected based on SSES future
operating cycles and the need to perform this surveillance during
a plant startup. This more restrictive change is acceptable
because it does not introduce any operation which is unanalyzed
while requiring a more conservative test than is currently
required. Therefore, this change has no negative impact on
safety.

SSES CTS Table 4.3.1-1 requires that the Drywell Pressure - High
Functions be calibrated on a Frequency of once every 18 months.
SSES ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1 requires this instrument to be calibrated
once every 92 days. The same instrument is used for other
Technical Specification Functions such as ECCS which require a
quarterly Channel Calibration. To ensure consistency in
surveillance requirements the frequency is being changed from once
every 18 months to once every 92 days'his more restrictive
change is acceptable because it does not introduce any operation
which is unanalyzed while requiring a more conservative test than
is currently required. Therefore, this change has no negative
impact on safety.

ZwSo-+ H .V

TECHNICA CHANGE '- RESTRICTI V

LA.1

LA.2

SSES CTS Table 3.3.1-1. Function 2 (APRM). is modified by footnote
(e) which states: "An APRM channel is inoperable if there are less
than 2 LPRM inputs per level or less than 14 LPRM inputs to an
APRM channel." SSES ITS 3.3. 1.1 does not specifically identify
this requirement but maintains the requirement that APRMs must be
Operable. This is acceptable because this design information does
not affect the SSES ITS requirement for Operability. Therefore.
this information about LPRM Operability requirements is moved to
the Bases for SSES ITS 3.3.1. 1. This change is acceptable because
Technical Specifications still require the Operability of the RPS
APRM Function. Additionally. the SSES ITS Bases require change
control in accordance with the SSES ITS 5.5.10, Bases Control

.Program. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control

rocess. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected
y the change because there is no change in the requirement to

maintain the equipment Operable. Furthermore. NRC and PP&L
resources associated with processing license amendments to these
Administrative Control requirements will be reduced. This change
is a less restrictive administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.1-1. Functions 8 (Turbine Stop Valve-Closure)
and 9 (Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure) are modified by Note
(j) which requires that these functions not be automatically

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



i<SERT (NRC RAI 3.3.1.1-01)

M.4 $$ES CTS Table 2.2.1-1 establishes the Allowable Value for Function 8 a. and 8.b,
$DV Level-High as s 88 gallons. For the same Function, SSES ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1
establishes the Allowable Value as s 69 gallons and s 61 gallons. This more
restrictive change is required to ensure that the Allowable Value in the SSES lTS is
consistent with the Allowable Value in the SSES setpoint calculation. Therefore,
this more restrictive change willhave no negative impact on safety.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.1.1 - RPS INSTRUMENTATION

T HNICA CHANG - LESS R STRI TIVE (continued)

Far SSgg
I

4&pLla4 c
s~„p.c>i~re. oP

l4(. p~i~
C9 vav «lent fo
30 /~

Acmic

~ r

LA.3

LA.4

bypassed when "turbine first stage pressure is greater than 136
psig." This requirement is a setpoint associated with the value
of 30K reactor thermal power . SSES ITS requires only that

rumen a o ensure the RPS Function is not
bypassed; therefore. requirements for trip setpoints are moved to
the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). This is acceptable
because SSES ITS 3.3.1.1. Functions 8 and 9. replaces this
requirement with a Function specific Applicability that requires
that these Functions must be Operable when reactor power is
greater than 30K. Additionally.. SSES ITS SR 3.3.1.1.16
establishes a specific requirement to test this bypass feature to
ensure that the RPS Functions are not bypassed when required to be
Operable. Moving design details including setpoints (Turbine
first .stage pressure corresponding to 30K RTP) to the TRM provides
an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to maintain the equipment Operable.
Furthermore. NRC and PP8L resources associated with processing
license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This
change is a less restrictive administrative change with no impact
on safety.

SSES CTS 4.3.1.2, RPS Logic System Functional Tests (LSFT),
specifies that the LSFT include "simulated automatic operation" of
all channels. SSES ITS 3.3.1.1. 15 requires an LSFT but does not
include this detail. This is acceptable because "simulated
automatic operati.on" is a description of how the LSFT is performed
and not a requirement to perform more than a LSFT. Therefore.
this description of how a LSFT is performed is moved to the Bases
which require change control in accordance with the SSES ITS
5.5. 10. Bases Control Program. This approach provides an
effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to perform a LSFT. Furthermore, NRC and
PP8L resources associated with processing license amendments to
these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
restrictive administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.1-1, footnotes (b). (g) and (k) provide design
details and descriptive information for various RPS functions.
SSES ITS 3.3.1. 1 addresses this information in the Bases and does
not include these details in the Technical Specifications. This
change is acceptable because the information being moved to the
Bases does not establish Operability or Testing requirements or
the associated allowable values or acceptance criteria.'his
change is acceptable because Technical Specifications still
require the Operability of the features described in these notes
either directly or through Surveillance Req 'ments. Bases
require change control in accordance with e ES ITS 5.5.10.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 'Revision 0. 07/31/96
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RPS Instrumentation

3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-NOTES
1. Refer to Table 3.3.1.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RPS

Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains RPS trip capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3. 1. 1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.1.1.2 -NOTE
Not required to be performed until 12
hours after THERMAL POWER > 25K RTP.

Verify the absolute difference between
the average power range monitor (APRM)
channels and the calculated power is
~ 2'TP plus any gain adjustment
required by LCO 3.2.4 ~ "Average Power
Range Monitor (APRM) Setpoints" while
operating at > 25K RTP.

7 days

Ad~ust ~to
SR 3.3.1.1.3 the channelRonformP'o a

calibrated flow signal ~

7 days

SR 3.3.1.1.4 ---- -NOTE-
Not required to be performed when
entering MODE 2 from MODE 1 until
12 hours after entering MODE 2.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 7 days

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation

B 3.3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

5~R 3.3..1. ( ti d)

experience and in consideration of providing a reasonable
time in which to complete the SR.

SR 1.1.3

TC iAs4~~~&
Qc g 50'

(y gk4'w Q tc~ ~lb'gjvQ%~~Q
uiLL 4. ~~.

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High Function uses the recirculation loop
drive flows to vary the trip setpoint. This SR verifies
proper operation of the total loop drive flow signals from
the drive flow units used to vary the setpoint of the APRM.

The components operation is verified in two steps. The
first step is a CHANNEL CHECK performed by reading the
output of the four drive flow units. This gross check
ensures that all drive flow units are within a tolerance
defined by station staff. The second step is .a verification
that the flow signal from the APRM readout (which is the
lowest .flow signal from two associated drive flow units) is
conservative with respect to the total core flow/drive flow
relationship. This two step process ensures that the drive
flow signal is consistent with the actual total core flow.
If the flow unit signal is not within the limit. one
required APRM that receives an input from the inoperable
flow unit must be declared inoperable.

e Frequency of 7 days is based on engineering judgment.
operating experience. and the reliability of this
instrumentation.

R 14

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required
channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the
intended function.

As noted. SR 3.3.1.1.4 is not required to be performed when

entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. since testing of the MODE 2

required IRM and APRM Functions cannot be performed in
MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers. lifted leads, or movable
links. This allows entry into MODE 2 if the 7 day Frequency
is not met per SR 3.0.2. In this event. the SR must be

erformed within 12 hours after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1.

welve hours is based on operating experience and in

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
3.3.1.1

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLA FREQUENCY (AS)

SR 3.3.1.1.11
1.

-NOTES-
eutron detectors are excluded.

For Functio 2.a, not required to be
performed when enterina MOQE 2 Awe
RODE untsi 12 hours after
entering MODE 2.

ssui
Ll&4-)

<. fX)C L.~)

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Cg~~~».i

184 days

SR 3.3.1.1.12 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.,
(-m

months

SR 3.3.1.1.13
eutron tectors re ex de

F Func on 1, not required to b8
erfo d when gntering DE 2 g'ro

MODE until g hours gfter eafer n
OD 2.

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Ci Jge 4 5 I I I~ months 'g~ S)

SR 3.3.1.1.14 Verify the APRM Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power-High time constant is
5 $ 7$ seconds.

~months 4 444~ i ~ « ~

~zq aW ~)

SR 3.3.1.1.15 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. ~months (O.3.(2P

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO, arid
APPLICABILITY

Sc+

the APRt1 JUL
8lceC.h- N p~ca~ad

Otefe~Se (W dC|P<

~ 4~c APRES

RM N~hroa
Fl~~- Rial.

2 b. Avera e Power Ran e Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power -Hi h (continued)

Ae Average Power Range Monitor Flow
Bi d lh 1 P ~ IIvt F ti
ann+yrrs. The THERMA POWER time constant of < 7 seconds is
based o'n the fuel heat transfer dynamics and provides a
signal proportional to the THERMAL POWER. The simulated
thermal time constant is part of the filter circuit that
simulates the relationship between neutron flux and core
thermal power.

The Average Power Range Monitor Flow Biased Simulated
Thermal Power -High Function and associated flow units are
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 when there is the
possibility of generating excessive THERMAL POWER and
potentially exceeding the SL applicable to high pressure and
core flow conditions (MCPR SL). During MODES 2 and 5. other
IRM and APRM Functions provide protection for fuel cladding
integrity.

2 c. Avera e Power Ran e Monitor Fixed N utron Fl x-Hi

The APRM channels provide the pirimary indication of neutron
flux within the core and respond almost instantaneously to
neutron flux increases. The Average Power Range Monitor
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function is capable of generating a

trip signal to prevent fuel damage or excessive RCS

pressure. For the overpressurization protection analysis of
Reference 4, the Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron
Flux-High Function is assumed to terminate the main stea(a
isolation valve (MSIV) closure event and, along with the
safety/relief valves (S/RVs). limits the peak reactor
ressure vessel (RPV) pressure to less than the ASME Code
imits. The control rod drop accident (CRDA) analysis

(Ref. 5) takes credit for the Average Power Range Monitor
Fixed Neutron Flux-High Function to terminate the CRDA.

The APRM System is divided into two trip systems with three
APRM channels inputting to each trip system. The system is
designed to allow one channel in each trip system to be
bypassed. Any one APRM channel in a trip system can cause
the associated trip system to trip. Four channels of
Average Power Range Monitor Fixed Neutron Flux-High with
two channels in each trip system arranged in a one-out-of-

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

3.3.2.1

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.2.1 The control rod block instrumentation for each Function in
Table 3.3.2. 1-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.2.1-1.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

Rod worth minimizer
(RWM) inoperable
during reactor
startup.

REQUIRED ACTION

](.1 Suspend control rod
movement except by
scram.

OR

+.2.1.1 Verify ~ 12 rods
wi thdrawn.

OR

P'.2.1.2 Verify by
administrative
methods that startup
with RWM inoperable
has not been
performed in the last
calendar year.

AND

COMPLETION TIME

Z~g~g $ 2.Q (g. )

Immediate y

Immediately

Immediately

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

INSERT (3,3-16-1 NRC RAI 3.3.2.1-03):

CONDITION REqUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One rod block monitor
(RBM) channel
inoperable.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A

not met.
OR

Two RBM channels
inoperable.

A.1 Restore RBM channel to
OPERABLE status.

B.l Place one RBM channel in
trip.

7 days

48 hours

BWR/4 STS 3.3-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

p'. (continued) .

C.

P'.2.2 Verify movement of
control rods is in
compliance with
banked position
withdrawal sequence
(BPWS) by a second
licensed operator or
other qualified
member of the
technical staff.

During control
rod movement

g. RWM inoperable during
reactor shutdown.

Verify movement of
control rods is in
accordance with BPWS

by a second licensed
operator or other
qualified member of
the technical staff.

During control
rod movement

One or more Reactor
Mode Switch -Shutdown
Position channels
inoperable.

K 1 Suspend control rod
withdrawal.

AND

Initiate action to
fully insert all
insertable control
rods in core cells
containing one or
more fuel assemblies.

Immedi ately

Immediately

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.3-17 Amendment A, 07/31/96
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

3.3.2.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

>- IB-ot

FREQUENCY

+~r+ 7
SR 3.3.2.1g NOTE-

Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after any control rod is withdrawn at
s 10K RTP in MODE 2.

3-<g-og

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.2.1g - -NOTE

> Not required to be performed until 1 hour
after THERMAL POWER is < 10K RTP in MODE 1.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

~ 3-(8- o
SR 3.3.2.l.g Verify the RWM is no ypass w en

~ THERMAL POWER is ( 10% RTP.
24 months

SR 3.3.2.1.P'NOTE-
~ Not required to be performed until 1 hour

after reactor mode switch is in the shutdown
position.

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months

SR 3.3.2.1.P Verify control rod sequences input
7 to the RWM are in conformance with BPWS.

Prior to
declaring RWM

OPERABLE
following
loading of
sequence into
RWM

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3. 3-18 Amendment A, 07/31/96
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

INSERT (3.3-1 8%1 NRC RAI 3.3.2.1C3):

NOTES-

1. Refer to Table 3.3.2.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each
Control Rod Block Function.

2. When an RBM channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of req'uired Survei llances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours
provided the associated Function maintains control rod block
capability.

INSERT (3.3-18-02 NRC RAI 3.3.? 1C3):

SR 3.3.2.1.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

INSERT (3.3-18C3 NRC RAI 3.3.2.1C3)."

SR 3.3.2.1.4 NOTE

Neutron detectors are excluded.
24 months

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

BWR/4. STS 3 '-2 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

Table 3.3.2.1-1 (page 1 of 1) .
Control Rod Block Instrunentation

FUHCT ION

APPLICABLE
MCOES OR

OTHER
SPECIFIED

COND IT IOH S

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

SURVEILLANCE
REOIIREHEHTS

ALLOMABLE
VALUE

)/ Rod llorth Hinlmizer

Z

Z L 8 3.3->g
SR 3.3.2.1.A'X HA
SR 3.3.2.1HZ'3
SR 3.3.2.1+g
SR 3.3.2.1+y

Reactor Node Suitch —Shutdown
Position

SR 3.3.2.1.+ KA

(P Mith THERHAL POMER s TDX RTP.

(p) Reactor mode switch in the shutdown position.
C.

T-~so-+ 'R.5 - t$ -Op
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
3.3.2.1

INSERT (3.3-19%1 NRC RAI 3.3.2.1C3):

1. Rod Bock Mooltor

SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 342.1.4

s0.58W+55'%f p
l4l

b. Inop

c.

Downscale SR 3.32.1.1 NA

SR 3.3.2.1.1
SR 3.32.1.4

INSERT (3.3-19C2 NRC RAI 3.3.2,1C3):

(a) When THERMALPOWER is > 30'Yo RTP

o S5l~ +&4 R1t ulv~ rc>,y %or csi~lc. loop egg ig~ p( 1.<o 3 'v. I
II

~ I~4c i'.04$ )~g Loop Qp~d> p

3 ~ 3 3 'Rev
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SDM Test —Refuel ing
3.10.8

3. 10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test- Refueling

LCO 3.10.8 The reactor mode switch position specified in Table 1.1-1
for MODE 5 may be changed to include the startup/hot standby
position. and operation considered not to be in MODE 2. to
allow SDM testing. provided the following requirements are
met:

a. LCO 3.3.1.1. "Reactor Protection System
Instrumentation," MODE 2 requirements for Functions 2.a
and 2.d of Table 3.3.1.1-1;

b. 1. LCO 3.3.0.1, "Control Rod Block Instrumentation,"
MODE 2 requirements for Function&of
Table 3.3.2.1-1, with the banked position withdrawal
sequence requirements of SR 3.3.2.1.5 changed to

. require the control rod sequence to conform to the
SDM test sequence.

OR

2. Conformance to the approved control rod sequence for
the SDM test is verified by a second licensed
operator or other qualified member of the technical
staff:

c. Each withdrawn control rod shall be coupled to the
associated CRD;

d. All control rod withdrawals that are not in conformance
with the BPWS shall be made in notch out mode;

e. No other CORE Al TERATIONS are in progress; and

f. CRD charging water header pressure > 940 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in startup/hot standby
position.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.10-20
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SDH Test —Refueling

3.10.8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.8.2 -NOTE
Not required to be met if SR 3.10.8.3
satisfied.

P erform the NODE 2 applicable SRs for
LCO 3.3.2.1, Function/ of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

According to
the applicable
SRs

SR 3. 10.8. 3 --- --- -NOTE-
Not required to be met if SR 3.10 '.2
satisfied.

Verify movement of control r'ods is in
compliance with the approved control rod
sequence for the SDH test by a second
licensed operator or other qualified member
of the technical staff.

During control
rod movement

SR 3. 10.8.4 Verify no other CORE ALTERATIONS are in
progress.

12 hours

(continued)
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Control Rod Testing-Operating

B 3.10.7

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES .

(continued)

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Special
Operations LCOs is optional ~

'and therefore. no criteria of
the NRC Policy Statement apply. Special Operations LCOs
provide flexibilityto perform certain operations by
appropriately modifying requirements of other LCOs. A
discussion of the criteria satisfied for the other LCOs is
provided in their respective Bases.

LCO As described in LCO 3.0.?, compliance with this Special
Operations LCO is optional. Control rod testing may be
performed in compliance with the prescribed sequences of
LCO 3. 1.6, and during these tests, no exceptions to the
requirements of LCO 3. 1.6 are necessary. For testing
performed with a sequence not in compliance with LCO 3.1.6.
the requirements of LCO 3.1.6 may be suspended. provided
additional administrative controls are placed on the test to
ensure that the assumptions of the special safety analysis
for the test sequence are satisfied. Assurances that the
test sequence is i'ollowed can be provided by eith
programming the test sequence into the RW it conformance .

verified as specified in SR 3.3.2. 1.E an allowing the RWM

to monitor control rod withdrawal and provide appropriate
control rod blocks if necessary. or by verifying conformance
to the approved test sequence by a second licensed operator
or other qualified member of the technical staff. These
controls are consistent with those normally applied to
operation in the startup range as defined'in the SRs and
ACTIONS oi'CO 3.3.2.1, "Control Rod Block Instrumentation."

APPLICABILITY Control rod testing. awhile in MODES 1 and 2, with THERMAL
POWER greater than the LPSP of the RWM, is adequately
controlled by the existing LCOs on power distribution limits
and control rod block instrumentation. Control rod movement
during these conditions is not restricted to prescribed
sequences and can be performed within the constraints of
LCO 3.2.1, "AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
(APLHGR)." LCO 3.2.2, "MINIMUMCRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)."
LCO 3.2.3, "LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR)." and
LCO 3.3.2.1. With THERMAL POWER less than or equal to the
LPSP of the RWM, the provisions of this Special Operations
LCO are necessary to perform special tests that are not in
conformance with the prescribed sequences of LCO 3.1.6.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.10-30
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SDM Test —Refueling
B 3.10.8

BASES

LCO
(continued)

must be enforced and the approved control rod withdrawal
sequence must be enforced by the RWM (LCO 3.3.2.1,
Function , MODE 2). or must be verified by a second

cense operator or other qualified member of the technical
staff. The SDM may be demonstrated during an in sequence
control rod withdrawal, in which the highest worth control
rod is analytically determined, or during local criticals,
where the highest worth control rod is determined by
analysis or testing.

Local critical tests require the withdrawal of control rods
in a sequence that is not in conformance with the BPWS.

This testing would therefore require bypassing or
reprogramming of the rod worth minimizer to allow the
withdrawal of rods not in conformance with BPWS, and
therefore additional requirements must be met (see
LCO 3.10.7, "Control Rod Testing - Operating" ).

Control rod withdrawals that do not conform to the banked
position withdrawal sequence specified in LCO 3.1.6. "Rod
Pattern

Controls�

" (i .e., out of sequence control .rod
withdrawals) must be made in the individual notched
withdrawal mode to minimize the potential reactivity
insertion associated with each movement.

Coupling integrity of withdrawn control rods is required to
minimize the probability of a CRDA and ensure proper
functioning of the withdrawn control rods, if they are
required to scram. Because the reactor vessel head may be
removed- during these tests, no other CORE ALTERATIONS may be
in progress. Furthermore. since the control rod scram
function with the RCS at atmospheric pressure relies solely
on the CRD accumulator. it is essential that the CRD

charging water header remain pressurized. This Special
Operations LCO then allows changing the Table 1. 1-1 reactor
mode switch position requirements to include the startup/hot
standby position. such that the SDM tests may be performed
while in MODE 5.

APPLICABILITY These SDM test Special Operations requirements are only
applicable if the SDM tests performed in accordance with
LCO 3.1.1. "SDM" are to De performed while in MODE 5 with
the reactor vessel head removed or the head bolts not fully
tensioned. Additional requirements during these tests to

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.10-35
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SDM Test —Refueling
B 3.10.8

BASES

ACTIONS A. 1 (continued)

are governed by subsequent entry into the Condition and
application of the Required Actions.

B.l

With one or more of the requirements of this LCO not met,for
reasons other than an uncoupled control rod, the testing
should be immediately stopped by placing the reactor mode
switch in the shutdown or refuel position. This results in
a condition that is consistent with the requirements for
MODE 5 where the provisions of this Special Operations LCO
are no longer required.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

R 3 1 .8,1

Performance of the applicable SRs for LCO 3.3. 1. 1. Functions
2.a and 2.d will ensure that the reactor is operated within
the bounds of the safety analysis.

SR 3.10.8.1 SR 3.10.8.2 and R 3.10. .3

LCO 3.3.1.1. Functions 2.a and 2.d. made applicable in this
Special Operations LCO, are required to have applicable
Surveillances met to establish that this Special Operations
LCO is being met. However, the control rod withdrawal
sequences during the SDM tests may be enforced by the RWM

(LCO 3.3.2.1. Functio , MODE 2 requirements) or by a
secon >cense operator or other qualified member of the
technical staff. As noted. either the applicable SRs for
the RWM (LCO 3.3.2. 1) must be satisfied according to the
applicable Frequencies (SR 3.10.8.2). or the proper movement
of control rods must be verified (SR 3. 10 '.3). This latter
verification (i.e.. SR 3. 10.8.3) must be performed during
control rod movement to prevent deviations from the
specified sequence. These surveillances provide adequate
assurance that the specified test sequence is being
followed.
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Control Rod Testing -Operating
B 3.10.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

(continued)

SR 3.10.7.2

When the RWN provides conformance to the special test
sequence, the test sequence must be verified to be correctly
loaded into the RWH prior to control rod movement. This
Surveillance demonstrates compliance with SR 3.3.2. 1.9'.
thereby demonstrating that the RWN is OPERABLE. A Note has
been added to indicate that this Surveillance does not need
to be performed if SR 3.10.7.1 is satisfied.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR 15.4.9
q~ A

2. PL- 01 "Application of Reactor Analysis Nethods for
BWR Design and Analysis," August 1990.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

B 3. 3 INSTRUHENTATION

B 3 '.2.1 Control'Rod Block Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND

OQt'iwg htg4
porn(g 0+ri +mal

r(gl b>os~
A a~i>or (RQ 1$

Proved<) pr&C
F~ C~>.ol rod

grrow
C44 ~+~

Taarr t 0 3.3

Control rods provide the primary means for control of
reactivity changes. Control rod. block instrumentation
includes channel sensors, logic circuitry, switches. and
relays that are designed to ensure that specified fuel
design limits are not exceeded for postulated transients and
accidents During low power operations. control rod blocks

o e rod worth minimizer (RWM) enforce specific control
rod sequences designed to mitigate the consequences of the
control rod drop accident (CRDA). During shutdown
conditions, control rod blocks from the Reactor Mode
Switch-Shutdown Position Function ensure that all control
rods remain inserted to prevent inadvertent criticalities.

The purpose of the RWM is to control rod patterns during
startup. such that only specified control rod sequences and
relative positions are allowed over the operating range from
all control rods inserted to 10K RTP. The sequences
effectively limit the potential amount and rate of
reactivity increase during a CRDA. Prescribed control rod
sequences are stored in the RWM. which will initiate control
rod withdrawal and insert blocks when the actual sequence
deviates beyond allowances from the stored sequence. The
RWM determines the actual sequence based position indication
for each control rod. The RWM also uses steam flow signals
to determine when the reactor power is above the preset
power level at which the RWM is automatically bypassed
(Ref. 1). The RWM is a single channel system that provides
input into RMCS rod block channel 2.

With the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position. a

control rod withdrawal block is applied to all control rods
to ensure that the shutdown condition is maintained. This
Function prevents inadvertent criticality as the result of a

control rod withdrawal during MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5

when the reactor mode switch is required to be in the
shutdown position. The reactor mode switch has two
channels, each inputting. into a separate RMCS rod block
circuit. A rod block in either RMCS circuit will provide a

control rod block to all control rods.
t

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 8 3.3-43
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Insert B3.3-43:1:

The purpose of the RBH is to limit control rod withdrawal if localized
neutron flux exceeds a predetermined setpoint during control rod
manipulations. The RBH supplies a trip signal to the Reactor Manual
Control System (RMCS) to appropriately inhibit control rod withdrawal
during power operation above the low power range setpoint. The RBH has
two channels, either of which can initiate a control rod block when the
channel output exceeds the control rod block setpoint. One RBH channel
inputs into one RHCS rod block circuit and the other RBH channel inputs
into the second RHCS rod block circuit. The RBH channel signal is
generated by averaging a set of local power range monitor (LPRH)
signals at various core heights surrounding the control rod being
withdrawn. A signal from one average power range monitor (APRH)
channel assigned to each Reactor Protection System (RPS) trip system
supplies a reference signal for the RBH channel in the same trip
system. This reference signal is used to determine which RBH range
setpoint (low, intermediate, or high) is enabled. If the APRH is
indicating less than the low power range setpoint, the RBH is
automatically bypassed. The RBH is also automatically bypassed if a

peripheral control rod is selected {Refg .
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

TakfR.'7 Q 3 g qy>g. Rod Worth Minimizer"
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYS
LCO, and
APPLICABILITY

analysis are not violated. The analytical methods and
assumptions used in evaluating the CRDA are summarized in
References 2. 3. 4, and 5. The BPWS requires that control
rods be moved in groups, with all control rods assigned to a
specific group required to be within specified banked
positions. Requirements that the control rod sequence is in
compliance with the BPWS are specified in LCO 3.1.6. "Rod

"
Pattern Control."

The RWH Function satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement. (Ref. g)

. 7
Since the RWM is designed to act as a backup to operator
control of the rod sequences. only one channel of the RWM is
available and required to be OPERABLE (Ref. . Special
circumstances provided for in the Required Action of
LCO 3. 1.3, "Control Rod OPERABILITY." and LCO 3.1.6 may
necessitate bypassing the RWH to allow continued operation
with inoperable control rods. or to allow correction of a
control rod pattern not in compliance with the BPWS. The
RWM may be bypassed as required by these conditions. but
then it must be considered inoperable and the Required
Actions of this LCO followed.

Compliance with the BPWS, and therefore OPERABILITY of the
RWM. is required in MODES 1 and 2 when THERMAL POWER is
< 10K RTP. When THERMAL POWER is > 10K RTP, there is no
possible control rod configuration that results in a control
rod worth that coul exceed thy 280 cal/gm fuel damage limit
during a CRDA (Ref and . In NODES 3 and 4. all
control rods are re uired to be inserted into the core
(except as provided in 3. 10 "Special Operations" ):
therefore. a CRDA cannot occur. In MODE 5. since only a

single control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell
containing fuel assemblies, adequate SDM ensures that the
consequences of a CRDA are acceptable, since the reactor
will be subcritical.

ES.
The RWH enforces the banked position withdrawal sequence
(BPWS) to ensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA
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INSERT B3.3«44-j.:

1. Rod Block Honitor

The RBH i s desi gned to 1 imit control rod wi thdrawal if 1 ocal ized
neutron flux exceeds a predetermined setpoint. The RBH was originally
designed to prevent fuel damage during a Rod Withdrawal Error (RWE)
event while operating in the power range in a normal mode of operation.
FSAR 15.4. (Rod Withdrawal Error - At Power) originally took credit
or the RBM automatically actuating to stop control rod motion and

preventing fuel damage during an RWE event at power. However, current
reload analyses do not take credit for the RBH system. The Allowable
Values are chosen as a function of power level to not exceed the APRH

scram setpoints. Based on the specified Allowable Values, operating
limits are established.

The RBM Function satisfies Criterion 4 of the NRC Policy
Statement,

RRC. 7
Two channels e RBR are required t'o be OPERABLE, with their
setpoints within the appropriate Allowable Value for the associated
power range, to ensure that no single instrument failure can preclude a

rod block from this Function. The actual setpoints are calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology.

Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations.
The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints do not
exceed the Allowable Values between successive CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS.
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is acceptable. Trip
setpoints are those predetermined values of output at which an action
should take place. The setpoints are compared to the actual process
parameter (e.g., reactor power), and when the measured output value of
the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the associated device
(e.g., trip unit) changes state. The analytic limits are derived from
the limiting values of the process parameters. The Allowable Values
are derived from the analytic limits, corrected for calibration,
process, and some of the instrument errors. The trip setpoints are
then determined accounting for the remaining instrument errors (e.gae
drift) . The trip setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
protection because instrumentation uncertainties, process effects,
calibration tolerances, instrument drift, and severe environment errors
(for channels that must function in harsh'nvironments as defined by
10 CFR 50.49) are accounted for.



INSERT B3.3-44-1 (continued):

[The RBH will function when operating greater than 30~ RTP. Below this
power level, the RBM is not required to be OPERABLE.]
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

B 3.3.2.1

BASES

'3
APPLICABLE g. R tor Mode Switch — h t own Posit> n
SAFETY ANALYSES,
LCO. and - During MODES 3 and 4, and during MODE 5 when the reactor
APPLICABILITY mode switch is required to be in the shutdown position. the

(continued) core is assumed to be subcritical: therefore. no positive
reactivity insertion events are analyzed. The Reactor Mode
Switch-Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block
ensures that the reactor remains subcritical by blocking
control rod withdrawal, thereby preserving the assumptions
of the safety analysis.

The Reactor Mode Switch-Shutdown Position Function 7
satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. (Ref. g)

Two channels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single channel failure will preclude a rod block when
required. There is no Allowable Value for this Function
since the channels are mechanically actuated based solely on
reactor mode switch position.

During shutdown conditions (MODE 3, 4. or 5). no positive
reactivity insertion events are analyzed because assumptions
are that control rod withdrawal blocks are provided to
prevent criticality. Therefore. when the reactor mode

switch is in the shutdown position. the control rod
withdrawal block is required to be OPERABLE. During MODE 5

with the reactor mode switch in the refueling position. the
refuel position one-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) provides
the required control rod withdrawal blocks.

ACTIONS
T~secf 6 ~ > -Ic

.1 ... and
C

With the RWH inoperable during a reactor startup. the
operator is still capable of enforcing the prescribed
control rod sequence. However, the overall reliability is
reduced because a single operator error can result in
violating the control rod sequence. Therefore. control rod
movement must be iomediately suspended except by scram.
Alternatively. startup may continue if at least 12 control
rods have already been withdrawn, or a reactor startup with
an inoperable RWH was not performed in the last 12 months.
Required Actions 2. 1. 1 and .2.1.2 require verification of
these conditions by. view plant logs and control room

indications. A reacto artup with an inoperable RWH is
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INSERT B3.3-48-1:

A.1

With one RBH channel inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE channel is
adequate to perform the control rod block function; however, overall
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the remaining
OPERABLE channel can result in no control rod block capability for the
RBM. For this reason, Required Action A.I requires restoration of the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time of 7

days is based on the low probability of an event occurring coincident
with a failure in the remaining OPERABLE channel.

B.1

If Required Action A.l is not met and the associated Completion Time
has expired, the inoperable channel must be placed in trip within 48
hours. If both RBH channels are inoperable, the RBH is not capable of
performing iCs intended function; thus, one channel must also be placed
in trip. This initiates a control rod withdrawal block, thereby
ensuring Chat the RBH function is met.

The 48 hour Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to
evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities and is acceptable
because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration or
tripping of inoperable channels.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
8 3.3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS
C

and 2. (continued)

defined as rod withdrawal during startup when the RWH is
required to be OPERABLE. Once Required Action .2.1.1
or . tis factor' ro rod
wi drawal ma rocee in accordance with the restrictions
impose y equireA~ctio~n.2.2. Require on 0'.2.2
allows for the RWH Function to be performed manually and
requires a double check of compliance with the prescribed
rod sequence by a second licensed operator (Reactor Operator
or Senior Reactor Operator) or other qualified member of the
technical staff. The RMH may be bypassed under these
conditions to allow continued operations. In addition.
Required Actions of LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3.1.6 may require
bypassing the RWH. during which time the RWH must be
considered inoperable with Condition A entered and its
Required Actions taken.

> P'1
0

With the RMH inoperable during a reactor shutdown, the
operator is still capable of enforcing he prescribed
control rod sequence. Required Action . 1 allows for the
RWH Function to be performed manually and requires a double
check of compliance with the prescribed rod sequence by a

second licensed operator (Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor
Operator) or other qualified member of the technical staff.
The RWH may be bypassed under these conditions to allow the
reactor shutdown to continue.

nd

With one Reactor Mode Switch -Shutdown Position control rod
withdrawal block channel inoperable. the remaining OPERABLE

channel is adequate to perform the control rod withdrawal
block function. However. since the Required Actions are
consistent with the normal action of an OPERABLE Reactor
Hode Switch -Shutdown Position Function (i.e., maintaining
all control rods inserted). there is no distinction between
having one or two channels inoperable.

In both cases (one or both channels inoperable), suspending
all control rod withdrawal and initiating action to fully
insert all insertable control rods in core cells containing
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

8 3.3.2.1

BASES

ACTIONS C . 1 and 2 (continued)

, one or more fuel assemblies will ensure that the core is
subcritical with adequate SDM ensured by LCO 3. 1. 1. Control
rods in core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not
affect the reactivity of the core and are therefore not
required to be inserted. Action must continue until all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies are fully inserted.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

6 'I '3-97.

9.i.'Li.0
3

SR 3 3 2.1.1 and SR 3.3.2.1 I4Scr f 9 3.3- f7-/

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the RWM to ensure
that the entire system will perform the intended function.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the RWM is performed =by
attempting to withdraw a control rod not in compliance with
the prescribed sequence and verifying a control rod block
occurs and by verifying proper indication of the selection
error of at least one out-of-sequence control rod. As noted
in the SRs. SR 3:3.2 ~ 1. 1 is not required to be performed
until 1 hour after any control rod is withdrawn in MODE 2.
As noted. SR 3.3.2.1.2 is not required to be performed until
1 hour after THERMAL POWER is s -lOX RTP in MODE 1. This
allows entry into MODE 2 for SR 3.3.2.1.1. and entry into
MODE 1 when THERMAL POWER is s lOX RTP for SR 3.3.2. 1.2. to
perform the required Surveillance if the 92 day Frequency is
not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is based on
operating experience and in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SRs. The
Frequencies are based on reliability analysis (Ref. 8).

8'R

3.3.2.1. 5 Qgyaghtg

The RWM is automatically bypa ed when power is above a
specifi".d value. The power l vel is determined from ste ~
flow ;: -. als. The automati bypass setpoint must be
verif';'6 periodically to be s 105 RTP. This is performed "y
a Functional check. If the RWM low power setpoint is
nonconservative, then the RWM is considered inoperable.
Alternately, the low power setpoint channel can be placed in
the conservative condition (nonbypass). If placed in the
nonbypassed condition, the SR is met and the RWM is not
considered inoperable. The Frequency is based on the
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INSERT B 3.3-47-1:
As noted at the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each Control Rod Block
instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.2.1-1.

The 'Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that when an RBM

channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated
Function maintains control rod block capability. Upon completion of the
Surveillance, or expiration of the 6 hour allowance, the channel must be

returned to OPERABLE status or the applicable Condition entered and

Required Actions taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Ref. 9) assumption of the average time required to perform channel
Surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the 6 hour testing
allowance does not significantly reduce the probability that a control
rod block will be initiated when necessary.

SR 3.3.2.1.1

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for each RBM channel to ensure
that the entire channel will perform the intended function. It includes
the Reactor Manual Control Multiplexing System input.

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the
current plant specific setpoint methodology. The Frequency of 92 days

is based on reliability analyses (Ref. 8).



INSERT 8 3.3-47-2:

SR 3.3.2 1.4

The RBH setpoints are automatically varied as a function of power.
Three Allowable Values are specified in Table 3.3.2.1-1, each within a

specific power range. The power at which the control rod block
Allowable Values automatically change are based on the APRH signal's
input to each RBH channel. Below the minimum power setpoint. the RBH is
automatically bypassed. These power Allowable Values must be verified
periodically to be less than or equal to the specified values. If any
power range setpoint is nonconservative, then the affected RBH channel
is considered inoperable. Alternatively, the power range channel can be

placed '.n the conservative condition (i.e., enabling the proper RBH

setpoint). If placed in this condition, the SR is'et and the RBH

channel is not considered inoperable. As noted, neutron. detectors are
excluded from the Surveillance because they are passive devices, with
minimal drift, and because of the difficulty of simulating a meaningful
signal. Neutron detectors are adequately tested in SR 3.3.1.1.2 and

SR 3.3.1.1.8. The 24 month Frequency is based on the actual trip
setpoint methodology utilized for these channels.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation

8 3.3.2.1

BASES

-5
SURVEILLANCE SR 3 3 2, (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

the need to perform the surveillance during a plant
start-up.

~M3. 2. I

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed for the Reactor Mode
Switch -Shutdown Position Function to ensure that the entire
channel will perform the intended function. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch -Shutdown
Position Function is performed by attempting to withdraw any
control rod with the reactor mode switch in the shutdown
position and verifying a control rod block occurs.

As noted in the SR, the Surveillance is not required to be.
performed until 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position, since testing of this inter lock with
the reactor mode switch in any other position cannot be
erformed without using jumpers. lifted leads, or movable
inks. This allows. entry into MODES 3 and 4 if the 24 month

Frequency is not met per SR 3.0.2. The 1 hour allowance is
based on operating experience and in consideration of
providing a reasonable time in which to complete the SRs.

The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform
portions of this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 24 month Frequency.

1~33 .. 2 . I

The RWH will only enforce tin propei control rod sequence if
the rod sequence is properly .Input ':;":.~ the RWH computer.
This SR ensures that the proper seque:-:ce is loaded into the
RWH so that it can perform its intended function. The
Surveillance is performed once prior to declaring RWM

OPERABLE following loading of sequence into RWH. since this
is when rod sequence input errors are possible.
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR. Section 7.7.1..34;

NEDE-24011-P-A-9-US. "General Electrical Standard
Application for Reload Fuel." Supplement for United

FS p g g g 7 g ~ g
tates, Section S 2. 2. 3. 1 . September 1988.

Z. "Modifications to the Requirements for Control Rod
Drop Accident Mitigating Systems." BWR Owners'roup.
July 1986.

g NEDO-21231. "Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence."
s January 1977.

NRC SER, "Acceptance of Referencing of Licensing
Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A," "General Electric
Standard Application for Reactor Fuel. Revision 8,
Amendment 17," December 27, 1987.

&'. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications
Improvements. July 22, 1993 (58 FR 32193)

NEDC-30851-P-A. "Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR Control Rod Block Instrumentation,"
October 1988.
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LIMWNGCONDWON FOR OPERAT1DN
se

SP<cs ~cpL&m 3..3.a,p

NRc. KAZ MI7

LCcs

The feedwater/main turbine trip system ectuatian inatrumentation Channels shown ~
Tabl ~ 3.3.9-1 shall be OPERABLE ip tpoints sat nsisten

ues sh n in t e point ca mn of Table .3.9-g.

Aekie ~

h

r le sr res. .~tt HA L owg
S ~ R

Aalal Ao>so~s vo
With a feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation channel trip
setpaint less conservative than the value shown in the Allowabl~ Values column of
Table 3.3.9-2, declare \he channel incperabl ~ slw e~asr pace ra~sparser ~

channel in the tripped conditio until the channel is restored to OpFRA LE stat
aint usted ca siatent wit th int v r clara

Ac,i C,

1 ppI%+ L.W
s one an required by the Minimum

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

+Ape ~ g & With the number of OPERABLE'harms
OPERABLE Channels requirement, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE

dsvs ar be i AR 'he hou
p,@cps ~ $44> Ag. pcs 'prep l r

.. ~ .„-Or -t OPERABL charms s wo less than required by the Minimum I
QPERABI.E Channels per Trip System requirement, restore at least ane of the*o~ 0 inoperable channels to OPERABLE status within ours or e in at least
within the next hours. g '7

~rQr4
SR X.'3.3.>,l

SR. 2 3.a.a.R
sc ~ zo.a.g

%a 3.3.~.i.y
LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONALTESTS
shall be performed at least once per months.

of ell chahibois
esp Q e 'a)
Vs l~

Each feedwater/mein turbine trip system actuation instrumentatlon channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the perfarmance ot the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TFST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION aperations for the OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS end at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.9.1-1.

I.A i

When o channel is placed in on Inoperobl ~ status solely for porforrnsrice of required Surveys~ l

ACTIONS moy bo delayed for uts to e hours crowded teed water/mein tuibino trip capability is msint~
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.2.2 - FEEDWATER-MAIN TURBINE HIGH WATER

LEVEL TRIP INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNI AL CHANG - LES RESTRI TIVE (continued)

L.2

established MCPR limits. MCPR is not a concern below 25K RTP due
to the large inherent margin that ensures the MCPR Safety Limit is
not exceeded, even if a limiting transient occurs. Therefore, the
Applicability has been modified to be ~ 25K RTP. and the current
shutdown action has been changed to only require power to be
reduced to < 25K RTP instead of a requirement to enter Mode 2.
The Completion Time change from 6 to 4 hours is consistent with
other SSES ITS Completion Times to reduce power to ( 25K power.
This change has no impact on safety because the Applicability for
this function is consistent with the Applicability for the MCPR

limits. biol W Mqvi~
bc. )~sad «.6 r~<+

SSES CTS 3.3.9. Action b. requires that an nopera e c annel be
restored to Operable within 7 days. Under the same conditions,
SSES ITS 3.3.2.2. Required Action A.l. requires that the channel
be placed in trip within 7 days. The requirement to restore an
inoperable channel has been changed to allow the channel to be
placed in the tripped condition and to continue operations without
a requirement to restore the channel. This change is acceptable
because leaving a channel in trip changes the current 2-out-of-3
logic to a 1-out-of-2 logic which continues to provide single
failure protection. This change has no impact on safety because
the 1-out-of-2 logic provides both redundancy and reliability.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.3.2.2 consistent
with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



Feedwater - Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
3.3.2.2

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.2.2 Feedwater -'ain Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.2.2 Three channels of feedwater - main turbine high water level
trip instrumentation shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER > 25K RTP

ACTIONS

-----NOTE-
4eparate Condition entry is allowed for each channel.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One feedwater - main
turbine high water
level trip channel
inoperable.

A.1 Place channel in
trip.

7 day.s

B. Two or more feedwater
- main turbine high
water level trip
channels inoperable.

B.l Restore feedwater-
main turbine high
water level trip
capability.

2 hours

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Conditions A
or B not met.

C.+~ Reduce THERMAL POWER

to < 25K RTP.
4 hours

C'.2 Atc o~ ~+~ <FFec lrJ
Fec J ~c> ~ pu~p f<~
Err~i C<.
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Feedwater - Hain Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation

8 3.3.2.2

BASES

ACTIONS P 1 (continued)

The 2 hour Completion Time is sufficient for the operator to
take corrective action. and takes into account the
likelihood of an event requiring actuation of feedwater-
main turbine high water level trip instrumentation occurring
during this period. It is also consistent with the 2 hour
Completion Time provided in LCO 3.2.2 for Required
Action A.l, since this instrumentation's purpose is to
preclude a MCPR violation.

ALh e,k uci

I ~ 0 ~l g ~ Fred

Pu~p ~ cfFcc(r8

4hz aR'ec 4 J
~<V p~~p c~ ~

Rr o,(J $ g~ ~
V ~ tC &Cc ~ g~

~+ i) pr r 4r w g

4
0$ t<g <ugly ~

C.l aM C.K

With the required channels not restored to OPERABLE status
or placed in trip, THERHAL POWER must be reduced to
< 25K RTP within 4 hours. As discussed in the Applicability
section of the Bases. operation below 25K RTP results in
sufficient margin to the required limits, and the feedwater
- main turbine high water level trip instrumentation is not
required to protect fuel integrity during the feedwater
controller failure. maximum demand event. The allowed

omp etymon mme o hours >s ase on operating experience
to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25K RTP from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without cha1lenging
plant systems.

If the failure only effects the trip function of a single
component. such as a main feed pump. an option is always
available to remove the affected component from service and
restore OPERABILITY. This is acceptable because removing
the component from service performs the safety function.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The Sur veillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be delayed for up to
6 hours provided the associated Function maintains feedwater
- main turbine high water level trip capability. Upon
completion of the Surveillance. or expiration of the 6 hour
allowance, the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actions
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Ref. 2) assumption .that 6 hours is the average time

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation

B 3.3.3.1

BASES

LCO
(continued)

T~a c.la~~c4 <<c.
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10. Su ression Chamber Water Tem erature

Suppression Chamber water temperature is a Category I
variable provided to detect a condition that could
potentially lead to containment breach and to verify the
effectiveness of ECCS actions taken to prevent containment
breach. The suppression chamber water temperature
instrumentation allows operators to detect trends in
suppression chamber water temperature in sufficient time to
take action to prev the
su ression ool ixte temperature ensors are range

n wo roups eight dependent an redundant annels.
A cha el is nsidere OPERABLE whe one sensor n ea
quad ant is ERABLE e ou pu s or e emperature

sors are isp ayed on two independent indicators in the
control room and recorded on the monitoring units located in
the control room on a back panel. The temperature indicators
are the primary method of indication used by the operator
during an accident. therefore the PAM Specification deals
specifically with this portion of the instrument channel,

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.
These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned
actions required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2. In MODES 3, 4. and 5,
plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event
that would require PAM instrumentation is extremely low;
therefore, PAM instrumentation is not required to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS Note 1 has been added to the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE

change restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows
entry into the applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS
even though the ACTIONS may eventually require plant
shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the passive
function of the instruments. the operator's ability to
diagnose an accident using alternative instruments and
methods. and the low probability of an event requiring these
instruments.

(continued)
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TABLE 3.3.7.5-1 (Continued)

ACCIDENT OHI TORING IH~(. UHEVQTION.

ACTIOH STATBIEHT

Ac.4 o~
P

AmeH-Se-

fth the numoer of OPERASLE accfdent monftorfny fnstrumentitfonchannels less than the Requfred Number of Channels sheen fn TableQg~ ji 3.3.7.5-I;"restore the fnoperabl ~ channel(s) to OPERABLE statusHthfn day r tn~lei~ 0
Nth the number of OPERABLE accfdent monftorfno fnstrtIsentatfonAei o~ C. „channels less thin the Nnfmum Channels OPERABLE roqufroments ofTable 3;3.7.5-1 restore the fnoperable channel(s) to OPERABLEsta wfthfn or be fn at least HOT SHUTDSO «fthfn theext IZ hours. 7< c

AABBHB- - Wth the number of OPERABLE Channels less than ufrod byhc4~~ C Nnfmum Channels OPERABLE requfroment n a e prop ier me mon proprf ate irimeter(urs and
7

ately

L.Q
efther restore the fnoperable c to LE statuswfthfn 7 days of the event, or

~ iolgl h c~

Roy

prepare and submft a Specfal Report to the Commfssfon pursuantto Specfffcatfon 6.9.2 rtthfn 14 days followfng the eventoutlfnfny the actfon taken, the cause of the fnoperabflfty, indthe plans and schedul ~ for restorfng the system to OPERABLEstatus.

Ac% ip~

A'C:>

| o~.g

fifth the number of OPERASLE chinnels one less than the requfredNcker of Channels sheen fn Table 3.3.7.5-1, restore the fn e~able 1 OPERASLE status vfthfn 30 days be at oo
n ~ n

Aelel Ac ~

fifth the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Nnfmum
Channels OPERABLE requfroments of Table 3.3.7.5-L, restore atest o ~fthfn 7 da s or be fn atleast HOT SHllTDON vfthfn the next urs.

A dig Ac,hsp+ Q
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS:.SECTION 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

TE HNICA HANG - NORE R STRICTIV (continued)

suppression pool volume during normal operation. Therefore, this
is an additional restriction on plant operation, with no negative
impact on safety because it ensures adequate plant monitoring.

SSES CTS Tables and 3.3.7.5-1 and 4.3.7.5-1 Functions 2 and 6
specify only Reactor Vessel Water Level and Primary Containment
Pressure. For these same Functions. SSES ITS Table 3.3.3.1-1
specifies three ranges of reactor vessel water level and two
ranges of primary containment pressure. These other ranges are
specified to clearly define those instruments, which SSES has
identified in their Regulatory Guide 1.97 comnitment, which serve
these Functions and are identified as Category I Type A variables.
The Frequency for these surveillances has been specified based on
planned SSES operating cycles. This is an additional restriction
on plant operation. with no negative impact on safety because it
ensure adequate plant monitoring.

TECHNICA HANG - LE RESTRICTIVE blot v Lcd

LA.1

LA.2

SS S CTS Table 3 3.7.5-1. Action 81. requires that with the
Operable channel less than e minimum requir initiate the
preplanned alt nate method f monitoring th appropriate
parameter(s) thin 72 hour and restore t inoperable channel
within 7 days. Under the me conditions. SES ITS 3.3.3. 1
Action C, r uires the c annel restored ithin 7 days, b does
not requir the preplan ed alternate m hod of monitori to be
initiated ithin 72 h rs. This is ceptable becaus the
requirem t to initi e an alternat monitoring plan oes not
impact e requirem t to restore e channel withi 7 days.
heref re. this re uirement can adequately def'd and
ontr lied in th SSES ITS Bas which require ange contro in
cc dance with SES ITS 5.5. . Bases Control rogram. T s

approach provi es an effect e level of regu tory contr and
provides for more approp iate change con ol process. The level
of safety of facility op ation'is unaffe ed by the ange
because th e is no ch ge in the requir ment to ma'ain the
instrumen tion Opera e. Furthermore NRC and PP resources
associat with proc ssing license a ndments t hese
requirements will be reduced. This hange is less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on safet .

SSES CTS Table 4.3.7.5-1 require channel calibration of PN
instrumentation and footnote "*" and "**" identify the method of
performing the channel calibration. SSES ITS Table 3.3.7.5-1
require the channel calibration of PAN instrumentation. but does
not identify the specific method of performing the channel
calibration. This is acceptabl'e because the method of performing
the calibration does not impact the SSES ITS requirement to
perform the calibration. Therefore, this information can be
adequately defined and controlled in SSES ITS Bases which require

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 3 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

TE HN A CHANG S - E RESTRI TIVE (continued} .

L.5 In PP&L'Letter PLA-2222, N. Curtis to A. Schwencer . dated Hay 31.
1984, PP&L identified to the NRC how SSES design will comply with
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97 'n SSES ITS 3.3.3.1
Bases. some of these commitments have been changed to reflect
SSES's current plans for PAN instrumentation. Specifically, for
the Oxygen Analyzers, in PLA 2222. PP&L committed to maintaining
the analyzer with a calibrated range of OX to 25K. In SSES ITS
3.3.3.1 Bases. PP&L is changing this commitment by stating that
the Oxygen Analyzer will be calibrated for a range of OX to 10K.
This is acceptable because the OX to 10K range meets the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97. Therefore, this changeill have a minimal impact on safety.

T CHN A SP C FICATION AS S

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.3.3.1 consistent
with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

L.Q T-.o. S~ C. g...~, + ~>L a.~, < S ~+i ~,
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PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition C
'not met.

D.l Enter the Condition
referenced in
Table 3.3.3.1-1 for

, the channel.

Immediately

E. As required by
Required Action D.l
and referenced in
Table 3.3.3.1-1.

E.l Be in MODE 3. 12 hours

F. As required by
Required Action 0.1
and referenced in
Table 3.3.3.1-1.

F.l Initiate action in
accordance with
Specification 5.6.7.

Immedi ately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-NOTES-

1. These SRs apply to each Function in Table 3.3.3. 1-1.

2. e ce in an opera e s a y or p forman
of requi ed Survei ances. en y into associat Conditions nd Re re
Action may be d ayed for u to 12 hours pro ded the as ciatedFunct's dent Monitorin

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.3.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 31 days

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

Since alternate means of monitoring primary containment area
radiation have been developed and tested. the Required
Action is not to shut down the plant. but rather to follow
the directions of Specification 5.6.7. These alternate
means will be temporarily installed if the normal PAM

channel cannot ored to OPERABLE status within the
a tted time. e a/terna means gou consist~
ins ing p te poraf radi tion mqrfitor oqfsiderthe d(ywhltbt . h 0 ~e l5'

cu mate means used, describe the degree to
which the alternate means are equivalent to the installed
PAM channels. justify the areas in which they are not
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal
PAM channels.

SURYEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The following SRs apply to each PAM instrum'entation Function
in Table 3.3.3.1-1.

e- urveillan s are modified 5y a ote to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable'status solely for
performance required Suvveillances. entry into associated
Conditions d Required gtions may be'delayed for up to
12 hours pr vided the associated Fu tion maintains trip
capabilit . Upon corn etion of th Surveillance. or
expi rati of the 12 our allowa e, the cha'nnel must be
returne to OPERABL status or the applicable Condition
entere and Requir d Actions taken. ThÃ Note is based on
the r iability a alysis (Re@. 5 and 6 assumpt'on of the
average time re ired to pepform chadel surve lance. That
analysis demon@.rated thatrthe 12 hour testi allowance
does not signjficantly reduce the probability that PAM

Instrumentations will be available when required.

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel against a similar parameter on
other channels. It is based on the assumption that
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.3-67
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.3.1 - POST ACCIDENT HONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

TECHN AL CHANG S - S TRICTIV (continued)

L.l

L.2

L.3

invalidate the conclusion that the impact. if any. on system
availability is small from a change to a 24 month operating cycle.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.5-1, Action 80.a and 82.a require that if the
instrument channel is not restored within the allowed out of
service time be in at least Hot Shutdown within the next 12 hours.
SSES ITS 3.3.3.1, Action B. under the same conditions, requires a

special report to be sent to the Commission iomediate1y. This
action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown requirement because
alternative monitoring capability is available and given the
likelihood of plant conditions that would require information
provided by this information. Therefore. this less restrictive
change will have a negligible impact on safety.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.5-1. Action 80.a. requires the inoperable
channel to be restored within 7 days. Under the same conditions.
SSES ITS 3.3.3. 1, Action A, requires the inoperable channel to be
restored within 30 days. SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.5-1. Action 80.b.
requires when two PAN instruments are inooerable restore the
inoperable channels within 48 hours. SSEh ITS 3.3.3.1. Action C,
requires one required channel to be restored within 7 days'he
increased allowed out of service time is acceptable based on
operating experience and takes into account the remaining Operable
cnannels (or, in the case of a function that has only one required
channel, other non-Regulatory Guide 1.97 instrument channels to
monitor the function). the passive nature of the instrument (no
critical automatic action is assumed .to occur from these
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring PAN
instrumentation during this interval. Therefore, this less
restrictive change will have a negligible impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.3.3.1, Action Note l. identifies that LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable. This is acceptable based on the following: a) c..,
p
for . one-PAH--~nstrument-per<unetioe-is-acceptaNe, and b) there
is no impact on normal plant operations from the unavailability of
the PAN instrument. Therefore. the L 0 3,0.4 exception will have
an insignificant impact on safety. <---".'-> ~~ "~ >~ "~<~'~" 4'i

SSES ITS 3.3.3.1, Surveillance Requir 8C'0'aCE '8 h'8te birch
allows a channel of PAM instrumentation to be taken out of service
for a period of 12 hours for the performance of a Surveillance
Test. This is acceptable based on the evaluations performed by
the BMROG for similar instrumentation out of service. Although
not specifically evaluated by the BMRGG, the evaluations
demonstrated that the probability of an event occurring concurrent
with an instrument out of service for surveillance testing and a
failure which renders the other instrument inoperable is small.
Therefore. the allowance will have an insignificant impact on
safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 0?/31/96
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pAN Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

Since alternate means of monitoring primary containment area
radiation have been developed and tested, the Required
Action is not to shut down the plant. but rather to follow
the directions of Specification 5.6.7. These alternate
means will be temporarily installed if the normal PAN
channel cannot. be. rsgored to OPERABLE status within the
a otted time. e agternatgmeans'ld cogsist~f
ins >ngp te porV radiation mo itor oiifsidehhe df~l])
e ent pat . The report provi ed'to the NRC 'sh001d
i cu ernate means used, describe the degree to

which the alternate means are equivalent to the installed
PAN channels, justify the areas in which they are not
equivalent. and provide a schedule for restoring the normal
PAN channels.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The following SRs apply to each PAH instrumentation Function
"

in Table 3.3.3.1-1: ~4
F urveillan s are modifie8 by" a Note o indicate that

when a channel is placed ingn inoperabl status solely for
performance required Su beillances, ntry into,'associated
Conditions d Required tions may b delayed for up to
12 hours p vided the a ociated Fu tion maigains trip
capabilit . Upon corn etion of th Sur veillyhce, or
expirati of the 12 our allowag e. the chal'nnel mustee
returne to OPERABL status or fA'e applic 6le Condi on
entere and Requir d Actions t ken. Th'ote is ased on
the r iability a alysis (Re . 5 and/ assumption of the
avery e time re ired to pe orm cha Ael suave/lance. That
analysis demon rated tha the 12 ur testigf allowance
does not sign'cantly re uce the robabilitp that PN
Instrumentations will be available when required.

Performance of the CHANNEL'HECK once every 31 days ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel against a similar parameter on
other channels. It is based on. the assumption that

'nstrumentchannels monitoring the same parameter should

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.3-67
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Remote Shutdown System

3.3.3.2

'.3

INSTRUHENTATION

3.3.3.2 Remote Shutdown System

LCO 3.3.3.2 The Remote Shutdown System i tetieri tdrweck Functions
in Table 3.3.3.2-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

l. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
-NOTES-

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COHPLETION TIHE

A. One or more required
Functions inoperable.

A. 1 Restore required
Function to OPERABLE
status.

30 days

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

B.l Be in HODE 3. 12 hours

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.3-26 Amendment A. 07/31/96 .



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - EOC-RPT INSTRUMENTATION

~ac

AOMINI TRAT V (continued)

Technical Specifications. Therefore, elimination of this
statement is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

TECHN A CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

X~acrk-

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LE S R STRICTIVE

LA.1

LA.2

SSES CTS 3.3.4.2 ~ Action a. requires that "With an end-of-cycle
recirculation pump trip system instrumentation channel trip
setpoint less conservative than the value shown in the Allowable
Values column of Table 3.3.4.2-2, declare the channel inoperable
until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with the channel
setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value." SSES

ITS 3.3.4.1 does not specify a similar requirement. SSES ITS
requires only that instrumentation operate within the Allowable
value; therefore, requirements for trip setpoints are moved to
Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) controlled in accordance with
10 CFR 50.59. Similarly, Trip Setpoint values in Table 3.3.4.2-2
and the trip setpoint for function bypass in Table 3.3.4.2-1, Note
b, are moved to TRM. The trip setpoint is established based on a

combination of instrument design factors. environmental factors.
and the allowable value which is directly assumed in the event
analysis. Therefore. these details can be adequately defined and
controlled in the TRM, which require change control in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.59. This approach provides an effective level of
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the
requirement to maintain the instruments Operable. Furthermore,
NRC and PP8L resources associated with processing license
amendments to these Administrative Control requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive administrative change
with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.3.4.2.3 establishes requirements for EOC-RPT Response
Time with the maximum response times listed in SSES CTS Table
3.3.4.2-3. SSES ITS SR 3.3.4. 1.5 establishes requirements for
EOC-RPT Response Time but the values for the maximum response
times are not retained in Technical Specification because these
values are controlled in the FSAR. This is acceptable because the
requirement to meet response time requirements and to perform
response time testing at the prescribed interval is retained in
the Technical Specifications. Maintaining control of RPS. ECCS

and Isolation instrumentation a'nd response time requirements in
the FSAR was already approved in Amendment 148 (Unit 1) and 118
(Unit 2) dated July 11, 1995. EOC-RPT'Functions are initiated by
RPS instruments for which response time tests are eliminated; and.

t

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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G
ENlhOFNYCI.E RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

Lco

3 'l.v.l.e.l

~ TRIP FUNCTION

+ Turbine Stop Valve - Closure

MINIMUMOPERABI.E
CHANNELS PER TRIP

SYSTEM

gib)

4 CO

Q,$ ,v. I,c.g
Turbine Control Valve - Fast Closure gtb)

A trip system may be placed in an Inoperable status for up to 6 hours for
required surveillance provided that the other trip system ia OPERABLE,

SR ~.3.y, tip
is function shall not be automatically bypasse «n rbine first a

ressure i r an e owa a uso apsi

AoLcl Sk X.5.'f. t.'f 4 ~
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - EOC-RPT INSTRUHENTATION

R.a7. 3.Z.y. (

TECHNICAL CHANG S - ESS RESTRICTIV (continued)

EOC-RPT system response time is still required by SSES ITS SR
3.3.4.1.5. This is acceptable because these documents require
change control in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to verify response times. Furthermore,
NRC and PP&L resources associated with processing license
amendments to these Administrative Control requirements will be
reduced. This change, is a less restrictive administrative change
with no impact on safety.

LA.3

LB.1

SSES CTS 4.3.4.2.2 requires performance of a Logic System,
Functional Test including "simulated automatic operation." SSES
ITS SR 3.3.4.1.3 requires performance of a Logic System Functional
Test but does not specifically require automatic simulated
operation. This change is acceptable because "Simulated automatic
operation" is a description of how the LSFT is performed and not a
requirement to per'form more than an LSFT. Therefore. this
description of how a LSFT is performed is moved to the Bases.
Moving these details to the Bases is acceptable because it does
not affect the requirement to perform an LSFT. Hoving these
details to the Base will ensure that these requirements. are
maintained because the Bases require change control in accordance
with the SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to perform the LSFT. Furthermore. NRC
and PP&L resources associated with processing license amendments
to these Administrative Control requirements will be reduced.
This change is a less restrictive administrative change with no
impact on safety.

'Eraser+ i.A ~i

SSES CTS 4 '.4.2.2 specifies the requency for the EOC-RPT Logic
System Functional Tests (LSFT) as once every 18 months. In SSES
ITS SR 3.3.4.1.3. the Frequency for the LSFT is specified as once
every 24 months. The Surveillance Test Interval of this SR is
being increased from once every 18 months to once every 24 months
for a maximum interval of 30 months including the 25K grace
period. This'SR ensures that EOC-RPT trip logic will function as
designed to ensure proper response during an analyzed event.
Extending the SR interval for this function is acceptable because
the EOC-RPT logic is tested every 92 days by the Channel
Functional Test in SSES ITS SR 3.3.4.1. 1. This testing of the
EOC-RPT logic system ensures that a significant portion of the
circuitry is operating properly and will detect significant
failures of this circuitry. The EOC-RPT logic including the
actuating logic is designed to be single failure proof and
therefore, is highly reliable. Furthermore, as stated in the NRC

Safety Evaluation Report (dated August 2 ~ 1993) relating to
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Insert 3.3.4.1 DOC:

LA,4 SSES CTS Table:3.3.4.2-1, is modified by Note (b) which requires that
the associated functions not be automatically bypassed when "turbine
first stage pressure is greater than 136 psig." This requirement is a
setpoint associated with the value of 30% reactor thermal power.'or
SSES, a turbine first stage pressure of 136 psig is equivalent to 30<
reactor power. SSES ITS requires only that instrumentation operates to
ensure the EOC-RPT Function is not bypassed; therefore, requirements for
trip setpoints are moved to the Technical Requirements Hanual (TRH).
This is acceptable because SSES ITS 3.3.4.1 replaces this requirement
with a Function specific Applicability that requires that these
Functions must be Operable when reactor power is greater than 30~.
Additionally, SSES ITS SR 3.3.4. 1.4 establishes a specific requirement
to test this bypass feature to ensure that the associated Functions are
not bypassed when required to be Operable. Hoving design details
including setpoints (Turbine first stage pressure corresponding to 30~
RTP) to the TRH provides an effective level of regulatory control and .

provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level of
safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there
is no change in the requirement to maintain the equipment Operable.
Furthermore, NRC and PP&L resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
restrictive administrative change with no impact on safety.





l4 Rc. 4++ 3.3.p,i~g
EOC-RPT Instrumentation

B 3.3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~SR 33... ( ti d)

A Note to the Surveillance states that breaker interruption
time may be assumed from the most recent performance of
SR 3.3.4.1.6. This is allowed since the time to open the
contacts after energization of the trip coil and the arc
suppression time are short and do not appreciably change,
due to the design of the breaker opening device and the fact
that the breaker is not routinely cycled.

EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIHE tests are conducted on an
24 month STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Response times cannot be

e erm power eca eration of final actuated
devices is required. Therefore. the 24 month Frequency is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle and is
based upon plant operating experience. which shows that
random failures of instrumentation components that cause
serious response time degradation, but not channel failure,

oc Kg
LTA~LKo TENT

4)c ~i~> Wt
cab l'I waaA4
eeet. SL 0 sM~dc
gk Lc.uf. ~>C lop>C

oW o~ gee ~
+ are infre uent oc

Nab~ s tap 4<4 *s<<cNe pi~ Ca~( @el~ Wkd a0 t o
3.3.4 1.

This SR ensures that the RPT breaker interruption time (arc
suppression time plus time to open the contacts) is provided
to the EOC-RPT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME test. The 60 month
Frequency of the testing is based on the difficulty of
erforming the test and the reliability of the circuit
reakers.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Figure 7.2-1-4 (EOC-RPT logic diagram).

2. FSAR. Sections 15.2 and 15.3.

3. FSAR, Sections 7 ' and 7.6.

4. GENE-770-06-1. "Bases For Changes To Surveillance Test
Intervals And Allowed Out-Of-Service Times For
Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications,"
February 1991.

5. FSAR Table 7.6-10.

(continued)
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AIRC kh X 3.3.< 1-7
IP ~'+ice.~ 3.'1.q.)

LIMITINaCONDWON FOR OPERATION

M44 The end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip IEOC-RPT) system instrumentation Is L4shown ih Table 3.3.4.2-1 shall be OPERABLE setpoin s set conii nt4C.O e aues s wn in np ~ t I mn of able 3.3.4 -2 an wi t ~END- PUMP RESPONSE IME as s wn inTab! ~ ..3.4.2-3.
h2,'

" "' " "*
than or equal to 30% o ED THERMALPOWER.

hQZt05:

Wit an e -o -cyclo r circulatioo pu trip system 'entation c annal trissetpoint I s conserve ~ than the va ~ shown in t Allowabl~ V es column oiTable 3 .4.2-2, de are the chen inoperable tll the charm is restored tnOPERA l.E status ith the cha ~ I setpoint a usted consis nt with the TriSet '
valuep

A.ihu
With one or more channels required by Tabl~ ... - inoperable:~

Within 72 hours, restore the channel(s) to OPERABLE status; or,
4

Within 72 hours, place the channelis) in the tripped condition if the
inoperable channelis) is not the result of an inoperabl ~ breaker.

5 3.'r.i,tc. With one or more Trip Functions in Tabl~ 3.3,4.1-2 with EOC-RPT trip capability notmaintained; and, with MCPR less than the limit specified in the COLR for inoperabi ~C.R
Achlqg

1. Within 2 hours, restore EOC-RPT trip capability; or.

2. Within 2 hours, apply the MCPR limit for inoperable EOC-RPT as specified iri
the COLA n ta ~ ~ require pecifi tion 3.2..

4 If ACTION b or c is not met:

ht.<ioO C 1. Remove associated recirculation pump from service within 4 hours; or,

2. Reduce THERMALPOWER to less tha 25% f RATED THERMALPOWER.

507o
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 'ac,
ITS: SECTION 3.3.4.1 - EOC-RPT INSTRUHENTATION

Z.QQ )~p

ADHINI TRATIV

A.1

A iQ
E

A.3

A.4

A.5

A.6

Ouring the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES

current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a

new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

SSES ITS SR .3.4.1.4 esta lishes a speci ic requiremen to Verify
TSV-Closur and TCV Fast Closure. Trip il Pressure- ow
Functions re not bypas d when THE POWER is ~ 3 RTP every
24 months This verif ation is cur ntly perform as part of
plant st rtup from a efuel outage ich is perfo ed at the same
Frequen y: therefor , the-establi ment of a sp ific SR is an
admini trative chan e with no im act on safety

The SSES CTS 3.3.4.2 Applicability is Operational Condition 1,
when Thermal Power is greater than or equal to 30% of Rated
Thermal Power. SSES ITS 3.3.4.1 Applicability is Thermal Power
greater than 30K. Since the plant must be in MODE 1 at the power
level. this is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.3.4. 1 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This note provides
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions
for SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
Specification 1.3. "Completion Times," this Note provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
inoperable channel. This is an administrative change with no
impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.3.4.2.3, EOC-RPT Instrumentation, response time testir.g
modifies the required Frequency for this SR with the allowance
that: Each test shall include at least the logic of one type of
channel input. turbine control valve fast closure or turbine stop
valve closure, such that both types of channel inputs are tested
at least once per 36 months. SSES ITS SR 3.3.4.1.5 modifies the
Frequency of this SR by allowing it to be performed on a Stagger+i
Test Bases. The SSES CTS 4.3.4.2.3 Frequency is consistent with
the SSES ITS Oefinition of Staggered Test Bases; therefore. this
is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.3.4.2, Action c.2. requires the HCPR limit for
inoperable EOC-RPT be applied when EOC-RPT is inoperable and, if
the HCPR limits are not met, take the Actions of SSES CTS 3.2.3.
MCPR. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.3.4.1. Required
Action B.2. also requires appli'cation of the HCPR limits but does
not specify that the Required Actions for MCPR be applied if MCPR

limits are exceeded because entering Conditions when an LCO is not "
met is understood to be required at all times and for all
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A.2 SSES CTS 3.3.4.2 Action d.2 requires that if Actions are not completed,
reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 258 of RATED THERMAL POWER. SSES ITS
Required Action C.2, only requires power to be reduced to < 30~ RTP.,
This changes corrects an inconsistency within the SSES CTS. The SSES

CTS Applicability for 3.3.4.2 is > 30~ RTP. Because the LCO would be
exited prior to completing the Required Actions, there would be no

requirement in SSES CTS to reduce power to less than 25~a RTP. Based on
the fact that the SSES CTS were inconsistent and would not actually
require the power reduction, this change is considered an administrative
change with no impact on safety.



EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES
RRX > ~.'l.l-l0

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an M month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.4.

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pump breakers is
included as a part of this test, overlapping the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, to provide complete testing of the
associated safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument channel(s)
would also be inoperable.

fssr C.n„.

The month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
'urveillanceunder the conditions that apply during a plant

outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the M month Frequency.

sS pc~In~
l ) g r «t,o~g( ct,t

r~h vol 44 COC;RPT

rtyea C ho) IS ~4/ Qe.SS+p

< eSCA.usq '

Ct+ C,st so Q.

ftsP FvwCi~
lbC by|htSSC J CNltse

+"s 4i pctocr ig

9 '4a0, CTP,

4
s

This SR ensures that an EOC-RPT initiated from the
TSV-Closure and TCV Fast Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low
Functions will not be inadvertently bypassed when THERMAL

POWER is 2 30% RTP.
equa e mar ns for he ins ument s poi

methodolo ies are inco
ecau masn ur sne bypass flow can affect this outpoint.~r" n"
nconservatively (THERMAL POWER is derived from first a e

ressure main turbine bypass valves mus emy1n close
e caRbr4tion

ema ns val 1s

n ~.e. ~he-$ 'unions-are -bypassed-at-
W \ I I ~~'byp 'V

affected TSV-Closure and TCV Fast
Closure, Trip Oil Pressure-Low Functions are considered
inoperable. Alternatively, the bypass channel can be placed

the conservative condition lac n the

F--cc o>S c c. ~pic»4 c4.

shee~ 4'tao~ Qpu>
tcc.S ~ zS ~ C continued)

B 3.3-88





ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3-3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLAN
REgUIREHE S

charm performance is still within he requiremenQ of the
plan safety anaPyysis. Under thes conditions, thk setpoint
mu be readjus ed to be equal t or more conseryative than
a counted for n the appropria setpoint meth ology.l
The Freque cy of 92 days is ased on the rel'abili y
analysis of Reference 2.

Q3, 'SL3.gq
A CHANNEL CALIBRATIO s comple inst ent

oop an e ensor. T s te verifies the channel
e measure parameter within e necessary

range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

c
The Frequency >s ase upon the assumption
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude
of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3 4

The LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required trip logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test of the pum rea ers is
included as part of this Surveillance and overlaps the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. Therefore, if a breaker is
incapable of operating, the associated instrument. channel(s)
would be inoperable.

The month Frequency is based on 'the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown these components usually pass
the Surveillance when performed at the ~ month Frequency.

~2w

B 3.3-99

(continued)





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

TECHN A CHANG - R STRICTIV (continued)

These Functions are performed by Barton 288A differential pressure
indicating switches. The instruments'rift was evaluated using
the GE methodology. fitting the drift values to a straight line
(versus time). review of the data with respect to direction of
previous calibration and review of the data for 'mechanical
memory'ype characteristics. No conclusive evidence could be
drawn that drift was dependent on time. direction of previous
calibration or mechanical memory. A qualitative review of the
failure history indicates that the instruments have rarely
exceeded their Allowable Values. Based on this qualitative review
and apparent randomness of the drift data. it is concluded that
the instruments will continue to rarely exceed their Allowable
Values with a calibration interval of 24 months.

Functions 4.d, 5.d, ADS Reactor Vessel Low Level 3

This function is performed by Barton 288A differential pressure
indicating switches. The instruments'rift was evaluated using
the GE methodology. fitting the drift values to a straight line
(versus time), review of the data with respect to direction of
previous calibration, and review of the data for 'mechanical
memory'ype characteristics. No conclusive evidence could be
drawn that drift was dependent on time, direction of previous
calibration or mechanical memory. A qualitative review of the
failure history indicates that the instruments have rarely
exceeded their Allowable Values. Based on this qualitative review
and apparent randomness of the drift data. it is concluded that
the instruments will continue to rarely exceed their Allowable
Values with a calibration interval of 24 months.

Based 'on the design of the instrumentation and the drift
evaluations. it is concluded that the impact. if any. on system
availability is small as a result of the change in the
surveillance test interval.

L.l

A review of the surveillance test history was performed to
validate the above conclusion. This review of the surveillance
test history demonstrates that there are no failures that would
invalidate the conclusion that the impact. if any. on system
availability is small. ,L.c 1.4

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1 Action 30 b is applicable in Modes 1, 2. 3.
4, and 5 for Functions l.a. 1.b. 2.a, and 2. ccording to the
Applicability column. SSES ITS 3.3.5.1 Required Action B.l adds
Note 1 which identifies that the Required Action is only
applicable in Modes 1. 2. and 3. This is acceptable because the
specific initiation time of the low pressure ECCS is not assumed
in Mode 4 and 5 and the probability and consequences of a LOCA are
lower. Furthermore, SSES ITS 3.5.2 ensures that sufficient ECCS
is available in Modes 4 and 5. Therefore. a total loss of
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re C.C. RAT Z.S.S;I- 5

ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 3 of 0)
Emergency Core Cooling System Inatrsssentation

FUNCTION

APPLICABLE
IKSES OR

OTHER

SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

PER
FUNCTION

COND IT IONS
REFERENCED

FRQ<
REQUIRED

ACTION A+1
SURVEILLANCE ALL%<ABLE
REQUIREHENTS VALUE

2. LPCI System (continued)

f. Hsnual Initlat lon

3. High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) Syates

1,2,3, 2
1 per

4<a', 5<') smyatcm

SR 3.3.5.1.5 NA

~ . Reactor Vessel Mater
Level —Lou Lou,
Level 2

b. Dryueil
Pressure- High

c. Reactor Vessel Mater
Level - High, Level 8

d. Condensate Storage
Tank Level «Loll

8 ~ S~< (ress ice ~ooL.
L

1,

2(e) 3(e)

1,

2(e) 3(e)

1,

2(e) 3(e)

1, 2

2(e) 3(e)

5
(c) (e)

SR 3.3.5.1.1
SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.4
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5 ~ 1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5
St S.5 S.l. X.

S sos Ie3
.r.L S

i -45 inchea

s 1.85 paig

a 55.5 inchee

i 36.0 inchea
above tank
bottom

2N fccf
(continued)

(a) Mhen the associated subsystem(s) are required to be OPERABLE.

(e) Mith reactor atecm dome pressure » 150 psig.
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 3.d. Condensate Stora Tank L vel —Low (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES..
LCO. and 'ormally the suction valves between HPCI and the CST are
APPLICABILITY open and, upon receiving a HPCI initiation signal, water for

HPCI injection would be taken from the CST. However, if the
water level in the CST falls below a preselected level.
first the suppression pool suction va'}ve automatically
opens, and then the CST suction valve automatically closes.
This ensures that an adequate supply of makeup water is
available to the HPCI pump. To prevent losing suction to
the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that the
suppression pool suction valves must be open before the CST ,

suction valve automatically closes. The Function is
implicitly assumed in the accident and transient analyses
(which take credit for HPCI) since the analyses assume that
the HPCI suction source is the suppression pool.

Condensate Storage Tank Level -Low signals are initiated
from two level instruments. The logic is arranged such that
either level switch can 'cause the suppression pool suction
valves to open and the CST suction valve to close. The
Condensate Storage Tank Level -Low Function Allowable Value
is high enough to ensure adequate pump suction head while
water is being taken from the CST.

Two channels of the Condensate Storage Tank Level —Low
Function are required to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument
failure can preclude HPCI swap to suppression pool source.
Refer to LCO 3.5. 1 for HPCI Ap licability Bases.

X~g~f- 8 X.L-ll0-l

Pan 1 Initia i n

The Hanual Initiation push button channel introduces signals
into the HPCI logic to provide manual initiation capability
and is redundant to the automatic protective
instrumentation. There is one push button for the HPCI
System..

The Hanual Initiation Function is not assumed in any
accident or transient analyses in the FSAR. However. the
Function is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of
the HPCI function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis.

(continued)
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INSERT 3.3-110-1

3.e. Su re sion Pool Mater Level -Hi h

Excessively high suppression pool water could result in the loads on the
suppression .pool exceeding design values should there be a blowdown of
the reactor vessel pressure through the safety/relief valves.
Therefore, signals indicating high suppression pool water level are used
to transfer the suction source of HPCI from the CST to the suppression
pool to eliminate the possibility of HPCI continuing to provide
additional water from a sourCe outside containment. To prevent losing
suction to the pump, the suction valves are interlocked so that the
suppression pool suction valves must be open before the CST suction
valve automatically closes.

This Function is implicitly assumed in the accident and
transient analyses (which take credit for HPCI) since the analyses
assume that the HPCI suction source is the suppression pool.

Suppression Pool Mater Level —High signals are initiated from two level
instruments. The logic is arranged such that either switch can cause
the suppression pool suction valves to open and the CST suction valve to
close provided the HPCI injection valve is open. The Allowable Value
for the Suppression Pool Water Level -High Function is chosen to ensure
that HPCI will be aligned for suction from the suppression pool before
the water level reaches the point at which suppression pool design loads
would be exceeded.

Two channels of Suppression Pool Water Level —High Function are required
to be OPERABLE only when HPCI is required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single instrument failure can preclude HPCI swap to suppression pool
source. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for HPCI Applicability Bases.





h)R c

ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO ~ and
APPLICABILITY

$
3 . manual Initiation (continued)

There is no Allowable Value for this Function since the
channel is mechanically actuated based solely on the
position of the push button. One channel of the manual
Initiation Function is required to be OPERABLE only when the
HPCI System is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to LCO 3.5.1
for HPCI Applicability Bases.

Automatic De r ssurization S stem

4.a 5.a. Reac or Vessel Water Level — ow Low Low evel 1

Low RPV water level indicates that the capability to cool
the fuel may be threatened. Should RPV water level decrease
too far, fuel damage could result. Therefore, ADS receives
one of the signals necessary for initiation from this
Function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level -Low Low Low,
Level 1 is one of the Functions assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ADS during the accident analyzed
in Reference 1. The core cooling function of the ECCS.

along with the scram action of the RPS. ensures that the
fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level —Low Low Low, Level 1 signals are
initiated from four level instruments that sense the
difference between the pressure due to a constant column of
water (reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel. Four channels of
Reactor Vessel Water Level -Low Low Low. Level 1 Function
are required to be OPERABLE only when ADS is required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single instrument failure can
preclude ADS initiation. Two channels input to ADS trip
system A, while the other two channels input to ADS trip
system B. Refer to LCO 3.5.1 for ADS Applicability Bases.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level —Low Low Low. Level 1

Allowable Value is chosen to allow time for the low pressure
core flooding systems to initiate and provide adequate
cooling.

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation

3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1-1 (page 2 of 6)
Emergency Core Cooling System lnstruaentation

FUNCT lON

APPLICABLE
H(IES

OR OTHER

SPEC lF 1 ED

COND lTlONS

REQUl RED

CHANNELS
PER

FUNCT lON

COND 1T lOHS
REFERENCED

FRNI
REQUlRED

ACT lON A.1
SURVE lL LANCE

REQUlRENENTS

ALLONABLE
VALUE

2. LPCI System (continued)

b. OryMel l
Pressure —High

c. Reactor Steam Dome

Pressure - Lou
(initiation)

d. Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure —Lou
(injection permissive)

e. Reactor Steam Dane
Pressure - Lou
(Recirculation
Discharge Valve
Permissive)

1,2,3

1,2,3

4(a) 5(a)

1,2,3

4(a) 5(a)

1(d) 2(d)

3(d)

4(c)

8

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5+1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

SR 3.3.5.1.2
SR 3.3.5.1.3
SR 3.3.5.1.5

s 1.N psig

a 416 psig

> 416 psig
and

P'74 psig
a 416 psig

and

P 474 psig
a 216 psig

(continued)

(a) @hen associated subsystem(s) are required to be OPERABLE.

(c) Also required to initiate the associated DQ, ESM pap timer reset and Turbine Building and Reactor

Building Chiller trip.

(d) gith either associated recirculation pmp discharge or bypass valves open.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

ADMIN STRATIV (continued)

Therefore, this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.

T HNICA CHANG - MORE R STRICTIV

M. 1 SSES CTS Tables require the Operability of the ECCS initiation
instruments. SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 adds footnotes (b) and (c)
which identify that some of these instruments are also required to
support the automatic starting of the Diesel Generators on a Loss
of Coolant Accident (LOCA) signal and other initiation features.
With this note, when a corresponding channel is not restored
within the allowed time. the affected DG and the other initiation
features will be declared inoperable in addition to the affected
ECCS subsystem. This is a more restrictive change with no
negative impact on safety because it ensures that the appropriate
functions are declared inoperable with the loss of a channel.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1 footnotes (d) and (e) allow one of the ADS

~ ~

ump permissive channels (either LPCI or CS) in one tr ip system to
e inoperable indefinitely. SSES ITS 3.3.5.1. Action G, does not

allow this condition to exist. This more restrictive change will
have no negative impact on safety because the SSES ITS does not
allow a reduction in the ADS initiation capability for an
indefinite period of time.

TECHNICAL CHANG S - L S R STRICTIV J ~ SCr+

LA. 1 SSES CTS 3.3.3 and SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-2 require the Operability
of the ECCS instrumentation and provide system design details
including the Trip Setpoint. SSES ITS 3.3.5.1 and Table 3.3.5. 1-1
require the Operability of ECCS but do not provide system design
details including the trip setpoint. This is acceptable because
this design information does not impact the requirement to
maintain the ECCS instrumentation Operable. The SSES ITS does rot
specify the trip setpoints because Operability is based on the
instrument operating within the allowable value and not the trip
setpoint. The trip setpoint is established based on a combination
of instrument design factors, environmental factors. and the
allowable value which is directly assumed in the event analysis.
Therefore. these details can be adequately defined and controlled
in the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). The level of safety
of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is
no change in the requirement to maintain the instrumentation
Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PP8L resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less'estrictive administrative change
with no impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



Insert

H.3 SSES CTS Table 3.3.3.2 Functions 1.c, 1.d, 2.c and 2.d specify an
Allowable Value of > 416 psig. SSES ITS maintains the lower limit, but
adds an upper limit of < 474 psig. This change will have no negative
impact on safety because it provides a limit to ensure the low pressure
ECCS will not be overpressurized during an event.



DISCUSSION 'OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.5.1 - ECCS INSTRUMENTATION

m kc g.AX 3.S.s'. t- $

A~DMIIIISIRATIV \ ti 4)

greater than or equal to the set pressure. Therefore, the
deletion of this information from SSES ITS is an administrative
change with no impact on safety.

A.6

A.j

A.S

SSES CTS Tables 3.3.3-1. 3.3.3-2. and 4.3.3.1-1 require Reactor
Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Functions 1.c and 2.c) to be
Operable in the applicable Modes. SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 splits
this single SSES CTS Function into two separate Functions. This
is necessary because there are two different Functions being
required (an ECCS initiation Function (SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1
Function 1.d and 2.d) and a discharge valve injection permissive
Function (SSES ITS 3.3.5. 1-1 Function 1.e and 2.e)). This does
not change the technical requirements for these Functions. The
separation of the Functions ensures that the proper Actions are
taken for each Function. For the ECCS initiation Function, the.
proper Condition is Condition B which allows the channel to be
placed in trip within 24 hours. This is acceptable because
placing this channel in trip will ensure the safety function is
still available. For the injection permissive. the proper
Condition is. Condition C which does not allow the channel to be
placed in trip since placing the channel in trip may result in a
single failure causing the injection valve to open in an unsafe
condition. Although the change results in a different action for
one condition, this action ensures the associated safety function
is Operable and allows the function to be in a degraded condition
for the same allowed out of service time of 24 hours. Therefore.
this is an administrative change with no impact on safety because
the change represents a change in presentation only with no
technical change.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1. Function 4.i requires that a Manual
Initiation Function with 1 channel/valve be Operable. SSES ITS
Table 3.3.5.1-1 Function 4.h for Manual Initiation Function
requires 2 channel per trip system. SSES ITS identifies the
manual initiation circuitry for the ADS system. SSES CTS
identifies the manual initiation capability for the individual ADS
valves which is not the intent of the ITS Requirement. Therefore.
the definition of the ADS Manual Initiation has been changed.
This is an administrative change with no impact on safety, based
on the fact that the requirement fo a manual initiation function
for ADS is maintained.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3.1-1 Acti 30.b requires that within one hour
from discovery of loss i iation capability by this trip
function. declare th assoc' ECCS inoperable. SSES ITS
Required Action B. 1 ote and Required Action B.2. Note p
specifically identif the a icable functions. This is required
to identify the correc uired Actions for HPCI and other ECCS

systems. The added notes are an administrative change which
defines the correct actions which are required to be taken.
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RCIC System Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3 .3 5. .3 and SR 3 3.5.2 4 (continued)

accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted
to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the plant specific setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.3 is based upon the assumption
of a 92 day calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

The Frequency of SR 3.3.5.2.4 of 24 months is based upon the
historical drift of the equipment and the assumption in the
setpoint analysis.

A

SR . 5..5 „<,hJ
gus h a.

The LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required initiation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional testing performed in
LCO 3.5.3 overlaps this Surveillance to provide complete
testing of the safety function.

'he

24 month Frequency is'ased on the need to perform
portions of this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during' plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the 24 month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. NEDE-770-06-2. "Addendum to Bases for Changes to
Surveillance Test Intervals and Allowed Out-of-Service
Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical
Specifications ~

" February 1991.

2. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications
Improvements, July 22, 1993 (58 FR 32193).

3. FSAR, Section 7.3.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.3-139
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TABLE%MW

Speci& c.Llho~

(Qij

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLINQ SySTEM ACTUATIONINSTRUMENTATION

FUNCTIONALUNITS

p.' Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low
Low. Level 2

p.2 Reactor Vessel Water Level - High,
Level 8

g.3 Condensate Storage Tank Water Level
0 Low

f.'I Manual Initiation

MINIMUM
OPERABLE

CHANNELS PER

TRiP

mI4

ACTION

A.3

r o>e. g

tag

channel may be placed in an inoperabl ~ status, for up to I hours
required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped condition
provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip system is

onitorir)gI)ui~ara meta

b) etnpsy mwi U gl

lc) ne trip tern with nawutw wo logic.

d) One tri ste

Fgr ~c.hot>, o)~
p uc.gaia~

Cr+ws (f j~ hj 04o

~iia) h,erg
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ECCS Instrumentation
3.3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

------NOTES
1. Refer to Table 3.3.5.1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each ECCSFunction.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance ofrequired Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for
F n tions 3. and (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other than 3. ~-d-
provide e associated Function or the redundant Function maintainsinitiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.5 ~ 1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.1.4 Per form CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 24 months

SR 3.3.5.1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.3-41 Amendment
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ECCS Instrumentation
8 3.3.5.1,

BASES

ACTIONS ~dt d. t t dt

an inoperable channel cannot exceed 8 days. If the status
„ of HPCI or RCIC changes such that the Completion Time

changes from 96 hours to 8 days. the "time zero" for
beginning the 8 day "clock" begins upon discovery of the
inoperable channel. If the inoperable channel cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the allowable out of
service time. Condition G must be entered and its Reqyired
Action taken. The Required Actions do not allow placing the
channel in trip since this action would not necessarily
result in a safe state for the channel in all events.

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met. the associated supported feature(s) may be incapable of
performing the intended function, and those associated with
inoperable untripped channels must be declared inoperable
immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

As noted in the beginning of the SRs. the SRs for each ECCS
instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column of
Table 3.3.5.1-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances, entry into associated.
Conditions and Required Actions may be dela ed
6 hours as follows: (a) for Functi . and (b) for
Functions other than 3. rovi e the associa e unction or
redundant Function maintains ECCS initiation capability.
Upon completion of the Surveillance. or expiration of the
6 hour allowance. the channel must be returned to OPERABLE

status or the applicable Condition entered and Required
Actions taken. This Note is based on the reliability
analysis (Ref. 3) assumption of the average time required to
perform channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated
that the 6 hour testing allowance does not significantly
reduce the probability that the ECCS will initiate when
necessary.

(continued)
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RCIC System Instrumentation
3.3.5.2

FINICT)INI

Tsbi ~ 3.3.S.2-1 {psee 1 of 1)
Resctor Core lsolstion Coolity system Inst~totiwc

COOTT IINN
RETNIRTD REFXRENCKD

CNAMMELE FROI REIN)RED ELNVE)LIANCE
FER FINICTIOI ACTlNI A+1 REIRIIRSNINTS

(e~5
Qq.SS

vs 'TAGLK~

1. Rssctor Vessel Meter
Level -Lcw Lcw, Level 2

2. Resets Vessel Voter
Level Nfah, Level R

Ea 3.3.S.2.1
Ea 3+3+5.2.2

ER 3D.5.2&4
Ea 3a.5.2WIS

Ra 34.5.2.
RR 34.
Ra .3.5.2.
Ra a.$ .2. 6

t~ Inches

S'nches

3. condensste Rtorsoe Tonk
Level Lcw

A. tccpress Iwc Meter

TER 3Q ~ Inches ~
RR 34.$ 2.2

AS% 34.5.2. 3
aa 3D.5.2+@

~4.5.2.2
» TER 3.3.5.2 3)

Ra 3,3.S,2.5
Ea 3.3.$ .2.6

Nore)ei lnitistion Ea 3.3.$ .2+II) NA

3.3-51



RCIC System Instrumentation
3.3.5

'URVEILLANCEREQUiREHENTS

1. 'Refer to Table 3.3.5.2-1 to determine which SRs apply for each RCIC
Function:

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry. into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed as follows: (a) for up to 6 hours for Function 2,
an'd (b) for up to 6 hours for Functions other than Function 2 provided the
associated Function maintains RCIC initiation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.5.2.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.5.2.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.2.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 92 days

SR 3.3.5.2. 4 Per form CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 24 months

SR 3.3.5.2.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEH FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.3-50 4 t A&il8ltÃ-.
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RCIC System Instrumentation
8 3.3.5.2,

BASES

ACTIONS 0 . and (continued)

to the suppression pool. which also performs the intended
function. If it is not desired to perform Required
Actions 0.2.1 and 0.2.2. Condition E must be entered and its,
Required Action taken.

With any Required Action and associated Completion Time not
met. the RCIC System may be incapable of performing the
intended function. and the RCIC System must be declared
inoperable immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

As noted in the beginning of the SRs, the SRs for each RCIC
System instrumentation Function are found in the SRs column
of Table 3.3.5.2-1.

The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate that
when a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for
performance of required Surveillances. entry into associated
Conditions and Required Actions may be d as follows:
(a) for up to 6 hours for Function 2. and (b) for u
6 hours for Functions other than Function 2. ovided the
associated Functian maintains trip capability, Upon
completion of the Surveillance. or expiration of the 6 hour
allowance. the channel must be returned to OPERABLE status
or the applicable Condition entered and Required Actians
taken. This Note is based on the reliability analysis
(Ref. 1) assumption of the average time required ta perform
channel surveillance. That analysis demonstrated that the
6 hour testing allowance does not significantly reduce the
prabability that the RCIC will initiate when necessary.

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a parameter on other similar
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read

(continued}
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TABLKM~A(Continued)
~<>«~~ Ctr~ b~ ~>

3/q.3)

ISOLATIONACTUATIONINSTRUMENTATION

Lr 0 33I ./
ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION Be in a! least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours. isola+ ry o.i

i O HUTD
5+tc,~ L'tr3r /- 3 /2 3.'3.4 .I

ACTION+I-
D

i at ~STpp(TUP ith the associated iso 'alves closed within 6
hours o r east HOT SHUTDOWN wnhin 2 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours,

ACTION~E Be in at least STARTUP within 5 hours.

ACTION XS , Close the affected system Isolcion valves wide 1 A)
Lsr

ACTION 24~ Reaore the al iniiation cion to 0 'nb h or
a ecte system Nolatron valves w 'e r

effaced stern i ar r be in at least N 'n the 'next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

p,,g 3

033 ~ACTION~ Establish SECONDARy CONTAINMENTINTEGRlTYwith the standby gas
treatment system operating within 1 hour.

/rteLd i«~
P,*C. I-

LCO3.3 ,/ ACTION@5.
F

ACTION~
af/ected system isolation valves closed pb the

s ed ayate no ra

Initiate action to restore channel to OPERABLE status; or, inniate acaoct~
isolate the Residual Heat Removal IRHR) Shutdown Cooling System.

/ orrtrrEtr. (<

'T.3 3,4„z.
Pnrrrrr ~
(p,) gy)

LQ)

I

+/I)

Ahrr Ao+lonw c.t 2.p,(.r
When hsndiins irradiated iuai in ttm aeoondary eomainmsnt and durinp CORE I

ALTERATIONS and operaions with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

Astysraa dsmPerayttown in+61 ~ 3rtdr.2.t. t-A 3 3,3rmrr,

When V NG or PV iNG tha dryw psr Speci 'on 3 .2.8 8, CTS llyg

When handling Irradiated fuel in the secondary cominment and during CORE
ALTERATIONS and operations with the potential for draini the reactor vessel. Single
c movement. except for the purpose of SDM demonstration ITS 3.10.3I. is

~xeluded.

g 3,3,Q.2
Fodrrr not< &)
k

When handling irradiated fuel within the Railroad Access Shaft and above the Railroad
Access Shaft wnh the Railroad Access Shaft Ecuipment Hatch open.

la) See pacification 3.5.3, 3.d.3-1 for valv ich are actuat y these ation
a4

AdcL E.) rcr3f Ac,+E Eh~g A.Z o,~

3l 4.l
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1.1 (page 6 of 6)
Primary Contairment Isolation InstrLsaentation

APPLICABLE COIO IT IONS

FUNCTION

H(RES OR REOUIRED REFERENCED
oTHER cHANHELs FR(al

SPECIFIEO PER TRIP REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOMABLE
CONOITIONS STSTEH ACTlON C 1 REOUIREHEHTS VALUE

6. Shutdown Cooling System
Isolation

a Reactor Steam Oome
Pressure - High

b. Reactor Vessel Mater
Level —Low, Level 3

c. RHR Flow High

Hanual initiation

(',2,33,4,5

,4,5

3,4,5

2(c)

SR 3.3.6.1.2 s 108 ps ig
SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3.3.6.1.5

SR 3.3.6.1.1 e 11.5 inch~a
SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.3
SR 3. 6

SR 3.3.6.1.1 s ,000 gpm
SR 3.3.6.1.2
SR 3.3.6.1.4
SR 3.3.6.1.5

SR 3.3.6.1.5 HA

(c) Only one trip system required in HNES 4 and 5 when RHR Shutdown Cooling System integrity maintained.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 3.3-62 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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'SOLATlONACTUATIONINSTRUMENTATION

'RIP FUNCTION ISOLATION
SIGNALIS)

MINIMUMOPERABLE
CHANNELS PER TRIP

SySTEM

APPLICABLE'PERATIONAL

CONOITION

ACTION

Q p". Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low,
Level 3
Reactor Vessel IRHR Cut-ln Permissive)
Pressure - High

2'.4,5
1.2,3

eS
g'.r s'

'3.'5.4.l I

Cc)

4. Manual Initiation
~sure IQ

Only ona trip system required ln OPERATIONAL CONOITI

maintained.

~ ~

+
NS 4 and 6 when RHA Shutdown Cooling System integrity la
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

RELOCATED CTS 3/4 3 -,INSTRUMENTATION

RELOCATED SPE IFICATIONS (continued)

R.12 The requirements specified in SSES CTS 3/4.3.7.10. Radioactive
Liquid Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation, do not satisfy the
NRC Policy Statement Technical Specification screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES

CTS. These requirements have been relocated to the TRH. See the
SSES CTS Split Report for further discussion of this change.

R. 13

R.14

The requirements specified in SSES CTS 3/4.3.7.11. Radioactive
Gaseous Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation. do not satisfy the
NRC Policy Statement Technical Specification screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES

CTS. These requirements have been relocated to the TRH. See the
SSES CTS Split Report for further discussion of this change.

The requirements specified in SSES CTS 3/4.3.7.12, Loose Part
Detection System. do not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement
Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. These
requirements have been relocated to the TRM. See the SSES CTS

Split Report for further discussion of this change.

R. is" =-

TECHNI AL CHANG S - NORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIV

None
g c ) J j~ SsKL c'Ts @Co 3.3. X

'TNg ~~usrc~c 4 SPCcs i

RHO, FLo<- l4~i do >cA Ri+isQ ~< ~4
+Cc+NLee.l <pea. < C I c<4.w Scr ««< er i 4u-«a a dwu~~~

Appl ica+(os o C 5,r4c+i ~u Cr( Q Q + 5SU
T4c>c- rc~ uac'cw~Q h~uc. 4w rc.<a ca+
5~ %ac. SSU Ch ~f'i' 4(a r0 *r $ur+L.r~ 8 st(polo~

Of )hah Ch< ag (
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NfLc. AX
Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

B 3.3.6.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

8 3.3.6.1 Primary 'Containment Isolation Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary containment isolation instrumentation
automatically initiates closure of appropriate primary
containment isolation valves (PCIVs). The function of the
PCIVs, in combination with other accident mitigation
systems. is to limit fission product release during and
following postulated Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Primary
containment isolation within the time limits specified for
those isolation valves designed to close automatically
ensures that the release of radioactive material to the .

environment will be consistent with the assumptions used in
the analyses for a DBA.

The isolation instrumentation includes the sensors, relays.
and instruments that are necessary to cause initiation of
primary containment and .reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB) isolation. When the setpoint is reached..the sensor
actuates, which then outputs an isolation signal to the
isolation logic. Functional diversity is provided by
monitoring a wide range of independent parameters. The
input parameters to the isolation logics are (a) reactor
vessel water level, (b) area ambient and emergency cooler
temperatures, (c) main steam line (HSL) flow measurement.
(d) Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System initiation,
(e) condenser vacuum. (f) main steam line pressure, (g) high
pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) steam line 6 pressure, (h) SGTS Exhaust
radiation, (i) HPCI and RCIC steam line pressure, (j) HPCI
and RCIC turbine exhaust diaphragm ressure, (k) reactor
water cleanup (RWCU) differential f an 'w,
(1) reactor steam dome pressure. m) drywell pressur an

Rd d fgt tg t f
parameter are provided for initiation of isolation. The
only exception is SLC System initiation. In addition,
manual isolation of the logics is provided.

Primary containment isolation instrumentation has inputs to
the trip logic of the isolation functions listed below.

(continued)
d
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Primary Containment Isolation 'Instrumentation

B 3.3.6.1

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

6 Shutdown Coolin S st m Isolation

. The Reactor Vessel Water Level —Low, Level 3 Function
receives input from four reactor vessel water level
channels. The outputs from the reactor vessel water level
channels are connected to two two-out-of-two trip systems.
The Reactor Vessel Pressure-High Function receives input
from two channels'ith each channel in one trip system
using a one-out-of-one logic. Each of the two trip systems
is connected to one of the two valves on each shutdown
coolin enetr e on rec ves

u om two RH low chan ls. The o puts fro he RHR

low anne s ar c e to one-out- f-one tri systems

'PPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO. and
APPLICABILITY

The isolation signals generated by the primary containment
isolation instrumentation are implicitly assumed in the
safety analyses of References 1 and 2 to initiate closure
of valves to limit offsite doses. Refer to LCO 3.6. 1.3.
"Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)." Applicable
Safety Analyses Bases for more detail of the safety
analyses.

Primary containment isolation instrumentation satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement. (Ref. 8) Certain
instrumentation. Functions are retained for other reasons and
are described below in the individual Functions discussion.

The OPERABILITY of the primary containment instrumentation
is dependent 'on the OPERABILITY of the individual
instrumentation channel Functions specified in
Table 3.3.6.1-1. Each Function must have a required number
of OPERABLE channels. with their setpoints within the
specified Allowable Values, where appropriate. A channel >s

inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its
required Allowable Value. The actual setpoint is calibrated
consistent with applicable setpoint methodology assumptions.
Each channel must also respond within its assumed response
time. where appropriate.

Allowable Values are specified for each Primary Containment
Isolation Function specified in the Table. Nominal trip
setpoints are specified in the setpoint calculations. The
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoints
do not exceed the Allowable Value between CHANNEL

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isol ati on Instrumentation
8 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE .b. R actor Vessel Wat r evel -Low ev 1 (continued)
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and 'evel to the top of the fuel. In MODES 1 and 2, another
APPLICABILITY isolation (i.e.. Reactor Steam Dome Pressure-High) and

administrative controls ensure that this flow path remains
isolated to prevent unexpected loss of inventory via this
flow path.

si al H a Remova Flow-Hi h

High RHR Flow indicates hat there is a valve ispositioning
or system break which uld result in a vess drain down.
Should RPV water leve decrease too far, fu 1 damage could
result. 'Therefore. olation of some rea or vessel
interfaces occurs t begin isolating the otential sources
of a break. The Rg Flow - High Functi is not directly
assumed in safety analysis because a br ak of the RHR
Shutdown Cooling System is bounded by reaks of the
recirculation and Main Steam Lines.

/
/

The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is ation on RHR Flow
supports actions to ensure that t e RPV water level does t
drop below the top of active fue during a vessel draind
event caused/by a leak (e.g., p' break or inadvertent
valve openipg) in the RHR Shut wn Cooling System.

RHR Flow J High signals are j itiated from two flow .

instrume Es. Two channels <one channel per trip s tern) of
the RHR low - High Functioh are available and ar required
to be 0 ERABLE to ensure tliat no single instrume t failure
can pr elude the isolatioh function.

The R R Flow - High Allowable Value was chose to be low
enough to indicate a RHR Shutdown Cooling Sy tern break or
valve mispositioning event. but high enoug to prevent
spurious isolations. /
The RHR Flow - High Function is only re ired to be OPERABLE
in MODES 3, 4. and,.'5 to prevent this pg ential flow path
from lowering the/reactor vessel level/to the top of the
fuel. In MODES 1 and Z. another isolgtion (i.e., Reactor
Steam Dome Pressure - High) and admi6istrative controls
ensure that this flow path remains /tsolated to prevent
unexpected loss of inventory via this flow path.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 6 Manual Initiati on
SAFETY ANALYSES.
LCO, and The Manual Initiation push button channels introduce signals
APPLICABILITY to RHR Shutdown Cooling System isolation logic that is

(continued) redundant to the automatic protective instrumentation and
provide manual isolation capability. There is no specific
FSAR safety analysis that takes credit for this Function.
It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity of the
isolation function as required by the NRC in the plant
licensing basis.

There are two push buttons for the logic, one manual
initiation push button per trip system. There is no
Allowable Value for this Function since the channels are
mechanically actuated based solely on the position of the
push buttons.

Two channels of the Manual Initiation Function'are available
and are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5. since
these are the MODES in which the RHR Shutdown Cooling
System Isolation automatic Function are required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A Note has been provided to modify the ACTIONS related to
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels.
Section 1.3, Completion Times, specifies that once a
Condition has been entered. subsequent

divisions'ubsystems,components. or variables expressed in the
Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits
will not result in separate entry into the Condition.
Section 1.3 also specifies that Required Actions of the
Condition continue to apply for each additional failure.
with Completion Times based on initial entry into the
Condition. However, the Required Actions for inoperable
primary containment isolation instrumentation channels
provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable channels. As such, a Note has been provided tiiat
allows separate Condition entry for each inoperable primary
containment isolation instrumentation channel.

(continued)
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation

B 3;3.6.1

ONS B 1 and B.2 (continued)

- channel per location OPERABLE or in trip. For Functions
2.a, 2.b. 2.c. 2.d. 3.b, 3.c, 3.d, 4.b, 4.c, 4.d. 5.f,
and 6.b, this would require one trip system to have two
channels, each OPERABLE or in trip. For Functions 2.e, 3.a.
3.e. f. 3. . 4.a. 4.e. 4.f. 4.g. 5.a, 5.b, 5.c. 5.d, 5.e.
5.g, .a, an 5<. this would require one trip system to
have one c annel OPERABLE or in trip. The Condition does
not include the Hanual Initiation Functions (Functions 1.f,
2.f, 3.h. 4.h. S.h. and 69'), since they are not assumed in
any accident or transient analysis. Thus, a total loss of
manual initiation capability for 24 hours (as allowed by
Required Action A. 1) is allowed.

Required Action B.2 provides an option which is always
available is to perform the safety Function (i.e., isolate
the penetration flow path). This Required Action allows
isolation of the affected penetration(s) if the failure only
affects a 'limited number of penetrations whose isolation
would not impact plant operation. In this case. isolation
of the penetration provides the ability to continue plant
operation without requiring a plant shutdown.

The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The
1 hour Completion Time is acceptable because it minimizes
risk while allowing time for restoration or tripping of
channels.

Required Action C. 1 directs entry into the appropriate
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.6. 1-1. The applicable
Condition specified in Table 3.3.6.1-1 is Function and NODE

or other specified condition dependent and may change as the
Required Action of a previous Condition is completed. Each
time an inoperable channel has not met any Required Action
of Condition A or 8 and the associated Completion Time has
expired, Condition C will be entered for that channel and
provides for transfer to the appropriate subsequent
Condition.

(continued)
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INSERT (NRC RAI 3.3.6.1-05):

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION.ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

LCO Statement

The isolation actuation instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3.2.1-1 shall be
OPERABLE with their trip setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip
Setpoint column of Table 3.3.2-2.

3/4.3.2.7.c RHR Flow - High

Discussion:

The RHR Flow-High isolation indicates that ther is a valve mispositioning or system
break which could result in a vessel drain down. The, RHR Flow-High isolation trip
setpoint was chosen to be low enough to indicate a RHR Shutdown Cooling System
break or valve mispositioning event, but high enough to prevent a spurious isolation. No
credit is taken for operation of the RHR High Flow isolation in the FSAR event analysis.
This was further confirmed with General Electric. The Function is, however, identified in
the FSAR as a design Feature, but because it is not credited in any design event and
Reactor Water Level Isolation (Level 3) provides adequate protection for the identified
events, it can be concluded that the RHR High Flow isolation is not required.

Com arison to Screenin Criteria:

1. The RHR Flow -High trips are not used for, nor capable of, detecting a significant
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The RHR Flow- High trips are not used to monitor a process variable that is an

,

initial condition of a DBA or transient analyses.

3. The RHR Flow- High trips are not part of a primary success path in the mitigation
of a DBA or transient.

4. PP&L has reviewed the risk significance of the RHR High —Flow trips to the
SSES PRA and found that these trips are a non-significant risk contributor to

core damage frequency and offsite releases during operation.

Conclusion:

Because the screening cnteria have not been satisfied, the RHR Flow- High LCO and

Surveillances may be relocated to other plant controlled documents outside the

Technical SpeciTications.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIHARY CONTAINHENT ISOLATION INSTRUHENTATION

ADHIN STRATIV (continued)

the different Functions. This does not change the technical
requirements for the Functions. Therefore, this is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because the change
represents a change in presentation only with no technical change.

A. 11 (Unit 2 Only) SSES CTS Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1
Function 4.f.2 and footnote ¹, require the Non-Regenerative Heat
Exchanger Discharge Temperature - High to be Operable in place of
the RWCU High instrument for Unit 2 Cycle 6 operation. This
Function and the footnotes have been deleted and are not in SSES
ITS 3.3.6. 1. This is acceptable because the requirement for this
Function was only for a limited time which will not be required
when the SSES ITS is implemented. Therefore. this is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSSS CTS Tables 3.3.2-1 and 4.3.2. 1-1 requires Function 7 g
Qauc —~h to be Operable in Hodes 1, 2 and 3. For the same
Function, SSES ITS Table 3.3.6,1-1 requires that it be Operable inlid 3.4. d5. Tti i pt|1 1 tt
cau he isolation of the'RHR SDC suction valves. In Hodes l. 2.
and 3 (above the RHR Cut-in Permissive Pressure). the RHR SDC
suction valves are isolated from the high pressure source„
therefore, this instrument serves no active safety function.

M. 1

g

This is a more restrictive change
with no negative impact on safety. because it ensures the
instrumentation will be Operable when the safety function is
required.

TECHN AL CHANGES - NORE RESTRICTIVE
HEaJ V%,4

M.3

SSES CTS Table 4.3.2.1-1 requi res that Functions l.a.l. 2.d, 5.j.
6.j and 7.a be calibrated every refueling outage. For these same
Functions, SSES ITS Table 3.3.6. 1-1 requires that the instruments
be calibrated every 92 days with the exception of SSES ITS Table
3.3.6.1-1, Function 2.d. which adds a note to SR 3.3.6.1.3
Frequency which identifies that for Static 0-Ring instruments the
Frequency is 24 months. The 24 month Frequency for Static 0-Ring
instruments is justified in 3.3.6. 1 Discussion of Change LD. 1.
These more restrictive changes are required to ensure that the
Channel Calibration for these instruments are performed on a
Frequency which will ensure that the instruments do not exceed
their Allowable Value.. Therefore, this change will not have a
negative impact on safety.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.2-2 establishes the Allowable Value for the
Function 4.a, RWCU differential flow as 80 gpm. For the same
Function. SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 establishes the Allowable Value

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, U//Js/vo



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.3.6.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINI T TIV

A.1

A.2

A.3

A.5

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Mater Reactor (BMR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

SSES ITS 3.3 '.1 adds a note to the Actions Table. This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction
with the proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times." the
Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....")
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
Action for an inoperable Primary Containment instrumentation
channel. Since this change only provides more explicit direction
of the current interpretation of the existing speciticati
is an administrative change with no impact on safet

SSES CTS Table 3.3.2-1. Action 23. 4, and Action 26
require the affected system ion valves be shut and the
affected s stem lare "

operable. SSES ITS Table 3.3.6. 1,
Action F and ction require that the affected system isolation
.valves be shut u oes not provide direction to declare the
affected system inoperable. This is acceptable b e thee.
acti erence to ta e
0 stem. This is presentation preference which
represents no change in intent and is consistent with the BMR STS

REG 1433, Revision 1. Therefore, it is an administrative change
wi 't on safety.
co&&ca&o

SSES CTS Table 4.3.2. 1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test for
the manual initiation function of various Isolation Actuation
Instrumentation and isolation of SLCS. SSES CTS 4.3.2.2 renuires
a Logic System Functional Test (LSFT). SSES ITS Table 3.3.5. 1-1
deletes the requirement to perform a manual initiation test. This
is acceptable because the requirement for the SSES ITS LSFT
SR 3.3.6.1.5 includes the requirement to functionally test the
manual initiation function and the SLCS isolation. Therefore.
SSES ITS and SSES CTS require the same test through the
performance of the SSES ITS LSFT. This is an administrative
change with no impact on safety because the change represents a
change in presentation only with no technical change.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.2-2 footnote *" states that the value is an
initial value and the final value will be established based on
Power Uprate testing. This footnote is deleted in the SSES ITS
because Power Uprate testing is completed and no change was
necessary. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the allowance no longer applies.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

-NOTES

1. Refer to Table 3.3.6. 1-1 to determine which SRs apply for each Primary
Containment Isolation Function.

2. When a channel is placed in an inoperable status solely for performance of
required Surveillances, entry into associated Conditions and Required
Actions may be delayed for up to 6 hours provided the associated Function
maintains isolation capability.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.6.1.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

SR 3.3.6. 1.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAI TEST. 92 days

SR 3.3.6.1.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. -----NOTE-----
Not applicable
for Static
0-Ring
Instruments in
Function 2.d

92 days

AuO

24 months

SR 3.3.6.1.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 24 months

SR 3.3.6. 1.5 Perform LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST. 24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 ~ 3.3-55 Amendment A. 07/31/96



NRC RAI 3.3.6.1-10

ISOLATIONTIME DEIAYS
(NRC RAI 3.3.6.1-10)

1. NRC REQUEST:

SSES CTS TABLE3.3.2-2 "ISOLATIONACTUATIONINSTRUMENTATION
SETPOINTS" footnote ¹¹ identifies that for the HPCI and RCIC Pipe Routing Area
Temperature Trips there is a 15 minute Time Delay. The footnote ¹¹ is provided as
information only. There are no SSES CTS requirements to perform any
instrumentation calibrations on these time delays. PP8 L is relocating the
information contained in the SSES CTS Table to the Bases of the SSES ITS. The
NRC request is to provide the FSAR statements which support the 3.3.6.1 LA.5
DOC statement that the 15 minute timer delay is not required to meet the safety
functions of the instrumentation. The 15 minute time delay provides sufficient time
for plant operators to take appropriate action to manually isolate the affected
penetration. No credit is taken in the SSES design for the temperature isolation or
the 15 minute time delay.

LICENSING BASIS:

SSES FSAR Section 7.6.1a.4.3.8.2.1 "Circuit Description" describes the logic as
follows: "The HPCI area and tunnel ambient and differential temperature sensing
elements are thermocouples. Their outputs go to temperature switches set to
activate at a preset temperature. Closing the temperature switches will light the
point module alarm indicator and sound the high temperature alarm in the main
control room. In addition, activation of the tunnel temperature switches willstart the
timer, which after a suitable delay period, initiates HPCI isolation valve closure. Ifat
any time during the timing cycle, the temperature switch contacts are opened, the
timer willautomatically reset and no isolation valve closure will result. Before timer
timeout, the operator can initiate isolation by depressing pushbutton switch HPCI
ISOLATE. This action will bypass the timer circuits and, providing no logic test is in
progress, the HPCI isolation valves willclose." From this description, it can be seen
that the automatic isolation function for the HPCI and RCIC Temperature is not
directly credited in the Licensing Basis and essentially provides sufficient time for the
operator to assess the plant conditions. It should also be noted that FSAR Section
7.6.1a.4.3.3.2.1 refers back to this HPCI discussion for the RCIC logic.

This was further clarified in FSAR,QUESTION 211.34, 211,34.D: "In Section
7.6.1aA.3.9.2.1 you state that the HPCI high ambient area temperature switch will
start the timer and initiate (after a delay period) the HPCI isolation valve closure.
Provide this time delay period and justify its selection.

RESPONSE: The time delay is provided to allow the operator the opportunity to
differentiate between HPCI or RCIC pipe routing tunnel leakage and once identified
isolate the source of the leakage while not allowing plant safety to be compromised.
The HPCI/RCIC common pipe routing area temperature switches activate a timer
which is set for a 15-minute delay. This delay provides time for the operator to
determine which system is leaking, and manually isolate that system from the
Control Room before the leak detection Io'gic automatically isolates both systems.



NRC RAI 3.3.6.1-10

The maximum temperature limitations of the HPCl/RClC isolation valves willnot be
exceeded given this time delay and a 5 GPM leak rate. "

3. PP&L POSmO~:

PP8 L believes that the SSES FSAR supports the discussion of change proposed in
3.3.6.1 DOC IA.5.



NRC RAI3.3.6.2-05

WHITE PAPER
ON PROPOSED TS ACTIONS FOR THE

SECONDARY CONTAINMENTREFUEL FLOOR
HIGH RADIATIONISOLATIONS

1. NRC ISSUE:

SSES ITS submittal proposed a change to the SSES CTS and NUREG 1433 to change
the identification of SSES Instrument channels and include new Required Actions based
on SSES Design.

Specifically, SSES ITS proposes to add 3.3.6.2 Required Actions A.2 and B.2 to allow
the isolation of a refuel floor duct (secure ventilation through the ductwork) instead of
requiring the SGTS to be initiated. As described in SSES ITS 3.3.6.2 DOC L.3, PPBL
has determined that the action of isolating the ductwork is equivalent to starting the
SGTS. In fact, the proposed Required Action could be considered an enhancement to
the SSES ITS based on the fact that the allowance minimizes the time the SGTS
(normally a standby system) is unnecessarially operated.

2. BACKGROUND:

SSES has a common refuel floor for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 Refueling Operations. SSES
CTS is written to not differentiate between Unit 1 and 2 instruments and simply identifies
secondary isolation logic in Table 3.3.2-1 as "Refuel Floor High Exhaust Duct Radiation-
High 2 channels per trip system (Two channels being one Unit 1 channel which provides
a 1 out-of 1 initiation of one division of SGTS and one Unit 2 Channel which provides a 1

out-of 1 initiation of the same division of SGTS). The way the SSES CTS defines an
instrument channel is inconsistent with the SSES FSAR which in Section 7.3.1.1bA.1
identifies this instrumentation as follows: 'The High radiation sensed by any of the five
gamma sensors located as follows (see Section 11.5 and Table C FSAR,TABLE,11.5-1)

1) Unit 1 - Refueling floor high exhaust duct
2) Unit 2 - Refueling floor high exhaust duct
3) Unit 1 - Refueling floor wall exhaust duct
4) Unit 2- Refueling floor wall exhaust duct
5) Railroad access shaft exhaust duct "

lt should be understood that the above description is for one trip system (i.e„A SGTS
will be initiated from one of the above five Division I initiation signals and B SGTS will be
initiated from one of the above five Division II initiation signals). Therefore, there are a
total of ten radiation sensors.

In order to reflect the licensing basis for SSES, it was necessary to differentiate between
the Units instrumentation and identify what instrumentation was actually required for a
trip. Therefore, SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.2-1 lists'ach instrument trip function on a unit
bases. Furthermore, because the Refuel Floor is a common area, it was necessary to
require both Units instruments in each Units TS.



NRC RAI33.6.2-05

While reviewing the isolation capability, it was recognized that the design of the SSES
Refuel Floor HVAC and associated secondary containment isolation system, allows
actions to be taken to isolate the specific HVACsystem duct work to secure ventilation
flow instead of taking action to initiation the SGTS. Understanding, the fact that isolation
of the appropriate ventialtion duct satisfies the system safety function for the isolation,
PP&L determined that the proposed new Required Actions provided increased plant
flexibilitywhile maintaining full design capability.

3. SSES LICENSING BASIS:

FSAR Figure 9A-8 HVAC CONTROL DIAGRAMREACTOR BUILDING- Zone III, shows
the Unit 1 ductwork and the associated isolation instrumentation for Unit 1. Recognizing
that the isolation instrumentation for each ventilation flow path has two one-out-of-one
trip systems (fully redundant)(see above description from FSAR Section 7.3.1.1bA.1), it
can be shown that each exhaust duct is single failure proof and independent for sensing
a high radiation condition within the associated ductwork.

Based on the above discussion, it is PP&L's position that closing one or more exhaust
ducts and preventing air flow through the duct, the safety function for these radiation
monitors is being performed and the other ducts provide full isolation capability. The only
change to the system will be that the flow through the unisolated ducts will increase. A
review of the setpoint calculation for this instrumentation, shows that the setpoint is only
based on a volume of air in the duct and not the flow of air past the detector. Therefore,
the closing of the exhaust damper has no impact on the assumptions of the design basis
accident. It is recognized, however, that by closing the exhaust flow paths, there is a
potential that a design criteria for the system could be impacted. This design criteria is
specified in FSAR Section 9.4.2.1.1.k which states the following:"Provide for a transit
time of exhaust air from the radiation monitors to the isolation dampers of Zone III
unfiltered exhaust system, greater than the damper closing time plus the radiation
monitor response time". It is PP&L's position, that because the time period this condition
is allowed to exist would be limited (efforts would be made to restore the inoperable
instrumentation) and there is no impact on the assumptions for the offsite dose, the
impact is negligible.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 3$ .7.1-5

,ITS: SECTION 3.3.7.1 - CREOAS SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

A~DIIINtSTHAilV

A.1

A.Z

During ttTe Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS) ~ Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

SSES ITS 3.3 '. 1 adds a note to the Actions Table. This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction
with the proposed Specification 1.3. "Completion Times," the
Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....")
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
Action for an inoperable Secondary Containment instrumentation
channel. Since this change only provides more explicit direction
of the current interpretation of the existing specifications. this
is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

A.3 SSES CTS 3.3.7.1 Action c identifies that the provisions of 3.0.3
are not applicable. SSES ITS 3.3.7.l.does not contain this same
statement. This is acceptable because the SSES ITS Conditions and
Required Actions will adequately cover all potential conditions

a.q for inoperable e ui m he s st Zherefore. the
ica ion a pecification 3. . is not applicable is

s~p.r+ necessary. This is an administrative change with no impact on
s >~ „>, safe s 1

ppgyg g. o cela~ 0%(. Syfo~kf S g~) I~optea~ g
e .3.7.1-1, Action

required Hain ntrol Room Outside Air Intake Radiation Monitors .

inoperable, p ce the inopera e channel in the downscale tripped
condition wi in 1 hour; res re the inoper ble channel to
Operable s atus within 7 d s or within th next 6 hours initiate
and main in operation of the control ro emergency filtration
system n the isolatio ode of operat n. Under the same
condi ions, SSES ITS .3.7.1 ~ Action C and D, achieve the same
res ts. The SSES S 3.3.7. 1. Re ired Action C.2. requirement
th if the inoper le channel c not be restored to OPERABLE
st tus within 6 ours. the cha el must be placed in he tripped
c ndition is e ivalent to t SSES CTS requirement to operate
the system b ause placing e inoperable channel n trip perform
the intende function of e channel (starts th ead CREOAS
subsystem in the press ization/filtration m e). The'SSES CTS
requirem t to place t e inoperable channel 'he downscale
tripped condition fo up to 7 days is equi lent to the SSES ITS
requirement of decl ring the associated EOAS inoperable as
required by SSES I, S Condition 0.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.7. 1-1, Action 70.b, requires with both of the
required monitors inoperable, initiate and maintain operation of

'USQUEHANNAUN!T 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.7.1 - CREOAS.SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

he co m emergency iltration stem in the isol tion mo e
of operatio within 1 hou . Under th same conditions SSES I
3.3 ~ 7.1,. tions C 1.1 d C 1.2. ac ieve the same r ults by
requirin that within e hour the REOAS subsystem e star d and
operat or declared noperable. hese are admin trativ change
becau the allowab out of se ice times and mpensat y
aetio s of the SS ITS and SS CTS are e uivalent

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

M.1 SSES CTS Table 3.3.7. 1-1 and Table 4.3.7.1-1 identifies only the
Main Control Room Outside Air Intake Radiation Monitor as a

required function. SSES ITS Table 3.3.7.1-1 adds the following
five functions in addition to the SSES CTS Function:

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low, Level 2
Drywell Pressure - High
Unit 1 Refuel Floor High Exhaust Duct Radiation - High
Unit 2 Refuel Floor High Exhaust Duct Radiation - High
Unit 1 Refuel Floor Wall Exhaust Duct Radiation - High
Unit 2 Refuel Floor Wall Exhaust Duct Radiation - High
Railroad Access Shaft Exhaust Duct Radiation - High
Manual Initiation

's

described for each function, these instruments are required to
support the Operability of the CREOAS System. In addition to the
Functions. Condition B and associated Required Actions provide an
option for the appropriate Actions. The addition of these
instrument functions and Actions is 'a more restrictive change with
no negative impact on safety because the addition of the Functions
ensures the proper actions are taken with the loss of the.
instrumentation.

T HNI A CHANG - R TRICTIV

LA.1 SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.1-1 identifies the required function and also
identifies the measurement range of the instrument. SSES ITS
3.3.7.1 identifies the required function, but does not identify
the measurement range. This is acceptable because defining the
instrumentation measurement range does not impact the requirement
to maintain the function Operable. Therefore, this information
can be adequately defined and controlled in the SSES FSAR which
require change control in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. This
approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and
provides for a more appropriate change control process. The level
of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change
because there is no change in the requirement to maintain the
instrumentation Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PP&L resources
associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
administrative change with ho impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.7.1 - CREOAS.SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNI A HANG - L S R STRICTIVE (continued)

L.2

SSES ITS because it can be adequately defined and controlled in
the Technical Requirements Manual which is controlled through 10
CFR,50.59. Based on the above discussion. this less restrictive
change will have a minimal impact on safety.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.7. 1-1 and 4.3.7.1-1 identify the Applicability
for the Main Control Room Outside Air Intake Radiation Monitor as
Modes 1. 2, 3, 5 and footnote "*", when irradiated fuel is being
handled in secondary containment. SSES ITS Table 3.3.7.1-1
identify the same functions Applicability as Modes 1. 2, 3, and
footnotes (a) and (b) which are operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel, and during Core Alterations and
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment. The deletion of Mode 5 from the SSES ITS
Applicability for the function is acceptable because the two
footnotes for the function Applicability bound all plant
conditions that this function is assumed to provide protection.
Therefore, this less restrictive change will have no impact on
safety.

Z~ Su-4

TECHN CAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.3.7.1 consistent
with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433, Rev. l.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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L.3 SSES CTS Table 3.3;7.1-1, Action 70.a, requires with one of. the required
Main Control Room Outside Air Intake Radiation Monitors inoperable,
place the inoperable channel in the downscale tripped condition within 1

hour; restore the inoperable channel to Operable status within 7 days or
within the next 6 hours initiate and maintain operation of the control
room emergency filtration system in the isolation mode of operation.
The action of placing the instrument in downscale trip is to prevent Che
radiation monitor from functioning. Therefore, as defined SSES CTS
Action 70.a, the ssEs cTs require that the instrument be daelsqe to +c f.
prevent supurious starts, then a 7 day period is allowed to restore the
instrument to Operable status . If this is not completed, then within
the following 6 hours the CREOAS System is initiated.

Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.3.7.1, Actions C and 0, require
similar actions, but do not require the instrument to be placed in
downscale trip. SSES ITS 3.3.7.1, Required Action C.2, requires Chat if
the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 6
hours, the channel is placed in the tripped condition(which will result
in the starting of one CREOAS subsystem). If Required Action C.2 is not
met after 6 hours, Condition D is entered and one CREOAS System would be
declared inoperable with the loss of one division of instrumentation."
SSES ITS LCO 3.7.5 allows 7 days for Che inoperability of one train of
CREOAS. Therefore, for SSES ITS 3.3.7.1, if one instrument division is
inoperable, allows 6 hours to restore or place in trip and if this is
not met SSES ITS LCO 3.7.5 will allow 7 days to restore the inoperable
CREOAS System.

SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.1-1, Action 70.b, requires with both of the
required monitors inoperable, initiate and maintain operation of the
control room emergency filtration system in the isolation mode of
operation within 1 hour. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.3.7.1,
Actions C 1.1 and C 1.2, achieve the same results by requiring that
within one hour the CREOAS subsystem be started and operated or declared
inoperable.

Based on the above discussion, this change is less restrictive based on
removing the need to place the inoperable channel in downscale trip
within one hour. This action simple prevents spurious CREOAS starts and
does not enhance nuclear safety. Therefore, this less restrictive
change will have a negligible impact on safety.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.3.8.1 - LOSS OF POWER INSTRUMENTATION

T CHNICA CHAN - LESS RESTRICTIV (continued)

facility:operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to declare the associated equipment
inoperable. Furthermore. NRC and PAL resources associated with
processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive administrative change
with no impact on safety.

LA.4

LB.1

SSES CTS 3.3.3 Table 3.3.3-1. 3.3.3-2 and 4.3.3.1-1 Items 5.d and

5.e, requires the Operability of the 480 V ESS Bus OB565

Undervoltage (Degraded Voltage, 65K and 92K) relays. SSES ITS
Table 3.3.8.1-1 does not require that these relays be maintained
Operable. This is acceptable because these relays are required to
be maintained Operable by SSES ITS Specification 3.8.1 and 3.8.2
"AC Sources". Therefore. this requirement is adequately addressed
by the definition of Operability. Because the requirement for
these components is maintained within SSES ITS, this change is a

less restrictive administrative change with no impact on safe
7 s~4- L4

SSES CTS 4.3.3.3 specify the frequency for the ECCS and Loss o
Power Logic System Functional Tests (LSFT) as once every 18
months. In SSES ITS SR 3.3.8. 1.4. the frequency for the LSFT is
specified as once every 24 months. The Surveillance Test Interval
of this SR is being increased from once every 18 months to once
every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30 months including the
25K grace period. This SR ensures that LOP Instrumentation logic
will function as designed to ensure proper response during an
analyzed event. Most LOP relays are tested on a more frequent
basis during the operating cycle in accordance with SSES ITS
3.3.8. 1. The testing of the LOP instrumentation ensures that a

significant portion of the Isolation Actuation Instrumentation
circuitry is operating properly and will detect significant
failures of this circuitry. The LOP instrumentation including the
actuating logic is designed to be single failure proof and
therefore. is highly reliable. Furthermore, as stated in the NRC

Safety Evaluation Report (dated August 2. 1993) relating to
extension of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit Numbers 2

and 3 surveillance intervals from 18 to 24 months:

"Industry reliability studies for boiling water reactors
(BWRs). prepared by the BWR Owners Group (NEDC-30936P) show

that the overall safety systems'eliabilities are not
dominated by the reliabilities of the logic system, but by
that of the mechanical components, (e.g.. pumps and valves).
which are consequently tested on a more frequent basis.
Since the probability of a relay or contact failure is small
relative to the probability of mechanical component failure.
increasing the logic system functional test interval
represents no significant change in the overall safety
system unavailability."

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



INSERT

LA.5 SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1, provides design details and descriptive
information for LOP Functions. SSES ITS 3.3.8.1 addresses this
information. in the Bases and does not include these details in the
Technical Specifications. This change is acceptable because the
information being moved to the Bases does not establish Operability or
Testing requirements or the associated allowable values or .acceptance
criteria. Furthermore, the information being relocated does not
impactthe Technical Specification requirements for Operability of the
features described. SSES ITS Bases require change control in accordance
with,the SSES ITS 5.5.10, Bases Control Program. This approach provides
an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of facility
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change in the
requirements for Operability or SRs. Furthermore, NRC and PP&L
resources associated with processing license amendments to these
Administrative Control requirements will be reduced. This change is a
less restrictive administrative change with no impact on safety.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES s <e.i "8

ITS: SECTION 3.3.&.1 - LOSS OF POWER INSTRUMENTATION

T CHNICA CHANG - LESS RE TRICTIVE (continued)

L.2

L.3

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1. Action 36. requires with/a loss of
function of the degraded voltage the associated 4.16 kV ESS bus be
declared inoperable. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.3.8.1.
Action B. requires to be declared
inoperable. The allowed out of service time for an inoperable
Diesel Generator is 72 hours compared to 8 hours for the loss of
an'SS bus. This is acceptable because the purpose of the
specification is to ensure the Diesel Generator start capability
is maintained. Furthermore. even though the loss of the degraded
voltage relays does cause the ESS bus automatic transfer to be
inoperable, the bus itself is still energized and capable of
supplying the required loads provided the normal offsite power
source remains available. Therefore. this less restric
will have a negligible impact on safety. ~ . Ackjov SCA., ~r ™

SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1. Action Q. for Function 5.a ~rqui
declaring the ~qeAAe immediately for,a loss oT Function.

n er me conditions, SSES ITS Table 3.3.8.1-1 allows 1 hour
to restore the channel prior to requiring that the DG be declared
inoperable. The allowance for 1 hour is acceptable because 1 hour
provides sufficient time for the troubleshooting of the failure
and restore component OPERABILITY while minimizing risk.
Therefore. this less restrictive change will have a negligible
impact on safety.

TECHNICA SP IFICATION BAS S

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bas
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.3.8.1 con 'nt
with the BWR STS, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

'USQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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SECTION 3.4 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3A REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

[TAjt ~~ha.t RS ~Sei~aiea The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.4.4 and 3/4.4.8
do not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement screening
criteria for inclusion In the ITS. These requirements
are relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual
(TTRM ~

Provide commitment that the
TRM willbe incorporated
into FSAR (under 60.69
control) in order to justify

ving these CTS
rerulreme Illa tu the TRtA

The TRM Is being incorporated as
tmR et the SSES FEAR

Closed

3A.1 Recirculation Loops Operating

~A.1-1~A ~L2 cts
3A.1.1.2

ction
ca1 ITS
3A.1 Note

TS 3A.1.1.2, ACTIONc.1, requires compliance with
single loop limits within 6 hours of entering single
loop operation. ITS 3A.1, Note, allows 12 hours to
make the necessa limitand set int modifications.

dditional Justification Is
required for this beyond
sco change.

SSES did an evaluation and
determined that for an unplanned
event(ke., the event occurs on the
back shift (plant transient)) the
backshlft plant staffing would need
approxknately 12 hours to complete
the necessa ch~an es.

Closed

ia.e.1.2A j~LA@ GTS
3AA.1.2a
.6

CTS 3/4.3CTS 3A.1.1.2.a.6 refers to CTS table 3.3.6-2
and specifies control rod block setpoints. The ITS
and STS do not contain such requirements for the
control rod block monitor setpoints which are moved
Ithe TRM.

Provide discussion of
placement of CR hlock
setpoints into the TRM

Ppd L preference that setpoints will
be controlled in the TRM.

Closed

3A.10 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

CTS
3.4.3.4
ITS SR
3A.10.3
STS SR
3A.10.3

CTS 3.4.10 specifies a differential temperature limit
between the "reactor pressure vessel steam space
coolant" and the bottomhead drainline coolant".
ITS SR 3A.10 specifies this differential temperature
limitas between the "reactor pressure vessel (RPI/)
coolant temperature" and the "bottom head coolant
temperature". This terminology is different and not
necessarily equivalent. No discussion is provided to
ustify the equivalency of these two differential

totem erature measurements.

Provide additional
discussion and Justilication
for the equivalency of the
changed terminology used
in determing this
rm~erature ulllereatlal.

n "A"DOC willbe added to 3A.10
DOCs. Terminology is equivalent.

Closed4EPE,L
II provide

new DOC.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-9T Pagef of 5
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SECTiON 3.4 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3A.3 Safety/Relief Valves (S/RVs)

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

A:3-1 P.1 CTS 3A.2
ITS SR
3A.3.1
STS SR
3AL1

CTS 3.4.2 has a note that allows up to two inoperable
S/RVs to be replaced with S/RVs with lower
setpoints.lTS SR 3A.3.1 retains this note.STS SR

A.3.1 does not liave this note.

Evaluate whether the note to
allow lower setpoint S/RVs
to replace inoperable S/RVs
is a generic change or the
need to manually actuate
S/RVs (SSES eliminates SR
3A~32 .

Current Licensing Basis.

PALwillsubmit change as a TSTF.

Closed-TSTF
Pending, but
change ls
acceptable
based on CLB.

~A.3-2 ~P.3 STS SR
3A.32

SSES ITS does not include STS SR 3A.3.2, requiring
each S/RV be manually actuated, due to resulting
S/RV susceptibility to damage. This has genetic
im~lications.

Submit TSTF change form to
incor~rale change into STS.

Current Ucensing Basis

PP8 Lwilladd a statement to JFD P.3
to identify this as a design issue for
SSES.

Closed42PSL
llprovide

revised
rding for

the JFD.

3.4A RCS Operational LEAKAGE „

CTS
3A.3.2.e
ITS
3AA.d
STS
3AA.d

CTS 3.4.3.2, Action e, requires that ifthe unidentified
LEAKAGEincrease is greater than 2 gpm within any
24 hour period,... identify the source of LEAKAGE
increase,. within 12 hours. ITS 3A.4.d and Action B.2
requires that ilunidentified LEAKAGEincreases
greater than 2 gpm in any 4 hour period... verify
source ot unidentified LEAKAGEincrease... within 4
hours. The increase In unidentified leak rate is
changed from.083 gpm/hr to.S gpm/hr which is a less
restrictive change to the allowable value but is
consistent with the STS.

Provide further justification
for the change from 24
hours to 4 hours and the
change for the frequency in
ITS SR 3.4A.1.

See NUREG M/U page 3A-7. This is Closed+o
he~rlod identified in the NUREG. further action

r ulred.

~3AA.TA L~1P.2 CTS SRs
A.3.2.1.a

c ITS
3A.4.1
STS SR
3AA.1

The CTS SR 4A.3.2.1.a, b, and c have frequencies of
, 12 and 24 hours respectively. The frequency for

this combined SR, in ITS SR 3AA.1, is changed to 12

hours. The STS SR 3AA.1 interval is 8 hours. There
is no justification for the changing the ITS SR 3AA.1
frequency to 12 hours versus the 8 hours provided in
the STS SR 3AA.1.

Provide justification for the
proposed SR 3AA.1
fre uenc of12hours.

3.4.4 JFD P.2 willbe modilied lo
identify that the 12 hour frequency is
based on current plant operating
shifts of 12 hours.

Closed42P8L
willprovide
revised JFD.

3.4.6. RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

PA.6-1+A ~P.1 STS 3A.6
Req
Action

ITS 3A.S does not include the STS 3A.S Required
ction A2 because it Is not in the Current Ucenslng

Basis (CTS). A.2 requires that the RCS pressure
boundary double Isolation barrier be restored within

2 hours. The CTS aUows continued operation with
islngle barrier lsolahon. This ls not prudent.

Justify the acceptability of
continued operation with
RCS pressure boundary
single battier isolation with

n Inop PIV.

Current Ucensing Basis. Closed.

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Technical Speclllcaflons 03-No v-97 Page2of 5





SECTION 3.4 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.4.6 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

A:6-1 CTS
A.3.1.b

ITS 3A.6
STS 3A.6

TS 3A.3.1.b requires that one primary containment
tmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor and one

containment atmosphere particutate radioactive
nitor be aligned to the drywell. This requirement

is deteted from ITS 3A.6 because the plant
configuration Is changed and the capability to align
he particulate monitors to either the suppression

chamber or the drywell is removed. This deletion is a
less restrictive change to CTS requirements and Is
be ond the scoff the conversion.

Iis deletion of CTS
3.4.3.1.b requirements and
plant reconfiguratlon needs
further justllication, and a
description of the existing
plant design Is needed. This
change should have
required a TS license
amendment.

Change based on plant design.
en CTS was issued it was

physically possible to align monitors
o either drywell or S/P air space.

Modification performed which
eliminated the lineup to the S/P. No
TS change was needed because
physical change ensured compliance

th CTS.

PP6 L reword 3A.6 DOC to state that
modification performed previously
eliminated Non-Technical
S~clllcallon Capabl~ilt .

Ctosed+P6L
illprovide

MIUof DOC

3A.7 RCS Specific Activity

~SAJ.1A ~2(L) ITS
p.4.6,~c.
ITS 3A.T
'Acuons
+1 and 8.

CTS 3.4.6, Action c, requires additional sampling for
RCS Specific Activityfollowingconditions where off-
gas activity exceeds tkntts and when THERMAL
,POWER is changed by more than 16% In one hour.
ITS 3A.T, Actions A1 and 8.1 also require additional
taanpkng but only when RCS Specilic Activityis first
identified to exceed allowable Iknits. ITS 3A.T Action
g1 and 8.1 requirements lail to encompass the
sampling requirements of CTS 3A.6, Action c,
because these ACTIONS are taken only after ITS SR
3A.7.1 identifies an out of specification condition, and
ITS SR 3A.7.1 is only peiformed once each 7 days.
ITS 3.4.7 has no requirement to sample the RCS for
increased activity during the Interkn when increased
RCS activity precursors occur. Eliminating the
requirements of CTS, Action c, is a deleted
Surveillance reiiuireinent of CTS 3A.6.

his deleted CTS
surveillance Test (Sampling
upon change of RTP of>16/
is not in ITS) Is a less
restrictive change that
needs justification.

CTS MIUwillbe modified and new
DOC for change willbe written.

Closed+P6 L
'll provide

revised CTS
MIUand new
DOC.

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Teclt Itlcal Specltlcafions 03-Nov-ST Page3of 5





SECTlON 3.4 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOCIJFD: TS I.CO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3A.8 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System
Hot Shutdown

~3A.8-1A ~6 CTS
3A.8.1
Note

'TS3A.8
Note 1

CTS 3.4.9.1 contains a NOTE indicated by " stating
"The shutdown cooling pump may be removed from

operation for up to 2 hours per 8-hour period
provided the other loop Is OPERABLE." ITS 3.4.8,
NOTE 1 rephrases this NOTE to say "Both RHR
shutdown cooling subsystems and recirculation
pumps may be removed from operation for up to 2
hours per 8 hour period." This is a less restrictive
change to the allowed outage time and conditions
because CTS 3A.8.1 does not specifically allow all
SDC cooling loops and both recirculation loops to be
removed from operation at the same time. ITS 3A.8,
Note 2, directly conflicts with CTS 3A9.1, Action b,
and ITS 3A.8, Action B.1 which requires hnmediate

CTION to restore one RHR SDC subsystem OR one
recirculation pump to operation. The difference
between CTS 3A.8.1, with Note ™and ITS 3A.8, Nole
2 is not explained. In addition, the terms "shutdown
cooling pump" (used in the CTS) and "shutdown
cooling subsystem" (used in the ITS) are not the
same entity. No explanation for this change is
provided

Provide discussion for the
less restrictive change

hich justifies the difference
between CTS 3A.8.1, Note

'nd

ITS 3A.8, Note 2.
llowing both RHR

shutdown cooling loops and
both recirculation pumps to
be removed from operation
for 2 hours ~r8 hour riod.

346CT366663/44-24. Note6646 . ~gros~
consider~ed e uivalent.

NRC RNs - SSf S improved Techn>col 5pecdrcabons OJ-Nov-97 Page4of 5



SECTION 3.4 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3A.9 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System
Cold Shutdown

A.9-1 3 CTS
3A.9.2
Note
ITS 3A.9
Note 1

CTS 3.49.2 contains a Note indicated by "stating
"The shutdown cooling pump may be removed from
operation for up to 2 hours per Sohour period
provided the other loop Is OPERABLE." ITS 3A.9,
NOTE 1 rephrases this NOTE to say "Both RHR
shutdown cooling subsystems and recirculation
pumps may be removed from operation for up to 2
hours per 8 hour period." This is a less restrictive
change to the allowed outage time and conditions
because CTS 3A.8.2 does not specifically allow all
SDC cooling loops and both recirculation loops to be
removed from operation at the same time. ITS 3.4.9,
NOTE 2, directly conflicts with CTS 3.4di.2., Action b,
and ITS 3A dr, Action B.1 which requires ACTION to
verify reactor coolant circulating by an alternate

thod within one hour. The difference between CTS
3A.9.2, with Note " and ITS 3A.9, Note 2 is not
explained. In addition, the terms "shutdown cooling
pump" (used In the CTS) and "shutdown cooling
subsystem" (used in the ITS) are not the same
entity. No explanation for this chanqe~ls rovided.

Provide discussion for the
less restrictive change

hich Justilies the difference
between CTS 3A.8.2, Note" and ITS 3.4.9, Note 2,
allowing both RHR
shutdown cooling loops and
both recirculation pumps to
be removed from operation
for 2 hours r 8

geegsa pages/la-26. reores are ~Closed
sonsrde~red ulvalenL

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Speclficaflons 03-Nov-97 Page5of 5
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<~S-'ISCUSSION

OF DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1433
ITS: SECTION 3.4.3 - S/RVs

NON-BRACKET D P ANT SPECIFIC CHANGES

P.1

P.2

P.3

p 4

SSES ITS 3.4.3 include a Note which allows up to two inoperable
S/RVs to'e replaced with S/RVs with lower setpoints. This is
allowed in SSES current licensing basis and does not impact the
requirements of the SSES Overpressure analysis. Therefore. this
change is not a significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

Additional design'etails were added and some statements removed
the Bases of SSES ITS 3.4.3. This change provides additional
detai 1 and,is intended to improve clarity and ensure the
requirement is fully understood and consistently applied. There
are no technical changes to requirements as specified in NUREG
1433 'evision 1; therefore. this change is not a significant or
generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

SSES ITS 3.4.3 does not include SR 3.4.3.2. verification that each
S/RY opens when manually actuated. Due to the susceptibility of
S/RVs to damage and subsequent leakage during the operating cycle
SSES does not perform this surveillance. SSES has determined tha .lift testing provides sufficient veri'fication of S/RV Operability
This is consistent with current licensing bases Therefore. this
change is not a significant or generic deviation fr NUREG 1433

cc ~ LL cQy4
SSES ITS SR 3.4.3.1 Bases are revised to clarify tha e se «w
required for S/RV Operability is +14 of the nominal setting. This c-
statement is then clarified to indicate that "Requirements for ~its
accelerated testing are established in accordance with the
InService Test Program." This is consistent with requirements in
the SSES CTS which require an S/RV setpoint of +1% of the nominal
setting for Operability at the time S/RYs are installed with
subsequent requirements for accelerated testing if an S/RV
setpoint is determined to be more than +3K of nominal during
testing following removal of the S/RY. This change provides
additional detail and is intended to.improve clarity and ensure
the requirement is fully understood and consistently applied.
There are no technical changes to requirements as specified in
NUREG 1433, Revision 1; therefore. this change is not a

significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

INCORPORATED GENERIC CHANGES TO NUR 6- 433 REV. 1

None

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revels>on 0. 07/31/96
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DISCUSSION OF DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1433

ITS: SECTION 3.4.4 - RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

NON-BRACKET 0 P ANT SPECIFIC CHANG

P.1

P.2

Editorial changes and additional design details are added to
clarify the SSES ITS Bases. This change provides additional
detail and is intended to improve clarity and ensure the
requirement is fully understood and consistently applied. There
are no technical changes to requirements as specified in NUREG

1433, Revision 1; therefore. this change is not a significant or
generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

NUREG 1433 SR 3.4.4. 1 Frequency is changed to 12 hours from 8

hourg This change is consistent with current licensing basis
aa4gherefore is not a significant or generic deviation from NUREG

1433.

INCORPORATED GENERIC CHANGES TO NUR G-143 REV. 1

None

CM<e<f
a fcrafi~g Q„gp
Cc.'4c+lg 4F

hove,
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS.: SECTION 3.4.6 - RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

ADMINISTRATIV

A.l

A.2

A.3

A.4

TECHNICA

M. 1

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. l.
SSES CTS 3.4.3. 1. Action a, requires that an alternate means of
determining the leak rate be applied for the floor drain sump. In
SSES ITS 3.4.6. this Action has been deleted since it duplicates
the requirement in SSES ITS SR 3.4.4.1. To perform SSES ITS SR
3.4.4. 1, some form of measurement device is necessary. If a
measurement device is not Operable. LCO 3.4.4 would dictate a
shutdown since Leakage would not be known. Since the requirements
of SSES ITS is consistent with SSES CTS. this change is
administrative with no impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.4.6 adds Action D which explicitly identifies that LCO
3.0.3 is required to be entered if all required RCS leakage
monitoring systems are inoperable. This additional Action is
consistent with SSES CTS which has no Action for all RCS leakage
monitoring systems inoperable. therefore entrance into 3.0.3 is
required. Therefore, SSES ITS 3.4.5. Action D, is consistent witi.
the current requirements and is an administrative change with no
impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.4.3:1 requires that the radioactivity monitors be
aligned to the drywell. This statement is eliminated in SSES ITS
3.4.6 the 'capability to align to either the suppression
c am er or the drywell has been removed The change is made to
reflect the current -plant configuration with no change in the SSES
CTS requirements. therefore. the chang is administrative with n
impact on safety. Stag o~g<~( de(s)<

el4mJ'aec

Qr) fo 4e e~ e ~~ TSe~ f. h(k~ 4~
CHANGES - MOR RESTRICTIV oC + +e4+cahu W r aai esty la ofipp h

SSES CTS 3.4.3. 1. Action b. requires grab samp es every our .

SSES ITS Required Action B. 1 increases the required grab sampling
frequency with no atmospheric monitoring available, to once every
12 hours. This change is consistent with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433.
Revision 1 and is a more restrictive change with no negative

= impact on safety. based on the fact the increased 'atmospheric
monitoring will provide greater assurance of leakage detection.
without a significant impact on plant staff.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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Nkc RAT 3.9,7- f 4,

S~CC,iF)CA r~ ~ 3, V.7

REACTOR COOULNT SYSTEM

3/4.4. 5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

~A,,q .

LINITINC CONOITION FOR OPERATION

The specfffc actfvfty of the prfeary coolant shall be lfeftad to:

a. Less than or equal to 0.2 afcrocurf ~ per gras OOSE @UIVALENT l-131, and

W th cLay >a L"1
Steno~ Le~
I jOLQQP

«fth the specfffc actfvfty of

L.l

2. Creator than IOO efcrocurf ~ per gras, ~ fn at 1 st HO
OCW

b. ss than equal to 1 efcro rfes er aa

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONOITIONS 1, 2,

ACTION:
Add

A t, a ln OPERATIONAL CONOITIONS 1 ~ 2 o1
the prfaary coolant:

L Greater than 0.2 efcrocurf ~ per gram OOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 but
less than or equal to 4.0 efcrocurfas per gras OOSE EqulVALENT
I-131 for mre than 44 hours durfng one contfnuous tfoe fntarval

atar than 4.0 efcrocurfes per grm 00~5 IVALENT I-131,
east th Uw aafn stem 1 ne sa a

I gives closed vtthfn 1R haurs.

b.
AC) v ~ I'td
%can ~ o~ g A. (

c~d 8. )

co

In OPHNTIONAL CONOITIONS I, 2 «fth ~ SpaCfffC aCtfvfty ar
the prfaary coolant star than O. fcrocurfe par gras 00SE
gUIVALENT I-131 r ~ c perform
the s~lfng and an u o tm o ~ 4.4. 5-1
untf1 the specfffc actfvfty of the prfeary coolant fs restored to
«fthfn fts 1faft.

or2,«
li THKRN REER. chan by sore th i'fRATEO gHElNAL

fn hour, or

off lev ~ 'at the q fncreasad by re than,000
es pe second fn a .hour durfng ady state eratfon

release r less than,000 efcrocu es per s, or

off gas level, at SJAE, fncrea by core HX
one hour rfng steady te aperatf at release ates g star
than 75,0 afcrocurf a per second,

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 4-I3 Aet~t No. d3





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES H~ t*X
ITS: SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

A~VVIIIIIIIVII V

A.l

A.2

'.3

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. 1..

c ion c, requir additiona sa ling following
onditi s where t specific tivity exceeds e limits. SSES
TS 3..5 Action, and SSES S 3.4.7. Acti s A.l and .1 also

requi e additio l sampling. Since the SS CTS 3.4. ction b
nd ES ITS 3.4.7 require nts encompas he sampl g

re irements f'SES CTS .4.5. Action , elimina ng the
specifics o SSES CTS Ac ion c is an ministra ve change with no
impact on afety.

SSES CTS Table 4.4.5-1 Requirement 5 "Isotopic Analysis of an
Offgas Sample...", is being deleted in SSES ITS 3.4.7. This is
acceptable because the SSES'TS requirement is the same as SSES
ITS SR 3.7.5. 1 which requires the same sample to be taken every 3i,
days. Therefore, this is an administrative change with no impact
on safety because it only eliminates a duplicate requirement
contained in SSES CTS and SSES ITS.

TECHNICA CHANGES - MOR RESTRICTIV

SSES CTS Table 4.4.5-1 item 2 requires that isotopic analysis for
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 concentration be made at least once per 31
days. SSES ITS SR 3.4.7.1 requires that this sample, be taken once
every 7 days. The increased surveillance frequency provides a
compensatory measure for the removal of the requirement that gross
specific activity remain less than or equal to 100/E-bar pCi/gram.
This more restrictive change will have no negative impact on
safety, based on the fact that the increased sampling will provide

- an earlier detection of a degraded condition.

TECHNICA CHANGES - L S RE TRICTIV

L. 1 SSES CTS 3.4.5 requirement to maintain specifi'c activity
~ 100/E-bar pCi/gm has been deleted. The SSES CTS Bases state
that the intent of the requirement to limit the specific activity
of the reactor coolant is to ensure that whole body and thyroid
doses at the site boundary would not exceed a small fraction of
the limits stated in 10 CFR 160 {i.e., 104 of 25 rem and 300 rem.
respectively) in the event of a main steam line failure outside
containment or an instrument line break. To ensure that offsite
thyroid doses do not exceed 30 rem, reactor coolant dose

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.4.7 - RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

%Le, thZ

TECHNICAL CHANG S - LESS RESTRICTIV (continued)

L.2

L.3

SSES CTS 3.4.5 Applicability includes Operational Condition 4.
SSES ITS 3.4.7 Applicability is limited to only those conditions
which represent a potential for release of significant quantities
of radioactive coolant to the environment. Node 4 is omitted
since the reactor is not pressurized and the potential for leakage
is significantly reduced. In Nodes 2 and 3, with the main steam
lines isolated. no escape path exists for significant releases and
requirements for limiting the specific activity are not required.
The Required Actions are also modified to reflect the new
Applicability, and an option for exiting the applicable Nodes is
provided for cases where isolation is not desired. Based on the
fact that the SSES ITS Applicability is consistent with plant
'conditions where event consequences are significant, this less
restrictive change will have a negligible impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.4.7 Action A adds a Note to the Required Actions to
indicate that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. Entry into the
applicable Modes should not be restricted since the most likely
response to the condition is restoration of compliance within the
allowed 48 hours. Further, since the LCO limits assure the dose
due to a LOCA would be a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limit.
operation during the allowed time frame would not represent a
significant impact to the health and safety of the public.
Therefore, this less restrictive change will have a negligible
impact on safety.

L. f T~scr+
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BAS S

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.4.7 consistent
with the BWR STS, NUREG-1433, Rev. l.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



INSERT 3,4.7 OOC:

LA SSES CTS 3.4.5, Action c, specifies increased sampling in Modes 1 and 2
whenever there is an increase in power of greater than 159o in one hour or
specified changes in the off-gas levels as measured at the SJAE. SSES ITS
3.4.7, requires increased sampling if limits are exceeded, but does not require
this increased sampling for plant condition changes. This is acceptable because
a change in plant power or a change in SJAE offgas levels does not necessarily
indicate that the limits are exceeded. Therefore, this change being implemented
to be consistent with NUREG 1433 requirements, willhave a negligible impact on
safety.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN

IDLE RECIRCULATION LOOP STARTUP

LIHITIHG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LCO. Nt.R.IO 4Q
SA ~A-.4 An idle recfrcula on loop shall not b tarttd unltss the temperature
~.V ~og differential between the eactor pr vess41 s o an and thebottom htad drain lint coo aqua to 145, an:

When both loops have been idlt, unless the teeperature differential
between the reactor coolant within the idle loop to bt started up
and the coolant in the reactor pressure vessel is less than or equalto 50 F, or

4
'S R 'L AI. i O V

When only ont loop has been idlt, unit~she t aturt diff
bet~ten tht reactor coolant within ght idle
loo s is less than or ~ u 1 to 50 F, n tbe optr ting loop

5 anoreu yf rate loo I flo t
pera n a a L POWER/core fl con t on b ow the 8
ine sho n fn Fi ro 3.4.1JX.-

10%

Ro

A.V

APPLICASILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
<A

A~i,o R With temperature dffftrencts or fl at txceedfng the above 1fefts,
suspend startup of any idle rec rcu a on oop.

Rag Arcs Act iCod A. >

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

The teaperature differentials and flew rate shall bt determined to bt
wfthfn the lfaits ~fthfn 15 efnutes prior to startup of an idle recirculation
loop.

to.g

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 4-4 Anendment Ho. 93
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.4.10 - RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (P/T) LIMITS

AONINIST~TIUf I II AI

A.7

A.8

A.9

SSES CTS 3.4.1.4.b requires when starting a recirculation pump the
Thermal power/core flow be below the 80K rod line. SSES ITS
3.4.10 does not contain this requirement. This is acceptable
because SSES ITS 3.4.1. for single loop operation, requires that
loop operation will be maintained below the 80K rod line. SSES
ITS 3.4. 1 duplicates the SSES CTS 3.4.1.4.6 requirement.
Therefore, this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES CTS 4.4.1.1.2.3 requires verification that the plant is
within applicable limits when recirculation flow is ~ 50% of rated
loop flow. SSES ITS SR 3.4.10.5 and SR 3.4.10.6 require that the
same limits be maintained with recirculation loop flow s 21.320
gpm. This is acceptable because the 21,320 gpm is equivalent to
50K rated loop flow and "gpm" is what is read in the Control Room.
Therefore, this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.4.10.1 notes eliminate details containment in SSES
CTS 3.4.6.1 to monitor limits following a nuclear shutdown and low
power physics tests. This is acceptable because SSES ITS SR
3.4. 10. 1 notes bound all conditions described in SSES .CTS 3.4.6. 1

Therefore, this change is an administrative change with no impact
on safety.

X~ so f-A.ta

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIV

SSES ITS 3.4.10. Required Action A.2 and C.2. add a specific
Completion Time for the required engineering evaluation. The ti-,e
of 72 hours is considered reasonable in Modes 1, 2, and 3 because
the limits represent controls on long term vessel fatigue and
usage factors. In conditions other than Modes 1, 2, and 3, the
proposed time (prior to entering Mode 2 or 3) would prevent entry
in the operating Modes which is consistent with the intent of SSES
CTS LCO 3.0.4. Although SSES ITS 3.4.10 Required Actions A.2 and
C.2 are more restrictive. they are consistent with the intent of
the SSES CTS and will have no negative impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.4. 1.4 .Actions prohibits startup of a recirculation loco
not within limits. but do not provide an Action if the loop is ,

already operating. SSES ITS 3.4. 10 Actions A and C require an
engineering evaluation to ensure continued operation is
acceptable. This additional restriction on plant operation.
although more restrictive. will no negative impact safety because
the required evaluation is necessary to ensure the nonconforming
condition is acceptable.

SSES CTS 3.4.6. 1 Action requires that the temperature and/or
pressure be restored "within 30 minutes." SSES ITS 3.4. 10 Action
C requires that operators "initiate action to restore ...

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



INSERT 3.4.10 DOCs

A.10 SSES GTS 3.4.1.4 states that the differential between the reactor pressure
vessel steam space coolant and the bottom head drain line...". SSES ITS
3.4.10.3 specifies that the difference between the bottom head coolant
temperature and the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) coolant temperature...".
These terms are equivalent and will not result in a change in how this SR is
performed, but the term used in the SSES ITS provides a more accurate
description of the temperature measured. Therefore, this is change is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.



SECTION 3.5 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.5.1 ECCS Operating

~s.s-s Ks GTs 3.6.1
ction b4

CTS 3.6.1 footnote "to Action bA states that ifCold
Shutdovm cannot be established when two or more
RHR subsystems are inoperable then reactor coolant
emperature should be maintained as low as practical

using alternate heat removal methods. ITS 3.6.1,
ction I, requires entry Into LCO 3.0.3 when two or

reRHRsees slems~sreree reels.

DOC A.3 states that the CTS
footnote is deleted because
it does not establish any
additional restrictions on
plant operation. The staff
believes that the footnote
requires establishing
alternate decay heat removal
methods; however, the
deletion of the footnote can
still be justified as an
administrative change since
the requirement to establish

Itemate decay heat removal
ethods when two RHR

subsystems are inoperable
remains in ITS 34.8. Please

DOC A.3 willbe revised to address
comment.

losed+PKL
llprovide

M/U of DOC
3

13.5.1-2
1 iLS I M.21 CTS

3A.1.1.1
TS 3A.1.1.1, Actions c and d, and CTS 3A.1.1.2,
ctlons e and f, require closing a recirculation pump
ischarge and/or bypass valve invnedlately Ifa valve

is inoperable. Entering CTS 3.0.3 is required ifthe
valve cannot be closed. ITS SR 3.6.1.6 requires
verification that each recirculation pump discharge
valve and bypass valve either cycles through one
complete cycle of fulltravel or is deanergized in the
closed position. Ifthe SR cannot be satisfied, the
associated LPCI subsystem would have to be
declared inoperable and ITS 3.5.1, Action A, entered.
Under ITS 3.5.1, Action A, plant operation may
ontinue for as long as 7 days.

he change modifies two requirements. The first ls
hat the allowed outage time for a valve that can'I be

closed is changed fromimmediately Io 7 days. The
second Is that the CTS require that the inoperable
valve be veritied in the closed position every 31

days. ITS SR 3.5.1.6 requires that the inoperable
valve be verified "deenerglzed" in the closed position
once each startup prior to exceeding 26'4 RTP. No

periodic Irequcricy tor verifying valve status exists ln
the fT5.

The only more restrictive
portion of this change that
should be addressed under
M2 Is the requirement to de-
energize the valve in the
closed position. The less
restrictive portions which
should be addressed under
LB include the change in the
allowed outage time for a

alve that cannot be closed
and the removal of the
periodic requirement to
verify valve position every
31 days. The DOCs willbe
restructured in the safety
evaluation to appropriately
address the more restrictive
and less restrictive aspects
of this change. No licensee
action Is required.

No action required. Closed

HRC RAls - SS ES lrnProved Technfcal SPecdicafions 03-Hov-97 Page1Of 4



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

5.14 L/L3 CTS he CTS markup Identifies DOC LA3 to justify the
.8.3.1.a.1 deletion of the details associated with the isolated

.e egg avdaghaa.

DOC LA.3 for ITS 3.5.1 does
not address this change.
Please provide an
appropriate DOC reference
for lhls shah ge.

See CTS MIUpage sle 837 C.CC ~Closed
UL3 can be found in section 3.8.7
DOCs.

3.5.14 PD

6.14 No JFD

STS
Bases for
SR
3.5.1.12

STS
Bases for
SR
3.6.1.10

QNUREQG

he sentence "However, the requirements of SR
.6.12 are met by a successful performance at any

pressure," has been added to the STS Bases
~escri tion.

he STS markup for SR 3.5.1.10 shows the first
sentence of the second paragraph modified as
follows:The 18 to 24 month Frequency Is based on
he need lo perform the Survelflance under the

conditions that apply during a plant outage and lhe
potential for an unplanned transient Ifthe
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at

ower. acceptable because . ~ .

STS 3.6.1, Required Action C.1, allows 1 hour to verify
that the RCIC system Is operable when HPCI is
InoperablL ITS 3.5.1, Required Action D.1 requires
ioaaediafe eerlfrealloo of RCIC op~crahlllt .

The STS markup references
FD P.3 for this change. PD

only addresses changes to
he Bases for SR 3.6.1.11.

Please provide a JFD for the
change to the Bases for SR
3.6.1.12, keeping ln mind
hat the proposed change Is
generic change and
ddressing any plant-

speclflic reason for SSES to
ke the change.

No JFD is referenced to
ustify this change. Please
rovide a JFD reference.

JFD P.2 states, "This change
is a preference that reflects
PPSL's conservative
operating philosophy and Is
not being proposed as a
generic change to NUREG-
1633. The staff believes that
his is a generic change.

NUREG M/Uwillbe revised to
identify correct JFD.

NUREG M/U willbe revised to
identifL/correct JFD.

PALwillsubmit a TSTF

Closed4>PE L
IIprovide

revised
NUREG MN.

losed+PSL
iflprovide

revised
NUREG M/U.

Open-TSTF
Pending
BWROG-?J?

NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-Nov-97 Page2of 4
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SECTION 3.5 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

ECCS Shutdovm

~3.6:2-1 ~T CTC
.Sd.b

~3.6.2-2 ~L.3 CT6
3.8.32.a1

CTS 3.5.3.b requires immediate suspension of
OPDRVs Ifone of the two CS subsystems becomes
Inoperable In Mode 4 or 5 when the suppression pool
Is drained or less than the required IkniL ITS 3.6.2,

ctlons A8 B, allow 4 hours to suspend.OPDRVs
en one of the required CS subsystems becomes

ino rable.

CTS 3.82.2.a.1.c, 3.8.32+.2.c, 3.8.32, Action f, 8
.8.322 requirements associated with the Isolated
80 AC swing bus in Mode 4 and 6 are deleted in the

ITS. CTS 3.8.3.2, Action f, requires declaring the LPCI
system Inoperable when the Isolated swing bus is
inoperable. Itappears the swing power bus acts as a
backup power source to the normal source. The ITS
deletes the requirement for declaring the applicable
IPCI llleperehle when Ihe ewlnh hne I~~eIlnnen eerreehhll e.

Please explain why this is
not justified as a less
restrictive change, given the
change In time for
suspension of OPDRVs from
immediately to within 4
hours.

Explain what Is meant by the
statement, "Since SSES ITS
Bases permits only one LPCI
pump in a subsystem to be
used to satisfy the
requirements of LCO 3.6.2,
each component in the flow
path is required to have a
power supply and testing of
he Isolated 480 AC swing

bus is not required." The
staff Is having difliculty
following the logic. Also,
CTS 3.8.3.2.a.1.c and
3.8.3.2.a.2.c required the
operability of the Isolated

80 AC swing bus In Modes
6 6only "ifthedivisionl

(Il) LPCI subsystem 'alone's
fullillingthe requirements of
Specification 3.5.2." Mow is
Ids possible when

Specification 3.5.2 requires
two ECCS subsystems to be
operable? Additional
explanation of why
operability of the Isolated

0 AC swing bus Is not
required to support LPCI
operability in Modes 4 and 6 .

is needed

See CTS M/U page 3/4 54. As stated
in DOC A.7 CTS 3.6.2 Action a allows

hours to suspend OPDRVs with a
loss of one CS subsystem which

ould result from drainin the S/P.

Discuss the design of the LPCI
subsystems. In shutdown condition
only one LPCI pump in a subsystem
is required. Ifthe single failure
criteria In shutdown condition is met
by having the two different loops of
LPCI Operable and only one pump Is
required to be OPERABLE, there is
no need to have the additional power
(independence of supply to the
injection valve provided by the swing
bus).

In CTS two LPCI subsystems in a
single RHR Loop were considered
OPERABLE when the swing bus was
also OPERABLE because it provided
single failure protection from an
event which Included a loss of ower.

OpenklRC
reviewing
allowance.

Open+IRC
reviewing
PP6L
res nse.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-9T Page3of 4



SECTION 3.5 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3.6.3 RCIC System

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~6.3-1 ~LAX CTS
.7.3.b

CTS 4.7.3.b specifies performing RCIC testing at a
frequency of 82 days, consistent with the STS. ITS
SR 3.6.3.3 references the Inservice Testing Program
for the testing frequency. The justification did not
ustify deviating from the STS spectfled frequency of

92 days.

as there a reason that
RCIC testing frequency was
specifled as 82 days in the
CTS and all ECCS testing
frequencies were specified

s in accordance with the
IST Program7 This is both a
change to the CTS and a
change to the STS, which
appears to be a generic
change. Please justify the
change on a plant-speciflc
basis or submit a generic
STS change to the TSTF.

PAL is evaluating this change Closed-
PPKL's review
identifie that
he first 10

year IST
program did
not
incorporate
RCIC, but the
current
Inspection
program does
Include RCIC
herefore,

changeis
acce table.

NRC RAIS - SSES Improved Technical Speciflcatlons 03-Nov-9T Page4of 4





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.5.1 - ECCS-Operating

AiQL RA% 3.5,'l

AD~INISTRATIVE

A.1

A.2

A.3

A.4

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

SSES CTS 3.5. 1, footnote "8" to the Applicability, references SSES
CTS 3.10.5. Training Startups. which allows a relaxation to the
requirements for ECCS system Operability if certain conditions

are'aintainedduring training startups. SSES ITS 3.0.7 adequately
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs and eliminates
the need for this "cross reference." Elimination of this
reference is an administrative change with no impact on safety.

ES CTS 3.5.1. f tnote "*" to Action b.4. states that if Cold
Shutdown cannot established when two r more RHR sub ystems ar
inooerable then eactor coolant temper ure should be aintained
as low as prac cal using alternate at removal met ods. This
footnote is d eted because it does not establish y .additional
restrictions n plant operation. urthermor e. th footnote could
be interpre ed as a relaxation o the requiremen to achieve Cold
Shutdown. SES ITS 3.5. 1. Acti n I, which req res entry into
SSES ITS .0.3 when two or mor RHR subsystem are inoperable.
adequat y prescribes the re irement to mak efforts to maintain
coolan temperature as low practical if old Shutdown cannot b
achiev d. Elimination of t is footnote is an administrative

ange because there is no change to the existing requirements.

SSES CTS 4.5.l.b.2 specifies that the LPCI pump flow verification
test be performed at a pressure corresponding to a reactor vessel
to primary containment differential pressure (psid) greater than
or equal to the value assumed in the safety analysis. SSES ITS
SR .3.5.1.7 and SR 3.5.2.5 specify that the LPCI pump flow test be
performed at a system head corresponding to a reactor pressure
greater than or equal to the value assumed in the safety analysis.
This change was made to make the test description for the LPCI
test the same as that currently used for the CS test. Both tests
are intended to verify the flow rates at the reactor pressures
assumed in the safety analysis. NEDC-32071P. Table 4-3.
NEDC-32071P, Table 4-3 footnote (1), indicates that the pressures
assumed for LPCI or CS pump ingection and the values at which the
pumps are tested is expressed in "vessel to drywell differential
pressure." The acceptance criteria used for SSES ITS SR 3.5. 1.7
(and SSES ITS SR 3.5.2.5) is expressed as minimum flow rate
against a system head corresponding to reactor pressure. This
criteria is clarified in the Bases which states that pump flow
rstoc pro Mor i fiorl snsinct s caictam hosrl oniiiisslont tn tho



INSERT 3.5.1 DOC:

A.3 SSES CTS 3.5.1, footnote "'" to Action b.4, states that ifCold Shutdown cannot
be established when two or more RHR subsystems are inoperable then reactor
coolant temperature should be maintained as low as practical using alternate
heat removal methods. This footnote is deleted because it does not establish
any additional restrictions on plant operation. Furthermore, this footnote could be
interpreted as a relaxation of the requirement to achieve Cold Shutdown. The
above identified conclusion is based on SSES ITS 3.4.8, Conditions and
Required Actions, specifically Required Action A.3, to be in Mode 4, which
prescribes the requirement to make efforts,to "maintain reactor coolant
temperature as low as practical." If conditions are such that Mode 4 cannot be
attained, the Action remains in effect, essentially requiring efforts to reach Mode
4 to continue. Since the change does not result in a change to the technical
requirements of the SSES CTS, it is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.
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SR 3.5. (continued)

f I~~~ p

CR 3,5'.i >z~

that no blockage exists in the S/RV discharge lines. This
is demonstrated by the response of the turbine control or
bypass valve or by a change in the measured-flow or by
any other method suitable to verify steam flow. Adequate
reactor steam dome pressure must be available to perform
this test to avoid damaging the valve. Also, adequate steam
flow must be passing through the main turbine or turbine
bypass valves to continue to control reactor pressure when
the ADS valves divert steam flow upon opening. Sufficient
time is therefore allowed after the required pressur e and
flow are achieved to perform this SR. Adequate pressure at
wnnc th&s ~s t'o Be performed is

). Adequate steam flow
is represented by gat least 1.25 turbine bypass valves open,

Reactor startup is
allowed prior to performing this SR because valve
OPERABILITY and the setpoints for overpressure protection
are verified, per ASHE requirements, prior to valve

('nstallation. Therefore, this SR is modified by a Note that
states the Surveillance is not required to be performed
until 12 hours after reactor steam pressure and flow are
adequate to perform the test. The 12 hours allowed for
manual actuation after the required pressure is reached is
sufficient to achieve stable conditions and provides
adequate time to complete the Surveillance. SR 3.5.1.11 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1
overlap this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function.

The Fre uenc~og~ months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS ensures
a o solenoids for each ADS valve are alternately

tested. The Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply just prior to
or during a startup from a plant outage. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the
qR when 'performed aat the 8 month Frequency, which is based
on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency was

concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section $ 6.3.2.2.3$ .

2. FSAR, Section f6.3.2.2.4$ .

(continued)

BMR/4 STS B 3.5-15 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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8 3.5e1

8ASES

SURVEILLANCE
RE/ UIREHENTS

- S 3.5 .7 SR 3.5. .8 an S 5. . (continued)

operating pressure since it is assumed that the low pressure
test has been satisfactorily completed and there is no
indication or reason to believe that HPCI is inoperable.

Therefore, SR 3.5.1.8 and SR 3.5.1.9 are modified by Notes
that state the Surveillances are not required to be
performed until 12 hours after the reactor steam pressure
and flow are adequate to perform the test.

The Frequency for SR 3.5.1.7 and SR 3.5.1.8 is in accordance
with the Inservice Testing Program requirements. The

month Frequency for SR 3.5.1.9 is based on the need to
'erformthe Surveillance under the conditions that apply

just prior to or during a startup from a plant outage.
0 era n ex erience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR when per orme a e month Frequency, which
is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

8 9.5-) 3-Oi

The ECCS subsystems are required to actuate automatically to
perform their design functions. This Surveillance verifies
that, with a required system initiation signal (actual or
simulated), the automatic initiation logic of HPCI, CS, and
LPCI will cause the systems or subsystems to operate as
designed, including actuation of the system throughout its
emergency operating sequence, automatic pump startup and
actuation of all automatic valves to their required

os t ons. This SR also ensures that the HPCI System will
au orna ca ly restart on an RPV low water level (Level 2)
signal received subsequent to an RPV high water level
(Level 8) trip and that the suction is automatically
transferred from the CST to the suppression pool. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1 overlaps
thts Surveillance to provide complete testtng of the assumed
safety function.

The 48. month Frequency is e

p P.
outac~t-4h ~nsten~~e

~ -Surve4 &ance-we~erhmae~~he-reacto~power;.

(continued)

8 3.5-13
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ECCS-Operating

B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Operating experience has shown that these components usually ~
ass SR when erformed at the W month Frequency, which P

is based on the refue sng cyc e. Therefore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes vessel
injection/spray during the Surveillance. Since all active
components are testable and full flow can be demonstrated by
recirculation through the test line, coolant injection into
the RPV is not required during the Surveillance.

S 3 5

The ADS designated S/RVs are required to actuate
automatically upon receipt of specific initiation signals.
A system functional test 'is performed to demonstrate that
the mechanical portions of the ADS function (i.e.,
solenofds) operate as designed when initiated either by an
actual or simulated initiation signal, causing proper
actuation of all the required components. SR 3.5.1.12 and
the LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST performed in LCO 3.3.5.1
overlap this Surveillance to provide complete testing of the
assumed safety function. P.>

The '8 month Frequency is based on the need to perform the
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
0 eratin ex erience has shown that these components usually
pass t e SR w en per orme a e month Frequency, which
is based on the refueling cycle. Therefore, the Frequency
was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note that excludes valve actuation.
This prevents an RPV pressure blowdown.

A manual actuation of each AOS valve is performed to verify
that the valve and solenoid are functioning properly and

(continued)

BKR/4 STS B 3.5-14 Rev 1, 04/07/95



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF NSUE:

5.6.1.1 Primary Containment

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

CTS
.$ .1.1
SSR

.$ .1.1.1

tI.I.W~i ])TI
)

PI.I t

CTS 4.$ .1.1 contains details which are found tn 10
FR 60 Appendix J Including the descrlpUon of the

est method or reqWrements to perform the tests.
STS requires the visual examination and leakage

ate testing be performed In accordance with 10 CFR
60 Appendix J as modified by approved exemptions.

e ITS modNes this requirement to "In accordance
the Plknary Containment Leakage Rate Testing

ograrL" Staff SEs issued July 2, 1$ $$, and
September 6, 1$ $$ , converts the CTS from 10 CFR 60

pendix J OpUon Ato 10 CFR 60 Appendix J OpUon
for Type A. B, and C testa Changes to the STS

regards to Option Aversus OpUon B are covered
y a letter from Mr. Christopher 4 Grlnes to Mr. David
. Modeen, NEI dated 11I2l$6 and TSTF 62. The ITS ls

not In conformance with the letter or TSTF as
lied by stalf comments.

IIIIIIIIAI sIJIes uNI IIT 11yW TIJOU.
suppression chamber leakage reporting requirement
s nol included In the ITS. The CTS markup for ITS

$ .$ .1.1 does not contain an A6 for the drywetl4o-
suppresslon chamber leakage reporling requirement.

ttem marked L1 on CTS pg 6I4.$ .14 impges a
eport must be submitted for stafl approvaL
owever, there Is no L1 In the DOCs for ITS X$.1.1.

Since CTS 4.62.1 also applies to ITS XBX1 and
6.$22, a review of the discussion of changes shows
n L1 for both of those specilicatlons but netther
ustificatlon corresponds to the changes In CTS
.$2.1%

Licensee to update subnittal
th regards to 11I2/$ 6 letter

nd updated TSTF 62 when
provkfes revision or

provide additional
usUficaUon for deviation.

rovtde the appropriate
ed up CTS pages for

6, and provide an
appropriate iustilicagon for

1

PPKL willreview changes. PALwill
review NRC response back to TSTF
Oct. '$+6

TS MIUwN be revised to Identify
DOC A.6

losed JTP$ L
provide

M/Uof SSES
S

losedPPSL
provide

revised CTS
MIU.

tI.I.I.I~III CTI I JFO]
.$2.1.b [P2

CTS 5.$ %1> requires the suppression chamber
bypass leakage to be less than or equal to 10% of the
cceptable design valve of 0.0636 f42 ITS SR 6.$ .1.12
ust requires the bypass leakage to be less than the

acceptable valve of 0.0636 IL2. No Justification Is
lven for dropping lhe limitor 10%. This change

be less restrictive than the cwlent requltemenL

Provide justilicatton and
pproprlatedocwnentatlon
or this less restrictive

e,

SubmiNal willbe revised to correct
SSES ITS to reflect the correct value

Iosed+PSL
I provide
kup of

SSES ITS.

NRC RNs» SSES J~sovecf Tecfarracaf SpecJfkaffons N&OVNT Pagef Of 2S





SECTION 3.6 NRG RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~e.aces vs
3.0+1

ction e

CTS $.0%1 ACTION e requires that the drywclllo-
suppresslon chamber bypass leakage be restored to

lkrdts. This change Is Justilicd as
e change Alfor ITS 3.0.1.1. No A7 Is

ovided.

Provide the appropriate
dmlnlstrative change
usttgcation for A7

SSES submittal willbe corrected losed+P6L
identify Issue by developing an DOC I provide

7 DOC AT

~e.was ts
.0.12

n

M.1 See Item Number $ .0.134 See Item Number 3.0.1.54 See Item Number 3.0.144 See!tern
umber
dl.144

CTS
.6.1~

CTS
.0.12

nb

TS Tabk 5.04-1 Identiiks all primary contalrvnent
solation valves. The table has been removed from

ITS. CTS 2.0.145, ACTION"with: b and ACTION
"restore: b reference ITS Table 3.$ 4-1. These CTS
items are labeled ITS SR 5.0.1.1.1, ITS LCD 3.B.1.1
Condition Aand ITS LCO $.0.1.1 RA A.1 respectively.
For Unit 1, the changes to CTS 3.$ .124 and ACTION

h:" b are designated LA1 and to ACTION
restore: b are designated LA3. For Unit 2 changes
o CTS 0.0.1Kb has no dcslgnallon, to ACTIONS

h: band restore: barcdcslgnatedLAL LA1
UO only apply to ITS 0.6.1.S not to ITS 5.$ .1.1. In
Uon LA3discusses changes to MSIVs not CTS

Table S.BA-L Allthc changes to CTS X$.1~ and
CTION b should be labeled UL1. In addition LA1
pplks to both ITS 2.$ .1.1 and 5.6.1.5. Furthermore
TS Table 3.0.3-1 has been relocated to the ITS Bases

(for design details) and Technical Requirements
Manual (mM) (for
program notes) LA1 states that both documents are

ntrolkd by ITS 6$ .10 "Bases Control Program."
ITS 6.6.10 only cuntrols changes to the Bases not the

M.

Provide justiltcatlon LA1 for
ITS 2.0.1.1 correct the

g for CTS M/U

rovkk a discussion and
ustllkation of how changes
o the TRM are controilecL

so provide a discussion
n why the design details

and program notes need to
In serrate documents.

ommltment willbe made that TRM
llbe part of FSAIL CTS M/Uwitt bc

evlsed.

PP6L willalso revise LA. 1 DOC to
Identify the programnotes willbe
relocated to the Primary Containment
Leak Rata Testing Program while

rtaln Infonnagon (list of PCIVs) Is
Intalned In the SSES ITS Bases for

abator's reference.

Iosed4%6L
I provide

M/Uof DOC.

~$ .1.i~47 TS
.62.1.e

ITS
.6.1.14

LB1 states that ITS SR 2.6.1.14 requires verifying,
very 24 months, the total drywcll4~pprcssion

vacuum breaker leakage. CTS 4.6%1.e
equlres the vacuum breaker test every refueling

outage. This change Increases thc FREQUENCY of
s test from 1$ months to 26 months. However, CTS

.0.2.1.e does not show any changes and there is no
1 ln ITS W.1.1.

Provide the appropriate
rk~edu pages for LB.1

TS M/Uwillbe revised to address
he issue identificrL Current SSES
TS submNal has DOC UL1 to
ddress the change In Frequency,

problem exists In referencing the
orrect CTS Survcglance and

pr~orlg annotatln~the CTS M/U.

losed4'P6L
ll provide

revised CTS
M/U.

NRC RNs - SSES improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-NOV-97 Page 2 of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

rTEM ¹: DOCNFD: TS I.CO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUEI NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

2.0.12 Primary Containment AtrLock

L1241 TS
3.0.1.5
Action

1 and
Ion b.

TS 2AL13, ACTIONS a1 and ACTIONb, require
ntalnlng one air lock door dosecL ITS 5.0.1.2 RA

1, B.1, and C.1 require verifying the OPERABLE
oor Is dosed within 1 how. Requiring verllkaUon

the door Is dosed ls more rcstrkUvc.

Provide Justification and
ocumentatlon for this more

restrictive chan e.

See CTS MIUpage 2I4 04 and SSES
ITS page 3.64. Having to mahtaln

n airlock door dosed was
termlned to be equivalent to

erlfylng the door Is closed, because
order to maintain thc door dose

ou first must know It ls doserL

losed~KL
provide

revised DOC
CTS MIU.

PALwtg provide M DOC to identify
ustl duLnttc.

0.1242 TS
.0.1.5

ns
ITS
.0.12

8

ITS 5.0.12 ACTIONB is added to address a situation
e the air lock interlock mechanism la Inoperable.

JusUUcatlon states that this ls consistent with
TS 3.0.12 ACTIONa and that thc change Is kss

restrkttve. This Is IncorrecL IIItwas consistent with
TS%0.12 ACTIONa then the change would be

straUve. However. since an Inoperable atr lock
erlock mechanism does not make the air lock door
parable, but the air lock hoperabte, CTS 5.0.1.3

CTION b Is entered instead. Therefore, ITS 2.0.1.2
CTION 8 ls less restrktive than CTS 3.6.1.5 ACTION

A

Provide addtUonat
usUUcaUon and
ocumentaUon for this less
cstrktive c~han e.

IdenUUed ln the DOC. PALhas
identified that this ls a tess restrktlve

ge. It Is PPSL's postUon that the
ctlons are consistent with AcUon a

use It allows access by
dmtntstraUve controls.

DOC L2 wgl be revised to address'at admtntstraUve controls provide
dequate protection and the
voidance of a plant transient.
wthennore, PPSL wtg egmtnate

statement on conststencyr

lasad+PAL
II provide
vlsed DOC

~a.adda ] TS
.6.1.3
footnot

TS dL0.1.0 footnote '" aUows that thc Inner door
need not be opened lo demonstrate OPERABILITYof

e primary containment airlock tnterlock when the
primary containment is hserled. ITS 3.0.12,
Required Actions A.5 and B.3, allow the air lock door
o be vertUed locked, closed by administrative means,

Ifthey are located ln a high radiation area or access Is
ted due to Inertlng. VcrtficaUon that a door ls

locked dosed are RAs Ifa door or Interlock are
Inoperable. This footnote only appges to

emonstratlon ot airlock interlock mechanism
OPERABIUTYand does not apply lo verifying a
ocked airlock door.

Provide Justlflcation and LAwillbe revised to address
documentation for adding changes arc being made and
aaaaaladaaadaadlaa ~ah~a~araaaia aaada.

losed4%4L
U provide

revised DOC

NRC RNs - SSES Improtraf TecftftJcef SpecNceffons 03-Nov-97 Page 3 of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD; TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~6.W~m CTS
.6.12,

footnote
, ITS

SR
.6.142

LAJFD
PA and

ITS SR 2.6.1~ requires verifying OPERABlUTYof
air lock interlock every 24 months. CTS

4.6.1'lres

verifying OPERABILITYof the air lock
ertock every 6 months. STS SR 2.6.1.22 requires

crtfylng OPERABILITYof the air lock interlock every
184 days. This change Increases the frequency from

CTS and devtates from the STS. No cfiscusslon Is
provided for increasing the frequency from the CTS.

addition, the NOTE assodated with ITS SR 0.6.1~
s beenmodtfiecL The iusttficatton for the

tatlons are baaed on TSTF-17. The ITS and .
sodated Bases are not In conformance with TSTF

17.

Ucensee to update submittal
o conform with TSTF 17 or

provide additional
ustificatlons for any

latlon.

tfi review TSTF 17 and make
o to chan es.

losebPPSL
tt provide

MIUof SSES
S;

.6.1246 ITS
B3.6.14

sea
ctions

~FD P ficensee has modified the descriptive wording to
CTION Note 2 and RA Note 2 to dart fy the meaning
fthe Notes. The modifications do not dart ty the
unent STS wording and In the care of the RA Note

changes the meaning to allow unlimited time to repair
~tr tock door.

he STS wording should be PIXEL wtfiprovkle revised MIUof the
lained. SSES ITS Bases.

tosed-PPSL
I provide

MIUof SSES
ITS Bases.

NRC RNs «SSES lmpmverf Tecftrtf6af Spec@ cSNorts 03-Nov-97 Page4of 2tt
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SECTION 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEMa DOCIJFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTIONOFISSUE: NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

$ .6.13 Primary Contalnmcnt lsolaUon Valves (PCIVs)

.6;1.341 CTS
able
.$ .$ -1

footnot

Unit 1 CTS Table 3.6.$ -1'ootnote provides an
PERABILITYrestrktlon on valve number HPCI HV-

154FOO2 between May 2$, 1867 and September 12,
1$ $7. JusUIkaUon A2 ddetcs this footnote on the

sls that It ls no longer appgcable for Unit 1. Unit 2
able 3.6.3-1 has a similar type of footnote for valve

number RWCU HV-248 FOO1. This note ls shown as
elcted and marked IL2. However, no Justilkatlon Is
ovlded for this deleUon.

Provide a JusliTicatlon for the $ .$ .1.$ DOC IL2willbe modified to
elctlon of Unit 2 Table 3.$ 3- ddress Unit 2 footnote.

1'ootnote

loscdMCL
o provide

revised DOC.

Lrs>~~e+rs g

PW.W43 ) CiS
B.'l2

TS SR
.B.U.t
Note

,II.'IJf0

CTS 3.8.$ , ACTIONb, identifies that provisions of
TS 3.04 are not appUcable. ITS $.8.1.$ ACTION C

s not contain this provision. The Justgkation
provided Is thai ITS 3.0.3 Is only appikabte ln MODES
1,2, and $ . However, CTS 3.84 Is also appUcabie ln
MODES 1.2. and 3. The JusUficatlon ls Inadequate,

sing. and seems to be a more restrkUve chalone.

7$ W.L2 indicates that ITS SR $.4.1.$ .12 Note ls
The change ls designated M1. The note Is
to conform to the Bases dcscripUon for this

survdUancc. The dcscripUon for the change
ovldcd ln M1 does not corrc~snd to this change.

rovlde addIUonal
usUAcaUon for this chan e.

Provide adequate
ustificatlon for adding this

e rcstrktlve eh~me.

DOC A.7 wig be revised to eliminate
e statements concerning Modes 1,

, and 3 and Identify that the
slalcment Is only rcslaling Ihe

erhood statements that lfthe
equlrcd AcUons are completed no

Into 3.02 Is required.

MIU incorrect no 3.8.12.12 Note was
dcd. CTS MIUwUI be revised to

remove reference.

PPCL willprovide new DOC A.11 and
revised CTS MIU.

loscd~CL
II provide

revised DOC.

Closcd4VCL
provide

revised DOCs
CTS M/U.

K6~134i CTS
$ .$.12

lons

hc ACTIONS for CTS 3.$ .12 require that with the
ndltlons of the LCO not mct, one restore the

ondigons "Prior to Increasing reactor coohint
system temperature above 200 F." This change ls

cslgnated as more rcstrktive and only appges to
TS $.6.1.1. This Is In error. Because the ACTION

statements apply not only to containment but to
PCIVs as welt, this JustNcation needs to be Indudcd

this section.

Revise the DOCs for ITS
$.6.14 to include this more
restrk~Uvechan e.

SSES ITS Submittal wIU be revised to loscdPPCL
dude DOC MAwith $ .6.12. U provide

revised DOC.

HRC RNs - SSM Jepuorred TechrNc& ~I838aoorsB N-NOV-Q1 Page 6 Of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRG RAts —SSES improved Technical Specifications

ITEM»: OocuFO: TSLCO: OESCRIPTIONOF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

8.1346 TS
.64

PLICA
IUTY
d

CTION

M.1 TS S.BN adds ITS 0.6.1.5 APPLICABILITY-"When
sodated lnstccanentatlon ls required to be

PERABLE per LCO $3.8.1, Primary Containment
nhcstnanentation," which adds a MODE 1 and

6 requlcement to the RHRShutdown Cooling System
solatlon valves. In addition, ITS 5.6.1.5, ACTION0, Is
dded to Identify appropcLcte actions when these
elves cannot be Isolated or restored wltmn the
ppgcabie Completion Time, and the unit Is already ln

MODE 1 or 6. These changes are shown for Unit 1;
ver, for Unit 2, the ACTION Statement Is shown

s ACTIONF.

Correct tfds discrepancy TS MIUfor Unit 2 willbe corrected
o address the omission.

Iosad+PAL
g provkhc
Ised CTS

M/U.

LB.W~B TS
1.$4

ITS SR
.6.1.0.1

TS DI4.84 adds ITS SR X6.14.10 which requires
recnoval and testing of the explosive squib fcom each
shear IsohLtlon valve of the TIP system. STS
X$.1.3.11 requires this test on an ]18] month
frequency. No JustIAcatlon has been pcovided to
ustify tice change In trequency fcom 18 months to 21

s ln ITS OA.13.10.

ovlde adcgttonat
ustification to Justify this
~s ln~nnm

ew requirement no Justlfkatlon
requhe*

PALwilladd statement that
frequency ls consistent with IST
~su~sr ulrcmenrs.

losed~SL
IIprovide

MIUof DOC.

fs.war i rs
.$ .123),

Action b

K6.1~aS )
TS
.B.Q

tILAD See Item number X6.1.14

0 JFD TS 0.6.12 ACTIONC requires the MSIVs to be
restored to «I 11.6 sdh for any MSIV that exceeds
100 scfh. ITS 0.8.1.0 ACTIONS require the MSNs to
be cestoced to OPERABLE status, but does not
knpose further restoration requirements. The

Iscusslon states that the requirement to restoce the
MSIV leakage to «I 11.6 Scfh Is a convc$ tment
beyond the ITS and CTS OPERABILITYreqWrements
for MSIVs. This Is Incorrect. Ucense Amendment
161 for Unit 1 and 121 for Unit 2 and the assodated

E dated August 16, 1886, knplcmented this change.
s change was found acceptable as an alternative

o the reconvnendatlons ln RegWatocy Guide 1AIB and
therefore it ls a convnttcnent that must be meL

s change constitutes a
beyond scope of review for

e conversion. Revise the
ITS to conform to the CTS.

PALwillIncorporate limitinto SSES
TS Bases.

Iosed+PSL
provide

MIUof DOC
and SSES ITS.

) See item number X6.1.14 See item number 0.$ .1.14 See Item
number

.Bs'I.14

HRC RAla - SOS le6croved Technlcaf g-Nov-9T Page 6of 26
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SECTlON 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES improved Technical Specifications

ITEMS OOCIJFO: TSLCO: OESCRIPTIONOFISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~s.u41 Vs ~uu
.B.12.f

TS 46.12.f requires leak testing the MSNs on an 18
th frequency. This was changed ln Amendmenl

168 for Unit 1 and 128 for Unit 2, dated July 2, 188$ ,
o be ln accordance with the Primary Containment

Leakage Rate PrograrrL This change Is not shown
ywhere In the CTS markup for ITS 5.6.14. There ls

CTS markup section after tTS 5.8.1.1 which shows
TS 4.8.12.f being relocated but with no frequency

Provide the appropriate CTS
ed up pages in the
oprlate sections and

provide any addNonat
ustiflcatlons that may be
necessary for these

~ku s.

wIIIbe revised to e0mkttate LfL5. IosedMSL
0 provkle

M/Uof DOCL

TS rL$.1&g requires leak testing of PCIVs In
ydrosfatlcally tested tines on an 18 month
requency. This was changed In Amendment 188 for

Unit 1 and 128 for Unit 2. dated July 2, 188$ to be ln
ccordance with the Prknary Containment Leakage

Rate Program. This change ls not shown anywhere In
CTS markup for ITS 5.6.14. There is a CTS

up section after ITS 5.6.1.1 which shows CTS
A.1.2.g being relocated but vnth no frequency

Provide the appropriate CTS
ed up pages In the

pproprlate sections and
ovide any additional

ustificatlons that may be
ecessary for these
~fku s.

DOC w0Ibe revised to elimhate LBA. Iosed+PSL

M/U of DOCL

NRC RAls - SSFS Improved Technical Speci!Jcaflons 03-Nov-QT PageTof 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: ~ STATUS

~e.cz.n rs i an@

.6.12.d, FD PA
Action d

TS 3.6.1~ and CTS 4.6.1 &fspecify that the main
steam Ane drains to be leak tested to verify that the
leakage ls less than 12 scfh when tested at 45.0 pslg
very 18 months. CTS 3.6.12 ACTIONd specifies the

ns to be taken when this leakage Is exceedecL
CTS 3.8.12 'footnote states that this Is an exemption

10 CFR 50 Appendix J. Amendments 151 for Unit 1

121 for Unit 2modlged the limks for MSIV
eakage but did not change the kakage Ikntts for the

aln Anes. Amendnwnts158 for Unit 1and12$ for
Unit 2 changed the frequency to the Prknary

alnment Leak Rate Testing Program, but rgd not
ge the drain Ane leakage Iknit. ITS SR 3.6.12.12

idenllAes that the main steam Ane drain valve leakage
is part of the MSIVtotal allowed leakage of¹ 100 scfh

d requires the combined kakage from the main
steam lite drains and MSIVs Is ¹ 300 scfh. This

ange Increases the allowed leakage through the
n steam line drains to be equivalent to the

hanges made in Amendments 151 and 121 for the
MSIVL Since main steam line drain leakage is an
xemptlon to 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, this change ls a

yond scope ol review for the conversion.

hange Is beyond the scope
f review for a conversion.

erefore, provide the
appropriate ITS Actions,
SRs and justlfkagons to

ccount for the addition of
Is plant specIAc

r ulrement to the ITS.

PPSL does not consider the change
being made as Out of Scope. SSES
CTS does not contain a requirement
or Secondary Contalrxnent Bypass

Leakage. NUREG 1433 adds an SR to
require testing for Secondary Bypass
Leakage.

Under SSES CTS 3.6.1.2, the only
requirement whkh In the past had
been considered secondary

ontalnment bypass leakage, was the
n stcam line drain valves. Other

secondary containment bypass
leakage pathways Identified over the
last several years, through NRC
Informagon Notkes and plant
reviews, have been controlled by
PAL through Internal tesgng and

dmlnlstratlve controls.
Furthermore, the SSES FSAR
Identiges the sources of this
leakage. With the Incorporation of
he MSIVAlternate Leakage Palhway,
he accident Dose term ls now

comprised of three different
sources. These sources are as
follows: 1) Prknary containment
leakage whkh goes through
Secondary Containment filteratlon, 2)
MSIVAlternate Leakage Pathway,

3) Secondary Bypass Leakage.
o ensure proper control ls placed
n these leakage pathways lt Is

necessary to establish where the
omponentslsystems being tested
ontrlbute there leakage to. As
eAned, the MS Drain Uncs acluagy
rain into the MSIVAlternate

Leakage Pathway. Because of this
change, the MS Line Drains should
now be included with the MSIVs as a
leakage source Into the MSIV

ernate Drain Pathway. Ifthis ls not
Incoporated, then the risk would be
hat the combined leakage from the

MSIVs and the MS Line Drains would
exceed the leaka e assumed In the

losedPPQ.
I provide

revised ITS
Bases and
DOC.

HRC RAls - SSES Impro vecf Techn)cal SpecfflcaUons OJ-NOV-97 Page 8 of 26





SEGTloN 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCfJFD: TS i.CO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUEI NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Dose Calculation for the MSIV
emate Drain Pathway. The

emalnlng sources for secondary
ontalnment bypass leakage should

be Identified ln SSES ITS SR
.6.14.11.

Based on the above discussion, llls
PPSI:s position that the described

ges are required to ensure that
e SSES ITS properly reflects the

SES design.

amative to having this Item OOS Is
place In the SSES ITS bases that MS
Une Drain Leakage willbe controlled
o be less than 12 SCFIL

0.13-12 CTS
.0.2A
T$ SR

PA.t44

I Band
DPA

TS 4.8.2A requires lasting of the EFCV. ITS SR
.0.1.5.0 requires the same testing but is rnodilied by

z riots which alows 0 hours to perform the testing
Without entenng the assodated InstrlÃnent's

AC�TIONS.

provided the associated trip funcgon la
maintained. The Bases Ior the note are Topical
Reports NEDC4tellp&and NEDC4081$ PA. While

se topical reports were approved as appiicabhl to
CS and ECCS lnstnsnentation testing, they were not
pproved for valve testing. Therefore, the change Is
sapproved. In addition, this change would also be

onsidercd~as a enerlc chan~a.

Delete change to ITS Proposed change Is being withdrawn losedPPB L
IIprovkte

MIUof SSES
S.

FD P2 [See Item Number X0.1.1-1 See Item Number %$ .1.1.-1 ce item Number XBA.1.-1 ee Item
umber
.6.0:1

fe.W-~Q TS SR +OP~Z
.0.14.1

1

S SR S.$ .1+11 substitutes 0 scfh and Pa for the
bracketed Ieikage rates and test pressure for
secondary containment bypass leakage. The CTS

oes not show these numbers.

Provkfe Justification for the
use of the numbers.

estlng for secondary Containment
ypass Leakage is a new

equkement not defined in SSES
CTS. This was not properly Justified
in SSES SubmittaL A M.x DOC will
be added to SSES CTS M/U to
apture this~chan e.

losedPPSL
IIprovide

evlsed DOC
CTS MIU.

HRC RNS - SSES lrDProvaf Technical SPBclylcaQone 03-HOII-N PageSOf 28
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM0: DOCIJFD'S LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION'TATUS
~B.BS-TS STSSR LFOPA

8.0.14.1
STS SR 3.0.1 D.1 requires verilicatlon that primary
containment purge valves are sealed closed on a 41

y frequency. The APPUCABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS
section of the Bases has a paragraph on sealed
purged valves. This STS SR and Bases paragraph
pply fo purge valves that cannot or are unable to

se uponrecelpt ofa contatnmcnt Isolation slgnaL
tTS dektes STS SR $.0.13.1, retains the

agre ph on sealod closed valves and makes a
flcation which refers to ITS SR 5.0.12.1 (STS SR

.0.132). The CTS states that the valves are not
sealed dosed and the balance of the ITS Bases states

e same.

Delete Applicable Safety
lysis paragraph or

reinstate STS SR $ .0.13.1.
Provide any Justlfkatlon for

~BSBII es.

PALwtg revise'JFD PJI Is written to loscd4%4L
identify why the change Is being tl provkhr

e. M/U of JFD
revised

NUREG M/U.

~B.W-1eJ ITS
.0.1.8

RA E.1,

FD PA STS %0.13 RA E1, E2 and E5 state the actions to be
ken when one or mare purge valves are not within

leakage limits. The ITS deletes RA E.1, E2 and E.4
changes RA E.l to restore valve to operable

status. No JusttScatton ls pravtdcd for this more
~tive RA

ovlde an approprLde
ustlfkatlon for this more

restrictive chalone.

is Is a bracketed change. It Is
PPSL's understanding that wording
ln bracketed statements Is not
necessary to Justify. The reason for

e change Is that for SSES, the
individual contalnmcnt purge valves

nat be tested on line.

JFD PJI has been added to capture
hechan etoNUREG.

losed46PSL
llprovide

M/UofJFDs.

PO'1D 17 I TS
Bases „

SR
r0.139

IJFD Pl he changes made to ITS Bases SR 3.0.1.8JI
orrespond to the changes made to ITS SR 5.6.1.8JI

kh are designated Pl. P4 deals with editorial and
Fcatlon changes not tcchnical changes. Also,

sce Item Number 5.0.12-18

orrect this discrepancy. NUREG 1053 M/Uwitt be changed to
so see item Number LtdeÃifiJFD P.T.

.0.13-18

Closed+PaL
provide

revised
NUREG M/U.

~$ .'I.$.1~
j~lT~S~Sll FD P.T ITS SR 8.0.139 verifies that each reactor

nstrumentatlon tine EFCV actuates to the Isolation
position on a simulated Instrument line break. CTS

.BDAverities that the EFCVs checks flow. The ITS
hange does not reflect the CTS requirement.

uatlng to the Isolation pasNan does not
necessarily check the flaw, there couldbe some

lcd~ac.

rovlde Justttkatton for the
proposed change or
onform to the STS or CTS.

PAL concurs that the CTS
cqulrcment does not require feak
ght crttcrfa. It was PAL's posttlan

wording adopted provided the
rect interpretation, based on the

cslgn requirement. PAL will
evtew the wording to determine the

esentatlon.

Ctoscd4 PaL
llprovide
C with

evlsed SSES
ITS Bases

rdi

P e.iWQBPS
ldll.)

II

g ITS 8.0.13 CONDITIONAand B have bracketed items, Rcmove brackets or provide NUREG N33 M/Uwitt be revised to Closed+PALPone
eo «e4ca«oa te tpvB«a Ihel the bred66»ed kern should far Oe de}agon cmove brackets. g provide

NRC Has - SSE S Jrstp~ rwftrNca 44Hov-Ql page 10of 26



SECTlON 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~n.neon fee ~none
onditio
G

e Scensee modified CONDITIONG by deleting "or
during operations with a potential for draining the
sector vessel (OPDRVs)." Yet RA G.1 which deals

tMs condition Is retained. No Justification Is
ovided for this eneric c~han e.

Retain the STS wording or
provide adequate plant
specific justification for this

ha e.-

PALwttlrevise SSES ITS to iommat.
ll provide

MIUof SSES
ITS.

HRC RAls - SSES Jeprover5 Tec~ N-Hov aT Page 51of 28
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical S peciTications

ITEM¹I DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.L1.8 Suppression Chamber4o4ryweg Yacuum Breaker

.8.1.801 CTS and
ns FDP.1

S 5.8.1A, CONDITIONB adds a note that allows
separate enby condIUon for each vacuum breaker.

TS B.BA and STS 5.6.14 do not contain this nota.—
e discussions forA3 and P1 do not provide

dequatelustillcaUon for this change. In addition, the
ffhas determined that this addition Is generic, and

be ond the of review for a conversion.

Delete this generic change. Not a generic change. SSES
eslgned with two vacuum breakers
series. NUREG design is forone

acuian breaker.

S modified to be more consistent
CTS and recognize difference of

ES design as compared to NVREG
1433.

Open~C to
review.

~$ .1842 GTS PL1
.BA

tion C

TS S.BA, ACTIONC, requires action for an
Inoperable vacuumbreaker posIUon Indicator. CTS
.BA42 and b.SA require determining the
PERABIUTYof the vacuum breaker position

tora. ITS $ .$ .1.$ does not provide requirements
o verily the OPERABIUTYof the vacuumbreaker

sitlon indicator or ACTIONS of a vacuum breaker
sltion indicator is inoperable. The deletion of the
TIONS and S urvelgance Requirements Is a less

estrlcuve change and not Just a removal of detalL In
Uon, there Is no discussion of how the TRM

resses these requirements and Ifchanges to the
RM are controlled.

Provide discussion and
ustiflcatlon for these

ges deleting CTS
requirements.

Provide discussion and
ustifications of how

nges to the TRM are
controged.

Position Indicators do not serve
safely function. They only provide
indicaUon of the vacuumbreaker
position. Therefore, they can be
ernoved because they do not meet
he screening crtterhL. This Is

supported by the fact that NUREG
143$ does not require vacuum
reaker poslUon Indicator
perabNty. Finally, a commitment
II be made that the TRMwillbe part

I the FSAR.

~6.1.$ 0~ ] CTS
3.6A

lonb
and ITS

.6.1.6

I Band
FD P.1

CTS $ .62, ACTION b, requires verification the other
vacuumbreaker in a pair Is shut within 2 hours ifone
vacuum breaker Is open. No specific action ls given If
both vacuum breakers are open, therefore, CTS 5.04
requires inithiUon of shutdown within one hour. ITS

.8.1.8, RA C.1 agows 2 hours to close a vacuum
breaker Ifboth vacuumbreakers In a pair are open.
STS $ .6.1 Jl does not address both vacuum breakers

lng open. This change ls a devlaUon from the STS
d a change to the current Ucenslng Bases. Thus

he change has been deemed to be generic, and
be ond the scope of review for a conversion.

Delete this genedc change. See NRC RAI $ .$ .1.6-1. Iosed-See
resolution of
NRC RAI

.6.1.6-1.

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Technical SpecIIIcaflons 10-Nov-97 Page 12 of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISS UE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

BAJ) 5
and

FD P.1
TS 4.$A~a requires verifying that thc
ppresslon chambcr4o4ryvncll vacuumbreakers

sctpolnt ls sct at 0.5 psld+I-6%. ITS SR 5.$ .1.6.5
requires vcrlfylngthat the suppression chambcr4o-

ryweg vacuum breakers sctpolnt ls set at x 025 and
0.75 pskL Thh change increases the setpolnt of the

suppression chambcr4o4ryweg vacuum breakers,
Is based on ITS consistency with and

onservatlve to the assumpUons In the event analysis
require the vacuum breakers to open. The

scussion does not state whether the event analysis
s the one used to determine the original sctpolnt (0.5
sld "5%) or a new analysis. In any event, the staff

uld need to review the event analysis to verily the
new setpolnlltolcrances are acceptable. This change

uld be considered a beyond lhe scope of review
for a conversion.

Delete this change and
ange ITS SR %$ .1.63 to

conform to CTS 6.6A.b.ea

This change was determined to be
ecessary for PPSL based on the

difficultyin establishing the tighter
olerance. The larger range was
ctermlned to be acceptable based
n the~lant am~lais.

penkRC
echnkal

branch to
review

B.t.645+ TS
.BA

TS 3.6A, ACTION a, requires action ilone or more
~cucsnbceakccs in one pair of vacuumbrcakcrs ls

able for opening. ITS 5.$ .1.6, ACTIONA,
squires action ifone vacuum breaker pair Is
operable lor opening. The discussing does not

provide]ususcation that these requirements are
Wvalent.

Pcovide discussion and
ustilication for this chancie.

ese requirements are Intended to
be equivalent. DOC Aa has been
ddhd to Identify that the statements
c equivalent.

Iosed~SL
li provide

MIUof DOC.

$ .1.ewe sTs sR [
.$ .1Jl.1J

~FD P2~ STS SR 3.6.1.6.1 requires verifying each vacuum
breaker Is dosed within5 hours atter any operation

'atcauses the Drywclll~upprcsslon Chamber
iffcrenUal pressure be reduced by > [0.5] psld which

uld causa the vacuumbreaker to open. tTS SR
5.6.1.6.1 deletes this requirement. The basis for the

cleUon ls that normal operagon willnot typically
result in suppression chamber to ctrywcQ pressure of

.6 psld and differential pressure is not a parameter
ormally monitored by SSES operations. This

ustificatlon is inadequate. Ifnormal operation will
ot typically result ln valve opening, then this would

be a generic change whkh ls beyond the scope of
review for a conversion. The survctgance does not
equire monitoring pressure differential, but It
equlccs vcctscaUon that a valve performing its

ended tunctcon has cedoscd whcch ls thc prudent~ sale thcng to do. Cwcent Ucenstng Bases
,']ACTION 8) would c equcce ties.

Provide additional
usUfieNon for the STS
evlatlon based on current

licensing basis, system
cslgn, or operational

ccstraklts

SSES operation does not and has not
racked as a parameter the drywcg

differcnUal pressure during varying
plant conditions. This change was

ctcnnlncd to result ln potential non-
ompliances because different plant

operations such as contalnmcnt
lncrtlng could potentially resWt ln

s condition. Furthcmorc, this
requirement Is not pact of current
Sensing bash. Therefore, Itwas
ctcnnlned that the associated
requency would not be add ccL

FD will be modified to indicate that
here ls no direct method lo monitor
his parameter In the control room.

loscd~SL
0 provide

MIUofJFD.

HRC RAls - SSES Improved Tffchnlcal SpaclfIcaflona 03-Mov-Sl pago 1J of 26
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SEGTION 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: ~ DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.6.2.1 Suppression Pool Average Temperature

~8%1~41 3/4.02.1 ¹ Footnote referring to Specification 3.02 for
ECCS requirements applies to all of CTS 3/462.1 not
ust to the pressure part. Both specifications are
pplkablc in MODES 1 and 2 and CTS 3.04 refers
rough a footnote back to 3/4.02.1. However, the

footnote Is designated as change A2 and Is only
supposed to apply to ITS 3.0L2. This change applies

so to ITS 3.02.1.

ovlde the appropdate
ustificaUon and
eslgnatlons for this change

in ITS 3.02.1

SSES ITS submittal willbe modified
o provide the correct DOCs for all

sections.

CloserWVCL
o provide

revised CTS
M/Uand new
DOC AA.

~N.2 $~42 CTS ~UL1 [See llem Number 3.5424
.62.1.c

See Item Number 3.0.2.24 See Item Number 3.0.2.24 losedCee
item Number
.0224 for

resolution.

02.143 TS
3.0.2.1

tlons
candd

jlA.1 TS 3.02.1, ACTION c and d, and CTS 4.02.1.c
stabfish OPERABIUTY requirements, ACTIONS and
wve4lance Requirements for lhe instrumentation

tused Io monitor Suppression Pool level and
temperature. The ITS moves these requirements to
p» Techrucal Requirements Manual ITRM). No
discussion of controls lor the TRM ls provided.

Provide description of
trois forTRM.

c TRM willbe a patt of the SSES closed ~
SAIL

).0.2.fm )
"TS

.02.1,
lon

fs~«s J ~vs

i
"1

tL1

TS 3.W.1, ACTIONb.kb, requires Ihe Reactor Mode
Switch placed In shutdown position and operation of
at least one residual heat removal loop In the

suppression pool cooling mode when Suppression
Poll average temperature exceeds 110E F. ITS 3.02.1,

D.1 rcqidres the Mode Switch be placed In
shutdown. The suppression pool cooling
requirement is moved to plant piocedwes. The
ustlficatlon docs not specify which procedures or

ntrol of th~ese rocedures.

TS 402.1.d has a change marked L1. CTS 4.02.1.d
deals with drywell to suppression chamber bypass
leakage whkh ls addressed In ITS 3.6.1.1. ITS 3.0.2.1
L1 does not have anything to do with this change.

ee Item Number 3.0.1.1-2 and 3.M24.

Provide procedure Procedures willbe controlled under
relerences and describe 60.60.

ocedure controls.

See Item Number 3.0.1.1~2 TS M/U wgi be changed to reflect
e correct DOC A.B.

losed

losedMCL
o provide

revised CTS
M/U.

NRC RAIs - SSES improved recfrnfcal Specfffcaflons 03-Nov-97 Page 14of 28



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~B2.1~4B ITS LCO
3.B2.1

nd
soclat
Bases

e LCO states that suppression pool average
emperature shall be within stated Ilmlts based on the
ntermedbde Range Monitor (IRM)channeL The

Bases adds a statement that other techniques may be
used Ifthe IRM Is Inoperable. The Bases change

vlates from the STS Bases and from the LCO
equlrement. No Justigcatlon Ifprovided for this

However, the staff considers this change as
andbe ond the scope of a conversion.

Delete this generic change The statement wNbe removed from
SSES ITS Bases.

losedMKL
II provide a

MIUof the
ES ITS.

NRC les - $$$$ leprosy Ter~ N+ov-QT Page T6of 26



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: OOCIJFO: TSLCO: OESCRIPTIONOF ISSUE:

3.642 Suppression Pool Water Levd

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~SM4f

terna

1 .f2 ) ae llem Nunber 3.S2.1.1
ootnot

See Item Number 3.%.1-1 See Item Number 3.641-1 losed4lew
.6.2 1 DOC

provided
for NRC RAI

.641-1o
rlglnal
.6~ DOC

tained
or this

s ikatlon.

.62242 TS Secause of the interrelationship between CTS 3.6.3
and CTS 3.M.1 as a result of the «Footnote ln both
specifications (See Item numbers 3.641-1 and 3.BL2-
1). CTS 4.6.3.1> applies for both specfficatlons
because of the water level requirement of 22'0".

hus any changes to CTS 4.6.3.1'ust be
scribed also In this section. Therefore, either CTS

.63.1a2 must be incorporated in ITS 3.6.22,
Incorporated but modifkd, or deleted. In any event,

M2 designation and change whkh now only
pplies to ITS 3.62 may apply to ITS 3.$22 or may
bande to a less restrktlve requirements.

Provide a discussion and
ustllicatlon for
incorporation modilkation

dektfon of CTS 484.1~
to ITS 3.$ .24

SSES ITS submNat willbe revised
lor an 'L'DOC to be added to section
.6%2 to delete the requirement CTS
$.3.1~ for Modes 1,2, and 3.

losed+PBL
llprovide

M/U of DOC.

Leach~ 'j TS
.6.2.1.c

LA.1 CTS 4.$%1.c provides surveillance requirements for
e suppression chamber water temperature

indicators as weg as lhe wafer levd indicators. The
specification ls being relocated to the TRM and tho
hange Is designated as LA1. Iiowever, the
lscusslon and Justification provide lor LA1 ln ITS

3.622 differs from LA1 In ITS 3.62.1, partkularly In
e reference to CTS 4.6.62.1.c. The discussions and

ustlfkatlons in both section should be the same.

Provide any additional
scusslon and Justlfkatlon

necessary to make LL1
secUons consistent.

$22 DOC i%1 wig be modified to Closed+PaL
cross reference to CTS 4.$ 2.1m provide

M/Uof DOC.

TS
62.1

ns
~ndd

p1 J
See item Number 3.62.14 See Item Number 3.62.14 See item Number 3.6.2.14 Closed- See

Item Number
.6%14.
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEMa DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~addda Tn Lt J nenttnmheradat.t-aandaa2td
.8&1.d

See Item Numbers 3.6.1.14 See Item Numbers 3.6.1.14 and
nd 3.82.14 .M.fd

lotedPP4L
8 provide

revised CTS
MIU.

3.82.3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Coogng

~addatt en Kd
.82.5>

TS 4.6~4 requires verifying each of the required
pumps develops a flowof 10,000+0, 450 gpm

recirculation flowthrough the RHR heat exchanger
the Suppression PooL ITS SR 3.8~2 requires

s verllkatlon be performed at a flowrate greater
$750 gpm. This ls a less restrictive change In

Provide discussion and
ustificatlon for the less

reahtcd~lve chan e.

3.824 DOC A.Bwillbe changed to an
x DOC.

losad+PAL
provide

MIUofDOC
revised

TS MIU.

pad/a
Irene.t 1

CTS 3.624. ACTIONb, requires that the reactor be in
MODE 3 within 13 hours and MODE 4 within38 hours
Ilboth suppression pool cooling loops are

parable. Under the same conditions, ITS 3.8~,
8.1, shows 8 hours to attempt to restore at least
inoperable suppression pool cooling subsystem

o OPERASLE stalus before a planl shutdown must
be Initiated. STS 3.8.3.3 ACTION8 requires an
immediate shWdown on loss of cooling function. The
ustlricatlon for this change ls consistency with other
STS specICicatlons. This ls an Inadequate
ustilication for this change. In addition, the staff has
etermlned that this change ls generic and beyond
he a~co of review for this conversion.

Delete this generic change Proposed TSTF rejected.

ha e r uest withdrawn.

CfosedPPSL
II provide

MIUof SSES
S.
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SECTION 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJF0: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

0.6'esidual Heat Removal {RHR) Suppression Pool S pray

~BX~W1 TS ~6 ee Item Number S.SSS.I
.BLXb

See ItemNumber 6 SSS-I See Item Number SBSS-I
em Number
.624-1 for
esolution.

Iz.BAA42
J

TS.6~,
ITS SR
.6~2

and
FD P.1

TS 4.6.RXb requires the pump test be pcrfonncd
r CTS 4AINA>which has the systcmrcdrcuhiting

Aow through the RHR heat exchanger and the
suppression pool {STSIIT~ppresslon pool cooling

). STS SR 3.6~2 requires the pump test be
one ln the suppression pool spray mode.

uffldcnt information Is provided in the Justtflcaflon
r ITS Bases for ITS $.6'o determine why this test

cannot be performed In the spray mode ofoperation
ln accordance with the STS frequency. Also see Item

umber XBe2A4

Provide addltlonal
scusslon and Justiflcation

o show why STS SR
.BOAS shoidd not be
iforrncd.

new JFD PD willbe developed to
spedflcally address this issue. SSES

not perform a water flowtest of
Suppression Pool Spray

subsystems because there ls
equipmcnt In the suppression pool

h would be potcnflafly damaged
ue to the water spray. Therefore,

SSES performs an air test currently
very 6 years. It Is requested that the
year frequency be extended to 10

years based on the passive design of
he spray nozzles. The test ls very
ifflcuttand somewhat hazardous

because lt requires an individual to
or each nomic In the

Suppression Pool from a raft In the
s~uJir cession ooL

Closed4SPSL
A provide

ew JFCB

6.2A45 TS
.62.2.c

L2 and
FD P.1

CTS 4.6~a requires a how test through the spray
ceder andnozzlcs to verify an unobstruclcd Aow

th on a 6 year frequency. The STS vcrifled this
cquirement by performing STS SR 5.6~2. See
cm Number 2.6~-2e

See item number 0.644-2 ce itemnumber B.MA-2 losedScc
item number.B~ for
e solution.

).B.SBSB g~utu
~J

~t.e euu ] TS 4.62.2.c requires vcriAcatlon every 6 years fiat
each Suppression Pool Spray nozzle is
unobstrudcd. ITS SR 0.6~2 requires the
veriflcatlon every.10 years thateach Suppression Pool
S pray nozzle Is unobstructcrL L0 Justlfles this

hangc on the passive design of the nozzle systenL
s ls InsufflclcnlJustification to allow the frequency

to charge fiom 6 years to 10 )tears.

Provide additonal
ustiflcatlon for this less

restrictive frequency based
on opcratlonal data, nozzle

esign, or operational
ntralnts.

Being a five year lest, no real
historical data ls available. Because
of this the argument really fails to the
passive nozzle design. Addiflonal
rgumcnts can be made as to the
ilficultyof performing the test, but

his Is not a spedAc safety concern.

DOC willbc revised to include
arguments based on shnilar plant

esl{Lns and allowed FrcrLucnc .

losed+PSL
o provide
evlsed DOC.

HRC RAls - SSES lmpfaved Technical Speclllcaflons 03-Hov-97 Page 18of 25
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAIs —SSES improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

ES.SZA JFD P.1
Bases for STS BA.SPA RA 8.1 states that the

ompfctlon Time ofS hours to teslore one RHR
uppresslon Pool Subsystem ls acceptable "due to
e lowprobability ol a DBA"and because alternative

s to remove heat from primary contalnmcnt
te avagabte." The Bases for ITS B.O.S.L4 RA IL1

letes the Bases Justitkatfon and because ~
vagabfe." No JustIScatlon or designation Is provided
or tMs deletion. NonnaUy a total loss of function

uld by TS require an ktxnedlate shutdown or entry
to STS/ITS LCO $.03. A low probabINy of a DBAls

a vaN Justification to extend the restoration time
o OPERABLE status ftom 0 to 1 hour (LCD 0.OS);

additional conditions, or system designs are
ecessary to extend the AOT. In this case, it is, by

he STS discussion, the availability of alternative
thods of primary containment heat removaL

Either return the sentence to
e otiginal STS wording or

provide discussion and
usttgcation for the STS
aviation based on cuttcnt

licensing basis, system
csign, or operational
ontralnts and correct the

Bases accordingly, or delete
he entlr Action B.

er huthcr review, it has been
dctetmlned that SSES can restore

c words by taldng credited for
emate decay heat removal cooling

Suppression PooL

SSES ITS willbe revised to
incot ate wording.

losad~EL
provide

MIUofSSES
S.

NRC RAIs - SSES Improved Technical Specifications g-Mov-97 Page19of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM 0: DOCIJFD'S LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.$3.1 Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombincrs

~So.san J TS Qu ]
1

+63.142/ TS

TS 4.$ .6.1&1, requires hydrogen recomblner
PERABLE and spcdflcafly requires the performance
fCHANNELCAUBRATIONof all rccombincr
peraflng Inatrumentaflon and control drcuits. The
S moves tids requirement to the TRM. No

salon of controls for the TRM IsyrovldcrL

TS $ .6.$ .144 reqWres the perfonnance of a visual
XKA4NUonand detafls what 'to examine during a

visual examinaUon. ITS SR 0.63.12 requires a visual
xamhaflon be performed, but moves the details to

t procedwes. The Jusflflcaflon does not specify
~tch ocedures or control of thes~eocedurcs.

Provide description of
ontrols for the TRM

Provide procedure
references and describe

ocedure controls.

willbe part of tho SSES FSAR. Ioscd

SSES ITS submIUat willbe revised to loscd+PKL
relocate this information to thc SSES provide

S 5.63.12 Bases. MIUof DOC
SSES ITS.

and
D P.1

TS X6.6.1 contains details dcflnlng the primary
ahvnent hydrogen recombiner system. The
bcauon provided describes removal of these

a to the Base+ These details remain In ITS
A>.f,eo the DOC tue describes a CTS change whkh
as not made. In adddn. thc terms Primary
ontacvnent and Drywclland Suppression
hamber are used Interchangeably throughout the

apedficaflon without thought to the actual system
~Ne. See llem Number e6erm.

TS 2.$ .S.1 Condiflons Aand B have been modifie
from STS 3.$ 3.1 CondNons Aand 8 to reflect the
design of the Hydrogen Recomblner System Based
on a review of the Hydrogen Recomblner System ln

e ITS Bases, thc proposed modiflcatlons do not
reflect the Intent of STS XB.L1 ACTIONS Aand IL
For example, successful completion of STS 2.$ .5.1 RA
B.1 and B2 within the stated Completion Times would
result In exiting STS 3.63.1 Condiflon 8 and
eenterlng Condition A. However, successfW
omplcflon of ITS $ .63.1 RA L1 and 8.2 within the

stated Completion Times willnot necessarily result In
exiting of ITS 3.6.5.1 Condition B. See Item

$ .$3.14.

Provide addiflonal
ustficatlon, discussion, and
hangcs to address the

aclual Intent of the change.
so sce Item Number

X$.1.54

Ucensee to reevaluate
proposed changes and

ifyto accurately reflect
system design. Provide
addNonal Juatiflcaflon and

scusslon on the changes
dc. Also sce Item

umber %62.14

DOC LAAwillbe deleted because
ere ls no chalone.

Required Action 5.6.3.1 B2 willbe
ifled to ensure Condition B will

exited upon completion of
ulred Action.

loscdPPKL
ll provide

revised DOC
d CTS MIU.

lascd4>PKL
U provide

M/U of SSES
ITS.

NRC RNs - $$4$ ~owed Teclrrtac& $ptc&caooets QJ4OV-Ql Page 20 of 26
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM0: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

5.6A.1 Secondary Contalnmerd

~BA.IAI TS ~ISA
.6.6.1ec

TS 4.6.6AA: establishes requirements for verifying
secondary containment by establishing Iknits on the

knum time chewed to draw down and the
imum how rate allowed to maintain secondary

ntalnment for several different secondary
ontalnment conhguratlons. fTS $.$AAmoves the

Iknhs for IllaxlnllÃndraw down tlfne and maxknum
how rates to maintain vacuian to the TRM. No

Iscussion ot controls for the TRM Is provided. See
em Number 3'.14.

Provide description of
controts for the TRM

Cemmllmeal wld Se made Ihal TRIA ~mmd
is of SSES FSAR

~6AA42] CTS LAAand
.65.1.c FD Pd

TS 4.6.f.c establishes requirements for verlfylng
secondary contalnmenl by establishing Omits on the

xknum Ome allowed to draw down and the
ximum how rate allowed to maintain secondary for

several different containment configurations. ITS SR
X6AAAand SR 5.6A.1.6 require the same

stratlons ot secoiidary containment
rabiuty, but moves lhe limits for maximum draw

tane and maxknum how rates lo maintain
vacuixn to the TRM. STS SR 6.$ A.1Aand SR
3.6A.1.6 specify these limits In the SR. Because of

secondary containment design conhguration
specifying these operabilily parameters In the ITS
SRs would not conformreadily to the STS format.

owever, since these parameters arc operabhity
ameters, the STS format would require these

parameters to be specified In the Bases discussion
for!he SIL This would be consistent with olher

pelabmty parameters In which lhe STSIITS SR
states "whhtn limits and the

Revise thc Bases
ascriptions for ITS SR
.6A.1A and SR %$A.1.6 to

spedfy the parameters with
elr associated secondary

ontalnment design
conliguratlon. Provide
additional justification and

Iscusslon to support this
c~han e.

PAL wIIIrevise SSES ITS to
lnco rate restrictions.

Closed+PAL
illprovide

M/U SSES ITS
DOC.

~BA.TBB ITS ~PS P2
B3.6A.1

ITS N$AABases for SR 5.$A.1.2 and SR XSA.13
kes modlhcations to the STS wording to conform

he descrlpUon to the BWR Mark IIcontainment
onhguratlon. Two of the changes are the addition of

"In each access opening" to the tirst sentence and
e deletion of normal transient" from the sentence

kudng with "Malntakdng secondary containment
RABLJTY These two changes were part of

6fF 16 «lech «ea refectcd by Ihe atafL

rovlde additional
ustihcation and discussion
o show that these two TSTF

18 changes are applicable
based on current licensing
Basis, system design, or
perahon constraints.

e tcrmmin each access opening"
as incorporated simply because It

provides greater clarity for the
requirement. The tenn "normal

anslent was removed because It
as determined to open up

questions as to what is "normal
transient, which could lead lo

obiems with TS Interpretations.

HRC RAla - SSES frr~eed TeCfrnecal N-Hov ll Page21of 26





.SEGTION 3.6 NRG RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM8: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:

3.642 Secondary Containment Isotathn Valves ISCIVs)

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~642~41 TS
Page

342

ITS 3.6'as CTS page 3/4.342 as the fust marked
up page In this section. CTS page 3/4.342 deals with
ECCS actuation instrumentation setpolnts whkh has
noting to do with secondary containment Isotation

alvese The correct page should be CTS page
/4.832.

Correct the discrepancy SSES ITS submittal wI6 be corrected
o remove this page from this section

losed4gPCL
lilprovide

correct page

+odd+41
$+Tg

I3.6A~~~ ] TS
.6.82

Pcgens.

M? and TS 3
0 P.1 be tak

pondruon

.6.5.2 ACTIONS specity the rcmergal actions to
en for any Inoperable SCIV. ITS 3.6A2

A has a note whkh restrkts the remedial
s lor ACTION A to only those penetration Itow

'khtwo SCIVs. ITS 3.8AZ RA.2 vcriges the
tfectcd flowpath ls Isolated on a 31 day frequency.
hese changes are not Indicated In the CTS markup
nd are mote restrktive. Also sce item Number

3.6424.

TS 4.682.c requires the verifying of the SCIVs
Isolation tkne ls within Hmtts on a 92 day frequency.

he "once pcr 92 day" frequency Is designated as
dmlnlstratlve change "AB". ABdiscusses and
ustiftes the distinction between SCIVs and "required"
SCNs. and has notMng to do with the Isolation tkne
t~rue~e of 92~de se

Provide Justification and
discussion for this
administrative change to

TS 4.6.52.c

Provide Justification and
scusston for this more

restrictive change. Sce item
number 3.6A24

TS M/Upage 3/4 644 willbe revised losed4gpCL
o eliminate reference to DOC AJI, provide

revised CTS
M/U.

gee gee ee/U eegeele edee geg ~glosso
.8.5.1>D and DOCs L1 and L2,

.BA244 TS
.8.5.2

ns

~M? ] TS 38.5.2 ACTIONS specify the remedial actions to
be taken for any tnoperable SCIV. ITS 3.6AN ACTION
B is added to cover penetratlons with two Inoperable
SCIVs ln the flowpath and has RAs and Completion

imes that are different from CTS 3.6.52 ACTIONS.
his change ls not Indicated In the CTS markup and

is more restrktive.

Provide Justtfkatlon and See CTS M/Upage 3/4 $41a,
iscusslon for this more .$ .5.1&2.
estrktlve change.

BA145 TS
3.6.52

loni

M? and 1S 3.8.52 ACTIONS specify the remergat actions to
be taken for any Inoperable SCIV. ITS 3.6A2 ACTION

ls added to cover those penetration flowpaths with
ne SCIV, and has RAs and completion tknes that are
iffcrent from CTS 3.6.52 ACTIONS. This change Is

lndkaled ln the CTS markup and Is more
estrktlve. Also, see hem Number 3.8424/.

Provide Justification and
lscussion for this more

restrictive change. Sce Item
number 3.6A24I

TS M/U In error. Revised CTS M/U
page 3/442 provided to Indkate

lon C.

losed4gPSL
provide

evlsed CTS
M/U

NRC RAls - SSES lmproverl Tecltnlcel Speci!IceVons 03-NOV-97 Page 22 of 26



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEMS: DOC/JFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~BA24$ STS ~FD P.'I
~ 3.6A.2

on A

STS 3.6AN ACTIONA provides the remedial
asures to be taken for penetration flowpaths with

one SCIV Inoperable, irregardless ofwhether flow
path has one or two SCIVs. The Completion Time

Ivan for RA A.1 reflects the relative
knportanccrsafcty slgnlfcence of secondary

talnmcnt as compared to primary contalnmcnt.
ITS 3.BANmodIUes STS 3.6'CTION A to restrkt lt
o penetrathn fhwpaths with two SCNs and adds
CTION C for those fhwpaths with one SCIV. This Is
one forconsistency with STSIITS 3.$ .12 primary

ntahrncnt lsotaUon valves. Insuffldcnt lnformaUon
Is provided in the discussion and jusUfkaUon (Pt) to

termlne that this SCIV design has unique
characterlstks which would necessitate these
changes. Based on the information provkfed the
staffs determination of the changes Is that it Is a
gcnerk change a pplkable to all BWRs and would be

yond the scope of review for this convcrshn.

Provide addi Uonal
ustilicaUon and cUscusslon
o show that these changes

e applicable based on
cuncnt licensing basis,
system design or

peraUonal contraints, or .
lcte this potential generic

he reason for the change Is during
plant operation when one Unit ls ln
an Outage, It is posslbh and Ukely to

ve system breaches which result
ln a single valve or bgnd Uange
bccomhg the Isolation point for

econdary ContalnmenL These
onfiguragons would resutt In single

valve isolatlons for secondary
ontainment, and therefore, would be

required for secondary contalnmcnt
rability.

e above discussion wN be added
othe JFD.

IoscdMKL
IIprovkte

revised JFD.

Ps~awr
)

STS
B3.IAN
Bases
LCO

I3FD P~~ STS B3.$ A.2 Bases lor the LCO describes when
y dosed valves should be considered

RABLE. The dcsert ption states that for normally
scd automatk SCIVs to be considered OPERABLE

y must be In their dosed position and dewdlvated
d secured. The Intent of the STS wording ls that

he valve ls ln its IsotaUon posNon and wN not
inadvertently, or automatlcaliy change its posNon.
ITS B3.6AN Bases for the LCO deletes the words "de-
activated and secured." The deletion of these words
radically changes the definition of OPERABLE
normally dosed automatk isolation valves. This

ge ls unacceptable.

Return the Bases wording lo
he STS wording.

See NUREG 1433 M/Upage 3.$ 43.
SR 3.$A2.1 does not require
normaHy dosed valves to be dosed
and deactivated. Therefore, NUREG
Bases wording places an addlthnat
restrkUon which is not required by

S. This was considered to be a
contradkthn within the NUREG

hnb)ated by the change to the
NUREG Bases.

PPSLto
lew with

e NRC.

.OA24$ ITS FD Pd
B3.6AD
Bases

ITS SR 3.6ADZ verifies the Isolation tknes ol the
SCIVs. The Bases description for ITS SR3.BA~
states that "The isolation times for required SCIVs are
located ln the Technkal Requirements Manual (Ref
)." CTS Table 3.6.62-1 which contains the isolaUon

times for the automaUc SCIVs has been relocated pcr
1 to the Bases as ITS Table B3.6A2-1. No mcnUon

s made In LA1 that the table ls also relocated to thc
NL Also, ITS IQAAlrelcrences do nof Indude

PQlerencc 6 TfUL

orrecl the Bases
description for ITS SR
3.BAAED to refer to ITS Table
B3.$AAArather than the

RhL

Submittal document wN be revised
o address convncnL

loscd4VSL
provide

revised
UREG MIU.
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SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.6AN Standby Gas Treatment (SGTJ System

~ei.mw>
+CPS

~IAA42 TS
.6.6.34

TS 46$ .3.cL2 requires that the SGT fitter train starts
assocktcd dampers open on both a manual

from the control room and a simulated
omatk Initiation slgnaL ITS SR 3.BAND only
ulres starting by an actual or simulated automatic

nNatton slgnaL The dcktlon of the system start
cqutrcment by manual hIOatlon from the control
oom has not been JustNed and ls a kss restrktlve

e. Also, see Item Number 3.$A44.

TS 4.6.534,4.6.6.3.c, 4$ .5.3.dA,4.$ .54.dA,
.Bei», and 4e ei.i have alt been riocitecito ITS

58.7. CTS 4.$ .5.3AL2» and 4.6.53AL2b have been
relocated to ITS SR 3.3.6.2.3. No Justlfkatlon or
discussion ls provided for these administrative

hangcs.

Provide Justifkation and
iscusslon for this kss
estrlctlve change. See Item

number 3.6A.3-2

loscd+rovlde Justtticatlon
and discussion for these
administrative chan es.

SSES CTS M/Upage 3/4 $45 has
been changed to Indicate SR
4.62.5. Per previous discussions,

no "A DOC ls necessary for
requirements whkh have been
ciocatcd within the spcctlkatlons,

use there ls no change In the
cqulrcmcnts. The change In
ocatlon ls covered under DOC "A.1".

ection 6.6 ls stN a section of the
SSES TSs. The change In locaUon

hln the SSES TS Is not considered
a unique change simply a change
necessary to adopt the format of
NUREG 1433. This type ofchange Is

~veredb DOC A.L

loscdPPSL
provide

evlsed CTS
M/U c.

loscd

IT.BA.343 CTS
4.$ A.3» ' CTB 4.6.6.3» includes 4st methodology dc4lls

aaaoclKed with the tesung ot the SGT SystcnL The
PTB moves these detaes to pknt proccdwes.
iprocedwe relerences and associated controls are not
'urovtdecL

Closcd+rovtdc addNonal
iscusslon and Justification

pertaining to thc procedures
and associated controls.

he plant procedures willbe
ontrollcd under etL59.

losed

IT.exam j iS tLBA I
CTS 4.$ .6.3.d.3 establishes 1$ months as the required
frequency to verily thc filtercooling bypass and

utside air danpcrs open and the lan stats on filter
cooling Initiation. ITS SR 3.6A.3A performs the same
esl but the required frequency Is extended to 24

nths. LB1 rekrs to CTS 4.$ .53.cL3 but Incorrectly
ites ITS SR 3.6AA.3. The 16 to 24 month frequency
hange Is a beyond scope of review for this
onvcrsion.

Correct the discrepancy.
Since the change ls a
beyond scope of review for
onverslon, It has been
sslgned to the appropriate

staff Technical Branch for
review. Inclusion of this
change In the conversion

lldepend on the results of
hat review.

.BAD DOC LB.1 willbe revised to
Indude ITS SR 3.6.3A.

pcn4aTC
echnkal

branch ls
reviewing
hangcs.
PSL wN
rovlde M/U
fDOC.

NRC RNs - SSES lmprovecf rechnlcal Spearicaf/one 03-NOV-97 Page 24 of 26



SECTION 3.6 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCNFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

LBA.3~46 CTS
.8.6.3.d.

~BA~S~B STS
.6A.S"

QFD P2

CTS 4.8.6.3JL2 establishes 1$ months as the required
frequency to verify that the filtertrain starts and
ssoctated dampers open onmanual Initiation and

skrudated automatk Initiation signals. ITS SR
.BANDperforms vbtua0y the same test but the

required frequency Is extended to 26 months. No
ustilkatlon has been provided for this less restrictive

iange. LB1 In the CTS markup refers to this change
but It references CTS 4.6.63.rLS not CTS iLBAA~

e 1$ to 24 month frequency change Is a beyond
s~co of review for this converskn.

ITS S.BA.S RA C.1. ITS SR S.BA.S.1 and Associated
Bases change the STS wording from "SGT
subsystem" to "SGT filter train. The change ls

eslgnated P2 whkh states that the changes are
for darlty. The change does not Improve

y since ITS LCO S.BAD, ITS S.BA.S Condition A
RA A.1, ITS S.BA.S Condition D and RA D.1, ITS

.BAD Condiuon E, ITS SR S.BA.SD and the
socialed Bases a6 rater lo the STS wording SGT

ystein.

Correct the discrepancy.
Since the change ls a
beyond scope of review for
onverslon, Ithas been

signed to the appropriate
staff Technical Branch for
review. Induslon of this

ange In the conversion
I depend on the results of
t review.

Return the wording of ITS
S.BA.S RA C.1, ITS SR

.BA.13. and their
assolcated bases to the STS

ordinm
"SGT Subs stem.

1 willbe revised to correct
eferences.

SSES ITS Background section
ordlng willbe modiAed to more
learly define filtertrain and how

y fans are required to be
Operable. Also JFD wtg Identify that

hanging wording is necessary lo
only start the fan that Is necessary
Ior o~ratton.

+IRC
echnkal

branch la
eviewing

PAL wig
provide MN
fDOC.

losed4sPKL
I provide

MIUolSSES
S and JFD.

fnnnat 'jps s ~sa its~nun
P.BAD.f (

STS SR S.BA.3.1 states the following: Operate each
SGT subsystem lori IIO) continuous bows with
heaters operating." ITS SR S.BA.3.1 changes
"operating" to "OPERABLE". This change does not

I the intent olthe STS SR. The change woukf
liow the SR to be performed wkhout the heaters on.

caen~en «~uacce nta.

turn the wording to
operating"

SES ITS wBImaintain NUREG Closed JsPKL
provide

MIUofSSES
ITS.

~BA.3~4$ CTS
.B.W.d

LIFO P~5 CTS 46.6.3.d.S verNes that the filtercoogng bypass
nd outside air dampers open and the fan start on

filtercooling Initiation. ITS SR SAA.SA performs the
saine test but Inmation Is by high charcoal
emperatwe. The CTS requirement ol "on filter
oollng Inmation" would allow lor manual as well as

any associated automatic Initiation. The Bases
hanges associated wllhthis change are designated

whkh is a general cditortalldartty justification.
he CTS markup does not show Ihts change. No

6tttstibcatsoa or desigtaWori bes bee@ provided ior this
deere teearxuhl ~ esteems

Provkle Iustiftcatlon
scusslon, and appropriate
TS markups for this more

restrkllve ciianIie.

his Interpretallon would be
captured tn the LSFT performed as
required ln SSES ITS 3.3.8&

wNbe added to clarifywording
Scaucnecut sans uas anu tcs.

Iosed+PSL
IIprovide

revised CTS
MIUand DOC.
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEHS

B 3.6.1.1- Primary Conta1nment

WAX %.c.r r-ar
Primary Containment

'

3.6.l,.1

I os% p (a pyr Qe4'F

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the pr1mary cont inment fs to 1solate and
conta1n fission products releas from the actor Primary
System -following a Design Basis Accident and to
confine the postulated release of radfoactzve material. The
primary containment cons1sts of a steel lined. r'einforced
concrete vessel, which surrounds the Reactor Primary System
and provides an essentially leak tight barrier against an
uncontrolled release of radioactive material to the

'environment.

The isolation devices for the penetrations 1n the primary
containment boundary are a part of the containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

a. All penetrat1ons required to be closed durfng accident
conditions are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatfc
containment isolation system. or

2. closed by manual valves. blind flanges. or
de-act1vated automatic valves secured 1n their
closed positions. except as provided in
LCO 3.6.1.3. "Primary Containment Isolation
Valves (PCIYs)":

b. The primary containment air lock is OPERABLE. except
as provided in LCO 3.6.1.2. "Primary Containment Air
Lock": and

c. , All equipment hatches are closed.

This Spec1fication ensures that the pe formance of the
pr1mary conta1nment. 1n the event of a BA) meets the
assumpt1ons used in the safety analyses of References 1

and 2. SR 3.6.1.1.1 leakage rate requirements are in
conformance w1th 10 CFR 50. Appendix J, Option B and

supporting documents (Ref. 3. 4 and 5).as modified by
approved exemptions.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 8 3.6-1
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Primary Containment.

8 3.6.1.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

gg 1 O~a g
Ovfeya o
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J~ T5fe A
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(continued)

to meet these SRs must be evaluated against the Typ A. B.
and C acceptance cr1terfa of the Primary Containmen Leakage
Rate Testing Program. As left leakage prior to startu
after performiog a rmno1red 'leakage test $ s re ed to be

p

~ 0.6 L, for comb1ned ype B and C leakage. an c 0 ?5 L, for
overall T e A leakag . At all other times be n required

e ra e es . e acceptance criteria is based on an
overa 1 Type A leakage limit of ~ 1.0 L,. At ~ 1.0 L, the
offsite dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of
the safety analysis. The Frequency is reauired by the
Primary Containment Leakage Rate Test1ng Program

Haintaining the pressure suppress1on function of primary
containment requires lim1ting the leakage from the drywell
to the suppress1on chamber. Thus. if an event were to occur
that pressurized the drywell. the steam would be directed
through the downcomers into the suppression pool. This SR
measures drywell to suppress1on chamber leakage to ensure
that the leakage paths that would bypass the suppression
pool are with1n allowable lim1ts.

Sat1sfactory performance of this SR can be ach1eved by
establishing a known d1fferential pressure between the
drywell and the suppress1on chamber and determining the
leakage. The leakage test is performed when the 10 CFR 50.
Appendix J, Type A test is performed in accordance with the
Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This
testing Frequency was developed considering this test is
performed 1n conjunction with the Integrated Leak rate test
and also 1n view of the fact that component failures that
might have affected this test are ident1f1ed by other

rimary containment SRs. Two consecutive test fa1lures.
owever . would ind1cate unexpected primary containment

degradation; in this event. as the Note indicates.
increasing the Frequency to once every 24 months 1s requ1red
unt11 the situat1on 1s remedied as evidenced by passing two
consecutive tests.

(continued),

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 8 3.6-4 Amendment A, 07/31l96
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Primary Containment Air Lock.
H 3.6.>.Z

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANLYSES.

The OHA that postulates the max1mum release of rad1oact1ve
materfal within primary cantafnment 1s a LOCA. In the
analysis of this acc1dent. 1t fs assumed that primary
conta1nment 1s OPERABLE. such that release of fission
products to the environment 1s controlled by the rate of
prfmary containment leakage. The prfmary.conta1nment 1s
designed with a maximum allowable leakage rate <L ) of 1.04
by weight of the containment air per 24 hours at the
calculated max1mum peak conta1nment pressure (P,) of 45 osfg
(Ref. 3). This allowable leakage rate forms the bas1s for
the acceptance criterfa imposed on the SRs assoc1ated with
the afr lock.

Pr1mary containment afr lock OPERABILITY is also required to
minimize the amount of f1ss1on product gases that may escape
prfmary containment through the air lock and contaminate and
pressurize the secondary containment.

The primary conta1nment air lock satisfies Cr1terion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement. (Ref. 4)

LCO
~Ac r (>>~re eu»

As part of primary containment. the a1r lock's safety
functfon fs related to control of containment leakage rates
following a DBA. Thus. the afr lock's structural 1ntegr 1ty
and leak tightness are essential to the successful
m1tfgation of such an event.

The pr fmary containment a1r lack 1s required to be OPERABLE.
For the a1r lock to be considered OPERABLE. the afr lock
1nterlock mechanism must be OPERABLE, the afr lock must be
1n compliance with the Type 8 afr lock leakage test. and
both afr lock doors must be OPERABLE. The 1nterlock allows
only one afr lock door to be opened at a time. Th1s
provision ensures that a gross breach of primary containment
does not exist when primary containment fs requfred to be
OPERABLE. Closure of a single door 1n each air lock 1s
suff1cfent to provide a leak t1ght barr 1er following
postulated events. Nevertheless. both doors are kept closed
when the air lock is not be1ng used for normal entry
exit from primary containment.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 , B 3.6-7
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SURVEILLIIWCE
REQUIREHENTS.

(continued)

bl1nd flanges located fn h1gh radiation areas to be ver1ffed
by use of admfn1strative controls. Allow1ng verff1cation by
admin1strat1ve controls 1s cons1dered acceptable s1nce the
primary containment is inerted and access to these areas is
typfca]ly restricted dur1ng HOOES I. 2, and 3 for ALARA
reasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of
these PCIVs, once they have been verified to be 1n the1r
proper position, is low. A second Note has been 1ncluded to
clarify that PCIVs that are open under administrative
contro]s are not required to meet the SR dur1ng the t1me
that the PCIVs are open.

The.traversing 1ncore probe (TIP) shear isolat1on valves are
actuated by explos1ve charges. Surve1llance of explos1ve
charge continuity provides assurance that TIP valves will
actuate when required. Other administrat1ve controls, such
as those that limit the. shelf life of the explosive charges.
must be followed. The 31 day Frequency 1s based on
operating experience that has demonstrated the reliability
of the explos1ve charge continu1ty.

Verifying the fsolation t1me of each power operated and each
automat1c PCIV 1s within lim1ts 1s requ1red to demonstrate
OPERABILITY. HSIVs may be excluded from this SR since HSIV
full closure 1solat1on t1me 1s demonstrated by SR 3.6.1.3.2.
The 1solation time test ensures that the valve will isolate
1n a t1me per1od less than or equal to that assumed in the
F1nal Safety Analyses Report. The isolation time and
Frequency of this SR are fn accordance with the requ1rements
of the Inservfce Testing Program.

0)p<<~
t

For pr fmary containment p rge valves with resil1ent seals.
add1tional leakage rate t sting beyond the test requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 3). is required to ensure
OPERABILITY. Operat1ng experience has demonstrated that

(contfnued)
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.1l.

5.5.12

(continued)

The SFOP ident1ffes where a loss of safety function exists. If a
loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program.
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO fn
which the loss of safety function exists are required to be
entered.

ri a

A program shall be establ1shed. implemented. and maintained to
comply with the leakage rate testing of the containment as
required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Option B.
as modfffed by approved exemptions. This program shall be in
accordance with the guidelines contained in Regulatory Guide
1. 163. "Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program", dated
September 1995.

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design
basis loss of coolant accident. Pa. fs 45.0 psig,

The maxfmum allowable pr1mary containment leakage rate. La, at Pa.
shall be 1X of the primary containment afr weight per day.

Leakage Rate Acceptance Criter1a
+ivd

a. Primary Containment lea ge rate acceptance criterion 1s
s 1,0 La. Ouring unit startup following testfng 1n
accordance with th s program, the leakage rate acceptance
criteria are s 0.60 La for Type 8 and Type C tests and
~ 0.75 La for Type A tests:

b. Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:

1) Overall a1r lock leakage rate 1s ~ 0.05 La when tested
at a Pa.

2) For each door. leakage rate is ~ 5 scfh when
pressurized to i 10 psig.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies
specff1ed 1n the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Progree.

The provis1ons of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Pr1mary
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 5.0-1B Amendment A. 07/31/96
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c. vartfyi at I

1. CHANNEL CHECK laaa! once p» 24

~aat two auyp salon chamber water I Inc~——
sixteen+'surface water ! ature Nldicators Iaaat one lniupp sion pool sector. ERASLK hy perform ot at

2. CHANNEL FU 0NAL TEST at I once p» 31

3. CHANN CALIBRATIONatgfft once per 1I

wnh ster level ahd ta ature alarm s 'ort
1. Ih water level 3'I .

2. Low water I h 22'3 . and

3. KIQh w tamp»ature:

(Lgl
3.C.2 I

3 4..2.<

al aetpoktt. s ifr,
bl Second setp

' 105'F,
cl Third setpo g 110'F. and '

t,dl Fourth aetpoktt. 4 120iF ((llleey oi „, ~00/
p + cond ~«~~~~p~si.

CR a.e,t L~ differential pressure of at least 4.3 psi and verffVhg that the ~calculated
from the measured leaks la with! ~ syaciffed HmIL The hyyass leak teat
shiN be conducted at 1 'rvals durinN shutdown. durkty each 10
ye» service period any Ch9NeQ o-suppress NIIS»
to m ~ a Iknit, the ast ached for sub ent taste

and ayp th mml two consacudve teats aN to meet
the s a teat shaN be performed a! least every o untN twoSL . C. I, I.X consecuthre teats meet the specified limit. at which thne the teat schedule
may be reatanetL U %ILAW(tg T(c(, g( oog~ ly conducdno e leakage teat on the dryweN toauyprasalon chamber vacuum

StL 't.g,l,i,g breakers at e differential pressure of at least 4,3 psI and verHying that the anal
leakage arse Hikl~comributed by aN vacuum breakers Is lass than or equal to
30% of the specified Iknit and the leakage area for»t individual set of vacuum
breakers Is less than a equal to 12% of the specified Umtt. The vactam break».. leakage test ahaI be conducted during each !or which the

f rL T rs I I.Q dtywe&t~upprasalonchamb»bypasaleaktaatin 4.6.2.1.d Is not
conductetL
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Primary Containment

3.6 '.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.1.1 Perform required visual examinations and
leakage rate testing except for primary
containment air lock testing. in
accordance with the Primary Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing
Program.

SR 3.6.1.1.2

a an in'
~ 4.3 psi.

eren i

Verify that the drywell-to-suppression
cha leaka e is less th

c tttbQ 1 v 35 ftR
sur of

When Performing
10 CFR 50
Appendix J.
Type A testing.
in accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing
Program.

-----Note-----
Only required
after two
consecutive
tests fail and
continues until
two consecutive
tests pass

24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-2
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Primary Containment

3.6.,1.1

SURyEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.1.3 aa a Notens maw

Satisfied by the p'erformance of
SR 3.6.1.1.2.

.oottoo5 &

,ooO CM&

Verify that the total drywell-to-
suppression chamber vacuum break
leaka e is l han or ual o

e e a 1 v
t n e ea age area each

Set o vac um k rs is less than or
e u o o Acc

e a .8535 t a an nitial
~ erent a press~ e o ~ 4.3 psi.:

24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-3 Amendment
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Primary Containment
B 3.6.1.1,

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Q+ I o~eeg
~f ~ )L N
s~~l>~ ~a
J~lwg+ Type h

(continued)

to meet these SRs must be evaluated against the Typ A. B.
and C acceptance criteria of the Primary Containmen Leakage
Rate Testing Program. As left leakage prior to startup
after performing a required leakage test 1s re 'd to be
< 0.6 L, for combined Type B and C leakage. an c 0 75 L, for
overall Ty e A leakag At all other times be n required

e ra e es . e acceptance criteria is based on an
overa l Type A leakage limit of i 1.0 L,. At ~ 1.0 L, the
offsite dose consequences are bounded by the assumptions of
the safety analysis. The Frequency is required by the
Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program

illa

g4u

Maintaining the pressure suppression function of pr1mary
conta1nment requires limiting the leakage from the drywell
to the suppression chamber. Thus, if an event were to occur'hat pressurized the drywell, the steam would be directed
through the downcomers into the suppression pool. This SR

measures drywell to suppress1on chamber leakage to ensure'hat the leakage paths that would bypass the suppression
pool are within allowable limits.

Satisfactory performance of this SR can be achieved Cy
establ1shing a known different1al pressure between the
drywell and the suppression chamber and determin1ng the
leakage. The leakage test is performed when the 10 CFR 50.
Appendix J. Type A test is performed in accordance with tee
Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This
test1ng Frequency was developed considering this test is
performed in con]unction with the Integrated Leak rate test
and also in view of the fact that component failures ti at
might have affected this test are 1dentffied by other

rfmary containment SRs. Two consecutive test faflurm
owever, would indicate unexpected primary containment

degradation: in this event. as the Note indicates.
increas1ng the Frequency to once every 24 months is r~ired
unt11 the sftuation is remedied as evidenced by passi~ tw
consecutive tests.

;g;e ie'(, ~. ecepa ale SSC g q/P<Jee;~ W

Q ~ FCv'$ C (~ ~» Q /jg )t$ ~ V hiKC. l'S ~ 45 3 S q
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Primary Containment-
B 3.6.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLNCE
REQUIRENENTS

(continued) Haintaining the pressure suppression function of primary
containment requires limiting the leakage from the drywell
to the suppression chamber. Thus. if an event were to occur
that pressurized the drywell. the steam would be directed
through downcomers into the suppression pool. This SR
measures suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breaker
leakage to ensure the leakage paths that would bypass the
suppression pool are within allowable limits+~rm~ N'

WAR'S ~~
The leakage is determined by establishing a 4.3 psi
differential pressure across the drywell-to-suppression
chamber vacuum breakers and verifying the leakage. The
leakage test is performed every 24 months. The 24 month
Fr equency was developed considering the surveillance must be
performed during a-unit outage. A Note is provided which
allows this Surveillance not to be performed when SR
3.6.1.1.2 is performed. This is acceptable because SR
3.6.1.1.2 ensures the OPERABILITY of the pressure
suppression function including the suppression chamber-to-
drywell vacuum breakers.

REFERENCES FSAR, Section 6.2.

2. FSAR. Section 15.

3. 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Option B.

4. Nuclear Energy Institute. 94-01

5. ANSI/ANS 56.8-1994

6. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications
Improvements July 22. 1993 (58 FR 391 2)

~g +++<9( cf//othe 4l'c /AlkA5c /l~ / Is Ro /d c6

sa Z r:/~ r.z; .'+ W'g ~/ z< u">~

pcs me+ Is /8'~/4 o+ /Ce SP 34./ / ~
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.6.1.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ~++ +AX. t.u.'t 't:

A.6

th M)

Option 8, for visual 1nspection prior to each Type A conta1nment
leakage rate test. These regulations requ1re 11censee compliance.
cannot be revised by the licensee. and are addressed by direct
reference in both the SSES CTS and SSES ITS. Therefore. the
details of the regulat1ons within the SSES CTS are unnecessary.

In addition. SSES CTS 4.6.1.5.2, the structural integrity
reporting requirement and drywell-to-suppression chamber leakage
reporting requ1rement are a duplication of requ1rements 1n 10 CFR
50.73 and 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Therefore. SSES ITS 3.6. 1.1 does'ot 1dentffy these requirements. The only potent1al d1fference is
the timing of the report. if the degradat1on is not serious. 10
CFR 50. Appendix J requires only that this information be provided
with the It.RT Report. If the principal safety barr1er, i.e., the
primary conta1nment is seriously degraded. a 30 day report is
required by 10 CFR 50.73. SSES CTS 4.6. 1.5.2 identifies that only
"abnormal degradat1on of the primary containment structure" is
required to be reported within 30 days. The term "abnormal
degradat1on" has been determined to be consistent with serious
degradation of the primary containment and therefore. the
requirements are the same. Since the special report requirement
of the SSES CTS duplicates the 10 CFR 50 requirements. it is
unnecessary and is deleted.

Therefore. retain1ng the requirement to meet the requirements of
10 CFR 50 Appendix J. Option B. and eliminating the Technical
Specif1cation details that are found in 10 CFR 50.73 and 10 CFR 50
Appendix J. Option B. 1s considered a. presentation preference in
SSES ITS which is consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433, Revision
1. Therefore. the changes outlined above are administrative with
no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.b requ1rement for maintaining the drywell-to-
suppression chamber bypass leakage within limits is addressed by,
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1,1.2 and SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.1.3 as supporting
Surveillances for Primary Containment Operabil1ty, SSES ITS SR

3.6.1.1.2, ver1f1cat1on that bypass leakage is w1thin limits is
essential to ensure the capability of the primary containment to
perform its pressure suppression function which in turn ensures
that primary containment design pressure is not exceeded.
Therefore. the actual LCO statement is not needed since it 1s part
of'r1mary Containment Operability. Since the intent of SSES CTS

and SSES ITS are cons1stent, this is an administrat1ve change with
no impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT I AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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INSERT 3.t.4.1 DOC;

A.7 'SSFS CTS 3.8.2.1, Action e, specifically requires that ifdrywall to suppression
chamber leakage exceeds limits restore limits prior to exceeding 200 F. SSES
ITS does not have the same specific requirement, but does specifically require
leakage limits to be met through SR 3.6.1.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.1.3. Therefore,
although SSES ITS does not contain the same specific requirements, the intent
of the specifications is the same and therefore, this is an administrative change
with no impact on safety.
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M. 1

M.2

M.3

LA.1

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 adds an Applfcabflftv-"When assocfatedfnstrumentatfon 1s required to be OPBtASLE per LCO 3.3.6.1.Prfmary Containment Isolat1on Instrumentatfon." which adds a MODE
4 and 5 regufrement to the RHR Shutdown Cooling System 1solationvalves. S>ES ITS 3.6.1.3. Act1on G. has been added to fdent1fyappropr1ate actions when these valves cannot be 1solated orrestored wfthfn the applicable Completion Time. and the un1t isalready fn MOOE 4 or 5. Addft1onally. since all SRs for SSES ITSLCO 3.6.1.3 would apply fn this new condftfon. exceptions to SRsthat are not applfcable to RHR-SDC are indicated fn the apolfcableSR. This change fs more restrictive on plant operatfon. Theaddftfon of an applicable restrfctfon 1n Modes 4 and 5 has nonegat1ve impact on safety.

SSES ITS adds a new Survef llance Requirement to SSES CTS 3/4.6. 18SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 verifies the 18 and 24 1nch purge valves areclosed every 31 days. This SR fs an addftfonal restriction onplant operatfon. This addftfonal SRs ensure the assumptfons ofthe safety analyses are met and therefore. has no negative fmpacton safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 fs added to SSES CTS 3/4.6.3 to remove andtest the explos1ve squfb from each shear fsolatfon valve of theTIP System. Thfs test 1s performed to ensure the Operabf11ty ofthe explosive squib valve and ts consistent with tests perfarmedan the Standby Liquid Control squib valves This mare restrictichange will have no negative impact an safe > eC +ve g

aS ~ Ce~taife
~ <vieEel a& ~$ rmgeeg, ~

gSLtve RC~c'~Q

am Z~S~P

SSES CTS 3.6.3 requires Primary Conta1nment Isolatfon Valves to eOperable and SSES CTS'Table 3.6.3-1 fdent1 ffes all PrfmaryContafnment Isolatfon Valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 requ1res allPrfmary Containment Isolat1on Valves to be Operable but does notspecfffcally fdentffy each PCIV. This 1s acceptable because the1fstfng of each PCIV does not impact the SSES ITS requirement thatthe PCIVs are maintained Operable. Furthermore. the designinformation. valve functions and numbers. fsolat1on tfme, and

DISCUSSION OF CHANGESK: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATITION VALVES

. (contfnued) 'X.c. I.r-c
> 4.r.z-c.. this requirement to perform post mafntenance testin thorequirement. is applicable. Even though the SSESexplicitly recqd re post maintenance testing the irequiremens isthe re ufr nt

mafntafned. erefore. thfs change does not re lt 1 hements only a change to ensure cansistencv with NUREG
1433. evisfon 1. Based on the above discussion. tlie change is

= considered an adm1nfstratfve change with no impact on safety.
T~ae g A.ll

HAN - M
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3.6.1.3 -. PRIHARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

'Thc. I«Qma4vm
~" ~ ~Id i
<~rs

?ted

S «ffiI,.
4r .~, FFOI

PLaW o>,
Wh. l

r~ror~f; ~'IS eai«AI~y
Iaa 4Q. tI

~ "+I~nC
~CIkI

< g
CH t>~ PI,iP~~

ITS requirement to maintain the hydrostatically tested lines
mp f

Operable. Therefore. th1s specf fied 11mit can be adequately
defined and controlled in SSES ITS Bases which requires change
control 1n accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Progralrr:." "
Thfs approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The
levet of safety of facility operation 1s unaffected by the change
because there fs no change fn the requirement to maintain the
hydrostatically tested valves Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PPI.
resources associated with processing 11cense amendments to these
Admfnfstrative Control requfrements will be reduced. This change
is a less restrictive administrative change with no 1mpact on
safety.

(continued)

'isolation s1gnals. does not ensure the Operability of the primary
containment. therefore. ft can be removed from the SSES ITS..
Therefor e. these deta1ls can be adequately defined and controlled
in SSES ITS Bases (for design de.ails) and the 7eha4eA

'ks tie |f p Nl"r 1'< C ~

The level of safety of facility operat1on fs unaffected,'". «~a,
e c ange because there fs no change fn the requ1rement to '"+i ssr,

, maintain the PCIVs Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PP&L resources,r'x r:.,„
j associated with processing 11cense amendments to these

Administrative Control requirements will be reduced. This change! q„„fs a less restrictive adm1n1str at1ve change with no impact on
safety. " s"

4iM4~ I

LA.2 SSES CTS 3.6.1.2, Action e. requires hydrostat1cally tested line
to be ma1ntained Operable within a specified limit. SSES ITS SR ~~- .
3.6.1.3.13 requires that the hydrostatfcallv tested 11nes be
tested wfth1n limits and does not specify the limit. This is
acceptable because the specified limit does not 1 act the SSES

LA.3 SSES CTS 3.6.1.2, Act1on c. requires the HSIVs to be restored to
Operable status and requires that the leakage rate be restored to
< ll.5 scfh for any main steam 1solat1on valve that exceeds 100
scfh. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3, Actions. require the HSIVs to be restored
to Operable status. but does not impose further restoration
requ1rements. This 1s acceptable because this requ1rement does
not impact the SSES ITS requirement to maintain the HSIV leakage
to wfth1n spec1f1ed limits. The requirement to restore the HSIV
leakage to < 11.5 scfh fs a corrrrrftment beyond the SSES ITS and
SSES CTS Operabfl1ty requirements for the HSIVs. The requirement
to repair the valves to original design condition fs not an

assumption fn the plant design basis. Therefore. this ss<i w ~
requirement can be adequately defined and controlled fn e.„,
prmedwoa The level of safety of facility operat1on fs
unaffected by the change because there 1s no change fn the
requirement to ma1ntain the HSIVs Operable. Furthermore. NRC and

PP8L resources associated with processing 11cense amendments to

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT l AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31196
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PRIMARY COHTAIHMEHT LEAKME

LIHITIHQ CQHOITIOH FOR OPERATION

3dS~ Prfmary contafnment leakage rates shall be limited to:
s'~ z.c.i.i.i Vg A I.csg) g

An everall (ntagratad 'leakage rate TSCe. sii
lee

hsl
TS cR i 1c«00$

for a

penetratfons and all valves , ex pt for eafn+~
steas line isolation valves", main steam line d'rain val es" nd ~~p
valves which are hydrostatfca11y leak tested qa oa>i
subject to Type 8 and C tests,

dgl s I

5< >< I, c. ~Lies Qfan Or equaT to~ scf pei our M~r fn acr

l(nes thruugh the (sa'Iat(en va(vas(chan tested at P, 22.5 Ps(g. «Pv
t'.

«l.sss than nr equal tn 1.2 sc( ~ ene aa n stean 1 n

drain valve ldhen te te a
8 T5<e Qg-oDB L,y) y~

e. A combfned leakage rata of less than or equal 3.3 for all
containment isolation valves fn hydrostatfca11 fnes wfch " lg
penetrate the prfmary containment, efl ested at 1.10 P Tg
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The measured overa'll fntagrated prfmary contafnment leakage rate(vgr '"
or ] ised- gc~.3 (

The measured combined leaka e rate f 11 penetratfons and all >C.
val ves T a cept for main steam line Isolatiogl =-
valves", ma n steaa fne drain valves" and valves lShfch are iiyero-
statically leak tested e T t2.3-. subject to Type 8 and CKtasue
tests , Or I't5et tC-OD~
The measured ieakage rate exceeding 2! scf per hour

foi'ain

steaa lines through the isolation valves, or
e measuriWTeaX-rate exca4cffng WZ s per Qur or any one ea (2

steam fn drain valve or

er The measured combined leakage rate for all ontafnment fsolatIogi
valves fn hydrostatical ted lines lihfch penetrate the prfeary
contafnhent exceeding 3

2,, L,A.2. 2,.2 3 1'sc 4
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empt on to Appendix "J" of 10 CFR SO.
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CONTAIN@BIT SYSTEMS.

PRINARY CONTAIQfENT AIR LOCKS

LIHITIHS COHOITTON FOR OPERATION

~ P +4 I PI ~Q Cf~
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'ca

'Lc.l. x
%4~ Bach prfaary contafraent a5r'ock shall be OPQASLg fifth:
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aSg t.r„~.g.~ 4 An ovaraTT afr Tock leakage rate
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ON 3.6.l.;2 - PRIVY CONTAINHENT AIR LOCK

A.I

A.2

A.3

A.4

htOW tea<J

0

During the Susquehanna Steam ElectrfTechnical Specifications (ITS) d
r c Statfon (SSES) Improvedpreferences or conventions are ado t&P ~ certa1n wordingtechnical changes (e1ther actual opr f

ch resulted fn nocurrent Technical SPeclfIcatlo~ns <~ erIIretatlonal) to the SSESnew numberfng system are ado t'ed to eke S
torfal changes and athe Boll<no Mater Reactor <B!IR> Sta„

e SS ITS consistent with(STS) NUREQ-I433. Rev. I. andard Technical Specfffcat1ons

SSES CTS 3.6 I 3
TS does not include cross references. The

The format of the SSES ITS d
reference to "See Special Test Exc tfon 3serves no purpose. and therefore fts removal 1change with no impact on safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.2.1. Note, SSES ITS 3.6.1.2. Actfons Note
information facilitates the use and understandfn of therequirements. The addltlonal Information Is outlined as fo'I'laws.

SR 3.6.1.2.I. Note. prov1des that an 1noper able a1r lockdoor does not 1nval1date the previous successful performanceof the overall a1r lock leakage test. Since thefnoperabf'lftg affects only one door. the barrel'and theother Operable door provfde a sufffc1ent containmentbarrfer. Even though the overall test could not besatfsffed (SR 3.0.1 would normally require this to result fndeclarfng the LCO not met - possfbly requiring SSES ITS3.6.1.2 condftfon C (SSES CTS ACTION b) to be entered). theNote clarfffes the fntent that the previous test ~n beconsfdered ".not met."
- Actfons Note 2 considers the primary containment fnoperablcfn the event afr lock leakage results total leakageexceedfng the Appendix J acceptance cr1terfa.
- Required Action C.I ensures that the primary conta1nmentoverall leakage is evaluated against the Appendfx Jacceptance criteria 1f an air lock 1s inoperable.

These clar1f1catfons are consistent with the intent andfnterpretat1on of the SSES CTS. and are therefore admfnfstratfvechanges with no impact on safety.
n S on a.l and Actfon . the word " tainhas been ch ed to."verff . and a I hour t1me added t SES ITS.6.I.2 R fred Action .. to be cons1 ent with th rfmarvontaf LCO. This ange fs consf ent with the WR STS AUREG433. R fsfon 1. The ntent of bot the SSES CTS nd the SSESITS fs onsfstent. t refort, this ange 1s adm1 fstratfve witho 1 act on safety

SUS(IEHANNA UNIT I AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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A.5

A.6

A.7

ay

OISCUSSION OF CHANGES
"~ ~ ~c,i.>-~IK: SECTION 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCK

(cont1nued)

-SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 adds Required'Act1on A.1 Note 1. "Re fr~Act1ons...are not applicable 1f.. Condft1on C fs entered". toprov1de more explfcft fnstruct1ons for proper applfcat1on of theActions for Technical Speciffcatfon compliance. In con)unctionw1th the SSES ITS 1.3. "Completion Times." these Actions providedfrectfon cons1stent w1th the intent of the SSES CTS Act1ons forone fnoperable afr lock door fn the a1r lock. In the SSES ITS3.6.1.2 Required Act1ons A.1 Note 1. there 1s a recognit1on thatif both doors fn the afr lock are 1noperable (Condition C 1sentered), then an "OPERABLE" door does not ex1st to be closed.Therefore. Required Actions A.l. A.2. and A.3. cannot be met.This change fs an admfnfstratfve change s1nce 1t 1s consistentwith the intent of the SSES CTS and fs only arovfded to ensure theRequired Actfons are correctly understood. Prhfs 1s an
adm1n1stratfve change w1th have no 1mpact on safety.
SSES CTS 3.6.1.3. Actfon a.l. details expl1cft actions to restoreOperabflft~. SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 presentat1on of Act1ons (based ontne BWR STs. NUREG-1433. Revfs1on 1) does not explicitly detailoptions to "restore...to OPERABLE status" or "return...toservice." These actfons are always an opt1on. and are 1mpl1ed inall Actfons. Therefore, th1s change fs administrative with no
impact on safety.

The SSES CTS 3.6.1.3. Action a.2. requirement for perform1ng ti eoverall afr lock leakage test fs a requirement of 10 CFR 50
Append1x J. This requ1rement fs fed fn SSES ITS SR
3.6.1.2.1. It fs possfble that the test would not be able to be
performed with an inoperable afr lock door. and a plant shutdown
would be r equfred due to the 1nabfl1ty to perform the required
surveillance. However. this restr1ctfon on continued operation
need not be specified - ft exists inherently as a result of the
required Appendix J test1ng. Therefore. no change in operation
requirements or intent 1s made. and the proposed revfsfon to
elfm1nate a specific restr1ct1on on cont1nued operation, is an
administrative change w1th no 1mpact on safety

None-. Z~a 0

LA.1 SSES CTS 3.6.1.3.a, requ1res the pr fmary conta1nment airlock to ."t
Ooerable and defines what compr1ses Operability of the a1r lock.
SEES ITS 3.6.1.2 requires the pr1mary containment a1rlock to be
Operable but does not define the details of Operability. This >s
acceptable because these details do not 1mpact the SSES ITS

SUSQJEHANNA UNIT 1 ANO 2 Revfsfon 0. 07/31/95
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N1 ln SSES CTS 3.6.1.3i Action e.1 and Action b, the word "mai~n" has b
changed to 'Verify", and a1 how time added to SSES ITS 38.1 2 R
ActionA.1, to be consistent with the Primary Containment LCO. This change
is consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433, Revision 1. This more
restrictive change is acceptable because it establishes a definitive period of
time (one hour) to ensure the airlock door is shut compared to no time
requirement in SSES GTS. Therefore, this change is a more restrictive
change with no negative impact on safety.

O
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
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~ I S: SECTION 3.6.1.2 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR OCg
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(cont1nued)

rable doors can be closed. Therefore. th1s less restr1cthve
c ange will have negligible impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 Action B 1s added ta address a situation where

A
th 1 1 I it 1 1 I 1

1'
I hl

1th
~>nopera e e ahr oc oor hs not Operab e or norma exit and
entry. but the doors can still be closed to mahnta1n the rhmary
co~hta1neent Operahle. Therefore, thTs Tess restrTctsve cIianee
will have a minimal impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 Requ1red Action A. Note 2, 1s added to allow
entry through a closed andtor locked Operable air lock door (for
r easons other than repairs) for a lim1ted period of tfme (1.e., 7
days). Although ane Operable air lock door locked closed 1s
sufffc1ent to mahnta1n containment 1ntegrhty function and allow
continued operathan. entry and exit during operation mav be
necessary to perform maintenance and 1nspecthans as well as
allowing access for operat1onal cons1derathons. such as
preventat1ve ma1ntenance. etc. Should the air lock become
1noperable and access not be allowed, a plant shutdawn could be
forced in a short period of time due to failure to attend to these
acthvft1es.

The allowance fs proposed to have str1ct adm1nfstrat1ve controls.
which are deta1led in the Bases. A dedicated (i.e., not involved
with any repa1r or other maintenance effort) 1ndhv1dual will be
assigned to ensure: 1) the door is opened only for the period of
time required to gain entry or ex1t from the a1r lock. and 2) the
Operable door 1s re-locked prior to the departure of the ded1cated
individual.

Therefore. allowing the Operable door to be opened (temporar1ly
allowing loss of containment integrity) for brief moments dur1ng a

7 day period. hs an acceptable exchange hn risk: the r 1sk of an
event dur1ng the brfef per1od of Operable doar opening for access
(which 1s limited to 7 days). versus the risk associated with the
transfent of the plant shutdown that would follow from not
attending to requfred actfvithes within the containment. Th1s

rovhs1on fs consistent with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433, Revfs1on l.
ased on the above discussion. this less restrfctive change will

have a minimal impact on safety. p'e "herr

eau~ Pion

evhsfon 0.SUS(IEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2

SSES CTS 4.6.1.3 footnote ~" provides the prfmar n
airlock 1nterlock does not need to be verhf1e en the primary ;,'"
conta1nment 1s hnerted. SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 ufred Actions A.3
and 8.3, allow the a1r lock door to be rhfhed closed. hf ther
are located fn a high rad1athon area„ Th1s change 1s acceptabl
because the isolation dev1ces are initially verified to be in th

a~ a~
4 R 07I31I 6< «~~
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Pr1mary Conta1nment Air, Lock .

3.6.1.2

ACTIONS (contfnued)

CONDITION ~ REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIHE

D. Required Action and D.l Be 1n HOOE 3.
associated Completion
Time riot met. AllA}

D.2 Be fn MODE 4.

12 hours

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.2.1 -NOTE-
1. An 1noperable a1r lock door does not

invalidate the previous successful
erformance of the overall afr lock
eakage test.

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria acceptable to SR
3.6.1.1.1.

Perform required pr1mary containment a1r
lock leakage rate testing in accordance
with the Primary Containment Leakage Rate
Testing Program.

In accordance
with the
Primary
Containment
Leakage Rate
Testing Program

SR 3.6.1.2.2 NOT

Only req fred to be erformed up entry
into pr ry conta t.

Verify only one door in the primary
conta1nment afr lock can be opened at a

t1me.

24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-7 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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Pr1mary Containment Air Lock

*

8 3.6.1.2..

SURVEILLNCE
REQUIREHENTS (continued)

crfterfa were establfshed based on en ineerfindustry operatfng ex"e f Thr ufr r ence. e perfodfc testingrequ rements verify tlat the a1r lock leakage does notexceed the allowed fraction of the overall prfmary~ conta1nment leakage rate. The Frequency 1s required by thePrimary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
The SR has been modfffed by two Notes. Note 1 states that aninoperable afr lock door does not invalidate the previoussuccessful performance of the overall afr lock leakage test.Thfs fs considered reasonable since e1ther afr lock door fscapable of provfdfng a fission product barr1er in the event'f a 08A. remote 2 requ1res the results of airlock leakagetests be evaluated against the acceptance cr1terfa of thePrimary Conta1nment Leakage Testing Program. 5.5.12. Thisensures that the airlock leakage fs properly accounted forfn determ1nfng the combined Type B and C primary containmentleakage.

VJe 4
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Amendment A. 07/31/96

~"'he

afr lock fnterlock mechanism fs designed to preventsimultaneous opening of both doors 1n the afr lock. Sinceboth the inner and outer doors of an afr lock are designedto w1thstand the maxfmum expected post accident orfmarycontainment pressure. closure of either door wfl'I suoportprimary containment OPERABILITY. Thus. the fnterlockfeature supports prfmary containment OPERABILITY whfle thea1r lock fs befng used for personnel trans1t 1n and out ofthe conta1nment. Period1c testfng of th1s interlockdemonstrates that the interlock will function as desfanedand that simultaneous inner and outer door opening wffl notfnadvertently occur. Oue to the purely mechanical nature o ~'4'~th1s interlock, and given that the interlock mechanismchallenged when primary conta1nment 1s enid. istest 1s only required to be performed

24 month Frequency 1s based on engfneerfng )udgment and f™
considered adequateMc+ 4 COACHY~
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Primary Containment Air Lock
B 3.6.1.2

BASES

ACTIONS ti d)

Completion Time. The 24 hour Completion Time 1s cons1dered
reasonable for lock1ng the OPERABLE a1r lock door,
cons1der1ng that the OPERABLE door is being ma1nta1ned
closed.

Required Action A.3 ensures that the air lock with an
inoperable door has been isolated by the use of a locked
closed OPERABLE air lock door. This ensures that an

- acceptable primary containment leakage boundary .1s
maintained. The Completion Time of once per 31 days 1s
based on engineering judgment and 1s considered adequate 1n
view of the low likel1hood of a locked door being
misposit1oned and other adm1nistrative controls. Requ1red
Action A.3 1s modified by a Note that appl1es to air lock
doors located 1n high radiation areas or areas w1th limited

'accessdue to inerting and allows these doors to be verified
locked closed by use of administrative controls. Allowing
ver1ffcat1on by administrative controls is considered
acceptable. since access to these areas is typ1cally
restricted. Therefore. the probability of mfsal1gnment of
the door. once it has been verified to be in'he proper
posit1on. is small.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes.
Note I ensures that only the Required Act1ons and associated
Completion Times of Condition C are required 1f both doors
in the air lock are inoperable. With both doors in the air
lock 1noperable. an OPERABLE door is not available to be
closed. Required Actions C.l and C.Z are the appropr1ate
remedial'ctions. The exception of Note 1 does not affect
tracking the Completion Time from the 1nitial entry into
Condition A: only the requirement to comply with the
Requ1red Actfons. Note 2 allows use of the afr .lock for
e tr and exit for 7 days under admin1stra ontrol

a ns repas rs rsmar y contalnmen
e e requ>r rm echnical Specificat1ons
(TS) Surveillances and Required Actions. as well as other
activit1es on equipment inside pr1mary containment that are
required by TS or activ>ties on equipment that support
TS-required equipment. Th>s Note 1s not 1ntended to
preclude performing'other activities (1.e., non-TS-related
activities) if the primary containment was entered. us1ng
the 1noperable air lock. to perform an allowed act1vity

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.6-9 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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DISCUSbruN OF CHANGES ~~ a4Z l c.t.t.orIK: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT'SOLATION VALVES

A.1

A.2

iioLe~
Va+

A.3

A.4

A.5

- Ourfng the Susquehanna Steam Electric Statfon (SSES) ImprovedTechnical Spec1ffcations (ITS) development certain wordfngpreferences or conventions are adopted which resulted fn notechnical changes (either actual or fnternretational) to the SSEScurrent Technical Specifications (CTS). Edftorfal changes and anew 'numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS cons1stent withthe Bo1ling Water Reactor (BRR) Standard Technical Specifi ti(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. l.
~SSES CIS 7 bi 3.6.3.1I' t " t 1I i ta1SSES ITS. The footnote provfdesmone tfme allowances for 5~V-to be considered Operable

Thfs allowance fs no longer appl1cable. therefore, ft is anadm1n1stratfve change wfth no 1mpact on safety.
SSES ITS 3.6.1.3. Act1ons Note 2. "Separate Condition entry fsallowed for each penetration flow path," fs added to provideexplfcft instructions for proper applfcat1on of the Act1ons forTechnical Spec1ffcation compl1ance. In con]unction with the SSESITS Specff1cat1on 1.3; "C let1on T1mes." th1s Note providesdirection consistent with the intent of the SSES CTS Act1ons forinoperable 1solatfon valves. . Therefore. thfs change 1sadministrative with no impact on safety.

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3. Actions. includes two new notes. Notes 3 and i.
These Notes facilitate the use and understandfng of the SSES ITS.
Any system made inoperable by inoperable PCIVs fs 1noperable andfts Actions also apply. This requirement fs currently located >n
SSES CTS 3.6.3 Act1on b.2. but ft does not cover all situations.
Therefore. Note 3 has been added to cover all s1tuatfons. Note lclarfffes that these "systems" 1nclude the primary containment.
With the SSES ITS LCO 3.0.6. this 1ntent would not necessarily
apply. The clarification 1s consistent with the 1ntent and

- interpretation of the SSES CTS. and 1s therefore. an
admfnfstr atfve with no 1mpact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.6.3. Action a and 3.4.7 Action a.1, requirement to
ma1ntafn at least one isolation valve Operable fn each affected
penetration that 1s open, fs deleted. SSES ITS Condft1on A
appl1es 1f the affected penetrat1on has two valves, and only ee
is 1noperable. This fnherently ensures mafntafnfng "at least ae
1solat1on valve OPERABLE. In the case of containment
penetrat1ons designed with only one isolation valve (SSES ITS
Condft1on C). the system boundary fs cons1dered an adequate
barrier and the penetrat1on 1s not considered "open" when the
single isolation valve 1s open. The changes are a change 1n
presentation for the SSES ITS and therefore. fs an administrative
change with no impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT I ANO 2 Revision 0. 07/31/94
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A.6

A.7

A.&

A.9

A.10

IK: SECTION 3.6..1.3 - PRIHARY CONTAINHENY ISOLATION VALVES

(continued)

SSES TS 3.6.3. Action a.l and b.l. and'SSES CTS 3.4.7. Action-"Kl.a. 1dent1fy the optfon to restore inoperable valve(s) toOperable status. SSES ITS Actfons (based on the BMR STS. NUREG-1433, Rev. 1) do not explicitly detail options 'to " storeNURtEG-
OPERABLE status:" These Act1ons are always an opt1on. and areimplied tn all Actfons. Om1tt1ng th1s act1on 1s an adm1n1strat1change with no impact on safety. a n strat1ve

SSES CTS 3.6.3. Action b. 1dentff1es that rovfsfonsS cat1on 3.0.3 are not a
rovfsfon CO 3 .3 fs revfs to only be

removes th1s
licable Hode d3

ma n ions with re ocatfng all SSES CTS except1ons toLCO 3.0.3 for spec1f1catfon whose appl1cab1lfty fs other thanHodes 1. 2. or 3 to be encompassed by the SSES ITS LCO 3.0.3. ~~:~C~ . 'qg ~~+ 4 ~ S Qo4CCa I%$2 fwraaf~ %A
SSES CTS 3/4.4.7 and SSES CTS 3/4.6.1.8 1dentffy the requirements,provfsfons and actions for HSIVs and purge valves 1n~pecfffcatfons separate from all other pr 1mary containmentisolation valves. The SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 incorporates theserequfrements and associated restorat1on t1mes 1nto the pr1marycontafnment 1solat1on valve spec1f1cat1on. In add1tfon. the3/4.6.1.8 footnote "*" fs deleted because the SSES ITS SR3.6.1.3.1 clearly dffferent1ates between the bypass 11ne and thelarger purge valves. In addition. SSES CTS 3.6.1.8 allowance thatthe drywelf and suppression chamber purge system may be 1noperation is contained fn SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1, Note 2. Thesecnanges are a presentation preference, except as noted by othercomments. Therefore, this 1s an adm1nfstrat1ve change with nofmpacf; on safety.

SSES CTS 4.6.3.2 requires that each PCIV actuates to the 1solat1onposftfon on an test sfgnal. In SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.8. "actual orsimulated" test s1gnal has been added for verffy1ng that the
Primary Contafnment Isolation Valves (PCIVs) actuates on anfn1t1atfon signal. This allows sat1sfactory automatic PCIV
actuat1ons for other than Survefllances to be used to fulf1ll the
SR. Operability 1s adequately demonstrated 1n either case since
the PCIVs cannot dfscr1m1nate between an "actual" or "test"
s1gnal. Therefore. this fs an administrative change with no
impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.6,3.1 requires that any t1me the Operability of a PCIV
1s affected by repair, ma1ntenance or replacement of a component,
ost maintenance testing is required to demonstrate Operability of
he system or component.'SES ITS 3.6.1.3 requires the

Operability of equipment. but does not d1rect the performance of
testing when repair acti vft1es have been performed. The
reaufrement to perform post ma1ntenance test1ng fs applicable to
alT plant equipment. The maforfty of SSES CTS LCOs do not contain

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 ANO 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES '.c.>.$ - ~+~

ITS: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY'ONTAINMENT,ISOLATION VALVES

(continued)

this requ1rement to perform post ma1ntenance testing although this
requirement 1s applicable. Even though the SSES ITS does notexpl1citly r fre post maintenance testing the r equ1rement is
ma1ntafned. merefore. th1s change does not result in a chanae in
the regufrements only a change to ensure consfstencv with NUREG
1433, Revision 1. Based on the above discussion. the change 1s
consfdered an adm1n1strat1ve change with no 1mpact on safety.

X~ac„f- A. rl

M.2

M.3

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 adds an Applicability-"Mhen associated
fnstrumentat1on 1s required to be OP LE per LCO 3.3.6.1.
Primary Containment Isolat1on Instrumentat1on." wh1ch adds a MOOE
4 and 6 requirement to the RHR Shutdown Coolfng System 1solat1on
valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3. Action G. has been added to fdent1fy
appropriate act1ons when these valves cannot be isolated or
restored within the appl1cable C let1on T1me. and the unit fs
already 1n MODE 4 or 6. Addftfonally. since all SRs for SSES ITS
LCO 3.6.1.3 would apply 1n th1s new condition, exceptions to SRs
that are not applicable to RHR-SDC are indicated 1n the applicable
SR. This change 1s more restrictive on plant operat1on. The
addition of an appl1cable restrfct1on fn Modes 4 and 5 has no
negative impact on safety.

SSES ITS adds a new Sur veillance Requirement to SSES CTS 3/4.6.18.
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 verifies the 18 and 24 1nch purge valves are
closed every 31 days. Thfs SR 1s an additional restr1ct1on on
plant operation. This addit1onal SRs ensure the assumptfons of
the safety analyses are met and therefore. has no negative fmpact
on safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 fs'added to SSES CTS 3/4.6.3 to remove and
test the explosive squ1b from each shear isolat1on. valve of the
TIP System. This test 1s performed to ensure the Operab111ty of
the explosive squ1b valve and is cons1stent with tests performed
on the Standby L1qufd Control squib valves. This more restrfctfve
change will have no negat1ve impact on safety.

H.S'wt~f-

LA.1 SSES CTS 3.6.3 requires Primary Conta1nment Isolation Valves to Oe

Operable and SSES CTS Table 3.6:3-1 1dentffies all Primary
Containment Isolat1on Valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 requires all
Primary Containment Isolation Valves to be Operable but does not
specff1cally fdent1fy each PCIV. Thfs is acceptable because the
lfstfna of. each PCIV does not impact the SSES ITS requirement that
the PCIVs are maintained Operable. Furthermore. the des1gn
information. valve functions and numbers. 1solation time. and

SUSQ/EHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/3l/95
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INSERT A.11 (NRC RAI 3.6,1,343)

A.1t A Note Is added to SR 3.6.1,3.12 to Identify that the SR Is only required to be met
ln lNODES 1, 2 and 3. This is necessary to establish when the SR ls required to
be met consistent with the SSES CTS. This is an adminlstrathre change with no.
impact on safety because the change is being made to be consistent with NUREG
1433 formating and ls not a change from the SSES CTS.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGESIK: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIHARY CONTAINHENT ISOLATION VAlVES

XoC, l,$~0$
> O.l.'3~4C

.. this requ1rement to perform post maintenance testfn~ although thisrequirement 1s applicable. Even though the (SES IT5 does not
™

explicitly repfre post maintenance test1ng the requirement 1smafnta1ned. Inerefore. this change does not result in a change inthe retirements only a change to ensure consistency with NUREG
1433, ~evisfon 1. Based on the above d1scussfon, the change is
considered an administrative change with no impact on safety.

T~ae + A Il
HA

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 adds an Applicability-"When associated
1nstrumentatfon fs required to be OPERABLE per LCO 3.3.6.1,
Prfmary Conta1nment Isolation Instrumentatfon." which adds a HOOE
4 and 5 requfrement to the RHR Shutdown Cooling System isolation
valves. SEES ITS 3.6.1.3. Action G. has been added to 1dentify
approprfate actions when these valves cannot be 1solated or
restored wfth1n the applicable Completion Time. and the un1t is
already 1n HOGE 4 or 5. Addit1onally. since all SRs for SSES ITS
LCQ 3.6.1.3 would apply 1n th1s new cond1tion. exceptions to SRs
that are not applicable to RHR-SDC are 1ndfcated fn the apol1cable
SR. Thfs change 1s more restrictive on plant operation. 'the
addft1on of an app11cable restr1ctfon 1n Nodes 4 and 5 has no
negative impact on safety.

SSES ITS adds a new Surveillance Requirement to SSES CTS 3/4.6. 18.
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 verifies the 18 and 24 inch purge valves are
closed every 31 days. This SR 1s an addftfonal restrictfon on
plant operation. Thfs additional SRs ensure the assumptfons of
the safety analyses are met and therefore. has no negatfve 1mpact
on safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 fs added to SSES CTS 3/4.6.3 to remove and
test the explosive squib from each shear isolation valve of the
TIP System. This test fs performed to ensure the Operability of
the explos1ve squib valve and fs consistent with tests performed
on the. Standby Ltqdd Control squib valves This more restr1ctt
change wll1 have no negative impact on safe . ~ rga g „,

~ejW tl.S'metga I ~eeOtf each.~ .c.~i~~a <igearsg~
IILg~v%t~g.

LA.I SSES CTS 3.6.3

requires

Pr1mary Containment Isolatfon Valves to e

Operable and SSES CTS'Table 3.6.3-1 1dentff1es all Pr1mary
Containment Isolation Valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 requires all
Primary Conta1nment Isolat1on Valves to be Operable but does not
speci ffcally fdent1 fy each PCIV. Thfs fs acceptable because the
lfstfna of each PCIV does not 1mpact the SSES ITS requirement that
the PCIVs are mafnta1ned Operable. Furthermore. the design
information. valve functions and numbers, 1solat1on t1me, and

SUHQEHNMA UNIT 1 NO 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96





INGOT ~NRC aai 3.e.1.~)
SSES ITS 3,6,1.3» Actions» require a plant shutdown to Mode g, if leakage r tare discovered outside established limits and cannot be corrected within one g(~r
Furthermore, SSES ITS LCO 3.0A will not allow a reactor startup to comm~~
with.containment leakages outside limits.

Under the same conditions SSES CTS 3.6.1.2 and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 Actions
only restrict reactor coolant heatup beyond 200 F which would allow a startup and
control rod withdrawal from cold conditions (e.g., ~ 200 F). Furthermore, If
Primary Containment leakages above established limits were discovered white
operating, the SSES CTS Actions are non-specNc as to the appropriate required
actions. SSES ITS 3.8.1.3 Actions provide the appropriate operational
restrictions, which are consistent with the limitation and Completion Times of the
SSES GTS LCO3.0.3. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 ls more restrictive but provides
appropriate Actions to ensure the plant ls placed ln a configuration consistent with
the design basis. Therefore, this change wiII result in an improvement in plant
safety and has no potential fora negative impact on safety.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.3 PRIMARY 'CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

A, I „.N~
/3/CIC 9

s declared fnoperabl ~

Other«fse, be fn at least HOT SHUTOOW «fthfn the next I2 hours and
fn COLO SHADS'fthfn the folio»fnfI 24 hours.

~
"'i" .'r e v r ~ r

Ag4 z /.i ~ A.>

g b,i,g «Isolation valves closed to satisfy these requfrements y be reopened on an

j~f,kg intermittent basis under a&fnfstratfve control.
/tref'

E~rl
g f / 3 3v4t4 Qe-prfmary containment fsol atf on val v the reactor fnstrumentatf anlive txcess fla«check valves s awn n ab1 3.6. shall be Op RAS

~solatjon tines 1 ~ than r aqua tnas snau n a ~ ..3-Ij
APPLICASILITY: OPEQTQONAL CONOITQONS L, 2, and

/1C-3 ~l'< e .. 3 noperibl e
c e~ eg~f hit s o find» thi 4 h urs

e ther: ..B7er jn S T f~ a

~stors tns noparabl ~

elva�

( ~ ) ~gpggag status or,
A.b

Isolate tach afftcted penetration by use of at ltast ont de-
actfvattd automatic valve secured fn the fsolated position,~ or

j. Isolate eacll appectsa penetration by use op at least onsplasaa
uanual valve ar blind flange '

~ ~ ev ~ ~

j) ~ ~/- Other«fse, be fn at ltast HOT SHUTONM within the next i2 hours and
fn COLD SHUggg «fthfg the folio«fng 24 hours.'Acti h.,c..j.'S '/ic4,cu P. L.9
Nth one or more of r fnstrumentatfan line excess fla«chtce
valves sh n able trible a ra an y can nue eh g 7A ~o~C an ~ a an 3,0 ~ n~ta 11 abl ~ rov ~

that «fthfn hours either:

(1. The f arable v ve fs rttpoed to OPE SLE sta us, or

ited n ~ assoc ated instrument
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OISCUSS ION OF CHANGES

~~ «i ~.«.s-d
&ION 3.6.1.3 - PRIHARY cONTAINHENT IsoLATTION VALVES

Xte ~.)» g t
uwwuuuu !.C» I.I 4{

1s
> t'.i.z-a»,th s requfrement to per form post maintenance testfn althrequtramerrt ts appltcable. Even though the SEES Tfexplfcftly require post maintenance test1ng the rmaintained. Therefore. th1s change does tthe r fremenertu ements an'ly a change to ensure conststanc» wtth NUN/G

oes not result in a chan e in
143 , evfs1on 1. Based on the above discussion, the change fscons1dered an admfnfstratfve change with no impact on safety.

geo)qaw+ At» I l
AN

H.2

H.3

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 adds an Applfcabflftv-"When assoc1atedfnstrumentat1on fs required to be OP LE per LCO 3.3.6.1.Pr fmarg Conta1nment Isolation Instrumentat1on," which adds a MQOf
'

and v r frement to the RHR Shutdown Cool1ng System 1solationvalves. SEES ITS 3.6.1.3. Action G. has been added to fdent1fyappropriate actions when these valves cannot be 1solated orrestored w1thfn the applicable Cmeletfon Time.'nd the un1t isalready 1n HOOE 4 or 5. Add1tionally. s1nce all SRs for SSES ITSLCO 3.6.1.3 would apply fn this new condition. except1ons to SRsthat are not applicable to RHR-SOC are 1ndfcated 1n the applicableSR. Thfs change fs more restrfct1ve on plant operat1on. 5eaddition of an applicable restrfct1on fn Nodes 4 and 5 has nonegatfve fmpact on safety.

SSES ITS adds a new Surveillance Requirement to SSES CTS 3/4.6.18
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 verifies the 18 and 24 inch purge valves artclosed every 31 days. This SR fs an addft1onal restriction onplant operatfon. This add1t1onal SRs ensure the assumptions ofthe safety analyses are met and therefore. has no negatfve impacton safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 fs added to SSES CTS 3/4.6.3 to remove andtest the explosive squib from each shear fsolat1on valve of the
TIP Systai. This test 1s performed to ensure the Operability ofthe explastve squtb valve and ts conststent wtth tests performea
on the Standby Ltquid Control squib valves Thts more restrtctr .
change wtll have no negattve tmpact an safe

I~~( »$ ~ Co~g. ~ p ~
t»q~l < ~ C ~ es.,

Qq»i ~ gm g~
LA.1 SSES CTS 3.6.3 requb'es Primary Containment Isolation Valves to e

Operable and SSES CTS'Table 3.6.3»1 ident1 ffes all Primary
Containment Isolat1on Valves. SSfS ITS 3.6.1.3 requires all
Prfmary Containment Isolation Valves to be Operable but does not
specifically 1dentffy each PCIV. This fs acceptable because the
lfstfna of each PCIV does not impact the SSES ITS requ1rement that
the PCIVs are mafntafned Operable. Furthermore. the des1gn
1nformatfon. valve functions and numbers, 1solatfon t1me. and
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LA.3

DISCUSSIOM Qj. CgjtGag
.l.3

SEDAN 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CQNTAIWENT ISQLATIQN VALVES

(continued)

1solation signals. does not ensure the Operab1li
containment, therefore. it can be r~vedera ty of the pt imary

Therefore. these detaijs can be ada atel
rm the SSES ITs.

1n USES ITS Bases (for desion details)
y def1ned and controlled

Requ1rements Hanual (TRM) ((or
e a s) and the Technical

change central an acccceance hach IgEg 11S g g 1g
g"egna" a

program. The level of safety of facilit
' ases Control

by the change because th 1 h
y operation is unaffected

ma1ntain the PCIVs Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PAL res
ere s no change 1n the requirement to

associated with processing license amendments to these
Adminfstrat1ve Control requirements will be reduced. This chan e

safety.
is a less restrictive adm1n1strative change with no 1 t

SSES CTS 3.6.1.2, Action e. requires hydrostatically tested lines
to be maintained Operable w1thin a specified limit. SSES ITS SR
3:6.1.3.13 requires that. the hydrostaticallv tested lines be
test ed within lim1ts and does not spec1fy the limit. Th1s 1s
acceptable because the spec1f1ed l1mit does not 1mpact the SSES
ITS requirement to ma1ntain the hydrostattcally tested 11nes
Operable. Therefore. this specified limit can be adequately
defined and controlled fn SSES ITS Bases which requires change
control 1n accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Progra~.
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides for a more appropr1ate change control process. The
leveI of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the chang
because there fs no change 1n the requirement to mainta1n the
hydrostatically tested valves Operable. Furthermore, NRC and Pph.
resources associated w1th processing license amendments to these
Adm1nistrat1ve Control requirements will be reduced. This change
1s a less restrictive adm1nistrative change with no 1mpact on
safety.

SSES CTS 3.6.1.2. Action c. requires the BSIVs to be restored to
Operable status and requires that the leakage rate be restored to
~ 11.5 scfh for any main steam isolation valve that exceeds 1M
scfh. SSES ITS 3.6,1.3. Actions. require the HSIVs to be restored
to Operable status. but does not 1mpose further restorat1on
requ1rements. This 1s acceptable because this requirement does

not 1mpact the SSES ITS requirement to maintain the MSIV leakaol
to within .specified 11mits. %e requirement to restare the t5fV
leakage to + 11.5 scfh is a cmmitment beyond the SSES ITS and

SSES cps Operability requ1rements for the HSIVs. The requirement
to repair the valves to original design condit1on 1s not an

assumption in the plant des1gn basis. Therefore. this ssai x m
requirement can be adequately defined and controlled 1n I,„,
prmadesos The level of safety of facil1ty operation 1s

unaffected by the change because there 1s no change in the
requirement to maintain the NSIVs Operable. Furthermore, NRC and

PPI. resources associated with. processing 11cense amendments to

SUSOUEHANN UNIT I ND 2
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g 1 t fn HOOES I, 2. and 3. In the other~ ~g , '
. cond1tions. the Reactor Coolant System is not pressurized

and spec1ffc primary containment leakage 11m1ts are not
equired. The Frequency 1s required by the Primary

Containment Leaka e Rag te Testing Program.
Icaxi ~su ~

5 n g gg, Lea4gc 4w << 4 4
~ II

Fw W e Yea& < I.a Scr.g

(I(RUE(((N((:~ ( t(
REQUIREHENTS

SR which states that these valves are only required to meetxe ici~i~c <~~ this leaka e l mi

Surveillance of hydrostatically tested lines provides
assurance that the calculation assumpt1ons of Reference 2
are met. The acceptance criter 1a for the combined leakage
of all hydrostatically tested 11nes fs 3.3 gpm when tested
at 1.1 P,. (49.5 psfg). The combined leakage rates must be
demonstrated in accordance w1th the leakage rate test
Frequency requ1red by the Pr1mary Containment Leakage
Testing Program.

Th1s SR has been modified by a Note that states that these
valves are only required to meet the combined leakage rate
1n HOL)ES 1. 2. and 3, since this ts when the Reactor Coolant
System 1s pressurized and primary containment 1s required.
In some instances. the valves are requ1red to be capable of
automat1cally closing during HOOES other than HOOES 1. 2.
and 3. However, spec1fic leakage limits are not appl1cable
in these other HOOES or conditions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 15.

2. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specificat1ons
Improvements. July 22. 1993 (58 FR 39132).

3; 10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Opt1on 8.

4.. FSAR, Sect1on 6.2.

5. NEDO-30851-P-A. "Technical Specification Improvement
Analyses for 8WR Reactor Protection System." Harch
1988.
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(continued)

tsolat1on s1gnals, does not ensure the Oper ab11ity of the rimar
conta<namnt. therefore. 1t can be removed fram the SSES IT(..
Therefore. these details can be adequately defined and controlled
fn SSES ITS Bases (for design details) and the TeehakeA

+R lt pw
'g tea

The level of safety of facility operat1on 1s unaffected,". «~
e c ange because there is no change in the requirement to '4+t. s<~

maintain the PCIVs Operable. Furthermore. NRC and Pal. resourcesI~'s r .,
y associated with processing license amendments to these i a„,'

Adminfstrative Control requirements will be reduced. This changel c,is a less restrictfve administrative change with no impact on'afety. on Cp,

LA.2
V e. a~pore a4o
nmvvm+ veen
SSCS X m e~eg
F'o*Jep i rF /vr

rem t'm mv» ~

Op(w+m~
praa ~m»

lmb fatrr
~ mh

lmvg+14tJ

'e4 arm ~t
to ~apt tm +

Cl I Imp PrdS~c~

LA.3

SSES CTS 3.6.1.2. Act1on e. requires hydrostatically tested line
to be maintained Operable within a specified limit. SSES ITS SR
3.6.1.3.13 requires that the hydrostatfcallv tested 11nes be
tested within limits and does not specify the'limit. This is
acceptable because the spec1fied 11m1t does not impact the SSES
ITS re ufr men

tr.~,.
C .a » v» ~

L,em a

< c >...r.
q e t to maintain the hydrostat1cally tested lines

Operable. Therefore. this spec1ffed limit can be adequately
defined and controlled fn SSES ITS Bases which requires chan e

SSES CTS 3.6.1.2, Action c. requires the HSIVs to be restored to
Operable status and requ1res that the leakage rate be restored to
< 11.5 scfh for any main steam isolation valve that exceeds 100
scfh. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3. Actions. require the HSIVs to be restored
to Operable status, hut does not 1mpose further restorat1on
requirements. This is acceptable because this requirement does
not impact the SSES ITS requirement to maintain the HSIV leakage
to witn1n specified limits. The requirement to restore the HS/V
leakage to ~ 11.5 scfh is a coanftment beyond the SSES ITS and
SSES GTS Oper'ability requirements for the HSIVs. The requirement
to repair the valves to original design condition 1s not a

assumption in the plant des1gn basis. Therefore. this ssc~ ~ ~s
requirement can be adequately defined and controlled in e.„,
pneedeeos The level of safety of facility operation 1s
unaffected by the change because there 1s no change in the
requirement to maintain the HSIVs Operable. Furthermore. NRC and
PAL resources associated with processing license amendments to

control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control Program. ~'~'
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control
and provides for a more appropriate change control process. The
levei of safety of facflity operat1on is unaffected by the change
because there fs no change 1n the requirement .to maintain the
hydrostatically tested valves Operable. Furthermore, NRC and PPEt.
resources assocfated with processing 11cense amendments to these
Admin1strative Control requirements will be reduced. This change
fs a less restrictive admin1stratfve change with no impact on

'afety.
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LB.4

OISCUSSION OP CHANGES AS~ I

IK: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIHARY CONTAINMENT IMLATIONVALVES ~ C.J ~ $ ~g
0

(continued)

~r a maximum interval of 30 months 1nclud1ng the 25K grace- period. This SR ensures that each EFCV will check excess flow toprov1de assurance that pred1cted radfologfcal consequences willnot be exceeded durfng a postulated 1nstrument 11ne break. All1nstrument lines are se1smfcally mounted and evaluated towithstand an design bas1s sefsm1c event. Based on the des1gn ofthe EfCV and the desfgn of the 1nstrumentation 11ne tub1ng. theimpact. 1f any, of this change on system availability fs small.
A review of the surveillance test hfstory was oerformed tovalidate the above conclus1on. This hfstorfca) rev1ew of the
surve111ance test history demonstrates that there are no fa1lures

* that would fnva11date the conclus1on that the impact on systemavaflabf11ty. ff any, 1s small.

SSES CTS .6.1.2.d requires that the afn Steam Isolation Valves
(HSIVs) e leak tested 1n accordan with the Pr1mary Containment
Leakage Rate Program. In SSES I SR 3.6.1.3.12. the freq ncv is
also fined as 1n accordance w h the Pr1mary Conta1nmen Leakage
Rate esting Program, but w1t the change to a 24 month peratfng
cyc . the surveillance 1nte al of this SR fs being 1 reasedfr once every 18 Honths once every 24 months for a maximum

erval of 30 months 1nc ding the 25% grace per1 . lhfs SR
nsures that the HSIVs e capable of maintaining essent1ally

leak tight barrier . HSIVs were designed and ested for
closure in the event f a main steam line break nd to provide an
fsolatfon barrier t ma1nta1n primary conta1nm t following a
design bas1s accf nt. As such. the valves re designed to close
during emergency team flow condftfons foll 1ng rupture of the
ma1n steam lfne downstream of the valve. urthermore. the va1ves i
were designed or the 11mftfng SSES syst pressure and
temperature. Finally. SSES fs des1gn fth two HSIVs which
ensure no a fve single fa11ure will suit 1n a loss of component
capab11it . Based on the redundant esfgn the HSIVs. the impact.ff any. om this change on compon t and system availability is
small.

A revf of the survefllance st h1story was performed to
validate the above conclus1o . This rev1ew of the surveillance
test h1story demonstrates at there are no failures that would
1nvalfdate the conclus1on hat the 1mpact on system availability
1f any. fs small.

SSES 4.6.1.2.e requ1res that th hydrostat1cally test velvety
be 1 k tested 1n accordance with e Prfmary Contafnme Leakage
Ra Program. In SSES ITS SR 3. .1.3.13. the frequen 1s also

fined as 1n accordance w1th e Pr1mary Contaf eakage Rate
est1ng Program. but with th change to a 24 mont crating

bicycle,

the surveillance 1nt al of this SR fs b ng increased
from once every 18 Honths o once every 24 mont s for a maxima

SUSQ/EHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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RA'4 3.C. I.Q+
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 3'.r..t.z. t ):

ITS,'ECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIHARY CONTAINHENT ISOLATION VALVES

T NI L

L. 1

M0+
Vf+

LE 2

N - TR V (continued)

interval of 30 months including the 25K grace per1od. This SR
ensures that these isolation alves are capable of main ining an
essentially leak tight bar er. Valves are typically es1gned to
isolate flow with little r no leakage. The valves ested are
required to isolate fl for a maximum of 3.3 g Degradation o
these isolation valve to the point at which 1 age would exceed
the design limit is nlikely. Based on the esign of the val es.
the impact. if an , from this change on c nent and system
availability is all .

A review of e surveillance test hi ory was per form to
validate th above conclusion. s review of the rveillance
test hist y demonstrates that t re are no fail es that would
invalidate the conclusion that the impact on s em availability.if any, is

ESCTS ..... ~ I -ll -a t I
leak teste to verify t t the leakage is less than .2 scfh.
SSES ITS 3.6.1.3,12 identifies th the main ste line drain
valve le age is par of the HSIV t al allowed le age. SSES IT
is les restrictive han SSES CTS ince it allows Line Dra n
Valve eakage to added to the SIV total leak ge which ha a

limi of « 300 s . This is a eptable becaus HS Line Dr in
lea age flows 'o the HSIV l age holdup yo me which h a
se arate radi ogical calcul ion to determi e the impac on
c culated se limits. results are a ed to the imary
containmen leakage calc ated dose term d the seco ary
containme t bypass leak e dose term. erefore. th SSES ITS SR

verify t e assumpt1o 1n the dose calculation and e change will
ave a n li 1ble im act n safet .

SSES CTS 4.6.1.l.b and SSES CTS 3.6.3. Action a.3, lists some. but
not all, possible acceptable isolation devices that may be used to
isolate a penetration with an inoperable isolation valve. SSES
ITS 3.6.1.3. Action A, provides a complete list of acceptable
isolation devices. Since the result of the Action continues to be
an acceptably isolated penetration for continued operation. the
change does not result in a significant impact on safety.

Hany penetrations are designed with check valves as acceptable
isolation barriers. With forward flow in the line secured. a
check valve is equivalent to a closed manual valve. For those
penetrations designed with check valves as acceptable isolat1on
devices, th1s proposed change provides an equ1valent level of
safety. For penetrations not designed with check valves for
isolation. the proposed change does not affect the requirements to
isolate with a closed deactivated automatic valve or closed manual
valve.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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LB.I

LB.2

(cont1nued)
these requ1rements will be reduced. Th1s change fs a less.~strfctfve adm1nfstratfve change wi no f a on safety.
SS Z'wri4ES CTS 4.6.3.2 spec1fy the freque pr mary conta1nment1solat1on valve functional testing as once every 18 months. 'nSSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.8. the frequency for the PCIV functionaltesting fs specfffed as once every 24 months. The SurveillanceTest Interva> of this SR fs be1ng increased from once every 18months to once every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30 monthsfncludfng the 254 grace per1od. This SR ensures that eachautomatfc PCIVs wf]1 actuate to 1ts fsolat1on nosftfon on aprfmary containment 1solat1on s1gnal. Some PC)Vs are stroketested on a more freguent bas1s during the operating cycle fnaccordance with the Inservfce Testing Program; The stroke test1ngof these PCIVs tests a sfgnfffcant port1on of the PCIVs c1rcuitryand w111 detect fa11ures of th1s circuitry. The PCIVs 1ncludfngthe actuat1ng log1c are desfgned to be single failure proof andtherefore. are highly re11able. Furthermore. as stated fn theNRC Safety Evaluat1on Report (dated August 2. 1993) relating toextens1on of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Stat1on surve1llanceintervals from 18 to 24 months:

"Industry relfabf11ty studies for bo111ng water reactors(BWRs). prepared by the BWR Owners Group (NEDC-30936P) showthat the overall safety systems'elfabf11tfes are notdominated by the relfab111tfes of the logic system. but bythat of the mechan1cal components, (e.g.. pumps and valves).which are consequently tested on a more frequent bas1s.Since the probabfl1ty of a relay or contact failure 1s sazllrelative to the probability of mechanfcal component failure.increasing the logic system functional test 1ntervalrepresents no significant change in the overall safetysystem unavailabflfty."

Based on the above discussion. the impact. 1f any. of thfs changeon system availab11fty is small.

A revfew of the surve111ance test h1story was performed tovalidate the above conclus1on. Thts review of the surve111ancetest h1story, documented 1n "24 Month Surveillance Test H1storyStudy." demonstrates that there are no failures that would
fnva11date the conclusfon that the impact on system ava1lab111ty.1f any. fs small from a change to SSES CTS 4.6.3.2 as implemented
fn SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.8.

SSES CTS 4.6.3.4 specifies the frequency for excess flow check
valve (EFCV) test1ng as once every 18 months. In SSES ITS SR
3.6.1.3.9, the frequency for the EFCV testing ts specfffed as once
every 24 months. The Surveillance Test Interval of th1s SR fs
be1ng increased from once every 18 months to once every 24 months

SUSQUEHNNA UNIT I ND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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LAA SSES.GTS 3.B.1.2 Action D requires main steam line drains valve leakage to be
less than or equal to 1.2 sct per hour. SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.3,12 requires
verificatfon.@at "leakage rate through each MSIV is c 100 scth and c 300 scfh for
the combined maximum pathway leakage including the leakage from the MS Line
Orafns." This ls acceptable because the requirement to limitthe leakage of the
Main Steam Une Grains to 12 scf per hour does not impact the Technical
Specification requirement to maintain total leakage + 300 scfh, Therefore, the
detail of llmitfng the Main Steam Une Grain valve leakage to less than or equal to
1.2 scf per hour can be adequately defined and controlled in SSES ITS Bases
which requires change control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10, Bases
Control Program. The level of safety of facilityoperation is unaffected by the
change because there ls no change in the requirement to maintain the total
leakage through the combined maximum pathway Furthermore, NRC and pp8,I
resources associated with processing license amendments to these
Admfnfstratfve Control requirements willbe reduced. This change is a less
restrictive adrnlnlstratlve change with no impact on safety.
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SURVEILLANCE (cont1nued)
REQUIREHENTS

SR which states that these valves are ofiaw this leakage 11mft 1n HOOES 1. 2. and 3. In the other
nly required to mee

condft1ons. the Reactor Coolant System 1s not pressur1zed
and spec1f1c primary containment leakage limits are not

equ1red. The Frequency is required by the Primary
Conta1nment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

ZP Ic<&age.
altos

PCgvsr~ IN~I
~wg tij<Q, Ma

]~eke aasn 44 ccJ~y. ~ „g ~)r g~qg)( egg I5 l,inc, dross < we~ ~ rr
p ~ pp ~ Hjl4 hs

C l4 ScOL.

Surveillance of hydrostatfcally tested lines provides
assurance that the calculat1on assumpt1ons of Reference 2are met. The acceptance criteria for the combined leakageof all hydrostatfcally tested lines 1s 3.3 gpm when testedat 1.1 P,. (49.5 ps1g). The combined leakage rates must be
demonstrated fn accordance with the leakage rate test
Frequency required by the Primary Containment Leakage
Testing Program.

This SR has been mod1f1ed by a Note that states that these
valves are only required to meet the comb1ned leakage rate
1n HOOES 1. 2, and 3. s1nce this 1s when the Reactor Coolant
System 1s pressurized and prfmary containment 1s required.
In some 1nstances. the valves are requ1red to be capable of
automat1cally closing dur1ng HOOES other than HOOES l. 2.
and 3. However. specific leakage lim1ts are not applicable
1n these other HOOES or conditions.

REFERENCES

2.

3.

FSN, Chapter 15.

Ffnal Policy Statement on Technfcal Specifications
Improvements, July 22. 1993 (58 FR 39132).

10 CFR 50. Appendix J. Opt1on 8.

4. FSN, Sect1on 6.2.

5. NEDO-30851-P-A. Technical Speck f1 cation Improvement
.Analyses for 5% Reactor Protection System. Harch
1988.
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1.3.6 -NOTE
Only required to be met in NODES l. 2
and 3.

Perform leakage rate testing for each
primary containment purge valve with
resilient seals.

184 days

SR 3.6.1.3.7 Verify the isolation time of each MSIV is
~ 3 seconds and ~ 5 seconds.

In accordance
with the-
Inservice
Testing
Program

SR 3.6.1.3.8 Verify each automatic PCIV actuates to
the isolation position on an actual or
simulated isolation signal.

24 months

SR 3.6.1.3.9
When an nstrument c annel is laced i
an ino rable stat solely f r

perfo ance of th surveill nce, en y
into ssociated nditions nd Req red
Acti ns for th associate instru nt
cha nel may b delayed f r up to hours
pr ided the ssociate Functi
ma ntains t p/initia on cap ility.

Verify each reactor instrumentation line
EFCV actuates to the isolation position
on a simulated instrument line break.

24 months

-(continued)
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B 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~ll ( ti d)

of these Surveillances be performed only during a unit
outage since isolation of penetrations could eliminate
cooling water flow and disrupt the normal operation of some
critical components. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass this Surveillance when

erformed at the 24 month Frequency. Therefore.'the
requency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliabi lity

standpoint.

h)O SptC ~ 'P<C

I/gQ Ifg,Rig(
4~y4p +~ $ (CC<+tJ

Pi 0,5Pto
lcaKa)g Lee(Q

@C Cl~
FSAg,

This SR requires a demonstration that each reactor
instrumentation line excess flow check valve (EFCY) is
OPERABLE by verifying that the valve actuates to the
isolation position on a simulated instrument line bre~.
This SR provides assurance that the instrumentation .ine
EFCVs will perform its design function to isolate. The
24 mon Fre uenc is based on h form this
urvei llance un er e con stions that apply during a plant

outage and the potential f'r an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power,
Operating experience has shown that these components usually

ass this Surveillance when performed at the 24 month
requency. Therefore. the Frequency was concluded to be

acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

e Survei ance is modified b a Note to indicate that when
an instrument ch nnel is pla d in an inoperabl status
solely for perf rmance of t s Surveillance. try into
associated Con itions and quired Actions m be delayed
for up to 6 urs, provid d the associated unction
maintains t p/initiati capability. Up completio of
the Survei ance. or e iration of the 6 our allow ce. th
channel st be retur to OPERABLE s tus or th
a plica e Conditio entered and Requ'd Action taken.

is N e is based n the reliabili analysis ef. 5)
assu tion of th average time req red to per orm channel
Sur illance. at analysis demo strated th the 6 hour
t ting allowa ce does not signi icantly r uce the

obability t at the assoc>ated instrumen will trip when
ecessary.

(continued)
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Primary containment leakage rates shall be 1fmf ted to:
SR, X.C.I I. A tear) o

An overall fntegratad leakage rate

b.

SR XC.I.~>%

d.iA, 'l. C t. l . II
»Less than or equal to L2 sct
drafn valve shen t

75 c,s. ~ (

Tt cd i %C OO5
A combined leakage rate for ~al

'enetratfonsand all valves ex apt for
mafn+~'teamline fsolatfon valves», main steam line drafn valves" nd ~<<valves Wch are hydroatatfcally leak teated .8.

sub)act to Type I and C tests.
aso l1'I yet r'a r aqua . scf per four

fn'inesthrough the fsolatfon valves~'when teated at Pt, 22.5 pstg. o< P,

L
SR

A combined leakage rate of less than or equal
contafnment fsolatfon valves fn hydrostatfcall
penetrate the primary containment, en s

tNBg

~,T
3.3 for al

ines uhfcn <
at L10

ACTIdNl

Nth
.C.i.l
~Ca o

3.C.I.g
co~o 0.

Stl %.C l.l.l

Sg S.C.I.S.A, ~etc, 4M
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The measured overall fntagrated prfmary contafnment leakage rate(vrr
or 'i ~ 'Pc oo.3

The measured combined leaka e I'ate f 11 penetratfons and all
valves capt for main steam line fselatloe ~
valves», ma n steam ine orafn valves» and valves which are ~
testa ~

or' react gC~o+
The measured leakage rate excaedfng scf per hour for 11 f
main stessI lfnes through the isolation valv, or ~ ~ai~

~ measu e ra axes ng 5 per our or'ny one oe
steam drain valve or
The measured combined leakage rata for all ontafnment fsolat<w
valves fn hydrostatical ted lines which penetrate the pH»ary
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9t en<
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES S.c l.s- ~g
ITS: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES Xt I.i-t)

(continued)

=thfs requ1rement to perform post maintenance testfna although this
requirement fs appl1cable. Even though the SSES I does notexplicitly r fre post maintenance test1ng the requirement is
maintained. erefore, th1s change does not result in a chanae in
the requ1rements only a change to ensure consfstencv w1th NUREG
1433, Revision 1. 8ased on the above d1scuss1on. the change 1s
considered an admfnfstratfve change w1th no impact on safety.

T~ac f- h.rl

H.1

H.2

H.3

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 adds an Applfcabflfty-"Mhen assoc1ated
instrumentatfon 1s required to be OPE LE per LCO 3.3.6.1,
Primary Conta1nment Isolat1on Instrumentatfon." which adds a MOOE
4 and 5 r u1rement to the RHR Shutdown Cool1ng System 1solat1on
valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3. Action G. has been added to 1dentffy
appropriate act1ons when these valves cannot be isolated or
restored wfthfn the applicable C letfon Time. and the un1t 1s
already 1n HOOE 4 or'. Additionally. since all SRs for SSES ITS
LCO 3.6.1.3 would apply 1n th1s new condition. except1ons to SRs
that are not applicable to RHR-SX are 1nd1cated fn the apol1cable
SR; This change is more restr.fct1ve on plant operat1on. e
add1t1on of an applicable restrfct1on 1n Modes 4 and 5 has no
negative impact on safety.

SSES ITS adds a new Surve1llance Requirement to SSES CTS 3/4.6.18.
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.1 verff1es the 18 and 24 1nch purge valves are
closed every 31 days. Th1s SR fs an additional restriction on
plant operat1on. fs addft1onal SRs ensure the assumptions of
the safety analyses are met and therefore. has no negat1ve 1mpact
on safety.

SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.10 1s'added to SSES CTS 3/4.6.3 to remove and
test the explos1ve squib from each shear 1solat1on valve of the
TIP System. This test fs performed to ensure the Operability of
the explosive squib valve and 1s consistent w1th tests performed
on the Standby L1qufd Control squib valves. This more restr1ctive
change will have no negat1ve 1mpact on safety.

X~ce-f

LA.1 SSES CTS 3.6.3 requires Pr1mary Containment Isolat1on Valves to be
Operable and SSES CTS Table 3.6.3-1 1dent1f1es all Pr1mary
Containment Isolat1on Valves. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 requ1res all
Pr fmary Containment Isolation Valves to be Operable but does not
specifically 1dent1 fy each PCIV. This 1s acceptable because the
lfst1ng of each PCIV does not 1mpact the SSES 1TS requirement that
the PCIVs are mafnta1ned Operable. Furthermore. the design
1nformatfon. valve functions and numbers, 1solat1on time. and

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revfs1on 0, 07/31/96
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INSERT (NRC RAI 3.8.1.3-14)

M.5.'SES ITS SR 3.0.1,3.11 ls added to SSES CTS 3/4.0.3 to verify the combi~
leakage rate for all secondary containment bypass leakage paths Is ~ g acth
when pressurized to + P,. This test provides assurance that the assumptions.,n
the radiological evaluations of FSAR Section 02 are met. The potential
secondary containment bypass leakage pathways are defined in the Bases for
SSES lTS SR 3.0.1.3.11. The defined pathways and leakage limits maintain the
assumptions of the SSES radiological evaluations and therefore, this more
restrictive change willhave no negative impact on safety.
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PCIVs

3.6.1.3

ACTIONS continued

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COHPLETION TIME

(cps)

P'. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A,
8, C, 0, or E not met
for PCIV(s) required.
to be OPERABLE

durin'ODE

4 or 5 or u sng
s ith

pot tial or
dr inin the ac r

ssel OPDR

QE

]f.2
6.

Initiate action to
suspend PDRVs

/tee g~ ty g 4,
Po4~4 al
+C tt%+~

In tea e action to
restore valve(s) to
OPERABLE status.

Iaeedi ately

Iaeedi ately oc e(S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6 1.3.1 NOTEw

Only equired to be met n MODES I, 2,
and

V ify each [IS) in primary containme
rge valve is sea ed closed except for

ne purge valve i a penetration flow
path while in C dition E of this LCO.

3I days /0

(continued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

(cps) ~

I
SR 3.6.1.3.g'OTES-

l. Only required to be met in
HOOES 1, 2, and 3.

2. Not required to be met when the
$ 184 inch primary containment pu'rge

es are open for fnerting,
de-inertfng, pressure control, ALARA
or air quality considerations for
personnel entry, or Survefllances
that require the valves to be open.

+C lt )t.

ooc g,7y

Verify each $ 18$ fnch primary containment 31 days
purge valve is closed.

SR 3.6.1.3.PQ, NOTES-
l. Valves and blind flanges fn high

radiatfon areas may be verified by
use of administrative means.

2. Not required to be met for PCIVs that
are open under administrative
controls.

~.a.u.g s s,q~)

(2 r.t fast iq ~)

Verify each primary containment isolation
manual valve and blind flange that is
located outside primary containment and
is required to be closed during accident
conditions is closed.

31 days „C,

{continued)

3.6-14
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PCIVs

B 3.6.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS G an (continued)

immediately initiate action to restore the valve(s) to
. OPERABLE status. This allows RHR to remain in service while

actions are being taken to restore the valve.

SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS
Each [18] ch primary con inment purge valve f required
to be ver fied sealed clo ed at 31 day interva . This SR
is desi ed to ensure t t a gross breach of fmary
conta ment is not cau ed by an inadvertent r spurious
open g of a primary ontainment purge val . Oetailed
an ysfs of the pur valves failed to c elusively
d onstrate their fifty to close duri a LOCA in time to

mft offsite do s. Primary contain nt purge valves that
are sealed clos must have motive p er to the valve
operator remov d. This can be acc plished by de-energfzfng
the source o electrfc power or r moving the air supply t
the valve o rator. In this ap fcatfon, the term "sea

d'as

no co otation of leak ti tness. The 31 day Fr e ency
is a res t of an NRC initfa ve, Generfc Issue B-24
(Ref. 4 , related to primar containment purge valv use
durin unit operations.

Thf SR allows a valve hat fs open under adm fstratfve
c trois to not meet he SR during the time e valve is

en. Opening a p ge valve under admfnis atfve controls
is restricted to e valve in a penetrat n flow path at a
given time (ref to discussion for Not 1 oF the ACTIONS)
in order to ef ct repairs to that va e. This allows one
purge valve t be opened without re ltfng in a failure of
the Survefl nce and resultant en y into the ACTIONS for
this purge alve, provided the ated restrictions are
Conditio E must be entered d ng this allowance, an he
valve o ned only as necessa for effectfng repairs Each

purge alve in the penetra on flow path may be al mately
open , provided one rem ns sealed closed, if n essary, to
comp ete repairs on th penetration.

The SR is modif by a Note stating th primary
containment purge valves are only re red to be sealed
closed in MOOES 1, 2, and 3. If a CA inside primary

(continual)

BMR/4 STS 8 3.6-24 Rev 1, 04/07/9$
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PCIVs

8 3.6.1.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS-

S . (conti nu

conta ment occurs i hese MODES, t purge valves may ot
be c pable of closi before the pr ssure pulse affec
sys ems downstre of the purge v ves or the rel'ea of
r foactfve mate al will excee fmits prior to t closing
f the purge v ves. At other imes when the pu e valves

are required o be capable o closing (e.g., d ing handli
of irradiat fuel), press zation concerns re not pres t
and the p e valves are lowed to be ope .

Vc44'<)

This SR ensures that the primary containment purge valves
are closed as required or, if open, open for an allowable
reason. If a purge valve is open fn violation of this SR,
the valve fs considered inoperable. If the inoperable valve
fs not otherwise known to have excessive leakage when
closed, ft fs not considered to have leakage outside of
limits. /The SR is also modified by a-i~Note 1);
stating that primary containment purge valves are only
required to be closed in MODES 1, 2, and 3. If a LOCA

insfde primary containment occurs in these NODES, the purge
valves may not be capable of closing before the pressure
pulse affects systems downstream of the purge valves, or the
releasd of radioactive material will exceed limits prfor to
the purge valves closing. At other times when the purge
valves are required to be capable of closing (e.g., during
handling of irradiated fuel), pressurization concerns are
not present and the purge valves 'are allowed to be open.P
The SR fs modified by ~Co-fNote 2)- stating that the SR fs
not required to be met when the purge valves are open for
the stated reasons. The Note states that these valves may

be opened for inerting, de-inerting, pressure control, ALNN
or air quality considerations for personnel entry, or
Surveillances that require the valves to be open. The

~~M purge valves are capable of closing fn the
environment following a LOCA. Therefore, the'se valves are
allowed to be open for limited periods of time. The 31 day
Frequency is consistent with other PCIV requirements
discussed >fn SR 3.6.1.3.3.

(continued)
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lo 4g (~)a f+DISCUSSION OF DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1433

ITS: SECTION 3.6.1.3 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES (PCIVs)

p.6

P.7

P.8

None

K NT HAN (continued)

NUREG 1433 3.6.1.3 Bases are modified to 1dentifz the specific
bases fdr the design of the SSES purge and vent l1nes. The change
does not represent a significant or generic deviation from NUREG
1433 because 1t reflects a unique design detail for SSES.

NUREG 1433 SR 3.6.1.3.9 and Bases are mod1fied to identify the
specific bases for the design of the SSES excess flow check
valves. The change does not represent a s1gniftcant or generic
deviation from NUREG 1433. since it reflects a unique design
detail for SSES.

SSES ITS 3.6.1.3.9, the verif1catton of each reactor
instrumentation 11ne EFCV actuates to the isolat1on posit1on on a
s1mulated instrument 11ne break every 24 months, is modified by
the following note: "When an instrument channel 1s placed in an
1noperable status solely for performance of this surveillance.
entry 1nto associated conditions and Required Actions for the
associated instrument channel may be delayed for up to 6 hours
provided the associated Funct1on mainta1ns trip/initiation
capab111ty." This change is intended to reduce the adm1nistrative
burden on plant operators during the performance of required
testing. Without this allowance, plant operators would declare
affected instrumentation inoperable and enter appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions prior to perform1ng tests of
EFCVs. This change will have no affect on plant safety because
the only d1fference will be the admin1strat1ve control used to
lim1t the amount of time an instrument 1s out of service for
test1ng. The 6 hour allowable performance time is with1n the
allowable out of service t1me for the 1nstruments affected and
this allowance 1s consistent w1th the allowance provided for the
instruments affected by the excess flow valves bein tested.
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INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6.1.3-16)

P.9 NUREG 1433 Condition E and Bases have been modified in SSES ITS to require
that the valve leakage be restored to within valve leakage limits within 24 hours.
This was necessary to reflect the SSES design which does not allow individual
valve testing on-line. The change does not represent a signNcant or generic
deviation from NUREG 1433, because it reflects a unique design detail for SSES.



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6 1 3-15)

P.10 NUIT1433, 3.6.1.3, Applicable Safety Analyses Bases identify two bracketed
statements concerning the primary containment purge valves. SSES ITS adopts
both bracketed statements and modifies the second paragraph to clearly present the
allowances defined in SSES ITS. The change is acceptable because it reflects the
design of the SSES containment purge valves and more clearly defines the
allowances specified in the SSES ITS, The design of the SSES Containment
Purge Valve was reviewed and approved by the NRC as documented in FSAR
18.1.29. Therefore, the change to NUREG 1433 does not represent a significant or
generic change because it reflects a unique SSES design.
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PCIVs
3.d.1.3

ACTIONS continued

CNDITION REQUIRED ACTION CNIPLETIOIf TIIIE +755
E. One or more

penetration flee paths
~1th one or more
containmant purge
valves not within
purge valve. leakage
limits.

E.I /Isolate e af ad
panetratfo et path
by use at least
on osed and

activated
automatic valve,
closed manual ve,
or blind geJ.

24 hours

(8 M~Lc.
p5

Hym
lsolat1on davfces
high radiation as
may be ver ed by
use of nistrative
maa

~rrr'erify the affected
penetration flw+ath
1s fsolated,

~rr

Once par
31 days

fol'sol

at1on
devices o
contafllsoA

86f
Prfor to

bantering

@RE
or 3.fha ilOOE~f not
perfonaed

'ithinthe
previous
92 days for
fsolatton
davfces 1nsfd
conta1nment

(continued)
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PCIVs
8 3.6.1.3

8ASES

ACTIONS. (continued)

to be the lesser actual paChway leakage of the two devices.The 4 hour Complet1on Tfme fs reasonable considering thetfme required to restore Che leakage by fsolat1ng Chepenetratfon and the relative importance of secondary
contafnment bypass leakage to the overall contafnmant
function.

'n the event one or more contafnment purge valves are not
within the purge valve leakage limits u e valve leakage
must be restored Co within limits.

e method solatfon must
be by the of at least fsolatfo arrfer Chat can
be adv ely affected b single a e failure. Is tion
ba rs that meet C s criterion e a [closed and

actfvaCed auto fc valve, sed manual valv and blf
flange]. If rge valve h resilient sea fs util d
to satisfy quired Acti E.l, it must hav een
demonstr d to

6 .3.7 The~~fed Completion Time fs reasonable,
consider ng Chat<one containment purge valve remains closed
so that a gross.'breach f containment does not exfst.

In acco pan rattan
flow pat st be ver1ffe be 1solated o perfodfc
basf The periodic ffcatfon fs ne ary to ensure

containment etratfons requf to be isolated
ollowfng an cfdent, which a o longer capable of n
utomat y isolated, wf e fn the isolation ton
ho an event occur. ts Required Act1on not
quire any Cestfn r valve manipulation ather, ft

nvolves verff 1on that those fso on devices outside
ontafnme nd potentially capa of being mfsposftfone
re 1 e correct position. or the isolation devfc

e containment, the e period specified is 'r to
nterfng NOE 2 or 3 om HOOE 4 ff not perf within JN
revfous 92 days'ased on engfneerfn dgment and 3W
onsfdered re nable fn view of Che~accessfbflft the
solatfon.devices and other admfnksfratfve cont that
fll ensure that isolation device misalignment fs an
nlQfely possfbflft

(continued)
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pc?Ys
8 3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued

For th antafnment pu valve with res ent seal that fsisa ed in accord e with Requfred 1an K.l,3.6 ~ 1.3.7 mu~e performed avast once every < ~ da~~.Th1s provfde assurance that d adation of the res)1,4ntseal fs ected and conff that the 1eakage rate of thecanta ent purge valve es not increase during the tfmethe enetratfon fs 1 ated. The normal Frequency for3.6.1.3.7 fs I days. Sfnce mare reWnce fs plac ana sfngle valve fle fn thfs Conditfer, ft fs prude to .perform the 8 mare often. Therefore, a Frequen of once~r ~~s was chosen and hasAeen shown to acceptableasecArll 0 eratfn ex erfenc

If any Required Actfan and associated Completion Time cannotbe met fn HOOK I, 2, or 3, the plant must be brought to aHOOK fn which the LCO does not apply. To achieve thIsstatus, the plant must be'brought to at least HOOK 3 within12 hours and to HOOK 4 within 36 hours. The allowedCompletion Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience, to reach the required plant conditions fram fu11power .conditions fn an orderly manner and withoutchallengfng plant systems.

If any Required Action and assocfated Campletfon Time cannotbe met, the unit must be placed fn a condftfan fn which the
LCO does not a pp an
ov n o adfated uel assemblfe must be 1 fa

su pended. spensio of these acti ties sha not
p eclude c letfon ca anen afnditfon. Also applicable, action must e fmnedfateiy
in o suspend operat1ans with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel (OPORVs) to mfnfmfze the
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potentialfor fission product release. Actions must continue until
OPORVs are suspended and valve(s) are restored to OPERASLK
status. If suspending ao OPORV would result fn closfng the
residual heat removal (RN) shutdown cooling isolation
valves, an alternative Required Action fs provfded to

(continued)
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PC?Vs
B 3.6,<.g

SURVEILLANCE
REgUIREHENTS

(cantfnued) Autom c PCIVs close on a primary containment isolat1an
sfg to prevent leakage of radtaacttve material fram

mary containment following a OSA. This SR ensures that
each automatic PCIV will actuate to tts tsolatian pasttfan
an a fm nment tsal ttan sfgnal. The LOGIC SYSTEM

CTION'4 TEST fn S overlaps this SR to rov1de
complete testfng of the safety function. The mon
Frequency was developed considering tt ts prudent that
Survefllancesbe performed only during a unit outage since
tsalat1on of penetratfons eliminate caoltn water flaw

n srup e norma operation of cr t ca
campanents. Operattng expertence has shown that these
components usually pass this Survetllance when performed at
the month Frequency.

Therefore�

, the Frequency was
conc uded to be acceptable fram a reliability standpotnt.

2Q

This SR requires a demonstration that each reactor
fnstrumentatton lfne excess flow check valve (KFCV) fs
0 ERIRLK I

on a simulated instrument line brea''. This SR

provides assurance that the fnstrumentatfon 11ne EFCVs wtll
perform t

The mont requency is
based on the need to perform this Survef lance under the
condft1ons that apply during a plant outage and the
patenttal for an unplanned transient tf the Survetllance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these campanents usually pass this
Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was cancluded o be acceptable free
a relfabtltty standpofnt.

The TIP shear fsolatfon valves are actuated by explosive
charges. An tn place functional test ts not posstble wtth
this desfgn. The explosive squib 1s removed and tested to
provMe assurance that the valves will actuate when

(cantfnued)
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PClVs

8 3.6 y 3

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS (cont1nued)

of these Survei1'lances be peri'armed only durfn a unitoutage since isolation or penetrations cauld e imitatecooling water riow and disrupt the normal o aration or somecritical components. Operating experience Las shown th~atthese components usually pass th1s Surve11lance whenerformed at the 24 month Frequency. Therefore. the
standpo1nt.

requency was concluded to be acceptable from a rel1 b111tre a y

S

fthm

aP a/
vo+ lgglcg)g
'Awe>p mg~ Sprig CdJ

'SCILv~ me ~ 4feei&C

tCa~)g @~a Q
4Q

/shan,

Th1s SR requfres a demonstratfon that each reactor1nstr umentat1on l1ne excess flow check valve (EFCV) 1sOPERABLE by verf fy1ng that the valve actuates to the1solatfon pos1t1on on a s1mulated 1nstrument 11ne breTh1s SR provfdes assurance that the 1nstrumentat1on,1neEFCVs w1il perform fts des1gn funct1on to 1solate. The24 Fr enc 1s based on form h1surve1 lance un er e con st1ons that apply during a plantoutage and the potent1al for an unplanned trans1ent 1f theSurve1llance were performed w1th the reactor at power.Operat1ng exper1ence has shown that these components usuallyass thfs Surve1llance when performed at the 24 monthrequency. Therefore. the Frequency was concluded to beacceptable from a re11ab111ty standpo1nt.
The Surve1llance 1s mod1f1ed by a Note to 1nd1cate that whenan fnstruaent channel 1s placed 1n an 1noperable statussolely for performance of th1s Surve1llance. entry 1ntoassoc1ated Cond1t1ons and Requ1red Act1ons may be delayedfor up to 6 hours. prov1ded the assoc1ated Funct1onma1nta1ns tr 1p/1n1t1at1on capab111ty. Upon comalet1on ofthe Surve1llance, or exp1rat1on of the 6 hour allowance. thechannel east be returned to OPERABLE status or thea pl1cable Cond1tfon entered and Requ1red Act1ons taken.is Note fs based on the re11abil1ty analys1s (Ref. 5)assumpt1on of the average t1me requ1red to perform channelSurve1llance. That analys1s demonstrated that the 6 hourtest1ng allowance does not s1gn1f1cantly reduce theprobab111ty that the assoc1ated 1nstrument w1ll tr1p whennecessary.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT I B 3.6-26

(cont1nued)

Amendment A. 07/31/96



3.5 CONTAIQlENT SYSTBS

3,6.I.3 Primary Conta1nment Isolation Valves tPCIVs)

PCIVs
3.6.1.3

LCO 3.6.1.3 Each PCI c p ac
ac r ker a e

n -to u ressfsh chambl
(S.Q. 3)

APPLICABILITY: NOES I, 2, and 3,
When associated fnstrumentatfon fs required to be OPERABLE

per LCO 3.3.5.1, 'Primary Containment Isolation (owe ~.i)
Instrumentatfon.'CTIONS

NOTESI. Penetration flow paths
be unfsolated intermittently under administrative controls.

2. Separate Condition entry fs allowed for each penetrat1on flow path.

3. Enter applicable Condftfons and Required Actions for systems made
inoperable by PCIVs.

may

fw~~ ~
/

Qoc Ie
4; Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.5.).1, 'Prfmary

Containment," when PCIV leakage results fn exceeding overall containment
leakage rate acceptance crfterfa fn HOOES I, 2, and 3.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTIN CONPLETION TINE

A. —NOTE
Only applicable to
penetration flow paths
with two PCIVs.

One or
pen fon flee paths

h one PCIV
inoperablegexcepg ter
purge valve leakage
not wfthfn limits

A.l Isolate the affected
penetration flow path
by use of at least
one closed and
de-activated
automat1c valve,
closed manual valve,
blind flange, or
check valve with flow
through the valve
secured.

4 hours except /3< ~for main steam
line

(Sa, p
EfR

8 hours for mafe
steam line 4 if

(continued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS caatfnued

CONDITION REqUIRED ACTION CONPLETION TINE

B. ——-NOTE—
Only applicable to
penetratfon flow paths
with two PCIVs.

One or more
penetratfon flow paths
with two PCIVs
inoperable except for
purge valve leakage
not within' fmftg.

\

Ssl Isolate the affected
penetration flow path
by use of at least
one closed and
de-activated
automatic valve,
closed manual valve,
or blfnd flange.

I hour (o ac,s)

C. -NOTE—C.l
Only applicable to
penetration flow paths
with anly one PCIV.

One or more
penetration flow paths
with one PCIV
inoperable. 8HR

Isolate the affected
penetration flaw path
by use of a't least
one closed and
de-actfvated
autamatfc valve,
closed manual valve,
or blfnd flange.

4L haurs except
or excess flow

check valves
(EFCVs)

hHR

12 hours /For (o,EFCVsg

C.E NOTE
Isolation devfces in
hfgh radiation areas
may be vertffed by
use of admfnfstratfve
meanso

9,4.l.~

44asyg

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
fs isolated.

Coca par sl days(v aacN)

D. Secondary containment
bypass leakage rate
not wfthfn limit.

D.l Restore leakage rate
to within limit.

4 hours

(cantfnued)
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PCIVs
3.6.1.3

ACTIONS (continued)

CM)ITION

E. One or more E.1
penetrat1on flow paths
with one or more
containment purge
valves not within
urge valve leakage
1mft.

REQUIRED ACTION

Restor e the valve
leakage to with1n
valve leakage limit.

COMPLETION TIME

24 hours

F. Required Act1on and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A.
8, C. 0 or E not met
in HOOE l. 2. or 3.

F.1 Be 1n HOOE 3.

F.2 Be fn HOOE 4.

12 hours

36 hours

G. Required Action and
associated Complet1on
Time of Cond1tfon A.
B. C. 0 or E not met
for PCIV(s) required
to be OPERABLE during
HOOE 4,o 5

G.1 Inft1ate a o Immed1ately
sus en peratfons

e potential < Dk<
for draining the
reactor vessel

OPORVs).

G.2 Initiate action to
restore valve(s) to
OPERABLE status.

Immedf ately

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-11 Amendment A, 07/31/96
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Suppression Chamber-to-Orwell Vacuum Sreakers
3.6.1.6

3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTB6

3.6.1.6 Suppression Chamber-to-Orwell Vacuum Breakers .

LCO 3.6.1.6 Five suppression chamber -to-drywell vacuum breaker pairs
shall be OPERABLE and closed. except when performing their
intended function.

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1. 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION RHQIREO ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A. One suppression
chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breaker pair
inoperable for
opening.

A.l Restore the vacuum
breaker pair to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B. -—-- te--
Separ e ndi on
ent is ll f
e h su ress on

ambe -to- )we
vacu brea er ir.

One suppression
chamber-to-drywell
vacuum breaker not
closed.

B.Zz Close the open vacuum 72 hours
breaker.

~ 1 ~~+ +4aM %chic,urn

Wg Qer
tP~t p4g J 4

C. Both Suppression
Chamber -to-Or>well
vacuum breakers in one
vacuum breaker pair-
not closed.

C.1 Close'ne open vacuum 2 hours
breaker in the
affected vacuum
breaker pair.

continued

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-19
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Suppression Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
B 3.6.1.6v

ACTIONS

P,H @C. 4~ Ms%i

QIOSCh &s4ss4 E~cse4$

(continued)

between the drpvell and the suppression chamber airspace.
However. overall system rel1ab1l1ty is reduced because a
s1ngle fa1lure in the one remaining vacuum breaker could
result in direct comwnication between the drywell and the
suppression chamber airspace. and. as a result. there is the
potential for suppression chamber overpressurization due to
this bypass leakage if a t.XA were to occur. Therefore.
with one of he two vacuum breakers in a air not close 72

ours is a ow to c ose e open vacuum rea er t
plant conditions are consistent with those assumed for the
design basis analysis. If the vacuum breaker position
indication is not reliable. an alternate method of verifying
that the vacuum breaker is closed is to verify that a
different1al pressure of 0.5 psid between the drywell and
suppression chamber is maintained for 1 hour without make-
up. The 72 hour Complet1on T1me is considered acceptable
due to the low probability of an event in which. the
rema1ning vacuum breaker ca abilit would not be adequate.

Note has n added t provide cl 1ficat1on t at. for the
purpose o this Condi on. separat Condition try is
allowed or each vac breaker ir. This i acceptab1 .
since e Required ctions for is Conditio provide
appro fate compe atory acti s for each i operable acus
bre er pair. mplying wit the Requir Actions y all
for continued eration an subsequent 'perable cuum
br aker pairs re governe by subseque Conditi entr and
a pl1cation f associate Required A 1ons.

Two open vacuum breakers in a vacuum breaker pair allows
commnication between the drywell and suppression chamber
a1rspace. and. as a result. there is the potential for
conta1nment overpressurization due to the loss of the

ressure suppression function. Therefore. one open vacua
reaker must be closed. A short time is allowed to close

the vacuum breaker due to the low probability of an event
that would pressur1ze primary containment. If vacuum
breaker position indication is not reliable. an alternate
method of ver1fy1ng that the vacuum breakers are closed >s

to ver1fy that a differential pressure of 0.5 psid between

(continued)
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CONTlIHHBIT SYSTPIS

Sla.d.a vaCQuf RELtEP

LtHtTtNG COHOtTtON POI OPSRITtON

I.0
h suppressfon chaaber™ dOPERAIL an closed

WPLmitLtW: OPnITtONIL CONOtTtOHS l, 2 and C.
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES
XCl,C, 0$

: SECTION 3.6.1.6 - REACTOR BUILOIMG TO SUppRESSICHAHBER VACUUH BRENERS
ON

A.l - Ouring the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) I rovTech'nical Specff1catfons (ITS) development certa1n wordingpreferences or conventions are adopted whfch resulted 1n notechnfcal changes (either actual or inter retat1onal) to th. cnrrenc Yecnnscal specsrscacsnns <c~>. fescaria~ cnew numbering system are ado ted to make SSES ITS consistent with
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. l.
the Boiling Water Reactor (8 R) Standard Technical Speciff ti

A.Z

A.3

A.4

SSES CTS 3.6.4 has been modified fn SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 to state thatthe vacuum breakers do not have to be closed when perform1ng theirfntended functfon (1.e.. that 5 vacuum breakers are required to beOperable to relieve vacuum). A Note has been added to SSES ITSS~ 3.6.1.6.1 to state that the vacuum breakers do not have to beclosed when performing required Surveillances (1.e., SR 3.6.1.6.2and SR 3.6.1.6.3). These addit1ons provide specif1c SSES ITSdirection which fs consfstent w1th the intent of the SSES CTS andtherefore. these changes are admfnistratfve with no impact onsafety.

SSES ITS 3.6. 1.6 Condition 8 Mote ("Separate Condition entrv isallowed for each suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breaker )provides explfcft 1nstructions for proper application of theActions. In con)unction with the SSES ITS 1.3. "Complet1onTimes." th1s Note provides d1rection consistent w1th the intent ofthe SSES ITS and CTS. and therefore. fs an administrative changewith no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.6.4. Act1on b and Act1on c.l. require wfth one positionindfcator inoperable or the vacuum breaker open. verify the othervacuum breaker in the closed position within 2 hours and at leastonce every 15 days thereafter. SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 Actions do notspeciffcally provide Required Actions for loss of posit1onfndfcat1on or when the valve is found open to verify the pos1tionof the other valve. These requirements are addressed in the SSES
ITS Surveillance Requirements. however . Specifically, SSES ITS SR3.6.1.6.1 requ1res that the valves be ver1f1ed closed every 14
days. This requ1res the vacuum breakers to be maintained shut
unless plant condftfon requ1re the valve to be open. If any
valves are found not shut. the Actions for SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 are
entered and approprfate Required Actfons taken. In the SSES ITS
Bases for both the Actions and the SR. an allowance 1s provided
whfch allows the pos1tion to be verfffed by a pressure test. Based
on the above discussion. the intent of the SSES CTS actions and
the SSES ITS requirements are the same. Therefore. the delet1on

- of the fdentiffed Act1ons 1s an administrative change with no
1mpact on safety.

W~ 4- A.g
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INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6.1.645)

A.5 SSES CTS 3.6.4 Action a specNes "With one or more vacuum breakers in one pair
of suppression- drywell vacuum breakers inoperable for opening but known to be
closed... ". SSES ITS Condition A specNes "One suppression chamber-to<rywell
vacuum breaker pair inoperable for opening". These two statements are equivalent
in that both statements establish the condition of having one of the venting paths
unable to function. Because both statements are equivalent, there is no change to
the allowances and therefore, this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.



DISCUSSION OF OEVIAYIONS FROH NUREG 1433
ITS: SECTION,3.6.1.6 - SUPPRESSION CHAN8ER-TO-ORYNELL VACUlN BREAKERS

P.I

P.2

P.3

p,4

p AN

. 5UREG 1433 3.6.1.6 is mod1 fied to reflect the des1gn of the SSES
- Suppression Chamber-to-Orywell Vacuum Breakers. SSES is designed

with five pairs of suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers
which'rovides redundant closing capability, This conf1guration
required the development of Conditions and modification to the
bases. Th1s change is needed to ensure that SSES Improved
Technical Specif1cations account for the SSES design and/or that
the SSES design is accurately and completely descr1bed 1n the
Bases. Therefore. this change is not a signif1cant or gener1c
deviation from NUREG 1433.

NUREG 1433 SR 3.6.1.6.1 is modified to eliminate the requ1rement
to verify the vacuum breakers closed following any operat1on that
causes the drywell-to-suppression chamber differential pressure to
be reduced by > 0.5 ps1d. Th1s requirement has been deleted
because normal operation will not typically result in a
suppression chamber to drywell pressure of 0.5 sid and c~ ~
differential pressure is not a parameter n ored b
SSES Operation. Furthermore. this sur ve1llance requirement s no
required by SSES CTS. Therefore. the change does not represent a

signif1cant or generic deviat1on from NUREG 1433 and it reflects ~ ~a.
cur rent l1censing basis of SSES.

Editorial changes and additional des1gn deta1l are 1ncorporated ss
necessary to more precisely describe SSES current practice or
design. These changes are self explanatory. This change provide
additional detail and is intended to improve clarity and ensure
the requirement is fully understood and consistently appl1ed.
There are no technical changes to requirements as specified in
NUREG 1433. Rev1s1on I: therefore. th1s change is not a
significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

NUREG LCO 3.6.1.9, NSIV LCS. is not incorporated into SSES ITS.
SSES design does not require an HSIV Leakage Control System.
Therefore. the change does not represent a significant or ge'mac
deviation from NUREG 1433. since it reflects the design of SSES.

None

N - 4 R
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES <. I-o(IK: SECTION 3.6.2.1 - Suppression pool Average Temperature

A.l -~ring the Susquehanna Steam Electric Stat1on (SSES) I— Technical Speci ffcatfons (ITS) development certa1
) Improved

preferences or conventions are adopted wh1ch result& 1technical changes (either actual or inter retatfoncurrent Technical Specificaticns <CTS).

the Boflin water Reactor (BMR

new numberfng system are adopted to make SSES ITS
( MR) Standard Technical Specificatinns

A.Z

A.3

SSES CTS 3.6.2.1. Act1ons. requ1re the reactor be shutdown wfthin12 hours ff the 90'F and 105'F 11m1ts are exceeded. Under thesame condft1ons. SSES ITS 3.6.2.1. Required Act1on B.l. requiresreducfng Thermal Power to less than 1Z RTP. Thfs change 1s madebecause SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.a.2. suppression pool average temperaturerequ1rements, estab11shes 4 different limits for the suppress1onpool'verage temperature depending on the plant cond1t1ons.Although not exp)fcftly stated 1n SSES CTS 3.6.2.l.a.2. th 90'Fand 10m'F limits apply only when Rated Thermal Power (RTP) 1sgreater than lZ because SSES CTS 3,6.2.l.a.2.b establishes a limitof 110'F when less than 1Z RTP. If the 90'F and 105'F 11mits areexceeded. SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 would not be Appl 1 cable 1f ThermalPower was reduced to less than 1Z RTP. For thfs reason. theActions fn SSES CTS 3.6.2.1..Actions b. b.l. and b.2.a, whichrequi re that the reactor be shutdown wfthfn 12 hours ff the 90'Fana 105'F 11mfts are exceeded would never be 1mplemented becauseas soon as RTP 1s less than 1 Z then the limits of 90'F and 105'Fare no longer applfcable. Therefore. SSES ITS 3.6.2.1. RequfredAction 8.1. only requires reduc1ng Thermal Power to less than 1ZRTP ff the 90'F and 105'F lim1ts are exceeded. Thfs fs anadmfnfstratfve change with no 1mpact on safetv because therequirements of both SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 and SSER ITS 3.6.2.1 aresatfsffed by reduc1ng Thermal power to less than 1Z RTP 1fsuppress1on pool average temperature limits are exceeded. (Notethat SSES Un1t 1 CTS 3.6.2.l.a.2 contains a typoaraphfcal errorand should state that the 90'F limit is Applfcab e durfngOperational Condftfon 1 or 2.)

SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.a.2.b and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1. Action b.2.a. use avalue of IX RTP as a proxy for the point of adding heat. 1.e.. the
power level where heat input fs approx1mately equal to normal
system heat losses. SSES ITS 3.6.2.1 uses 25/40 divisions of full
scale on IRH Range 7 as a less ambiguous proxy for the point of
add1ng heat. There 1s no change to the 1ntent that different
requirements must be appl1ed above and below the po1nt of add1ng
heat. This fs an administrative change with no 1mpact on safety
because there fs no change to the exfst1ng requirements.

SUS(IEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revis1on 0. 07/31/96



INSERT(NRC RAI 3.e.L11}

A.4- -SSES CTS 3.6.3 and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 are each marked with a footnote- indicating that these specifications have overlapping requirements for
suppression pool level. SSES 1TS is organized so that SSES ITS 3.S.2.2,
establishes requirements for suppression pool level in Modes 1, 2 and 3 to
.support the pressure suppression function which envelope the
requirements needed to support ECCS Operability in these Modes. SSES
lTS 3.5.2 establishes requirements for suppression pool level in Modes 4
and 5 to support ECCS Operability in these Modes. Therefore, there is no
need for these cross references, Elimination of this cross reference is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.
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P4cc. Rhx'.4,g,r
Suppression Pool Average Temperature .

B 3.6.2.1

LCO - c.
(continued)

ver y e r a ing power
gre er than RTP can be us to sat1sfy t s requfremrrnt
w n IRHs ar not fully inser ed (e... Ave ge Powerganje

nftors).

Average temperature ~ 110 F when all OPERABLE IRH
channels are c 25/40 divisions of full scale on
Range 7 with IRHs fully 1nserted. This requirement
ensures that the unit will be shut down at ~ 110'F.
The pool 1s designed to absorb decay heat and sensible
heat but could be heated beyond design limits by the
steam generated if the reactor is not shut down.

Note that 25/40 divisions of full scale on IRH Range 7 fs a
convenient measure of when the reactor is producing power
essentially equivalent to 1C RTP. At thfs power level, heat
in ut fs approximatel ual to normal system heat s.

APPLICABILITY In HOOES 1. 2. and 3. a DBA could cause sign1ffcant heatuy
of the suppression pool. In HOOES 4 and 5, the probability
and consequences of these events are reduced due to the

ressure and temperature limitat1ons in these HOOES.
erefore, ma1ntaining suppression pool average temperat~e

within limits-fs not required fn HOOE 4 or 5.

ACTIONS

Nfth the suppression pool average temperature above the
specified 11mit when not performing test1ng that adds hoot
to the suppression pool and when above the specff1ed ~ ,

indication, the initial conditions exceed the conditions
assumed for the References 1 and 2 analyses. However.
primary containment cooling capability st111 exists. and t~
primary containment pressure suppression function will oc~
at temperatures well above those assumed for safety
analyses. Therefore. continued operation is allowed for a

.. limfted t1me. The 24 hour Completion Time fs adequate to
allow the suppression pool 'average temperature to be
restored below the limit. Addit1onally, when suppressfce
pool temperature is > 90'F. increased monitor 1ng of the
suppression pool temperature is required to ensure that 1t
remains < 110'F. The once per hour Completion Time fs

(continued)

e
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LA.2

OISCUSSIQN PF CHANGES
~~ RA+.

3 6.2.2 - Suppression pool Wate Ler Level
A

~contfnued~
CTS 3.6.2.l.a.l establishes limits foo ~ of water fn the suppression oo

or both the level and« s are equivalent and fnterchangeabl
Nese volume and levelsuppressfon pool level information isead e; however. only thep ant operators. SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 t rectly available to they fs fs acceptable because the fnf
shes the lfmits in levelSSES CTS has no impact on the SSES ITS

ormatfon contained in thethe suppressfon pool volumes which cor
~frements. Therefore.are being moved to the Bases for SSBorlr<espond to the level limftschange control fn accordance with SSES ITS

.2 which requiresProgram This approach provides an eff ti ' Bases Controlcontrol and provides for a Ilmre appr i
ve level of regulatory

g
The level of safety of fac«i it c"ange contror

y the change because there is no chan
y ope~ration is unaffected

maintain suppression pool level fu„th
" " „"eg«rement to

esources associated with proc s in 1

" ~ N and PAL
requfrements will be reduced Thfs h

cense amendments to these
administrative change with no impact th

a ess restrictivec on e margin of safety.
SSES CTS 3.6.2.1. Action a. and SSES CTS 3.5.3, Action a. bothrequfre that when suppression pool water level fs not withinrequfred lfmfts fn Nodes l. 2 and 3 that ft must be restored"within 1 hour" or the reactor must be shutdown within thefollowfng 12 hours. Under. the same conditions. SSES ITS 3.6.2.2.Required Action A.l. allows 2 hours to restore sup ressfon poolwater levels to within limits or the reactor amst ge she(dormwithin the following 12 hours. An unplanned change fn su ressionpool level requires that the cause be fdentfffed and addressed andus of the appropriate system to rafse or lower the pool level.These actfvftfes may require longer than 1 hour to accomplish.This change fs acceptable because ffwater level fs below themfnfmum level. the pressure suppression function still exists aslong as the main vents are covered. HPCI and RCIC turbine exhaustsare covered. and S/RI/ quenchers are covered. If suppression poollevel fs above the maximum level. protection againstoverpressurfzatfon still exists to the extent that there is marginin tne peak containment pressure analysis coupled with thecapabflfty of the drywell spray system. Therefore. continuedoperation for a limited time is allowed. The 2 hour CompletionTime fs sufffcfent to restore suppression pool water level towfthfn limits. Also. ft takes into account the low probability ofan event fmpactfng the suppression pool water level occurringduring this fnter val.

jag 4

The Bases of the SSES CTS fot this Specification have been replaced by Basesthat reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 consistentwith the BMR STS. NUREG-1433, Rev. l.

SUSQUEHNNA UNIT 1 ND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6.2.2<2)

I 2 SSERQTS 4.5.3.1.a.2 requires that when no level alarm indicator ls gpERAB~
suppression chamber water level willbe venfled every 12 hours. Under the same
conditions, SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 willonly require monitoring level every 24 hours. This
Is considered acceptabl ~ because during Modes 1, 2 or 3 suppression pool water
level does not vary significantly and risk of inadvertent change in suppression pool
water level is negligible. Therefore, this change willhave a negligible impact on
safety.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
C.Z.W Og

ITS: SECTION 3.6.2.2 - Suppression Pool Water Level

A.l

A.2

=Curing th'e Susquehanna Steam Electr1c Station (SSES) ImprovedTechnical Specif1cations (ITS) development certain wordingpreferences or convent1ons are adopted which resulted 1n notechnical changes (either actual or interoretational) to the SSEScurrent Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and anew number1ng system are adopted to make SSES ITS cons1stent withthe Bo111ng Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specif1cations
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev, 1.

SSES CTS 3.5.3 and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 are each marked with afootnote 1ndicat1ng that these spec1ffcations have overlapp1ng
requirements for suppress1on pool level. SSES ITS is organized sothat SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 establishes requirements for suppress1on
pool level 1n Modes 1, 2 and 3 to support the pressure suppressionfunct1on which envelope the requirements needed to support ECCSOperability 1n these Modes. SSES ITS 3.5.2 establishes
requ1rements for suppression pool level tn Modes 4 and 5 to
support ECCS Operability 1n these Modes. Therefore. there is no
need for these cross references. Elimination of this cross
reference is an administrative change with no 1mpact on safety.

H A

None

HN A

LA.1

AN -MR R TR

g g l,I g~ T.c7,I~

AN TV

SSES CTb 3 .6.2 .1, Actions c and d establish UPerabi lity
Requirements. Actions and Surveillance Requirements for the
instrumentation used to monitor suppress1on pool level and
temperature. This 1nstrumentat1on performs an alarm-only or
ind1cation-only function. performs no automatic funct1on and not
assumed 1n any event that depends on operator action.
Additionally. alarm-only and indicat1on-.only functions do not

'ecessarily relate directly to the Operab1lity of the related
systems. SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 require that the suppression pool level
be maintained. but do not specify the requirements for the
.1nstrumentation. This 1s acceptable because the mon1toring
instrumentation, as described above. does not impact the
requ1rement to mainta1n suppression pool level. Therefore. these
requirements can be adequately def1ned and controlled 1n the
Technical Requirements Manual. The level of safety of facility
operat1on 1s unaffected by the change because there 1s no change
1n the requirement to maintain suppress1on pool water temperature.
Furthermore. NRC and PPIL resources assoc1ated with process1ng
11cense amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This
change is a less restrictive administrative change with no 1mpact

on safety.
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CONTAIHNENT SYST9IS

SUPPRESSION POOf. COOLINQ

LINITIHO COHOITION POR OPERATION

wCc CA ~ g.C.Q.y-~(

LCO 3.6.2.3 'he "suppressfon pool coolfn mode of the resfdual heat removal lRHR
system shall be OPERABLE vfth tvo )naspendent loops/ / ra. One PERABLE RH pump; and. I /

b. OPERABLE f ov path capa e of reef ulatfng ater fr thesuppressfo chamber throu an RHR h t exchan er.
APPLICABILITY:, OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I, 2 and 3.
ACTION:

A~aR~<

~C. Ififth one suppressfon pool coolfny loop fno erabl restore thefnoperabl ~ loop to oPERABLE status vfthfn 2 hours or be fn at least l L.~HOT SHUTOOW vfthfn the next 12 hours and n SHUTONO vfthfnthe fol'lovfny 24 hours.

Nth both suppressfon pool caolfng loops fnoperable, be fn at leastHOT SHUT0015N vfthfn 12 hours and fn COLO SHUTOOQf vfthfn the next ~ Z4 <>
24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

Mb&H The suppressfon pool coolfny made of the RHR system shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE:

ANAt least once per 31 days by verf fyfng that each valve, manual, paver3 f Oper ated Or autamatf C . 5 n the f1 av path that 5 S nat 1 OCked, Sealor othervfse secured fn posftfon, fs fn fts correct posftfon. 4
CL ~b. 8 verf that each of the requfred RHR puaps develops a flov ofgpe on recfrculatfon flov through the RHR heatgg 3 g.g g Z exchanger a the suppressfon pool »hen tasted pursuant toSpecfffcatfo 4.0.5.

>97ro

Nenever both RHR subsystems are noperable, ff unabl ~ to attafn COLOSHUTDSA as requfred by thfs ACTION, mafntafn reactor coolant taeperature aslav as ractfca f alternaur g o n llatfon ofrChe RSW ag4fffcatfonsgn the Sugquehan a SESUn 2 Fou Refuelfny a@8 Ins ectfqh Outa ~ thA tfme fe/7 ays.
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES
4e, aAf S.C..~W-a (,

ITS: SECTION 3.6.2.3 - Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling

(continued)

germfssfble for this systems" valves to be fn the nposft1on and stfll be cons1dered Operable. Th
admfnhstratf ve change with no impact on safety because it 1sconsistent with a reasonable interpretat1on of th
requirements.

SES CTS 4 .2.3.b r reauf es

flow thr utah the RHR eat exchanger and the suppr ssion pool
SSES I SR 3.6.2.3. requires t t this verff ation be
erfo at a fl rate greater han 9750 gp . This cha e is

acce able becaus demonstrath that the p can deve p themfn'equired low ensures hat pump per ormance h not
d raded to the oint that cannot perf fts r red
function.. Thf fs an admi strat1ve cha ge with no 1mpact o
safety

mpac on

None

HAN

HN A

LA.1

L.I

A - R T

SSFS CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 includes details relating to system design.
function. and Operab111ty for the suppression pool cooling mode of
the residual heat removal system. SSES ITS 3.6.2.3 includes only
a requirement for Operability and moves details of system design
and spec1ffc Operabil1ty requirements to the Bases. 'This fs
acceptable because these deta1ls do not fmpact the SSES ITS
requfrement to ma1ntafn the system Operable. These details can be
adequately defined and controlled 1n the Bases which require
change control fn accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases Control
Program.. This approach provides an.effective level of reaulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control

g
rocess. The level of safety of facility operation 1s unaffected
y the change because there 1s no change 1n the reaufrement to

maintain the system Operable. Furthermore. NRC and PPKL resources
associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change fs a less restrfct1ve
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.6.2.3, Action a. requires restoration of an inoperable
suppression pool coo11ng loop within 72 hours. Under the same

condftfons. SSES ITS 3.6.2.3. Required Action A.l. allows 7 days
to restore an 1noperable suppression pool cooling subsystem. Th1s

change makes the allowable out of service time for an 1noperable
suppression pool coo11ng subsystem consistent with the allowable
out of service t1me for an 1noperable LPCI subsystem. Th1s change

fs acceptable because even with one inoperable suppressfon pool

SUSQUEHNN UNIT 1 ND 2 Revfsfon 0. 07/31/96



L.2

DISCUSSIOM OF CHANGES .
m as-

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) S I

(continued)

cooling subsystem. the remaining RHR suppression pool coolin
=subsystem as adequate ta perform the prfmary cantasnment caa/ing

functfon. However. the overall reliability fs reduced because a
sfnglh. faf lure fn the Operable subsystem could result in a loss

of'imarycontainment cooling capability. Therefore. this chan e
as. a negligible affect on safety.

s c ange

SSES CTS 3.6.2.3, Action b. requires that the reactor be in Mode 3
within 12 hours and mode 4 within 36 hours if both suppression
pool cooling loops are inoperable. Under the same conditfons,
SSES ITS 3.6.2.3. Required Action B.l. allows 8 hours to attempt
to restore at least one inoperable suppression pool cooling
subsystem to Operable status before a plant shutdown must be
initiated. The additional 8 hours allowed to attempt restoration
provides the benefit of potentially avoiding a plant transient
,(reactor shutdown and cool down) with less than the full

'omplement of emergency systems. This change has minimal impact
on safety because of the low probability of a DBA during this
additfonal 8 hour period.

Z~sc 4

t The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specificatfon have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applfcable content of SSES ITS 3.6.2.3 consistent
with the BMR STS, NURFG-1433, Rev. l.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2
Revision 0, 07/3I/96



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6.2.31)

fPf- SSES CTS 4.6.2.3.b requires verif'ying that each of the requir
pumps develops a fiowof 10,000+0, -250 gpm on recirculation flow
through the RHR heat exchanger and the suppression pool. SSES ITS
SR 3.6,2,3.2 requires that this verication be performed at a flow rate

'reaterthan 9l50 gpm. This change is acceptable because
demonstrating that the pump can develop the minimum required ffow
ensure that pump performance has not degraded to the point that it cannot
perform its required function. Therefore, this less restrictive change will
have no impact on safety.
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z.< X.3-av
RHR Suppression Pool Cooling

3.6.2.3

3.6 CONTAINHENT SYSTE%

3.6.2.3 Residual Heat Removal <RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling

LCO 3.6.2.3 Two RHR suppress'ion pool cooling subsystems shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MOOES 1. 2. and 3.

ACTIONS

CONOITION REQUIREO ACTION COMPLETION TIHE

A. One RHR suppression
pool cooling subsystem
inoperable.

A. 1 Restore RHR

suppression pool
cooling subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

7 days

P'. Two RHR suppression
pool cooling
subsystems inoperable.

.1 Restore e RHR

Suppre ion pool
cooli subsyste to
OPE LE Statu

8 hours

6 g. Required Action and
associa ed CozggtionT'

met.

0f.l Oe $ n HOOE 3.

A~N

g.2 Oe ln HOOE 4.

12 hours

36 hours

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-26
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the c Rht

RHR Suppression Pool Coolina
8 3.6.2.8

ACTIONS (continued)

pool cooling capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem
and the low probability of a GBA occurring during this
period.

Mith two R suppression pool cooli ubsystems in crab e,
one subs stem must be r tored to OP LE status ith1
8 hours In this cond ion. there s a substant l lo of

he pr mary containme pressure d temper atur mit ation
unct. on. The 8 hou Completion ime is base on is lossf f nction and is nsidered ceptable due o the low
robability of a 08A.

QC

R alrl

S~ft<'s o~
pool c os.~~

J
So'4ggg4 g
Ctime iaopv.

If the Requ1red Act1on and assoc1ated Completion Time of
Conditions A cannot be met within the required
C letion Ti , the plant must be brought to a NSE 1n
w c e oes not apply. To achieve this status. the
plant must be brought to at least HOOE 3 within 12 hours and
to NSE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion T1mes are
reasonable. based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant cond1tions from full power conditions 1n an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REGUIRENENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual. power operated.
and automatic valves 1n the RHR suppression pool cooling
mode flow path provides assurance that the proper flow path
exists for system operat1on. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked, sealed. or otherwise secured in
position since these valves were verif1ed to be in the
correct position pr 1or to locking, seal1ng, or securing. A
valve is also allowed to be in the nonaccfdent position

rov1ded it can be al1gned to the accident posit1on within
he time assumed in the accident analysis. This is

acceptable since the RHR suppression pool cool1ng mode is
manually .initiated. Th1s SR does not require any testing

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 8 3.6-62
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~a<.LaV ~.C.Zq ~~
RHR Suppressfon Poo) Spray

3.6.2.4

SURVEILULNCE REOUIRENENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.2.4.1 Verffy each RHR suppressfon pool spray~
, subsystas manual, power operated, andautomatfc valve fn the flow path that fsnot locked, sealed, or otherwfse securedfn posftfon fs fn the correct posftfon orcan be alfgned to the correct posftfon.

FREQUENCY

31 days

&s)

SR 3.5.2.4.2 Ver ea RHR pump evel ops flowr 2 (4 J pe th ugh th eat
chang whfle op atfng the

uppre fon pool pra mo e.

Vet'i Fy C egg
sy~ m%%L C u ~obg~~g~ ~

n
CC a

t
se fce

~ s ng
gr r

2d
~+ Y&sl

Cv.a.»,)
as.> eP

3.6-34 R



OISCUSSION OF OEVIATIONS FRQf NUREG I433IV: SECTION 3.6.2.4 - RHR SUPPRESSION POOL SPRAY

p AN

~uenas'r sq

P. 1 . —NUREG 1433 3.6.2.4 8ases are modified to add ed1torial'changes andaddit1onal design detail as necessary to more precfsel describe .SSES current practice or design. These changes are~selfexplanatory. This change provides additional detail and 1sintended to 1mprove clarity and ensure the requirement 1s fully. understood and consistently applied. There are no technicalchanges to requirements as specified in NUREG 1433. Revision I:therefore. this change is not a significant or gener1c deviationfrom NUREG 1433.

P.2 NUREG Specif1cation 3.6.2.5. Orywell-to-Suppression ChamberDifferent1al Pressure 1s not 1ncorporated into SSES ITS becauseSSES des1gn does not require the maintenance'f a Orywell-to-Suppression Chamber Differential Pressure. Therefore. the chanaedoes not represent a s1gnificant or generic dev1ation from NURE51433. f It f1 t th d g fMB.
Z f R

None

P RAT N A T NR -4 R

e
SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31~g6



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.6.2.~2):

p.3 NURES 1433 SR 3.6.2.4.2 has been modified to refiect SSES design which does
not aiiow verification of RHR Suppression Pool Spray because of sensitive
equipment in the Suppression Pool (Hydrogen Recombiners). Therefore, the
changegdoei not represent a significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433,
since it reflects the design of SSES.
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ITS: SECTION 3.6 2 4~ .2.4 - Res1dual Heat RemoVal (RHR) S
.x.y ,

uppressfon Pool spray

(continued)
.=- suppress1on pool spray subsystem consfstent wfof service time for an inoperable ECCS suacceptable because even with one fnoperable susubsystem the remaining'RHR suppressfadequate to perform the pr1mary contafnmenHowever. the overall relfabfl1ty fs r~uc P y unct1on.failure fn the Operable subsystem could result 1conta1nment spray capab1l1ty The 7 da C 1acceptable because of the redundant RHR suppression pool s racapabf lfties afforded by the Operable subsystem and the lowprobability of a OBA occurrfng durfng this perfod.

SSES CTSCTS 3.6.2.2. Action b. requires that the reactor be 1n Mode 3wfthfn 12 hours and Mode 4 wfthfn 36 hours ff b thp y oops are Snoperable. Under the same «ondttS«ns. SSES

ool s ra o suppression
3.6.2.4. Required Action B.l, allows 8 hours to att t torestore at least one snoperable suporessson poo1 spray soomystamto Operable status bef'ore a plant shutdown must be fnftfated. Tl'eaddftfonal 8 hours allowed to attempt restoration prov1des the~ benefit of potentfally avofd1ng a plant trans1ent (reactorshutdown and cool down) with less than the full complement ofemergency systems. This change has minimal impact on safety

hour period.
because of the low probability of a OBA during thfs addft1 1 8ona

L.2

L.3 SSES CTS 4.6.2.2.c requires verfffcatfon every 5 years that eachsuppressfon pool spray nozzle fs unobstructed. SSES ITS SR3.6.2.4.2 requires the verff1catfon every 10 years that eachsuppression pool spray nozzle fs unobstructed. This fs acceptablebecause of toe passive desfgn of the nozzle svstem. Therefore.this increased surveillance test interval will hav a m1nfmalfmpact on safety.
PwN~ + 4~m+

H ~~ Il ~ ~
~ ~

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specfffcatfon have been replaced by asethat reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.6.2.4 consistentwith the BMR STS. NUREG-l433. Rev. 1.

A i„~

SUSQUEHNNA UNIT I ND 2 Rev1sion 0. 07/31/96
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AlLc R,4% 3 4,o.cr
RHR Suppression Pool Spray

8 3.6.2.4

ACTIONS A~ (continued)

However. the overall reliabil1ty is reduced because a singlefailure in the OPERABLE subsystem could result in reduced
primary containment bypass mitigation capability. The 7 day
Completion Time was chosen in light of the redundant RHR
suppression pool spray capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE
subsystem and the low probability of a OBA occurring during
this period.

With both RHR suppression pool spray subsystems inoperable,
at least one subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status
withfn 8 hours. In th1s Condit1on. there is a substantial
loss of the primary containment bypass leakage mitigation
function. The 8 hour Completion Time is based on this loss
of function and is considered acceptable due to the low
probability of a OBA

re- „
>ca,+

co~ h,vaa 4,gii

If the inoper able RHR suppression pool spray subsystem
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated
Completion Time. the plant must be brought to a NODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status. the

lant must be brought to at least NODE 3 within 12 hours and
ODE 4 with1n 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are

reasonable. based on operating experience. to reach the
required plant condit1ons from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~a
Ver1fying the correct al1gnment for manual. power operated.
and automatic valves fn the RHR suppression pool spray mode
flow path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will
exist for system operation. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked. sealed. or otherw1se secured fn
pos1tion since these valves were verified to be 1n the
correct pos1tion prior'o locking. sea11ng. or securing. A

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.6-66

(continued)
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OISCUSS ION OF CHANGES
mCe RAc

ITS: SECTION 3.6.3; I - PRIORY CONTAINHENT HYPROGEN PECOHBINERS

A A (conti nued)

-change 1n the requf rement to perform the Surve1llance Requirement.Furthermore. NRC and PPKL resources associated with processing11cense amendments to these Administrative Control reauirements'111 be reduced. This change is a less restr1ctfve a~fnfstrativechange with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.6.6.l.b.3 requires the performance of a visualexamination and details what to examine during a visualexamination. SSES ITS SR 3.6.3.1.2 requires a visual examinat1onto be performed, but does not define what ts to be exam1ned. Thisfs acceptable because the SSES CTS 1nformat1on does not 1mpact the
SSES ITS requirement to perform the examinat1on. The information
provided 1n this section provides guidance to an inspector of what
const1tutes abnormal cond1t1ons 1n the hydrogen recombfner. Thiscr1terfa provides qualitat1ve cr1terfa wh1ch 1s not directlyrelated to the Operability of the hydrogen recombfner. Therefore.
th1s 1nformatfon can be adequately def1ned and controlled in ~apmeed~. The level of safety of facfl1ty operation. 1s
unaffected by the change because there 1s no cbange fn the
requirement to perform the examinatfon. Furthermore. NRC and PPKL
resources associated with processing 11cense amendments to these
Admfnfstratfve Control requirements will be reduced. This changeis a less restrictive administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES C 3.6.6.1 details. fining the pr1mary containment hydrogen
recom ner system are re cated SSES ITS B es. The information
prov'ded fn th1s sectf . def1nes what c st1tutes a prf ary
co element hydrogen omh1ner. Thfs formation is t directly !r ated to the Oper fifty of the hydr en recombine . Therefore.

fs information c be relocated. ese requ1rem ts can .be
dequately def1n and controlled the Bases c ge control in

accordance w1th SES ITS 5.5.10. ases Control ogram. Th1s
approach provf s an effective vel of regul ory control an
provides for more approprfat change contr process. Th level ,of safety of facflfty operat1 fs unaffec by the chan
because th e fs no change 1 the requfr ent to mafnta the
recombfner Operable. Fu ermore. NRC nd PPKL reso ces
assocfat with process1n 11cense am dments to th e
Administrative Control r frements ill be reduced. This change
1s a less. restrfct1ve a in1stratfve change with no impact on
safety.

SS ..6.l.b.2. verification of heater circuit Operability
and SSES CTS 4.6.6.1.b.3. v1sual exam1natfon of the hydrogen
recomb1ner for evfdence of abnormal condft1ons. specffLthe
frequencv of the SRs as once per 18 months. In SEES Im.SR
3.6.3.1.1. SR 3.6.3.1.2. and SR 3.6.3.1.3. the frequenc~ for the
hydrogen recombfner test1ng 1s once every 24 months. me
Surveillance Test Interval of these SRs 1s being increased from

s
SUSQUEHNNA UNIT 1 ND 2 Revfs1on 0. 07/31/96



BASES

A)Rc Mz .S.C'.u
Pr1mary Containment Hydr~m p8comb1ners

8 3.6.3.1 "

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREHENTS

(cont1nued) Th1s SR ensures there are no phys1cal problems that couldaffect recomb1ner operat1on. S1nce the recomb1ners are~ 'echan1cally pass1ve they are subject to only m1n1malmechan1cal fa1lure. The only cred1ble fa1lures 1nvolve lossof power or blockage of the 1nternal flow path. m1s 1l1mpact, etc.
afatve ~

vfsual 1nspect1on 1s suff1c1ent to dete 1ne a normacond1t1ons that could cause such fa1lures. Operat1ngexper1ence has shown that these components usually pass th '~~.Surve1llance when performed at the 24 month Frequenc .Therefore. the Frequency waa concluded to be accepta11e fra rel1ab111ty standpo1nt. ~ Sen~ ~~tBC. P

Th1s SR requ1res performance of a res1stance to ground testof each heater phase to make sure that there are nodetectable grounds 1n. any heater phase. Th1s 1s
. accompl1shed by ver1fy1ng that the res1stance to ground forany heater phase fs i 10.000 ohms.

Operat1ng experfence has shown that these components usuallyass the Surve1llance when performed at the 24 month
requency. Therefore. the Frequency was concluded to beacceptable from a rel1ab111ty standpo1nt.

REFERENCES I. 10 CFR 50.44.

2. 10 CFR 50. Append1x A. GOC 41.

3. Regulatory Gu1de 1.7. Rev1sfon 1.

4. FSAR, Sect1on 6.2.5.

5.. F1nal Pol1cy Statement on Techn1cal Specfffcat1ons
'mprovements.July 22. 1993 (58 FR 39'132).

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT I B 3.6-73 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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OISCUSSION OF CHANGES
wCs: CACIK: ECTION 3.6.3.1 - PRIMARY CONTAINMENT HYOROGEN RECOmINERS

'4.1.g

(contfnued)
-<hange fn the requirement to perform the Survefllance R ufremFurthermore NRC and ppSL resources associated wltth~pracessinlicense amendments to these Administrative Control r ~uiremenwill be reduced. This change is a less restrictive a ichange with no impact on safety.

r ve a fnfstrat1ve

SSES CTS 4.6.6.l.b.3 requires the performance of a visualexamfnatfon and details what to examine during a visualexamination. SSES ITS SR 3.6.3.1.2 requfres a vfsual examfnatfonto be performed. but does not define what fs to be exam1ned. Thisfs acct table because the SSES CTS information does not impact theSSES I<a requirement to perform the examfnatfon. The informationprovfded fn this sectfon prov1des gu1dance to an inspector of whatconst1tutes abnormal condft1ons fn the hvdrogen recombiner. Thiscrfterfa provides qualitative criteria wv1ch 1s not d1rectlyrelated to the Operability of the hydrogen recomb1ner. Therefore.this information can be adequately def1ned and controlled 1n ~ap~e4~es. The level of safety of facility operation 1sunaffected by the change because there is no change fn therequ1rement to perform the examfnat1on. Furthermore. NRC and
PP3'esourcesassoc1ated with process1ng license amendments to theseAdmfnfstrat1ve Control requirements will be reduced. This changefs a less restrictive adminfstrative change with no fmpact onsafety.

SSES C 3.6.6.1 details ffn1ng the prfmary containment hydrcc;~ ~rec ner system are re ated SSES ITS B es. The informationprov ded fn this sectf . defines what c stftutes a prf ary ico afnment hydrogen ombfner. This formation fs t directtyr ated to the Oper 111ty of the hyd en recombine . Thereforefs fnformatfon c be relocated. ese requfr s can bedequately def1n and controlled the Bases c ge control tnaccordance with ES ITS 5.5.10. ases Control ogram. Thisapproach prov) s an effect1ve vel of regul ory control aprovfdes for more appropr1at change contr process. Th 1e e~
Iof safety of facility operat1 is unaff by the chan

because th e fs no change 1 the requfr t to mafnta the
recombine Operable. Fu ermore. NRC nd PPKL reso ces
assoc1at with process1 license am dments to th e
Adtnfnfstratfve Control r frements fll be reduced. Thfs change /'s a less restrictive a nfstratfve change with no impact on
safety.

SS . .6.1.b;2. verfffcation of heater circuit Operability
and SSES CTS 4.6.6.l.b.3. visual exam1nat1on of the hydrogen
recombfner for evidence of abnormal conditions. specify the
frequency'f the SRs as once per 18 months. In SSES IlS SR
3.6.3.1.1. SR 3.6.3.1.2. and SR 3.6.3.1.3. the frequenc~ for the
hydraaen recombfner testing fs once every 24 months. The
Surveillance Test Interval of these SRs fs be1ng 1ncreased free

SUSOUEHANNA UNIT 1 ANO 2 2 Revision 0. 07/3l/9tt
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w»r»'Ax J.c„q,» ~
Secondary Containment

3.6.4,1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.4.1.4 NPTE» «««r ««««» «««« '» ««««
The maximum time allowed for secondary
containment draw down is dependent on the
secondar'y conta1nment conf1guration.

+4~C
CQ

Cksec e»gg W ay + j
<c peag>~

WhtCC. %O~ CO ~Fig» 4f

Verify each standby gas treatment
(SGT) subsystem will draw down the
secondary containment toi 0.25. 1nch of vacuum water gauge
1n less than or equal to the maximum t1me
allowed for the secondary containment
configuration that 1s OPERABLE.

24 months on
a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

'R 3.6.4.1.5 «««««««««««««««««NPTE
The max1mum flow allowed for maintaining
secondary containment vacuum 1s dependent
on the secondary containment
configuration.

«««g4f(
otic catg I6ov6y
~a>ig «»» 4C per~~~ Vo~ ~up ~*

Ver1fy each SGT subsystem can maintaini 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge in the
secondary conta1nment for at least 1 hour
at a flow rate less than or equal to the
maximum flow rate permitted for the
secondary containment configuration that
is OPERASLE.

24 months on a
STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

»

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-37 Arendment A. 07/31/96
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'econdaryContainment
B 3.6.4.1

secondary containment boundary. lIiis is confirmed by
demonstrating that one SGT subsystem will draw down the
secondary containment to > 0.25 inches of vacuum water gauge
in less than or equal to the maximum time allowed for the
secondary containment configurat1on that is OPERABLE. The
maximum times allowed for the draw down of each secondary
containment configuration is d 1

R This cannot be accompl1shedif the secondary containment boundary is not 1ntact.
SR 3.6.4.1.5 demonstrates that one SGT subsystem can
maintain r 0.25 inches of vacuum water au e for at least

dm t= »cd iO TaV(.
5 '3

raa V.)- l lmo$

darn/

J
4"se OF qt 4l)re g

Ft clear% +ley~l)

%4. +>tJ
ca 0 W~ %Le. scen.c4~
Co~&i I „4 OpgrA(y

g 9
1 hour at less than or equal to the maximum flow rate
permitted for the secondary containment configuration that
is OPERABLE. The maximum flow rate permitted for the
secondar containment configuration is S

T . 5). The 1 hour test
period allows secondary containment to be in thermal
equilibrium at steady state conditions. Therefore, these
two tests are used to ensure secondary containment boundary
integrity. S1nce these SRs are secondary containment tests.
they need not be performed with each SGT subsystem. The SGT

subsystems are tested on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. however . to
ensure that in add1t1on to the requirements of LCO 3.6.4.3.
either SGT subsystem will perform this test. Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed at the 24 month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable fran
a reliability standpoint.
lat pere . Th. u ra ared 9 «)ca than 4<4 rbcui 4 I

J

4 ~S) )C'$ <Ideal
4L

S Wc lFg, 4~~ «o»ce.

Co wa WD

agree Ro»C Q)+ c ~~y

c OaaFI elMra III)a ik +))ed, 'J)me Co

~remi»c c~
I> accmp hie'c

4eeLl)~ 4 p'P% h v) ~fry
$4

cor go~ Q»~'r
P444 +r4e) llL+Cc 0 tedall ac,4 o cow po»e e)h are 4)+c
l"o>e Frc~

L

1. FSAR, Section 6.2.3.

2. FSAR, Section 15.6.

3. FSAR. Section 15.7.4.

REFERENCES

SURVEILLNCE
'

4 n 4
REQUIREMENTS

(cont1nued) 'he SGT System exhausts the secondary conta1nment atmosphere
to the environment through appropriate treatment equipment.
To ensure that all fission products are treated.
SR 3.6.4.1.4 verifies that the SGT System will rapidly
establish and maintain a pressure in the secondary
containment that is less than the ressure external to the

SUSQUEHNNA - UNIT 1 B 3.6-87

(continued)
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x.c.>,,~
Secondary Containment

8 3.6.4.1

REFERENCES 4. F)nal Pol)cy Statement on Technical Spec]11cattons
(continued) 'mprovements. July 22. 1993 (58 FR 39132).

SSES T hn)cal R u$ rement Hanual.

Z~~cr e S.g- gg- (

SUSgUEHANN - 'UNIT 1 B 3.6-88 Amendment A, 07~31~



INSNT 83e6-N-l

TAILK 83.6o4.l-l
Secondary Containment Configurations TS Uaits

SfCOKORAY CONTAINMENT

CONFIGNATION

HAXINlH ORANOOMN TIHE AS HAXIHN FUN RATE OEFIKEO

OEFINEO IK TS SR 3.6 4.1A IN TS SR 3.6.4.1.5
(seconds) (cfN)

I. Three Zone operation
with Zone II OPERASLK.

2. Three Zone operation
with Zone I, ll, and
III.

3. Two Zone operation with
Unit 2 shutdown and
Zone II isolated.

< 15 (Lone I and III)

c 92 (Zone I, II and III)

~ 83 (Zone I and III)

< 2885 (frotn Zone I and
III)'

4000 (fee Zone I.Vnd
III)

+ 2885 (from Lone I ano

III)

" Performing this teat Secondary Containment Operability must bc veri6cd by calcuiation that maximuaa
Qo~ rate from Zone I, 0, and IH ia ~ 4000 cfrn.





OISCuSSION OF CHANGES
<44, Rhx 5.c,p,r~g

ITS: SECTION 3.6 4.l - Secondary Containment

LA.4

'Ts Qc sea

A (continued)

approprfate change control process. The level of safet of
, =-facility operation 1s unaffected by the chan e b

change 1n the requfrement to mafntaf S
Operable. Furthermore. NRC and PPKL resources associated with

n n econdary Containment

processing 11cense amendments to these requfrements will be
- reduced. This change fs a less restr1ctfve admfnfstrat1 h

with no impact on safety.
s ra ve change

SSES CTS 4.6.5.1.c estab11shes requirements far~erf fyfng
secondary cantafnment by establishing lfm1ts on the max1mum time
allowed to draw down and the maximum flaw rate allowed to maintain
secondary containment for several dffferent secondar~ containment
conffguratfons. SSES ITS SR 3.6.4.1.4 and SSES ITS 5R 3.6.4.1.5
require the same demonstrations of secondary conta1nment
Operabf11ty but moves the limits for maximum draw down t1me and
maximum flaw rates to maintain vacuum to the Technical
Requirements Manual. This change 1s acceptable because the
requirement ta perform the test and the spec1ffc value for the
vacuum that must be achieved and maintained fs retained 1n
Technical Specifications. These elements of the test are
suff1cfent to demonstrate that the secondary containment boundary
1s fntact and that SGT subsystem capacity 1s suff1cfent to
ma1ntafn the secondary containment vacuum assumed fn the safety
analysis., The time required to complete the draw dawn and the
flow rate required to ma1ntafn secondary containment vacuum are
dependent on secandary containment configuration and are
1ndfcators of potent1al degradatfon of either the secondary
containment boundary or SGT subsystem. Therefore. those portfons
of the test essentfal for demonstrating that secandary contafrment
boundary fs intact and that SGT subsystem performance 1s adequate
are maintained fn Technical Specifications. Aspects of the tests

ndent on secondary containment configure at1on are moved to the
ese details can be adequately defined and cantrolled fn

The level of safety of fac111ty operation fs unaffected
by he change because there 1s no change 1n the requ1rement ta
maintain Secondary Conta1nment Operable. Furthermore, NRC and
PP8L resources associated with processing license amendments to
these requirements will be reduced. This change 1s a less
restr fct1ve administrative change with no impact an safety.

SSES CTS 4.6.5.1.c establishes 18 months as the required Frequency
for performance of SRs that ver1fy the secondary conta1nment can
be drawn down and maintained at the required vacuum. SSES ITS

3.6.4.1.4 and SSES ITS 3.6.4:1.5 perform the same tests but tte
requ1red Frequency fs extended ta 24 months. Therefore. the
Surveillance Test Interval of these SRs fs being increased fraa
once every 18 months ta once every 24 months far a maximum

1nterval of 30 months 1ncludfng the 25% grace per1od.

SUSQJEHNN UNIT 1 NO 2 Revision 0. 07/3I/96



DISCUSSION OF CHNGES
ITS: SECTION 3.6.4.1 - Secondary Containment

~W t.hz g.goal co

(continued)

=The purpose of these tests is to ensure secondary contai~nt
boundary integrity by demonstrat1ng that secondary conta4nmnt
vacuum ass%md 1n the safety analysis can be maintainM
Extending the surveillance 1nterval for this verification of .
secondary conta1nment integrity ts acceptable because all act1ve
components associated with Secondary Containment Operabil1ty are
designed to be single failure proof and highly reliable.
.Therefore, based on the design of the Secondary Containment
support systems the impact. if any. on system availability will be
sma<l as a result of tne change 1n Surveillance Frequency.

A review of the surveillance test history for each of these
Surveillance requirements was performed to validate the above
conclusion. This historical review of the surveillance test
history demonstrates that there are no failures that would
invalidate the conclus1on that the impact of this change, 1f any,
nn ~v~tem availabilitv is small

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Speci fication have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.6.4.1 cons1stent
with the BMR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

SUSOUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Rev1sion 0. 07/3I/96
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bi Coaratfhg Qne 5 cby gas tiaatoant s s~ ~ ~ ~

and eafntafn greater -tan or a to 0.25 '.ncn
vacua va gauoe fn tbe sacoho contafnntn Lt a ~'..
iata o ass fan or ~1 to 00 c!a t.-w Zsra"., ".-
.E, c Zone EE$ , or

3. For zone oyaratfon ~f nft Z snut~ anc Z n .. fso'.atac
Zone E ano Zone EI

Verffyfny tn one stanoby gaa watn sucsystao ~f::
Crav oe n . secondary contafneen aae E ano -ne
to grea tnan or equal to 0.35 ncn ot vacu~ a:ar
gaug n 1ess than or equal seconds, ano

aratfny one stancby 0 reagent subsysw ', r Nou-
ana eafntafnfny peat san or equal to 0.35 f~cn o.
vaesua vatar pawnee the secondary csntaf~ant at
rate of less tn or equal a 3585 cta f~ Esne " ano
Xone EET.

L

At least once yar eontn ~

L Yerffyf that one stancby gas trsatsent sys~ «fit draw
lee e seconds~ contafneant (Zone ne EI anc Esne EEE)

to atar than or equal to 0.25 f of vacuua avatar gauf;e
tf esa than or equal to QR sec, and

Oyeratfng one stanoby gas . amnt subsystaa for, r'anc
eafntafnfny greater or equal to L?$ fncb ot rw avatar

gazoo fn the second contafneant at a flee ra of toss wan

os equal to 4000 Crea Zone E, Zone EE, Zone EEE.
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TASLE 3.6.5L2 I /
SECONDARY CONTAl ENT VENTILATION SYSTEH AllTOHATIC ISOLATION OAHPERS

HAXIHUZ
ISOLATION TlHE

DAMPER FUNCTIO

1. Reactor uilding Zone I
Suppl Systea Dampers (HD-17586 )

2. Re tor Building Zone I
F ltered Exhaust Systea Oa ers (HO-1752a AN)

Reactor Building Zone I
Unfiltered Exhaust Sys a Dampers (HD-17576 AN)

Reactor Building Zo II
Supply Systew Oa rs (HO-27566 AkB)

$ . Reactor Suildi Zone II
Filtered Exha st Systea Oampers (HD-2752'N)

6. Reactor d dinN Zone II
Unfilte Exhaust Systew Oaepers (HO-27S76 ) .

7. Reac Building Zone III
Supp System Oampers (HD-1756'TE)

8. R ctor Suildiny Zone III
iltered Exhaust Systaa Oaapers ( 751'LS)

Reactor Building Zone III
. Unfiltered Exhaust Systee Oaap rs (HD-17SO2 lib)

10. Reactor Suildini Zone III
Supply Systea Oaepers (HO- 64 ALS)

~ 11. Reactor Building Zone II
filtered Exhaust Syst+Oaepers (N 275'LS)

12. Reactor Suiidim ZoQ III
Unfiltered Exhaust:Systaa Oaepers (HD-27502

7.5

3.0

7.5

5.0

'3.0

Ia.o

.0

~ 11.0

6'5 l
I

6.0 /j
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<<'fa C'AQ
3.C,.S. l(~

3 ('q.i
V 1!It<~IT SYSn llS

SUSVv l,<~AC< SECUlNBKN'S Contf nued~'t least one door fn each access tb the secondary Contafneenttones fs closed.

At Toast one doer fn each access be@ween secondary contafneentzones'fs closed.i
ask nW z.% se s.<..v.x.i l..il<< aooonoarr oat<a<In oanatrat ono not oao ~ or ao<n< <<anon gc t/1gg 3.4.9.%.l by OFBA8LE secondary contafnaent'autoaatfc fsolatfon des<pars andrequfred to be closed durfng accfdent condftfons are closed by

L.CO '
valves. blfnd

~ L+ v~
'<n non<tran. a'oo n o.vt, n~ a

hatch fs closed.gQ 3 (~.<f.l.l. ( A ~ rube a door fa closed un ss ~e I~a+@la~~o
LS.l

At least'nce per aonths: ~a
For ree tone o ratfon ~ Zonal']OQASLLg

Verfgfng that, one standby gas crea ubs s vlldry do&5 the secondary contafMEnt zone and zona IIgR 3g A.l ~ to greater than or equal to 0. f s o vacua votergauge fn lese than or equal to secs JOperatfng one standby gaa treataent subsystae for one haul. and aafntafnfng greater.than or equal to 0.25 fnches ofgg $ g,g,J,5 vaeuua water gauge 5ll the secondalyr ta Ot lees than Or equal tO 2N Cfa ~ ZOne IOn

c. Y Qfny by lculatf that on@ s dby gaa trs ntubsyscae l'l aafnta greater th or equal to .XSfnchea of scum v<at gauge fn t seconds~ co tafn«<eratat a A rate ef a than er ual te 4000 fadeI~ Zo II, ani ne?II, er
For th zone ope tfens
a. erftyfno ene s gaa treataent s systaathe secondary entaf ~nt (Zone ~ Zone I and,. Loni I te greatar er equal te 0. fnchea«<atat gauge 5 lasa than er equal ta tX se nds,

~rsonnel fngriss and egress through deere v<5 th<
s ecfffcatfoFenetratf en beON4en SOCOnda+ C tQ4nt Senee ~ penetratf One ta nO Sense ~and enatratf n the o 5 ataos here.

SOS'/EHANta - QN?T l 3Ia 4 ila
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ca ~oc
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I

"~V /c'n/

CQNTATINEHT SYSTBIS

SURVE?LLAHCE RE U?REAGENTS Continued

5'A'''/.3
,At 1eaat one door in each access to the secondary conta{noent
zones ia closed.

At least one door 1n each access between secondary containeent
ZOINI 1 ~ C11IId Ag~ ~ ~f gj ~ g yg j,/A ~ 4 ~ ~ « l«~< 8.b i~~All secondary conta{~nt penetrat{ons~ not

capable'f

being closed
~f f r g g/ g 'y 0pERAILE secondary conte{>ment automatic 1 sol at{on dasOers andrequire4 to be close4 during accident con4{tiona are close4 by'

g f g ~
val ves. bl 1 nd flounges, or. deactivete4 autoeat{ C deeper sEeuiatLin position. /Ad Ni fc 2c'd '.C 4'',Rrj A'i/io'rv A.g ~a+ J

(N. The ruck ~ hatch ri closed.'(p. Th truck ay door o. 02 {a e1osed un)i/a one s aiif Zon I an II.
/ 8./

Verifying that one standby gas treatwnt subs e v
drav dovn the secondary conta{neent one I an4 Zone III)'o greater than or equal to 0.25 ine vacu~ va
gauge in less than or equal to se on8a,

Operating one standby gaa treataent subsystem for one hour
and M{nta{n{nggreater than or equal to 0.25 inchea of

~rt: p l. ~ . vacuua ~ater gauge in the secondary conta{mnt at ~ flcnr
rate of less than or eqwl to 2960 c ~ roe

one ~

C. Verifying Caleulatian tha One Standby gai t ateent
subayatea ll aa{nta{n grea er than or eqwl 0.25 .
1nchea of vacua eater gaug in the secondary onta{raen
at e fl rate of less the or equal to 6000 fa froa lo
I, Zone I~ and Zone III, r

Fos three z operat1ons

e. VeHf ng that one sta gaa treatment ubsyates lr{ l
dree darrl the seconda conte{>ment (I I, Zene II
Z III) to greater or eqwl to 0 5 inchea of
va ~ater gauge 1 less than or equ to $2 seeo

<At

~ ~

aHrsonnel {ngress and egress through doors lr{th{nthe secondary conta{~nt
{a not prohibited by this s ecification.
enetra on en scca ry coll zones'enetrat{ona to no zoneaI

and penetrations te the outside ataosphere. <A. I
8CVZ

~ 1QNO «o~ 1I% $etf
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mRc. tLhZ. K4v.g-m]
3.Ce V.Z de%,

c+g c,/i.-e.dlnl d. 6'g~

I
'

~ ~

CONTAINHENT SYSTBIS

SKCONOARY CONTAINHENT AUTONATIC ISOlATION OAMPERS

LIHITINC CONOITION FOR OPERATION '~..< ....'2

/1,; u

~ Isolate each affected penetratfon by use of at least one closed
~annal valve or httnd rlanqi,~+ +'~<'~yd p+'~ g~~gj

j/~g,r~ j'therwfse, fn OPERATIONAL CONOITION I, 2, or 3, be fn at least HOT
SHOTO'fthfn the next IX hours an4 fn COLO SHUTDOQf wfthfn the
fo}lowfng 24 hours.

Otherwtse, fn Operatfonal Condftfon ~, suspend handlfng of frradfatad
fuel fn the secondary contafneent, CORE ALTERATIONS and operatfons
wfth a potentfal for drafnfnfl the reactor vessel. The provfsfons of
Specfffcatfon 3.0.3 are not applfcabl ~ .

SURVEILLANCE RE IREHENT

~ < > ~ yg +4M< %~agony contafntsent ventf let on systa» autoeatfc fsolatfon danpsrs~ rn TCle 3.6.5.2 l shall be OP 5th fsolatfon tfaes le s
equal to the tfees shown n ~ ... -L ZA.]
APPLICASILITY: OPERATIONAL CONOITICNS 1, 2, 3 ~ and e. a ~ gc'q'~'r Wi&ef

ACTION:
Ac/Icqv~~'lqq ~

' -
'th

one or sore of the seconds contafneen ventflatfon stae autoeatffsolatf on daepe n'<per eo
on amper sac that fs o en Z

I

a. eaters fnoner 1 ~ caeglr to dnq qtq status

Isolate each affected penetratfon by use of at least one.
deactfvatad damper secured fn the fsolatfon posftfon, or

dalper sha 1 be

deaonstrit'a4'MQSX'oafe<

a. Prfor returnfng dsgper to s rvfce afta eatntenance, pafr. or
replac nt work fs erforee4 on ~ daeper o fts assocfat act r,
contre or power cf ft by cyclf y the dasp through at ast on A.
coeple cycle of f ll travel an verffyfng e specfffe4 solatf
tfae.

4,g g$,fZ 3 L At least once per nths by ver fy nfl that on a'conte neon% "
fsolatfon teat sf each fsolatfon dsepar. actuates to 5ta
fsolatf on posf t o .

5p n < ai'd, C. At leaat nCe per by Verf fyfng the fSOlatfOn tfee tO be «5thfn
fts lfaft.

"For shan trradtatad rust t ~ h t qhoanndled tn ths secondary
'

contafnaent and durfng CORE ALTERATIONS and operatfons wfth a potantfal for
~/P "" ' drafnfng the reactor'essel.

SVS)UEHANNA cs llN?T 2 3/a 6 34
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COHTATVMKVT S'I'~t-, S

SKCOHOARY CCNTAIHMKHT AUTCMAT C ISOLATiON OAMPERS
IINITINNooNIIITIIINFoo oaooATINN

0 gg Cf Q ~a~ RN 54COn r Cpntaf nment VentdamperS s Idion fn Tabl ~ ... - sha b RABLE fifth t5Olatfon 'mes .sSSt 4n or'oual to t'le tfmes shfnon l ab e 3.

APPLICABILITY5 OPEIlATMHAL COHOITMHS IN 2, 3 an4
ACTMN:

fifth one or more of the 5 nda cantafnment entfsolatfon damoers snoton n Tao ~ ... Perseso at on amper
hours ~ mr.

UPe f

Ask

sm automat c

f5 O en and vl 'l'.1

LA.1

F

aa Restore the fnoperable 4 er to OP RABLE statue, or
Isolate each af,ec~ penetratfon by use of at, least onecasper seCured fn t1e fsolatfon posf tfon, or
Isolate each affected penetratfon by use of at least onemanual valve or blfnd Range.

Otherwise, fn OPERATMHAL COHOITMN I, 2 or 3, be fn at leastSHUTOCN lsfthfn the next I2 hours and fn COLO SHUTUNN lsfthfnfollovtfng 24 hours.

CeaC fv4taC

c'osed

HOT
the

Q
Othesvsfse, fn Operatfonal Con4ftfon m, suspend handlfny of'rrsdfatsdf'uel fn the seCOndary contafnment, CORK ALTKRATMHS and oper atfons vf w 5~...g.aA. potantfal f'r drafnfng the reactor vessel. The provfsfons ofSpecfffcatfon 3.0.3 are not applfcable.

SURVEILLANCE R UIR&M'S

4.da5.2 Each con
damper h n Table

V on 5 s fsolat'.on
be demonstrated OPEQBLKs LA.1

a. or er 5 ~ e 4 t n ance re r
ol'eplact lmsrk f performed on damcer Or ftS SOCf ata actus

1 or'ovfe cfrcuft by cyc: ny the damper urn at ast o
1 ~ verf fn t 5 ecfffed f5014 onba- A't e4st once per months ver n so attontest sfOna).each f ola ~ r actus ts fsolat on pos t on. < LB.

c At least nce er $2 by verf fgjfny atfan tfaa ta ta «ftflfn IQSIP 9 ~ V a < fta 1 falta
or one o ers tohen frradfated .uel fs befng handled fn the sa ndarl

drafnfny tho reactor vessel.
conta nment, an Our ny CORE ALTERATMHS and operatfons fifth a poten 41 ~or

SQQVEHAHHA UNIT Z V4432 Amendment Ho. 3d
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DISCUSSION OF DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG F433
ITS: SECTION 3.6.4.2 - SECONDARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

N - P NT HAN

p I ~EG 1433 3.6,4.2 Actions are modified to add Condit1ons toreflect the design of some SSES SCIV penetrations and theJ ri

t a mproved Technical Specif1cat1ons account for the SSES
design and/or that the SSES design is accurately and completely
described in the Bases. Therefore. this change 1s not a
significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

z configuration of the SSES secondary containment. SSES secondary
~~4~g pneelp ~~ containment penetration designs are similar to the primary, g~,~ ontainment penetration designs and therefore. Conditions similar

o those provided for in NUREG LCO 3.6.1.3 have been added to SSES
TS 3.6.4.2. Furthermore. SSES secondary containment is designed

with three zones. In certain plant configurations not all SCIVs
will be required. Therefore. the word "required" has been added""W o the LCO and Ac n This change is needed to ensure

C~ te,„~

P.2 SSES ITS 3.6.4.2 Bases are modified to add details to ensure the
SSES ITS requirements and the Bases for those requirements are
clearly stated. This change provides add1t1onal detail and is
1ntended to 1mprove clarity and ensure the requirement 1s fully
understood and consistently applied. There are no technical
changes to requirements as specif1ed 1n NUREG 1433, Revision 1:
therefore. this change is not a significant or generic deviation
from NUREG 1433.

SSES ITS 3.6.4.2 Bases has been modified to include a 11st of all
secondary containment isolat1on valves and the associated maximum
isolat1on time. Th1s list is intended to facfl1tate access to
this information by the plant staff. Th1s change provides
additional deta11 and is intended to improve clarity and ensure
the requirement 1s fully understood and consistently applied.
There are no techn1cal changes to requirements as specified 1n
NUREG 1433. Rev1sion 1: therefore. this change is not a

significant or generic deviation from NUREG 1433.

None

T G N N R
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BASES (contfnued)

SURVEILLAN6K
REO UIREMEHTS

ry conta1nmint manual
h t fs requ1red to be

closed. The SR helpsof radioactive fluids
containment boundary isnot requfre any test1ng
nvolves verfffcatfon
afnment that are capablerrect position.

/
1ble to personnel duringf their posfCfon fs
y was chosen to
Vs are fn the correct

This SR verfffes that each secondafsolatfon valve and blind flange tclosed during accident conditions 1to ensure Chat post accfdenC leakaor gases outside of the secondarywfth1n design limits. This SR doeor valve manfpulatfon. Rather, ft
Chat shoto SCSVs fn gssoonsaryg sof befng s os oned are in Che

ss as'C

Since these s are readfly acc s
normal operatfon and verification orelat1vely easy, the 31 day Frequ
provide added assurance that the
posftfons.

Two Notes have been added to this
applies to valves and blind flange
radiation areas and allows them to
admfnfstratfve controls. Allowing
administrative controls fs consfde
access to these areas 1s typ1cally
NOES I, 2, and 3 for ALARA reason
probability of misalignment of the
been verfffed to be fn the proper

R. The first Note
located 1n high

be verif1 ed by use of
verification by
ed acceptable, since
restrfcted during

Therefore, the
e SCIVs, once they have
sftfon, fs low.

A second Note has been 1ncluded to larffy that SCIVs thatare open under administrative cont ls are not required to
meet the SR durfng the tfme the SC s are open."

1'ach power operated and
s fs required to
tfon time test ensures
e period less than or
analyses. The fsolatfoo

Verifying that the fsolat1on time
each automatic SCIV fs within limf
demonstrate OPERABILITY. The' sol
that the SCIV will 1solate fn a Ci
equal to that assumed fn the safe
tfme and Frequency of this SR

92 d ys

P4saa65.!ass Tiiaaa + SCC frs ~
(continued)

8 3.4101.



CONTAI!W>T SYSTEMS
r

SECONOARY CONTATNNKHT AUTCNATTC TSOLATTON

LIHETTNO CONOTTTON FOR OPERATION

Lpo gg qg ~~ RN secan cantafnme t, vent
damaers s ann fn l'able ... -L sha
t. an Or equal ta she Cfmea Seam ab e

Q~

r.
tee automat'. f safety on

eRA8LK rfth fSal4ttan t.mes .44
~ ~ ~

APPLTCABTLITY: OPKRATNNAL, CONOlTNNS I 2, 3 and

ACTTON

fifth one or more of the s nda cantafnment ent,
fsolatfon damaers ne n n Tan ~ ... parce
so t. on amper
hours e el.

pQ ~~ UA I

ask
ee automat c

fs 4 en ano r1 1fn

Qs.

LA.1

Restore the fnapersnle d er to qAjfUl status, ar
laalate eaCh affeCW penetratfan by uae Of at leaat One Ceeatfvetec
damper secured fn t1e fsolatfan poaftfan, or
Tsolata each affected penetratfon by use of at least one closed~ g~o S.C..~.x.,

Otherufse, fn OPf%LTIONAL, CONOTTTON 2, 2 or 3, be fn at least NOT
SHUT054 vfthfn the next 12 hours and fn COLO SHlPCCQI <thfn the
foJlovfng 24 hours.

OtheWse, fn Operatfonal Candftfon, suspend handltny of frrsdfated
fuel fn the secondary contafnmentg CORK ALTBATIONS and aperatfans vf 1 s~g,+~ potantfel for drafnfnfl the reactor vessel. The pravfsfans af
Specf ffcatfan 3.0.$ are nat applfcabte.

SuRVeTLLANCf. Re uTq~S
4.LI.2 fsch n v ones
damper he n n Table be demonstrated RPESLSLLls

fsolat',an L4<

a or ~I'e e 4
4l'eplachark erformed on damaer or

1 ot'ae cfrcuft by cyc nfl the damper
le verf

anc4 per months ve
teat affinal.each f ola er actuat

C AC least er 92 by verfgfny
SR 9„u ~ t. fta lfaff.

ance, re l'r
fts'acf 4 lctu4 ~

ugn at aat a
s ecfffed fsola an

~ so actan /~
fsolat an pos on.

4tfan tfme to be Qf thfn

or ane o ers &en frradfatad,uel fs befrtff handled fn the sa ndati

A
~ conte neent and our nfl CORC AQTERATTON5 and aperatfana wfth 4 paten al far

drafnfny the reactor vessel.
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.Qkc R.AT, 3,~v.g og
Ngc, Lht. '.C.wh

I

(Wbae. ~s;s

3 4..Vz

3.3.G.Z

(Qi
L.B.R

~ IPLcMssH Af Ac. Tossc oflct Ills Ion ~ ~ ~pon the HEING f5lter or charcoa ~o< r y st tural eafntinence(T5 gS.1 5.5.7 pafntfng, ffre or cheefcal release fn "ov,~&f Qf follovfng

sys M satfaffea the fn-place pe„etr tfypasa lea age testfng acceptance crfterfa of les0 05X and uses the test procedurea of Regulat+$.7.~ March. 1978 and the sya~ f1~ te 5
~ ev s on Q ~

Verffyfng
that a laboratoryanalyafa of a representatf ve carbon saaple obtafned fnaccordance

fifth

Regulatory Poaftfon C.i.b of Regulatory Gufde1.5R, Revfsfon 8, March 1978, eeeta the laboratory testfngcrfterfa of Regulatory Poaftfon C.d.a of Regulatory Gufde 1.54.Revfafon N, March 1978, for a eethyl fodfde penetratfon of 1than 0.17%; and on 0 ass

Qai

~s.~.L

NSOJKHANtN - uNIT I

Verf+fng e subsystem flav rate of 10,100 cfa t IN durfngsyatoe operatfon shen tested fn accordance fifth ANSI H$10-197$ .
Qg 7 ~ After every 720 hours of arcoa 1 adsorb sr o r 'fh I fo ~that a laboratory analysfs of a repre-sen t ve carbon seep e o tafned fn accordance fifth RegulatoryPoaftfon C.S.b of Regulatory Gufde 1.52, Revfsfon 2, March 1978.ta the laboratory test5ng cr fterfa of Regulatory Posftfon C.d.a otRegulatory Cufde 1.52, Revfsfon 2, March 1978, for a eethyl fodfdepenetratfon of less than 0.17'.

a sa >euc ~ ~. ~us >.
Verf~ny. that the pressure drop across the coebfned HEP1f5ltera and charcoal adsorber banks fa less than I3 fnchea MaterCauge uhfl~ operatfng the f5lter trafn at a floe rate of10,100 cfe a IQL

Verffyf that the f51ter trafn starts and assocfated dsepersBR.B.I.'l.a.S
~az5R To4ocs f' e 1 fnft a con ro rooe,

. I . SfaAateC autoeatfc fnftfatfon sf 1

I

J'

Verf+fny that the f5ltar coolf aaa and outafde afr dgg $ g g,9,g ~ and the fan start. on er coo fng c~w
A. Verffyfng that the temperature dfrferentfal ~ hg~f7d. cot 1 5a i 17'F vhen tested fn accordance fifth N5

t.~~'~ >pago~ ~ n iso .
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LB.l

L.1

DISCUSSION OF CHANG~'~ ~ < '4>-~yg
ITS: SECTION 3.6.4.3 - Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)GT) System

A (continued)
='Because there fs no change fn the requfrement to erform hSurveillance Test. Furthermore. NRC and PAL resourwith-processing license amendments to these r

"o ces associated

with no 1

reduced. Th1s change fs a less restrf tf dmc ve a infstrative change
4$ )ei 4 e~

SSES CTS 4..5.3.d.3 establishes 18 months as the requiredFrequency for performance of SRs that verify the each SGT filtertrafn starts and that associated dampers open on an 1nft1at1onsfgnal. SSES ITS 3.6.4.3.3 perform the same tests but therequfred Frequency fs exten to 24 months. Therefore. theSurveillance Test Interval these SRs fs being increased fromonce every 18 months to onc every 24 months for a maximum1nterval of 30 months fnclud ng the 25').'t
Extendfng the surveillance interval for 'n isacceptable because the system 1s operated every 31 da~s to satisfythe requirements of SSES ITS 3.6.4.3.1. Th1s test will d tectsignificant failures affectfng system operat1on that would bedetected by conducting the 18 month surve1llance test. Inadd1tfon tne SGTS system act1ve components and power supplies aredesigned with redundancy to meet the s1ngle act1ve failurecrfter1a . wh1ch w111 ensure system avaflabflfty 1n the event of afa11ure of one of the system components. Based on the redundancycapability and the above discussion. ft fs concluded that theimpact. 1f any. on system ava11abi11ty fs small as a result of tt echange to the subject SGTS test intervals.

A review of the surveillance test h1story for each of theseSurveillance requ1rements was performed to va11date the aboveconclusion. This historical review of the surveillance testh1story demonstrates that there are no fa1lures that wouldfnval1date the conclusion that the 1mpact of th1s change. ff any.on system avaflab1lfty 1s small.

SSES CTS 3.6.5.3 requfres that the appl1cable act1v1t1es must be
suspended 1amedfately 1f a standby gas treatment subsystem cannot
be returned to Operable status within 7 days wh11e.movement of
1rrad1ated fuel assemblfes. Core Alterations. or operations with
the potentfal f'r dra1n1ng the reactor vessel are 1n progress.
Under the same condft1ons. SSES ITS 3.6.4.3. Required Action C. l.
allows these applicable actfvft1es to cont1nue ff the Operable
subsystem of SGT fs fn operation. This new option fs acceptable
because the act1on'ensures that the rema1nfng subsystem fs
operable. one subsystem fs sufffcfent for any accident. no
failures that could prevent automatic actuation can occur and any
other failure will be read1ly detected. Therefore, th1s change
does not sfgn1ffcantly affect safety.

SUSQUEHNNA UNIT I NO 2 Revfs1on 0. 07/31/96
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SGT System
B 3.6.4.3

B 3.6 CONTAINMElfF SYSTEMS

B 3.6.4.3 Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The SGT System -is required by 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 41.
"Containment Atmosphere Cleanup" (Ref. 1). The safety
function of the SGT System is to ensure that radioactive
materials that leak from the primary containment into the
secondary containment following a Design Basis Accident
(OBA) are filtered and adsorbed prior to exhausting to the

y'nvironment.

The SGT System consists of two redundant subsystems, each
with its own set of dampers, filter train and on 1 .

tCel Cas4,'bw Peg

Each filter train consists of (components e
the direction of the air flow):

a. A demister:

b. An electric heater:

c. A prefilter:

d. A high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter:

e. A charcoal adsorber;

f. A second HEPA filter: and

g. A centrifugal fan.

The sizing of the SGT System equipment and components is
based on handling an incoming air mixture at a maximum of
125'F. The internal pressure of the SGT System boundary
region is maintained at a negative .pressure of 0.25 inches
water gauge when the system is in operation. Maintenance of
a negative pressure precludes direct outleakage.

The demister is provided to remove entrained water in the
air. while the electric heater reduces the relative humidity
of the airstream to less 'than 704 (Ref. 2). The prefi lter
removes large particulate matter. while the HEPA filter
removes fine particulate r.atter and protects the charcoal
from fouling. The charcoal adsorber removes gaseous

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.6-99

(continued)
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SGT Sys em

B 3.6.4.3

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

elemental iodine and organic iodides. and the final HEPAfilter collects any carbon fines exhausted from the charcoal
adsorber.

The SGT System automatically starts and operates in response
to actuation signals indicative of conditions or an accident
that could require operation of the system. Following
initiation in each division. the associated eh~@4- filter
train fan starts. Upon verification that both subsystems
are operating, the redundant subsystem may, be shut down.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis for the SGT System is to mitigate the
consequences of a loss of coolant accident and fuel handling
accidents (Ref. 2). For all events analyzed, the SGT System
is shown to be automatically initiated to reduce, via
filtration and adsorption. the radioactive material released
to the environment.

The SGT System satisfies Criterion 3 of the.NRC Policy
Statement (Ref. 3).

LCO 'ollowing a DBA. a minimum of one SGT subsystem is required
to maintain the secondary containment at a negative pressure
with respect to the environment and to process gaseous
releases. Meeting the LCO requirements for two OPERABLE
subsystems ensures operation of at least one SGT subsystem
in the event of a single active failure. A SGT subsystem is
considered OPERABLE when it has an OPERABLE set of dampers.
filter train, recirculation fa and a 'trols.

p<J ggiacI'~" ~d do~pew

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2. and 3. a DSA could lead to a fission product
release to primary containment that leaks to secondary
containment. Therefore. SGT System OPERABILITY is required
during these MODES.

In MODES 4 and 5, the prcbability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations in these TOES. Therefore. maintaining the SGT

System in OPERABLE status is not required in MODE 4 or 5.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 B 3.6-100
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„DISCUSSION QF OEVIATIONS FRQH NUREG 1433 > < ~s-co

ITS: SECTION 3.6.4.3 - STANDBY GAS TREATHENT SYS~

P.I

p.2

o&g 4~ SOTS

I+

~4gw ~sc.
~44 +~ +p~Aw

P.3

P h includes the SGT fan.
be placed 1n operat1on but does not require that secondary
containment be established.. The change fs made to ensure the
proper act1ons are taken b plant operators. and ts fntended to
avoid otentfal nfu 1 n SSES o erators. This change 1s

n en to improve c arity an ensure t e requirement is fully
nderstood and consfstently applied. There are no techntcal
hanges to requirements as specified 1n NUREG 1433. Revision 1:

therefore. this change 1s not a s1gntffcant or generic deviation
from NUREG 1433.

NUREG 1433 3.6.4.3. 8ases has been modified to provfde additional
deta11 and 1s 1ntended to improve clarity and ensure the
requirement fs fully under stood and cons1stently applied. ere
are no technfcal changes to requirements as specified 1n NUREG

1433. Rev1sfon 1; therefore. this change fs not a sfgntffcant or
generic dev1atfon from NUREG 1433.

HQREG 1433 3.6.4.3. Requfred Action D.I has been modified-to allow
four hours to restore a SGT subsystem to OPERABLE status. Thfs 1s
acceptable because the probability of an event occurring requiring
the SGT system fs small and the 4 hours provides a period of t1me
to correct the problem cemensurate with the 1mportance of
maintaining the SGT System Operable. Furthermore. the allowance
is consistent with SSES CTS Actions. Therefore. the chanae does
not represent a sfgnfffcant or generic devfatfon from NUR(G 1433
and ft reflects current licensing basks of SSES.

NUREG 1433 3.6.4.3. Required Actfon C.l and SR 3.6.4.3.1. are
modified to clarify the. requirements. Each of these requirements
s ectffes that the SGT fflter train whtc

None

c eca~p'le, w
Sca~~

4' ~+ fbi
~» ~ -4~

4m~i
up~
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ACTIONS

CONOITION REQUIREO ACTION

~ac, lLix, z.c,.ws o7
SGT System

3.6.4.3

COMPLETION TINE

F. (contfnued) . F.2 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Imnedfately

F.3 Initiate action to Iamedfately
suspend OPDRVs.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.3.1 Operate each SGT filter train for a 10
continuous hours with heaters QPERABt:E.

ope~k'~,

31 days

SR 3.6.4.3.2 Perform requfred SGT filter testfng fn
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Program (UFTP).

In accordance
with the UFTP

SR 3.6.4.3.3 Verify each SGT subsystem actuates on an
actual or simulated fnftfatfon signal.

24 months

SR 3.6.4.3.4 Ver ffy each SGT filter cooling bypass and
outside afr damper open and the fan
started on high charcoal temperature.

24 months

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.6-44 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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Ql55<5 ~ nt roost ones psr'on
~on the NKPI fflter or charcoa adsorb r h~fITS hX> 5.5,7 pafntfng, ffre or chsafcal release fn any entf let

Verfgfny that the subeVstoe satfsffes the fn place penetr atfon561 ~ ~ass lea~ge testfny ~~~a crf~rfa of less th~
0.05K and uses the test procedures of Regulatory Posf tfons
C.5 a. C 5 c N4 C 5-d or R~latonr aufde I 52. Revfsfon 2.

E$,7.~ Narc'978, and the systae tier rate fs l0,100 cfa e lOX.'erf+fny
analysfs o a representatfve carbon saeple obtafned fn
accordance Hth Regulatory Posftfon C.4.b of Regulatory Gufde
1.52, Revfsfon 2. Narch 1978, seats the laboratory te~etfny
crfter fa of Regulatory Posftfon C.4.a of Regulatory gufde lest,than Oc175X'¹
Revfsfon 2. Narch 1978, for a eethyl fodfde penetratfon f Ion 0 ~ ss
Verf+fny a subsystee fTav rate of 10,100 cue t 10% dur fny

4:$ .7 ca systoe operatfon vhen tasted fn accordance

fifth

ANSt N510-1975.After every 720 hours ot arcoal adsorber rthat a laborato~ analysfs ot a rspre
santa ve carbon saep ~ o tafned fn accordance rfth Regulatory
Posftfon C.S.b of Regulatory Cufde 1.52, Revf sfon 2, Narch 1978,
~eets the laboratory tastfny crfterfa ok Regulatory Posftfon C.4.a oC
Regulatory Cufde 1.52, Ravfsfon 2. Karch 1978, for a cathy) fodfde
penetratfon of less than O.I75Ã.

sn nt Icosa onco par aonths hP: 4
. LB 2 ~. SnPcrtttrtre that tho Ilrcssuro drop across tho csnhtncd IIEPn

ffltere an4 CharCOal adSOrber bankS fe leSS than 13 fnChee Water
Cauye uhfle operatfny the fflter trafn at a flee rate oj'0.100cfa a 1'.
Verfgf that the ffltar trafn starts and assocfated daepers

gg.$ ,4„9,3 Q, open on of. the follovfny est sfgnalssR T.Sr gt a. l fnft a ~ can ro roce, ~ St~~44Sfmlatat autoeatfc fnftfatfon sf )

I

A3Verf+fny that the fflter coolf b ass and outsfde afr d
L

gg 3g g,3,g open and the fan start, on er coo fny
Igh C~A. Verffyfny that the taeperature dff|'erentfal ac ~ Ay~f,7d. cofl fs i 17 F ~ tasted fn accordance utth N5

lMch P04l'/4di % 't nap suut c Il,iip
susgutlNNNA - uNlr 1

Aeen~nt No. 52
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\DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION'.6.4 ' - Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System

A. 1

A.2

T N

None

During the Susquehanna Steam Electr1c Station (SSES) ImprovedTechnical Specificat1ons (ITS) development certain wordingprefe'rences or convent1ons are adopted which resulted in notechnical changes (either actual or interoretational) to the SSEScurrent Technical Spec1f1cations (CTS). Editorial changes and a
. new numbering system are ado ted to make SSES ITS consistent with

(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.
the Hotline Water Reactor (BIR) Standard Techn1cal Speclflcatlona

SSES CTS 4.6.5.3.d.2 .requires that SGT be started by a test
signal. SSES ITS SR 3.6.4.3.3 perm1ts SGT actuat1on by either

a'estor actual signal for the test that verifies that each
subsystem actuates throughout its emergency operating sequence.
This allows satisfactory automat1c system 1nit1at1ons to be usedto fulfillthe Surveillance requ1rements. Operability is
adequately demonstrated fn either case s1nce the subsystem itself
can not discr1minate between signals from "actual" cond1tions or"test" s1gnals. The Log1c System Funct1onal Test in SR 3.3.6.2.6
overlaps th1s SR to provide complete test1ng of the safety
funct1on. This is an admin1strat1ve change because it is a
reasonable interpretat1on of the existing requirement with no
impact on safety.

3. f„g 5 ~08

R TR TVHAN

T HN A

LA.1

LA.2

MA - R V

SSES CTS LCO 3.6.5.3 contains deta1ls relating to system design,
function. and Operability for the Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)
System. SSES ITS 3.6.5.3 includes only a requirement for
Operability and moves deta1ls of system design and specif1c
Operabil1ty requirements to the Bases. These details can be
adequately defined and controlled 1n the Bases which require
change control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10, Bases Control
Program. This approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control
rocess. The level of safety of facility operat1on is unaffected
y the change because there is tio change 1n the requ1rements. NRC

and PAL resources associated with processing 11cense amendments
to these requirements will be reduced. This change is a less
restr1ctive administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 4.6.5.3.a includes performance details assoc1ated with
the test1ng of the SGT System. These details are moved to plant
procedures. Th1s is acceptable because the requirement to perform
the Surveillance Test 1s not affected by these details. The level
of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



A.3 SSES CTS 4.8.6.3.d,3 requires verNcatlon "that the filtercooling bypass... on filter
cooling inMation; SSBS ITS SR 3.8.4.3 4 requires the same veiNcation, but

. identNes the specific inMation signal of high charcoal temperature. This is
acceptable because both tests fequlf the same vefNcatlon. The SEES lTS only
ezpllcitiy defines the signal that causes the Initiation. Therefore, because both 'tests
are equivalent, this change is an administrative change with no impact on safety.



T.c,.v.s
sGT system.

8 3.6.4.3.

SURVEILLNCE
REQUIREMENTS (contfnued)

tperature) for t 10 contfnuous hours ever 31 dael(m(nates ma(stare an the sdsarhers snd HEEI(A r(
s

Reference 4.
31 day Frequency fs consfstent wfth th fflters. Thee requfrements of

Thfs SR verfffes that the r~fred SGT fflter t t
rogram (VFTP). Th SGT

e Ventflatfon Fflter restfng
erformed fn accordance wfth the V

estfng fs
accordance wfth Regulatory Gufde 1.52 (Ref. 4). The VFTP

e System fflter tests are fn
p rmance, charcoal adsorber

fncludes testfng HEPA fflter erfo
mum system flow rate. and the physfcal.propertfes of the actfvated charcoal (general use andfoliowfng specfffc operatfons). Specfffc test fr encfesand addftfonal fnformatfon are dfscussed fn detafl fn the

Thfs SR verfffes that each SGT subsystem starts on recefptof an actual or sfmulated fnftfatfon sfgnal. Whfle thfsSurvefllance can be performed wfth the reactor at power.operatfng experfence has shown that these 'components usuallypass the Survefllance when performed at the 24 monthfrequency. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST fn SR 3.3.6.2.5overlaps thfs SR to provfde complete testfng of the safetyfunctfon. Therefore. the Frequency was found to beacceptable from a relfabflfty standpofnt.

6„f4@ Oee+il 0Thfs SR verfffes that the fflter~ coolfngdampers open and the fan starts on hfgh chare 1temperature. Thfs ensures that the coolfng mode of SGTSystem operatfon fs avaflable. Whfle thfs Survefllance anbe performed wfth the reactor at power. operatfng experiencehas shown that these components usually pass theSurvefllance when performed at the 24 month Frequency. &febfs based on the refuelfng cycle. Therefore. the Frequencywas found to be acceptable from a relfabflfty standpofnt.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT I 8 3.6-104
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OISCUSSION OF OEVIATIONS FROM NUREG 1433

' ~ t 5-ioITS: SECTION 3.6.4.3 - STANOBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

P.1

P.2

d. CA.C.i
p e that the SGT filter train. which 1ncludes the SGT fan.be placed fn operation but does not require that secondarycontainment be establfshed. The change fs made to ensure theproper actions are taken b plant operators. and fs 1ntended toavofd otential nf f SES o erators Th1s chanae fs>n en to improve c ar1ty an ensure t e requirement fs fullynderstood and consfstently applied. There are no technical

Oeelg 4W SOD

s ~,~~
~ftpmmKew

~4a eF ep~Aw
hanges to requirements as specff1ed 1n NUREG 1433. Rev1sion 1:therefore. this change fs not a s1gnif1cant or gener1c deviationfrom NUREG 1433.

JQREG 1433 3.6.4.3, Required Actfon 0.1 has been mod1ffed to allowfour hours to restore a SGT subsystem to OPERABLE status. This 1sacceptable because the probabfl1ty of an event occurr1ng r 1rinthe SGT system Ss small and the a hours provides a period~oPti1meto correct the problem coamensurate with the importance ofmaintafning the SGT System Operable. Furthermore. the allowancefs cons1stent w1th SSES CTS Act1ons. Therefore. the change doesnot represent a sfgnfficant or generic dev1at1on from NUREG 1433and 1t reflects current licens1ng basis of SSES.

NUREG 1433 3.6.4.3, Required Actfon C.1 and SR 3.6.4.3.1, aremodff1ed to clarffy the requ1rements. Each of these requirementss ecff1 s

P.3 NUREG 1433 3.6.4.3, Bases has been mod1ffed to provide 'addit1onaldetail and 1s intended to 1mprove clar1ty and ensure therequ1rement 1s fully understood and consistently applfed. ereare no technical changes to requirements as specified 1n NUREG1433. Revision 1; therefore. this change fs not a sfgn1f1cant orgeneric devfat1on from NUREG 1433.

None

R
d'aanP 4 d+ le~~

W+o~

Fm aaa~
sAk ~ a $~4'~'a v5~ '~ sscg ~.
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. BASES

BACKGRQUN9
(contfnued) .

F -(" .~«E'CAL" 2.C,.7E.y
4+C. IE AZ g C.+.) Eg

~ 3.6.4 a,

elemental 1odfne and organic 1odfdes. and the f1nal HEPA
adsorber.
filter collects any carbon fines exhausted f hus rom the charcoal

The SGT System automatically starts and operates fn resto actuat1on signals fndfcat1ve of condit1ons or an accfdenethat could require operation of the system. Following1n1tfatfon fn each division. the associated ehaee~f1ltertrain fan starts. Upon verfffcat1on that both subsystemsare operating. the redundant subsystem may be shut dae.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The desfgn bas1s for the SGT System 1s to mft1gate theconsequences of a loss of coolant accident and fuel handlingaccidents (Ref. 2). For all events analyzed. the SGT Systemfs shown to be automat1cally 1n1t1ated to reduce. vfaf1ltratfon and adsorpt1on. the radfoactfve material releasedto the envf ronment.

The SGT System satisfies Crfterfon 3 of the NRC PolicyStatement (Ref. 3) ..

LCO Following a DBA. a mfnfmum of one SGT subsystem fs requiredto ma1ntafn the secondary containment at a negat1ve pressurewith respect to the envfronment and to process gaseousreleases. Meeting the LCO requirements for two OPERABLEsubsp'stems ensures operation of at least one SGT subsystemfn tne event of a s1ngle act1ve failure. A SGT subsystei isconsidered OPERABLE when ft has an OPERABLE set of damers.fflter tra1n. rec1rculatfon fan. and assocfated controls.

APPLICABILITY In NIES 1. 2. and 3. a OBA could lead to a ffssfon productrelease to prfmary conta1nment that leaks to secondarycontainment. Therefore. SGT System OPERABILITY 1s requireddur1ng these N)0ES.

In N)OES 4 and 5. the probability and consequences of theseevents are reduced due to the pressure and temperaturelfmftatfons 1n these MOOES. Therefore. mafntafnfnti the SGTSystem fn OPERABLE status 1s not required 1n HOOE 4 or 5.

(cont1nued)

SUSgUEHANNA - UNIT 1 8 3.6-100 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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SECTION 3.7 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM tf: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION STATUS

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

KT R-~1 ULT ~CTS 3.7A Details of the Snubber inspection requirements
located in CTS 3/47A are removed. This Is a
relocation to the TRM, not a less restrictive
administrative change.

PRovide revised discussion Commitment willbe made that TRM Closed
and justification for the is a rt of FSAR. 6/20/87
relocation to the TRM.

3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System

[3.7.1-1~ L1, LT, ~CTS 3.7.1

L3, P.2
CTS 3.7.1.1 Actions a. and b. require restoring the
inoperable RHRSW subsystem to operable within 72
hours when one RHRSW subsystem is inoperable, or
shutdown within 12 hours ifboth RHRSW
subsystems are inoperable. ITS 3.7.1 Actions A, B,
and C extend these allowed outage times to 30 and 7
days ifthe other unit RHRSW subsystems are

vallable, or 8 hours ifthe other unit RHRSW
subsystems are not available. These times are
relaxations to the CTS times. ITS conditions are
significantly different from STS conditions (which do

ot recognize availability of an opposite unit's
RHRSW Systems}.

e changes to the CTS
lowed Outage Tknes need

additional justification (such
as PRA supporting data) to
permit relaxatlon.

See NUREG M/U page 3.7-1. SSES
design Includes 4 RHRSW pumps

Ich can supply both Units. Only
require 2 pumps for DB/L This
design is equivalent to NUREG
design which allows 30 days.
Change in format to NUREG was
necessary because pumps are
unitized. Therefore, SSES Is simply
ado ting NUREG AOTs.

Closed.
6/20/87

).7.1-2 )
+<L4 P.1 ) CTS TS 4.7.1.3.b requires the water level at the overflow

.7.1.3 Ir verified every 12 hours. ITS 3.72.1 requires the
ater level at the overflow weir verified every 24

hours.

3.72 Emergency Service Water (ESW)) System and Ultimate
Heat Sink (UHS)

This change to the CTS
Surveillance Test Frequency
needs futher justification

, PRA ~Cala

See NUREG 1433 M/U page 3.74.
Equivalent SRs are performed at
similar Frequencies. Adopting
NUREG frequencies.

PP6 Lwillremain at a Frequency of
12 hours.

Closed43P/LL
II provide

M/U of SSES
ITS.

K7.3-3~ [L7 LS ~CVS CTS 3.7.1.2 Actions a.2. and a.3 require restoring at
least one Inoperable ESW pump to operable within 72
hours when two ESW pumps are inoperable or one
ESW loop Is inoperable. ITS 3.7a2Actions Aand B

his change to the CTS
Allowed Outage Time needs
additiona~lustificatlon.

Consistent with the NUREG
established practice, AOTs are
established for supporting systems
based on the shortest AOT for
supported systems made
inoperable. Therefore, SSES change
adopts NUREG convention based on
plant design.

Closed.
{6/20/87j

NRC RIAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-97 Page 1 of 2



SECTION 3.T NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTIONOFISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.7.3 CREOAS System

~7.841 ~None ~3.7.3 SSES CTS MIUIndicates that 4.7.2.D.2 ls being
separated Into three different surveillances SR
3.3.7.1.5, SR 3.7.3.3, and SR 3.7.3A. Allof these SRs
are going from 18 Month Surveillance Frequencies to
4 Month Surveillance Frequencies, but only SR
.3.7.1.5 has a Justification.

PP8 Lwillprovide a new DOC to
address this onxnisslon.

Ciosed47P8 L
II provide

M/U of DOCs
and revised
CTS MIU.

3.7A Control Room Floor Cooling System

~TA-1 M.l STS SN
.7.5.1

STS SR 3.7.5.1 requires verifying the control room
floor cooling system can remove the assumed heat
load every 18 months. ITS SR 3.74.1 changes the
fr uency to 24 months.

is change ot CTS New requirement. No justification for ClosecL

Surveillance Test Interval is 4 month required. snOI87

under review.

3.7.6 Main Turbine Bypass System

~761~A ~PA CTS eye ITS wording of CONOITION A dlffere edltorlelly from
ITS 3.7.6 STS wording. JFD recorjnlzes need to submit TSTF.

STF needs to be submitted
nnd epfrroeed.

fter further review. PAL proposes
his Is a bracketed change to NUREG

1433 for clarity. It Is recoirxnended
that no generic changes are

OpenWRC to
review
revised
resolution.

CTS 4.7.8.a requires that the main turbine bypass
system be demonstrated Operable every 7 days. ITS
SR 3.7.6.1 extends this SR Frequency from 7 days to
31 days. Per NUREG-1433. Based upon evaluation
that exlenslon not safety sirlnificant.

Provide info on evaluation of
data that shows frequency
extension Is not safety
s~inificant.

See 3.7.6 DOC L3. DOC states that
he test normally passes, and

nufacturer concurs with change.
Furthermore, NUREG (see NUREG
MIU page 3.7-18) Identilies a

Frequency of 3~1da s.

Closed

HRC RAls —SSES Impmved Technical Speclflcatlons 03-Hov-97 Page2of 2





MR,c RAT > (. f-Q
RHRSW 8 ~stem and UHS

3.7.1 .

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Both Unit 1 RHRSW

subsystems inoperable.
B. 1 Restore one Unit 1

RHRSW subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

8 hours with one
or both Unit 2
RHRSW subsystems
not capable of
supporting
associated
Unit 1 RHRSW

subsystem

AND

7 days

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

OR

UHS inoperable

C.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4.

12 hours

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.1.1 Verify the water level at the overflow weir
is greater than or equal to 678 feet 1 inch
above Mean Sea Level.

hours

SR 3.7. 1.2 Verify the average water temperature of the
UHS is ( 88'F.

24 nours

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.7-2 Amendment A. 07/31/96
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RHRSW System and UHS
.

B 3.7.1

BASES

ACTIONS ~B (continued)

respective Unit 1 RHRSW subsystem. if no additional failures
occur which impact the RHRSW System, the remaining OPERABLE
Unit 2 subsystems and flow paths provide adequate heat
removal capacity following a design basis LOCA. However,
capability for this alignment is not assumed in long term
containment response analysis and an additional single
failure in the RHRSW System could reduce the system capacity
below that assumed in the safety analysis. Therefore,
continued operation is permitted only for a limited time.
One inoperable subsystem is required to be restored to
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time
for restoring one inoperable RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE
status is based on engineering judgment. considering the
level of redundancy provided, and the low probability of a
DBA with concurrent worst case single failure.

C 1 and C.2

If the RHRSW subsystems cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the associated Completion Times, or the UHS is
determined to be inoperable. the unit must be placed in a
MODE 'in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable. based on operating
experience. to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

ll

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

~SR 7 l.l IZ
This SR verifies t e water level to be sufficient for the

roper operation o the RHRSW pumps (net positive suction
ead and pump vor exing are considered in determining this

limit). The our Frequency is based on operating
experience related to trending of the parameter variations
during the applicable MODES.

(continued)
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(S sac,
~as't

L 4 j~E't f.tL.tC ~ J
S~ci Pic «~ 3-3 1.t

3.7 3

Verifying that the subsystem satisfies the in-place penetration
and bypass 'leakage testing acceptance criteria of less than 0. 05X

~ < o- and uses the test procedures of Regulatory Positions C.5. a, C. 5. c
and C.5. d of Regulatory Guide l. 52, Revision 2, Harch 1978, and
the system flow rate is 5810 cfm x 10X.

Ver ifying it n 3 da s' that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained fn accordance with
Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,

+57,~ Harch 1978, meets the laboratory testing crfter$ a of. Regulatory
Positfon C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Parch 1978,
for a methyl iodide penetration of'ess than 0.175X; and

Verifying a subsystem flow rate of 5810 cfa 4 10X during subsys-
tem operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

After eve 7 0 h r f arcoal adsorber operation by verifying
~n days afar remdval that a laboratory analysis of a repre-

sen a ive ca on samp e o ined in accordance with Regulatory
Positon C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Harch 1978, meets
the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C,6.a of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, ifarch 1978, for a methyl fodfde
penetration of less than 0.175X.

g, S.l N At least once per months by:

Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined prefflter,
upstream and downstream HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks

g 57 g is less than 9. 1 inches Water Gauge while operating the subsystem
at a flow rate of 5810 cfa x 10X.

La'

~ p

2.

SR 3,73,y

TCL~C ~.3. 7.l-l

V ifying hat on the be ow isolation de actuati n test 'gnal,
e subsy tea automatic lly swftches the isol ion mod of

operatio and the isol tion dampers ose withi 8 secon

a) 0 side air in e chlorine - igh.

Verifying that on each of the below pressurization mode
test signals, the subsystem automatically switches to the
pressurization mode of operation and the control structure is
maintained at a posftive pressure of 1/8 inch W:G. relative
to the outside atmosphere durfng subsystem operation at a flow
rate less than or equal to 5810 cfm:

a) Reactor Building isolation, and
b) Outside air intake radiation - high.

I 9$ef2

Or
5 n„gyp

JK 'erifying that the heaters di i 0 a 3. 0 Kw when
%$.7

$
. tested in accordance with NS N510 97

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 7-6 Amendment No.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.7.3 - CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY, OUTSIDE AIR SUPPLY (CREOAS) SYSTEM

TECHNICA CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIV

LA. 1

LA.2

L.l

SSES CTS 3.7.2 requires the CREOAS system to be Operable and
identifies what components are required for the CREOAS system.
SSES ITS 3.7.3 requires the CREOAS system to be Operable, but does
not define what equipment is required. This is acceptable because
these details do not impact the SSES ITS requirement to maintain
the CREOAS system Operable. Therefore, this information can be
adequately defined and controlled in the SSES ITS Bases which
require change control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5.10. Bases
Control Program. This approach provides an effective level of
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the
requirement to maintain the CREOAS system Operable. Furthermore.
NRC and PP8L resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is
a less restrictive administrative change with no impact on the
margin of safety.

SSES CTS 4.7.2.a requires that testing be performed on the CREOAS

system and details that the testing should be initiated from the
control room, on a Staggered Test Basis and flow should be put
through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. SSES ITS SR

3.7.3.1 maintains the requirement to perform the surveillance
test, but does not detail the methods to perform the survei llance
test. This is acceptable because the information/requirements
identified do not impact the SSES ITS requirement to perform the
surveillance test. Therefore, these requirement can be adequately
defined and controlled in the SSES ITS SR 3.7.3.1 Bases which
require change control in accordance with SSES =ITS 5.5.10, Bases
Control Program. It should be noted that the wording ."Staggered
Test Basis" has been changed in the SSES ITS Bases. because the
term is defined differently in the SSES ITS. The presentation in
the SSES ITS Bases maintains the same requirements as the SSES

CTS. This, approach provides an effective level of regulatory
control and provides for a more appropriate change control

rocess. The level of safety of facility operation is unaffected
y the change because there is no change in the requirement to

perform the surveillance. Furthermore, NRC and PP&L resources
associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on the margin of s

z„, p (.S.i
SSES CTS 3.7.2 Applicability is revised in SSES ITS 3..
exclude Modes 4 and 5 if no activities (i.e.. Core Alterations or
OPDRVS) are being conducted which may lead to a need for control
room isolation. In Modes 4 and 5 ~ the probability and
consequences of a design basis accident are significantly reduced
due to pressure and temperature limitations in these Modes.
However. some activities (i.e.. Core Alterations and OPDRVs) could
lead to the necessity for control room isolation, and these are
retained in the Applicability. In addition. the SSES ITS 3.7.3

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



. , INSERT (NRC RAI 3.7.3-01):

t
~

~

4

LB.1 SSES CTS 4.7.2.d.3 establishes 18 months as the required Frequency
for performance of SRs that verify that the Main Control Room can be
initiallypressurized and maintained pressurized by CREOAS. SSES ITS
SR 3.7.3.3 and SSES ITS SR 3.7.3.4 perform the same tests but the
required Frequency is extended to 24 months. Therefore, the
Surveillance Test Interval of these SRs is being increased from once
every 18 months to once every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30
months including the 25% grace period.

The purpose of these tests is to ensure Main Control Room boundary
integrity by demonstrating that a positive pressure assumed in the safety
analysis can be maintained and test the capability of the CREOAS
System. Extending the surveillance interval for this venfication of Main
Control Room boundary integrity is acceptable because all active
components associated with CREOAS Operability are designed to be
single failure proof and highly reliable and most of the active components
are tested on a more frequent basis. Therefore, based on the design of
the CREOAS support systems and the passive design of the Main Control
Room boundary the impact, ifany, on system availability will be small as

'"a result of the change in Surveillance Frequency.

A review of the surveillance test history for each of these Surveillance
requirements was performed to validate the above conclusion. This
historical. review of the surveillance test history demonstrates that there
are no failures that would invalidate the conclusion that the impact of this
change, ifany, on system availability is small.



SECTION 3.9 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

3.9.1 Refueling Equipment Interlocks

~e.f-f )l.6 g ~CTS 3.8.1 CTS 3.8.1 bA. specifies fuel grapple position as one
ofthe required Refuel Position lntertocks, and CTS

.8.12 refers to the specification for the interlocks
hlch require testing. ITS SR 3JI.1.1 deletes this

interlock.

5 does not address fuel
grapple deletion. Provide
'ustiTication for the STS
deviation based on current
licensing basis, system

esign, or operational
onstralnts.

"A"DOC willbe added. Closed+PaL
ll provide

M/U of DOCs.

~8.1-2 ~Gee ~den Somejustlfleatlonslntnlsseellonareuasedon
reliance on ITS SR 3.0A, which Is not applicable!n
MODE 5.

3.92 Refuel Position OneoRodoOut Interlock

Justifications based on ITS
SR 3.0A need additional
ustiftcatlon.

I"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
for WNP-2.

Closed43PKL
II provide

M/Uof
revised DOC.

~82-2~ (LC.1 CTS
.9.1.2

CTS 48.12 requires a Functional Test of the Reactor
Mode Switch Refuel Position Interlocks "within25
hours prior to the start ol and once per T days
during control rod withdrawal or CORE

TERATIONS. ITS SR 3.9.2.2 eliminates the
requirement that verifications be performed "within
24 hours prior to the start ol"control rod withdrawal
or CORE ALTERATIONS..

e justilication is based on
reliance on ITS SR 3.0A

hich Is not applicable in
MODE 5. Provide additional
ustification.

I"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
for WNP-2.

ClosedoPPKL
illprovide

revised LC
DOC.

3.8.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level - Irradiated
Fuel

PLS~B1 ~Mone ACTS 38/8 CTS 6 S & refers to Inoeemerll of Sradtated tuel STS Inl~lldedto refer to
assemblies and so does the ITS 3.8.6. Irradiated In ASfrlleatsiilf

e word Irradiated" willbe added
back into SSES ITS 3.8.6
"A~~ticabl~tit ".

Ctosed+P5,L
II provide

M/U of SSES
ITS.

NRC RNs - SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03«No v-97 Page1of 1
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

~'~1 REACTOR MODE SWITCH

LIMITIHG COHOITION FOR OPERATION

3.~ I

(~ bOC 3.9 1 ~M~~~
r 1 yCj"u,o '.9. c..

~A. I

Aa ~q~
—~w,

he r switch she 1 L and f ocke in the Shutdown o
Re ue posi son When the reactor mode switch s oc:ked n the Refue 'positi n: R S

-a. A control rod shall not be withdrawn'nless the Refuel position
one-rod-out inter lock is OPERABLE.

LC.O 39.K,

Al ~dtkh
gr

CORE ALTERATIONS shall not be performed using equipment associated
w th a e uel position inter lock unless at least the following associi
ated Refuel position inter locks are OPERABLE for such equipment.

LC.o 9R.(A~
SR 3 9.1.1

Q. 1. All rods in.
:—2. Refuel platform position

c,d,t 3. Refuel platforo(nhnostsl fuel-loa

g,c
ys

g S. Service platform hoist fuel-loa e .
A.a

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5

ACTIPR: Q - —n5'-38.x

a. lfith 'the reactor aude suit+eh not locks in the ihutdoun or Refuel
Lgo $ g p Pg~. g 'sition as s e suspen AL qc the reactor

mode switch in the Shutdown or R fuel ositiony

b. With the one-rod-out interlock inoperable, 1

n t hu n osition.
mode switch

Lc.o 3'.f. l, oldie ~ A
With any of the above re uired Refuel position equipment interlocks
inoperable, suspend R A RATIOHS with equipment associated «ith
the inoperable Refuel position equipment interlock.

'3~sofas Tes~xceptions 3r1lf lsnd~3i.0.3.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 3/4 9-1 Amendment No. B2





DISCUSSION OF
CHANGES'TS:

SECTION 3.9.1 - Refueling Equipment Interlocks

> c.i-k

~AOIIIIIISTIIATIV ( ti di

A.5 SSES CTS 4.9.1.3 requires that any time the Operability of a

system or component is affected by .repair, maintenance or
replacement of a component, post maintenance testing is required
to demonstrate Operability of the system or component. SSES ITS
requires the Operability of equipment, but does not direct the
erformance of testing when repair activities have been performed.
he requirement to perform post maintenance testing is applicable

to all plant equipment. The majority of SSES CTS LCOs do not
contain this requirement to perform post maintenance testing
although this requirement is applicable. Even though the SSES ITS
does not explicitly require post maintenance testing. the
requirement is maintained. Therefore. this change does not result
in a change in the requirements only a change to ensure
consistency with NUREG 1433, Revision 1. Based on the above
discussion, the change is considered an administrative change with
no impact on safety.

Z ~s~+ A.C

TECHNICA CHANGES - NOR R STRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - L S RESTRICTIVE

LC.1 S S 4 '.1.2 requires a Functional Test of the reactor
switch refuel sition interlocks "wi '4 hours prior to the
start of" an once per 7 days during c rol rod withdrawal or
Core Alter ions. SSES ITS eliminat the requirement that
verifica ons be performed "within 4 hours prior to the start of
control od withdrawal or Core erations. This will allow the
verifi ation to be performed to 7 days prior to any control rod
with awal or Core Alterati s. This change is acceptable because
th requirement that the r actor mode switch refuel position
i erlocks are Operable enever control rod withdra r Core
iterations are in pr ress is unchanged. Eliminatio of the

requirement to perf this verification within 24 ours prior to
the activity is n significant because the nor periodic
Surveillance Fr ency is established to pro

'
adequate

assurance tha requirements are being met If the Surveillance
has been per ormed within the normal s cified interval, reliance
on the res ts is allowed since ITS 3.0.4 requires only tha a

Surveilla ce be performed within e required Frequency pri to
entering the applicable Hode Condition. The normal 7 y
Surveillance Frequency prov es adequate assurance t the LCO

requirements are satisfi . If any Surveillance s not been
erformed within this terval, control rod wi drawal and Core
iterations may not b performed. This ens es the requirements
re adequately checked prior to and duri these activities.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



lNSERT (NRC RAI 3.9.1-1)

A.6 SSES CTS 3.9.1 specifies that the "Fuel grapple position interlock be Operable.
SSES ITS removes this requirement, because it does not exist at SSES. This is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because it removes a reference to a
component that does not exist on the SSES Refueling Bridge and therefore, is not
required.



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.9.1 - Refueling Equipment Interlocks

R, AZ.
> C.i-<

((((((((((((((((( ' (( d)

A:5 SSES CTS 4.9.1.3 requires that any time the Operability of a
system or component is affected by repair, maintenance or
replacement of a component. post maintenance testing is required
to demonstrate Operability of the system or component. SSES ITS
requires the Operability of equipment. but does not direct the
erformance of testing when repair activities. have been performed.
he requirement to perform post maintenance testing is applicable

to all plant equipment. The majority of SSES CTS LCOs do not
contain this requirement to perform post maintenance testing
although this requirement is applicable. Even though the SSES ITS
does not explicitly require post maintenance testing, the
requirement is maintained. Therefore. this change does not result
in a change in the requirements only a change to ensure
consistency with NUREG 1433. Revision 1. Based on the above
discussion, the change is considered an administrative change with
no impact on safety.

Z ~scr + 4~4

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIV

None

TECHNI AL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE
Z~s cl'9

LC.1 S S 4.9.1.2 requires a Functional Test of the reactor
switch refuel sition interlocks "wi 24 hours 'pr ior to the
start of" an once per 7 days during c rol rod withdrawal or
Core Alter ions. SSES ITS eliminat the requirement that
verificat'ons be performed "within 4 hours prior to the start of
control od withdrawal or Core erations. This will allow the
verifi ation to be performed to 7 days prior to any control rod
with awal or Core Alterati s. This change is acceptable because

~th requirement that the r actor mode switch refuel position
i erlocks are Operable enever control rod withdra r Core
iterations are in pr ress is unchanged. Eliminatio of the

requirement to perf this verification within 24 ours prior to
the activity is n significant because the nor periodic
Surveil.lance Fr ency is established to'ro '

adequate
assurance tha requirements are being met If the Surveillance
has been per ormed within the normal s cified interval. reliance I

on the res ts is allowed since ITS 3.0.4 requires only tha a
'urveillace be performed within e required Frequency pri to

entering the applicable Mode Condition. The normal 7 y
Surveillance Frequency prov's adequate assurance t the LCO
requirements are satisfi . If any Surveillance s not been
erformed within this terval: control rod wi drawal and Core
iterations may not b performed. This ens es the requirements
re adequately checked prior to and duri these activities.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96





INSERT (NRC RAI 3.9.1-2):

LC.1 SSES CTS 4.9.1.2 requires a Functional Test of the reactor mode switch refuel
position interlocks 'Within 24 hours prior to the start of" and once per 7 days
during control rod withdrawal or Core Alterations. SSES ITS eliminates the
requirement that veriTications be performed "within24 hours prior to the start

of'ontrolrod withdrawal or Core Alterations. This willallow the verification to be
performed up to 7 days prior to any control rod withdrawal or Core Alterations.
This change is acceptable because the requirement that the reactor mode switch
refuel position interlocks are Operable whenever control rod withdrawal or Core
Alterations are in progress is unchanged. Elimination of the requirement to
perform this verification within 24 hours prior to the activity is not significant
because the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is established to provide
adequate assurance that requirements are being met If the Surveillance has
been performed within the normal specified inteival, reliance on the results is
allowed since ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met during the applicable
Mode or other specified condition. The 7 day Surveillance Frequency provides
adequate assurance that the LCO requirements are satisfied. Ifany Surveillance
has not been performed within this interval, control rod withdrawal and Core
Alterations may not be performed. This ensures the requirements are
adequately checked prior to and during these activities.



INSERT (NRC RAI 3.9.2-1)

LC.1 SSES CTS 4.9.1.2 requires a Functional Test of the reactor mode switch
refuel position interlocks "within24 hours prior to the start of'nd once per
7 days during control rod withdrawal or Core Alterations. SSES ITS
eliminates the requirement that verifications be performed within 24 hours
prior to the start of'ontrol rod withdrawal or Core Alterations. This will
allow the verification to be performed up to 7 days prior to any control rod
withdrawal or Core Alterations. This change is acceptable because the
requirement that the reactor mode switch refuel position interlocks are
Operable whenever control rod withdrawal or Core Alterations are in
progress is unchanged. Elimination of the requirement to perform this
verification within 24 hours prior to the activity is not significant because
the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is established to provide
adequate assurance that requirements are being met. If the Surveillance
has been performed within the normal specified interval, reliance on the
results is allowed since ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRS must be met
during the applicable Mode or other specified condition. The 7 day
Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance that the LCO
requirements are satisfied. Ifany Surveillance has not been performed
within this interval, control rod withdrawal and Core Alterations may not be
performed. This ensures the requirements are adequately checked prior
to and during these activities.
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'DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.9.2 - Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Inter lock

TECHNICA CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE (continued)

equirements are s sfied. If a Surveillance s not been
performed withi his interval ontrol rod wit rawal and ore
Alterations y not be perf ed. This ens s the re ements
are ad in these acti ties.

L.l

L.2

SSES CTS 3.9.1. Action a, requires suspending Core Alterations and
locking the reactor mode switch in the Shutdown or Refuel positionif the reactor mode switch is found not locked in the Shutdown or
Refuel position. SSES CTS 3.9.1, Action b, requires locking the
reactor mode switch in the Shutdown position when the one-rod-out
interlock is inoperable. SSES ITS 3.9.2 requires only that the
refuel position one-rod-out interlock be Operable: therefore, SSES

ITS 3.9.2. Required Actions A. 1 and A.2. only requires suspending
control rod withdrawal and initiating action to insert all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more fuel
assemblies if the one-rod-out interlock is inoperable. The SSES

ITS Required Actions compensate for an inoperable one-rod-out
interlock and provide adequate protection against potential
reactivity excursions without having to reposition the reactor
mode switch (ensuring a scram signal is inserted) and without the
requirement that the mode switch be locked in position.
Additionally. ensuring that rods are inserted by moving the mode
switch to the shutdown position causes an unnecessary pressure
transient on the control rod drive system. Therefore, SSES ITS
3.9.2. Required Actions A.l and A.2. do not result in a reduction
in the level of safety when the one-rod-out interlock is
determined to be inoperable.

SSES CTS 4.9.1.2 requires a Functional Test of the reactor mode
switch refuel position interlocks every 7 days. SSES ITS 3.9.2.2
maintains this requirement but adds a Note that permits this test
to be deferred until one hour after any control rod is withdrawn.
This change establishes explicit recognition that a control rod
must be withdrawn to properly perform a test of the one-rod-out
interlock. The new Note provides an exception to SSES CTS 4.0.4
(SSES ITS SR 3.0.4) which prohibits entry into the Applicability
of an LCO unless its required Surveillances are performed. The
new Note provides an explicit allowance to enter the LCO's
Applicabi'lity for. a short period of time that is adequate to
perform the required Surveillance. This additional time is not
significant because there is an implicit assumption that the
interlocks are Operable before any rod is withdrawn to perform the
test and procedural controls on control rod withdrawals and
indications available in the control room are adequate to prevent
challenging the one-rod-out interlock for the short period of time
required to complete the test.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96 .



~a.c. aq~ >f.C-<
RPV Water Level

3.9.6

3. 9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level

LCO 3.9.6 RPV water level shall be ~ 22 ft above the top of the RPV

flange.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irrad ated fuel assemblies within the RPV,

During movement. of new fuel assemblies or handling of
control rod5 within the RPV. when irradiated fuel
assemblies are seated within the RPV.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RPV water level not
within limit.

A.l Suspend movement of
fuel assemblies and
handling of control
rods within the RPV.

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify RPV water level is i 22 ft above the
top of the RPV flange.

24 hours

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 3.9-9 Amendment A, 07/31/96



SECTION 3.10 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE."

3.10A Single Control Rod Withdrawal Cold Shutdovm

NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~3.30A-T ~LC.t CTS
.8.10.1

CTS 4.8.10.1 requires verifications associated with
single control rod removal performed "within4 hours
prfor to the start of removal" and at least every 24
hours thereafter. ITS SR 3.10A eliminates the
verifications performed "within4 hours prior to the
start of removaL" Deleting this surveillance
requirement!s based on reflance on ITS SR 3.0A.

lch Is not applicable ln Mode 4.

NOTE needs to be added
king SR 3.0A a licable.

I"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
for WNP-2.

Closed43P8 L
illprovide

revised LC
DOC.

3.10.5 Single Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal Refueling

~3.30.6.1 ~LC.T CTS
.8.10.1

TS 4.9.10.1 requires veriflcatlons associated with
single control rod removal "within4 hours prior to the
start of removal" and at least every 24 hours
hereafter. ITS SR 3.10.5 eliminates the verifications

"within4 hours prior to the start of removal."
Deleting this surveillance requirement is based on

'lianceon ITS SR 3.04, which is not applicable In
Mode 6.

NOTE needs to be added
nlntt~SR 3.0A 0 lleanle.

All"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
forWNP-2.

Closed43PKL
illprovide

revised LC
DOC.

3.10.6 Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal Relucling

K10.6~1 )LCA t TS

$ .940.24 f

TS 4.8.10.2.1 requires that verifications associated
ith multiple control rod removal be performed

"within4 hours prior to the start of removal" and at
least every 24 hours thereafter. ITS SR 3.10.6
elknlnates the requirement that veriflcatlons be
performed "within4 hours prior to the start of
removal." Deleting this surveillance requirement Is
based on reliance on ITS SR 3.04, which is not
applicable ln Mode 6.

NOTE needs to be added
ma~kin SR 3.0~4a Ellcable.

I"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
forWNP-2;

Closed43pd,L
II provide

revised LC
DOC.

3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN(SDM) Test Refueling

~3.108.1A ~PA CTS gondidon C removed, dopllealea aetlonlL1
) Need to submit TSTF.

.10.3
Generic Change pending BWROG-19. Open-TSTF

pending
BWROG-18 .

~3.10.8-2 ) ~LC.1) CTS
.10.3

CTS 4.10.3 requires perfonnance of CTS 4.10.3.b
(RWM Operability verification) and 4.10.3.c
(verificatio no CORE ALTERATIONSIn progress)
within 30 minutes prior Io"as well as every 12 hours
uring SDM testing. ITS SR 3.10.8.2 requires RWM

SRs current during SDM testing. The justilication is
sed on reliance on ITS SR 3.0A, which Is not

ppllcable In MODE d.

NOTE needs to be added
making SR 3.0A applicable.
(SubmIITST~F?

All"LC"DOCs willbe corrected,
consistent to the justification used
for WNP-2.

Closed 43'
II provide

revised LC
DOC.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-97 Page1of 1
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: .SECTION 3.10.4 - Single Control Rod Withdrawal Cold Shutdown

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

LA. 1

LA.2

C.1

SSES CTS 3.9. 10. 1. Actions requires "completion of the movement of
the component to a safe conservative position" prior to .suspending
removal of the control rod or CRD mechanism. SSES ITS 3.10.4
requires that the removal of the control rod or CRD mechanism be
suspended but does not specify that the movement can be completed
to a safe conservative position. This is acceptable because the
stipulation about "completion of the movement of the component to
a safe conservative position" does not impact the requirement to
suspend the activity. Therefore, this requirement can be
adequately defined and controlled in the SSES ITS Bases which
require change control in accordance with SSES ITS 5.5. 10. Bases
Control Program. This approach provides an effective level of
regulatory control and provides for a more appropriate change
control process. The level of safety of facility operation is
unaffected by the change because there is no change in the
requirement to suspend the activity. Furthermore. NRC and PP8L
resources associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 3.9. 10. l.d and 4.9..10. l.d specifies that control rod be
disarmed and specifies how--"electrically or hydraulically."
SSES ITS 3.10.4 require the control rods to be disarmed, but does
not specify how they are to be disarmed. This is acceptable
because the method of disarming the control rods does not impact
the requirement to disarm the control rods. Therefore. these
details can be adequately defined and controlled in the SSES ITS
Bases which require change control in accordance with SSES ITS
5.5. 10, Bases Control Program. This approach provides an
effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to disarm the control rods.
Furthermore, NRC and PP8L resources associated with processing
license amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This
change is a less restrictive administrative change with no impact
on safety.

Xwsrr+
.9.10.1 req res that verifications as iated with

single control rod moval be performed "withi hours of the
start of removal" nd at least every 24 hour hereafter. SSES
ITS eliminates e requirement that ve. ifi tions be perform
"within 4 ho s of the start of removal." This will allow e
verificati to be performed up to 24 ours prior to the tart of
withdra or removal of the contro rod or drive. Th'hange is
accep le because the requiremen that the require ts of SSES
ITS . 10.4 be maintained whenev control rods ar withdrawn or
r oved is unchanged. Ellmln on of the requi ent to perform
his verification within 4 ours prior to t removal is not

c'inni firsnt

hormonic

o +ha n ~sl nnni nAi r Css enil 1 snnn CnnnsInnns ~ ir
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS:.SECTION 3. 10.4 - Single Control Rod Withdrawal Cold Shutdown

T CHNICAL CHANGES - LESS R TRICTIVE (continued)

e g met. If the Surveill ce has been erformed withi the
normal sp ified interval, eliance on e results is owed
since IT SR 3.0.4 requi es only that Surveillance e perf med
within he required Fr quency prior o entering th appli le
Mode r condition. e 24 hour veillance Fre ency ovides
ade ate assurance hat the LC equirements sati ied. If
an Surveillance as not bee erformed wit n this nterval,
control rod wi drawal and D removal may ot b erformed. This
ensures the r ui rements re adequately checke prior to and
uring control rod withdrawal o erations

L.l

L.2

SSES ITS 3.10.4, governing control rod withdrawal in Mode 4,
allows a new option in place of the requirements for SDM and
disarming all control rods five-by-five array if a control rod is
withdrawn (but the CRD is not removed) in Mode 4. The alternative
requirements are that LCO 3.9.5, Control Rod Operability-
Refueling. be met and that the Mode 5 Reactor Protection System
Functions to be Operable. Therefore, the new alternative to
establishing conditions that ensure a reactivity excursion will
not occur is to ensure that if an reactivity excursion does occur,
the RPS will initiate a scram and the withdrawn control rod will
insert. However, adopting this alternative requires that in
addition to the Mode 5 RPS Functions already required by SSES CTS

Table 3.3 '-1, SSES ITS 3. 10.4 adds the requirement that the scram
discharge volume level functions are Operable because this
Function is needed to ensure control rods will insert if a scram
signal occurs. SSES CTS Table 3.3. 1-1. Functions 8.a and 8.b
which govern scram discharge volume level functions. although
required to be Operable in Mode 5 with any control rod withdrawn.
are not required if the control rod is withdrawn in accordance
with SSES CTS 3.9. 10.1 (or SSES CTS 3.9. 10.2) because the RPS

Operability option for controlling reactivity excursions during
single control rod withdrawal is not permitted in the SSES CTS.

New Surveillances have also been added to perform the applicable
SRs for the required LCOs (proposed SR 3. 10.4. 1) if. RPS Functions
and control rod Operability requi rements are chosen. and to verify
every 24 hours that a control rod withdrawal block is inserted
(proposed SR 3. 10:4.4) if the block is the chosen requirement.

SSES CTS Table 1.2. Note "~*" for Modes 3 and 4, allows the
reactor mode switch to be placed in Refuel and a control rod
withdrawn in Modes 3 and 4 if the one-rod-out-interlock is
Operable. This allowance is intended to permit recoupling a

control rod. SSES ITS 3. 10.3 and 3. 10.4 formally incorporate this
allowance and extend it to include any control rod withdrawal--not
just to "recouple" a control rod. The allowance is acceptable
because reactivity- excursions are prevented by a combination of
the. SnM anrl the nno-rnr1-night intorlnrk horaii~o tho wnM will



3.10.4 LC.1 INSERT:

, SSES CTS 4.9.10.1 requires that venfications associated with single control rod removal
be performed "within4 hours of the start of removal" and at least every 24 hours
thereafter. SSES ITS eliminates the requirement that verifications be performed "within

4 hours of the start of removal." This willallow the venfication to be performed up to 24
hours prior to the start of withdrawal or removal of the control rod or drive. This change .

is acceptable because the requirement that the requirements of SSES ITS 3.10.4 be
'aintained whenever control rods are withdrawn or removed is unchanged. Elimination

of the requirement to perform this venfication within 4 hours prior to the removal is not
significant because the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is established to provide
adequate assurance that requirements are being met. If the Surveillance has been

performed within the normal speciTied interval, reliance on the results is allowed because

ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met during the applicable Mode or other
specified condition. The 24 hour Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance
that the LCO requirements are satisfied. If any Surveillance has not been performed
within this interval, control rod withdrawal and CRD removal may not be performed. This
ensures the requirements are adequately checked prior to and during control rod
withdrawal operations.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.10.5 - Single Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal Refueling

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE (continued)

in the SSES ITS Bases which require change control in accordance
with SSES ITS 5.5. 10, Bases Control Program. This approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of
facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is no
change in the requirement to disarm a control rod. Furthermore,
NRC and PP8L resources associated with processing license
amendments to these requirements will be reduced. This change is
a less restrictive administrative change with no impact on safety.

C.1 ES CTS 4.9. 0.1 (a through e) requires that verifications
associated w' single control od removal'e performed "within 4
hours of t start of removal" and at least every 24 hours
thereafter. SSES ITS SRs ma ntain the frequency of least every
24 hour ut do not includ the requirement that ve ifications be
perfor d "within 4 hours of the start of removal This will
allo the'verification be performed up to 24 urs prior to the
st t of withdrawal or emoval of the control r d or drive. This

ange is acceptable ecause the requirement at the requirements
of SSES ITS 3. 10.4 e maintained whenever c trol rods are
withdrawn or remo d is unchanged. Elimin ion of the requiremen
to perform this erification within 4 ho s prior to the removal
is not signifi nt because the normal p riodic Surveillance
Frequency is stablished to provide a quate assurance that ~
requirement are being met. If the urveillance has been
performed ithin the normal specif' interval, reliance n the

'esults allowed since ITS SR .0.4 requires only th a
Surveil ance be performed withi the required Frequen prior'o
enter g the applicable Node condition. The 24 ur
Surv illance Frequency prov es adequate assuranc that the LCO
re i rements are satisfied If any Surveillanc has not been
performed within this int rval, control rod w hdrawal and CRD
removal may not be perfo med. -This ensure he requirements are
adequately checked prio to and during control rod withdrawal .

operations.
X~ScW

TECHNI AL SPECIFI ATION BA ES

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3. 10.5 consistent
with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96



INSERT 3.10.5 LC 1:

LC.1 SSES CTS 4.9.10.1 (a through e) requires that verifications associated with single
control rod removal be performed "within 4 hours of the start of removal" and at
least every 24 hours thereafter. SSES ITS SRs maintain the frequency of at least

, every 24 hours but do not include the requirement that verTiications be performed
"within 4 hours of the start of removal." This will allow the verification to be
performed up to 24 hours prior to the start of withdrawal or removal of the control
rod or drive. This change is acceptable because the requirement that the
requirements of SSES ITS 3.10.4 be maintained whenever control rods are
withdrawn or removed is unchanged. Elimination of the requirement to perform
this verification within 4 hours prior to the removal is not significant because the
normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is established to provide adequate
assurance that requirements are being met. If the Surveillance has been
performed within the normal speciTied interval, reliance on the results is allowed
because ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met during the applicable Mode
or other specified condition. If any Surveillance has not been performed within
this interval, control rod withdrawal and CRD removal may not be performed. This
ensures the requirements are adequately checked prior to and during control rod
withdrawal operations.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS SECTION 3.10.6 - Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal Refueling

T CHNICAL CHANG - SS R TRI TIVE (continued)

C. SSES CT 4.9.10.2.1 (a through e) re ires that verification of
requir ments for r oval of multiple control rods or c ntrol rod
drive be complet "within 4 hours of the start of r oval" and
at 1 ast every 2 hours thereafter. SSES ITS SR 3. 1 .6. 1 and
3. 1 .6.2 elimin te the requireme that these verif cations be
pe formed "wit in 4 hours prior'" removal or wi drawal of the
f rst control rod or control r d drive. This wil allow the
erificatio to be performed p to 24 hours pri to the start of

withdrawal r removal of th control rod or dr ve.'limination o
the requi r ment to perform his verification ithin 4 hours prior
to the r oval is not sig ficant because t e normal periodic
Surveil ance Frequency i established to p ovide adequate
assura ce that requirem ts are being me . If the Surveillance ha
been erformed within e normal specif'

intervaled

reliance on
the suits is allow since ITS SR 3. ~ 4 requires only that a

Surv illance be perf rmed within the equired Frequency prior to
entering the applic ble Mode or condition.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES

The Bases of the SSES CTS for this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and applicable content of SSES ITS 3.10.6 consistent
with the BWR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev. l.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



INSERT 3.10.6 LC.1:

LC:1 SSES CTS 4.9.10.2.1 (a through e) requires that verification of requirements for
removal of multiple control rods or control rod drives be completed "within 4
hours of the start of removal" and at least every 24 hours thereafter. SSES ITS
SR 3.10.6.1 and 3.10.6.2 eliminate the requirement that these verifications be
performed "within4 hours prior to" removal or withdrawal of the first control rod or
control rod drive. This willallow the verification to be performed up to 24 hours
prior to the start of withdrawal or removal of the control rod or drive. Elimination
of the requirement to perform this verification within 4 hours prior to the removal
is not significant because the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is
established to provide adequate assurance that requirements are being met. If
the Surveillance has been performed within the normal specified interval, reliance
on the results is allowed because ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met
during the applicable Mode or other specified condition.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 3. 10 . 8 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test Refuel ing

T CHN ICAL CHANGES - L SS RESTRICTIVE ( conti nued)

plant procedures . (The shorting links are not required to be
removed if a control rod or CRD i s removed under SSES CTS 3 . 9 . 10 . 1

or 3 . 9 . 10 . 2 because the scram protection provided by removing
shorting 1 inks is not effective if control rods or CRDs are
removed . ) The relocation to the TRM of requi rements to "remove
RPS shorting links" i s withdrawn while in Mode 5 is acceptable
because scram functi on provided by the "shorting links" i s not the
primary mechanism for preventi ng a reactivity excursion when
control rods are withdrawn while i n Mode 5 . If a single control
rod i s withdrawn, the one-rod-out interlock and SDM are suffici ent
to prevent a reactivity excurs ion . Additionally, the RPS

Functions 1 . a, 2 . a and 2. d . coupled with requi rements that the
withdrawn control rod are Operable provide backup scram
protection. If multiple control rods are withdrawn in Hode 5 for
SDM testi ng, protection from reactivity excursi ons is provided by
requirements that ei ther the RWM or a second qualified person
limits the control rod pattern to that necessary to perform the
SDM test. Because of the rel iabi 1 ity of SDH calculations,
enforcement of the rod pattern consistent with these calculations
provides a high degree of protection against a reactivity
excursion. Additional protection is provided by 1 imiting the rate
of reactivity addition by requiring that SDH test rod withdrawals
are performed using "notch out mode." Finally, the RPS Functions
2. a and 2. d, coupled with requi rements that the withdrawn control
rods are Operable (coupl ed and charging header pressure ava i 1 abl e)
provide backup scram protecti on . Therefore, movi ng requirements
for removal of shorting links to plant procedures has no impact on
safety .

LC. 1 SES CTS 4 ~ 1 .3 requires perf mance of SSES CTS 4. 10. 3. b (RWH

Operabi lit verification) an 4. 10.3.c (veri fic tion no Core
Alterati s in progress) " thin 30 minutes pr or to" as well as
every hours during SD testi ng . SSES CTS . 10 . 3. b (RWM

Opera lity verificati ) is replaced by S S ITS SR 3. 10.8.2
whi requires that SRs are current ring SDM testing . SSES

IT SR 3. 10. 8. 2 pr ides assurance of R Operability that i s
uivalent to SS CTS 4. 10.3.b becau SSES CTS 4. 10.3.b could be

performed by a dmi ni strati ve chec within 30 minutes pri to
ini tiati on of DM testing that th applicable RWH SRs ha been
accompl i she within the require requency . Requi ring at this
type of a ini strati ve check performed within 30 nutes prior
to the art of an activity ovi des no addi tional ssur ance that
requi r'nts are sati sf ied

SSES CTS 4. 10 . 3. c ( veri cat i on of no Core erati ons i n
progress) is replaced y SSES ITS SR 3. 10 . 4 which el imi n es the
requirement that the veri fi cat i on of no ore Alterations n
hhh/%lhhl 0 hh Plllllhlh+h, 1 th) 8 lA 'l tl lt I tllt1hei t~ CllM acti ss



'ISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 3.10.8 - SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test Refueling

T CHNICAL

L.l

HANGES - LE RESTRICTIVE (continued)

uring SDM tes
' is unchange . Elimination of the requirement

to perform t 'erification thin 30 minutes or to th DM

test. is not ignificant bec se the normal per odic Surve'ance
Frequency s established provide adequat assurance at
require nts are being t. If the Surv 'ance has en
perfor d within the rmal specified erval. rel'e on the
resul s is allowed s'e ITS SR 3.0. requires on that a

Surveillance be pe ormed within t required Fr quency prior
entering the applicable Mode or condition.

SSES CTS 3.1.3.6.b (uncoupled rod in Mode 5) specifies that a

uncoupled control rod be fully inserted and disarmed within 2

hours. SSES ITS 3.10.8, Actions A and C. allow 3 hours to insert
and an additional 1 hour to disarm an uncoupled control rod while
in Mode 5. The new Completion Times are based on operating
experience and recognize the amount of time required to attempt
recoupling and/or insert and disarm the control rod if the re-
coupling is not successful. An uncoupled control rod during SDM

testing in Mode 5 could be very significant because of the
potential for a control rod drop accident when the rod sequence
creates the potential for very high control rod worths.
Therefore. CRDA analyses assume that the reactor operator follows
prescribed withdrawal sequences,, However, for some sequences
developed for the SDM testing, the control rod patterns assumed in
the safety analyses for a CRDA in Mode 2 may not be met.
Therefore, special CRDA analyses, performed in accordance with an

NRC approved methodology. are required to demonstrate the SDM test
sequence will not result in unacceptable consequences should a

CRDA occur during SDM testing while in Mode 5. This combination
of the low probability of a CRDA during the short time period that
the uncoupled rod is withdrawn and special rod sequences that
limit control rod worth to acceptable levels make this change .

acceptable.

TECHNICAL P CIFICATION BAS S

The Bases of the SSES CTS for. this Specification have been replaced by Bases
that reflect the format and 'applicable content of SSES ITS 3. 10.8 consistent
with the BMR STS. NUREG-1433. Rev. l.
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INSERT 3.10.8 LC.1:

LC.1 SSES CTS 4.10.3 requires performance of SSES CTS 4.10.3.b (RWM Operability
venfication) and 4.10.3.c (verification no Core Alterations in progress) "within 30
minutes prior to" as well as every 12 hours during SDM testing. SSES CTS
4.10.3.b (RWM Operability verification) is replaced by SSES ITS SR 3.10.8.2
which requires that RWM SRs are current during SDM testing. SSES ITS SR
3.10.8.2 provides assurance of RWM Operability that is equivalent to SSES CTS
4.10.3.b because SSES CTS 4.10.3.b could be performed by an administrative
check within 30 minutes prior to initiation of SDM testing that the applicable RWM
SRs have been accomplished within the required Frequency. Requiring that this
type of administrative check be performed within 30 minutes prior to the start of an
activity provides no additional assurance that requirements are satisfied.

SSES CTS 4.10.3.c (veriTication of no Core Alterations in progress) is replaced by
SSES ITS SR 3.10.8.4 which eliminates the requirement that the verification of no
Core Alterations in progress be completed "within 30 minutes prior to" SDM
testing. This will allow the venfication to be performed up to 12 hours prior to the
start of SDM testing. This change is acceptable because the requirement that no
Core Alterations are in progress during SDM testing is unchanged. Elimination of
the requirement to perform this verification within 30 minutes prior to the SDM tes;
is not signiTicant because the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is
established to provide adequate assurance that requirements are being met.. If
the Surveillance has been performed within the normal specified interval, reliance
on the results is allowed because ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met
during the applicable Mode or other specified condition.



c

SECTION 4.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM f/I DOC/JFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

Kaarf~~Ure Pr'1 CTS
5.3.1 ITS

21

CTS 6.3.1 second to last sentence to last sentence,
"Each fuel rod shall have a nominal active fuel length
of 160 Inches." Is indicated removed, although, this
requirement Is Included in ITS 4.2.1.

The sentence is removed from the CTS and then
added to the ITS.

3/6/5 7 Correct the markup, CTS M/U page 64 willhe corrected to Ctosed43PSL
he ITS, and UL2 as eliminate LA2and deletion of II provide

licable. statement. revised CTS
M/U.

~042 ~None ~GTs 331 GTs 331 lass senlence, "Reload fuel shall hares
mum average enrichment of 4.0 weight percent U-

236." Is not indicated to be removed but Is not
included In the ITS 42.1.

PDN~ Ihone J CTS nero reuuhamenf le added so ITS as Tuel sloraue,
5.6.1.1 as 4.3.2.1 that addresses "new fuel storage racks."

ITS 4.3.1.2 requires new fuel storage racks designed
andmaintained with keff«0 3/5 and 70 inch center
o center distance between assemblies.

There Is no discussion or Justification for the More
Restrictive change.

3/5IS7 Provide discussion CTS M/Uwillbe corrected.
and Justification for this
chanffe.

3/5/87 Provide discussion CTS M/U page 6-7 willbe modified
and Justification for this and new Mm DOC written.
change.

Ciosed43P6L
ll provide

revised CTS
M/U.

Closed42PSL
llprovide

revised CTS
M/U and M/U
of DOC.

NRC RIIIls- SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-97 Page1of f





OESlGN FEATURES

s/,g I

The reactor core shall contain 764 fuel assemblies. Each assembly consists of
a matrix of Zircaloy clad fuel rods with an initial composition of na~nriched or
slightly enriched uranium dioxide as fuel material and water rods. Limited
substitutions of Zirconium alloy filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with
NRC-approved applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel
assemblies shall be limited to those fuel dosigns that have been analyzed with
applicable NRC staff-approved cades and methods, and shown by toit or
analyses to comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number of lead
use assemblies that have not com lated re resentative testin m be placed
in na&imitin core re 'actrfuel rod~i have ~minal~ivM
ength 0 inc . e o o a pve a maxImum verage anne mon ~

8 3.l.l.o- )t . woig percent U-2 /
g ) (2.c„) Qc4o~ Lh~~

LA.>

~l '2 Z ~ The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform shaped control rod assomblies..
The control material shall be boron'carbide owdar (B~C), and/or Hafnium
m'etal. The con ol rod shall have a aminal axial abs r len
incus. Control rod assemblios shall be limited to those control rod designs
,ap proved by the NRC for use in BWRs.

LA 2)

5 .1 The reactor lant system is desig and shall be maintai

a. I accordance with the e requirements spe 'n Section 5.2 of the
FSAR, with allowanc or normal dogradatio pursuant to the applicable
Surveillance Requir onto,

b. For a of:

1. 12 psig on the suction 't the recirculation pumps.

. 1500 psig from the re 'ulation pump discharge to e jet pumps.

c. For a temperatur f 575'F.

YQLLlbK

5.4.2 The total'water and steam volume of the reactor ve and recirculation

system is approximately 22,400 cubic feot at a nominal T~ of 532'F.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 e.e ~tNo.ll8, 720e L4>
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In8881 a e ~+J )

5 Ptt lps t Cikfn Q

OESIGH FEATURES Gl
5. 5 HE I EOROLOGICAL TONER LOCATION

5.5.1 The setaorological toirer shall be located as sham on Fi ure 5.1.

FUEL STORAGE

CRITICALITY g ~~ +88C.L CaCkg

&+.~ The spent fwl storage racks are designed and shall be oaintained
~i th:

4.3.l.l.t

A 'keff equivalent to 1 ass than or egual to 0. 95 when f1 ooded Ni th
unboratad water, Mich includes all calculational biases and
uncertainties as described in Section 9.1.2 of the FSAR.

A noainal 6.625 inch canter to-center distance batmen fwl asseoblies
placed in the storage racks.

~

..1.2 e keff for'wl for the firs re o ng s in the A.'2
~ non uol ssaraca cas ~sall noa asc 8.88 anon a8uoous oaa cooers~cion i~

laS ~

5.&.2 The spent fuel storage pool is 4esigned an4 shall be aaintained to
prevent ina4vertent draining of the pool belcw elevation 616'9".

CAPACITY

q p~ i
f~~ The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be aaintaine4 ~ith
a storage capacity lialted to no mre than 2640 fwl asseablies.

q p ~~ ~~ l atlti~urpose storage rack aey be used to store up to 10 sound
and/or defective fuel'asseablies and/or other reactor internals.

5.7.1 The tenants identified in Tall~ 5.7.1-1 are designed an4 shall be LA .7
eaintained nothin tho cyclic or transient liaits of Table 5.7.1-1.

8 rlooC.

SUSQUEHNNA UNIT I



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: CHAPTER 4 ~ 0 - DESIGN FEATURES

ADMINISTRATIV

A.l

A.2

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. l.
CTS 5.6.1.2 includes the requirement that the keff for new fuel'or the first core loading stored dry in the spent fuel storage
racks shall not exceed 0.98 when aqueous foam moderation is
assumed. This requirement is no longer applicable because the
first core loading was completed. Therefore. this requirement is
deleted.

. TECHNICAL CHANGES - NORE RESTRICTIV

Non Qashcg+ K. l

TECHNICA CHANGES - LES R TRICTIV

LA. 1

LA.2

SSES CTS 5.1.3 and associated Maps (Figure 5.1.3-1a and 5.1.3-1b)
provide information regarding Unrestricted Area for radioactive
gaseous and liquid effluents that is not contained in the SSES ITS
because it does not meet the criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(4) for
inclusion in the Technical Specifications as a Design Feature.
The specific boundary for the Unrestricted Area is detailed in the
FSAR. Section 2,1.1.3. This requirement can be adequately defined
and controlled in plant controlled documents. The level of safety
of facility operation is unaffected by the change because there is
no change in the requirements. NRC and PP8L resources associated
with processing license amendments to these requirements will be
reduced. This change is a less restrictive change with no impact
on safety.

SSES CTS 5.2, Containment. SSES CTS 5.3.1. Fuel Assemblies, SSES
CTS 5.3.2, Control Rod Assemblies. and SSES CTS 5.4. Reactor
Coolant System, include design information that is contained in
the SSES FSAR and is not „included in the SSES ITS. Sufficient
detail relating to these features exists in LCOs to ensure any
changes which may affect safety would require prior NRC review and
approval. Therefore. removing these details from the Technical
Specifications. while maintaining the detail in the FSAR, will not
impact safe operation of the facility. This design information
can be adequately defined and controlled in the FSAR which require
change control in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 'his approach
provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for
a more appropriate change control process. The level of safety of

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



INSERT (NRC RA I 4.0-03):

M.1 SSES CTS 5.6.1.1 identifies the requirements for the spent fuel storage racks.
SSES ITS'4.3.1 identifies the criticality requirements for the spent fuel storage racks
and the new fuel racks. This change simply delineates the requirements for these
racks in the SSES ITS. Therefore, this more restrictive change will have no
negative impact on safety.
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SECTION 5.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ff: DOC/JFD: TS I.CO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

6.1 Res ponsibiNy

CTS
able

62.2-1
Notation

CTS Table 622-1 Notation defines the requirements
for shillmanning and requires during any absence of

e Shift Supervisor from the control room in MODES
1,2, or 3, anlndivldual "other than the Shift Technical

dvisor" (STA) with a valid Senior Operator license
shall be designated to assume the function.lTS 6.1.2

eletes the exception to the STA. but requires "an
individual with an active Senior Reactor Operator
(SRO) license" be designated to assuine the Control
Room Conxnand function ln MODES 1, 2, or 3 and a
SRO license or Reactor Operator license in MODES 4
or 6.The discussion and justification state that the
STA restriction Is controlled and defined in plant
procedurei The specitlc plant procedure is not
identified. Deleting the exception to the STA is not
adequately discussed orjustified.

Identify the specific plant
procedure and how the
procedure is controlled.
Provide additional
discussion and justilication
for chang, ifprocedures to
include chan e.

Comnibnenl anil be made teat ~bloat&
procedures willbe controlled by 10
CFR 60.68.

NRC RAls- SSES fmpmved rechnicaf Specftxaoona 03-Nov-97 Page1of 6



SECTION 5.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications
ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

6e2 ~ Organization

~SO:f ~Nona CT6
6.2.1.a

CTS 8.2o1.a identifies the speciflc section of the FSAR
(Section 13.1) where the lines or authority,
responsibility, and communication willbe
documented JTS 5.2.1.a only Identilies the
FSAILThere Is no discussion or justlflcatlon for the
removal of detaiL

Provide dlscusslon and hlschangel ~ conslderedlohe ~ofoserh
ustificatlon for removing covered by DOC A.1 which is

s~eclflc FSAR para~ra h. ado tin of NUREG format.

5.2-2 P2 STS
6.2.2.b

STS 5~b was modified to add the statement "This
individual may be qualified on both units and serving
In this capacity on both units."There Is inadequate
discussion and usllllcallon for shia CT6 devlallon.

Provide additional
ustiflcation. Statement Is In

conflict with 10 CFR
50.R(m) table and
r uirements.

Current Licensing Basis. ~Closed j

~5.2e5 UL1

CTS
able

6.2.2-1
Notation

CTS 6.23

CTS Table 8~-1 Notation prohibits any shift crew
position to be unmanned upon shift change due to an
oncoming shift crewman being late or absent. This
requirement is not maintained in ITS 5.2.There is no
dtscussio~nand ustiflcation for this removal of detail.

TS 622.e and Footnote requires an onsite Fire
Brigade of at least 6 members which does not Include

e SS or 2 other members of the minimum shiit crew
necessary for a safe shuldovm. This requirement is
not retained In ITS 6.2.There is no discussion or
ustification for the removal of detail. The deletion is

annotated with TSCR45408.

CTS 62.3 states functions, composition,
responsibilities, and authority requirements of the
Nuclear Safety Assessment Group (NSAG).These
requirements are not retained in ITS 5.2.This
requirement is being moved to the Technical
Re ufrenrenfs Ma~coal RM .

Provide discussion and
ustiflcaflon for the Less

Restrictive change.

Provide discussion and
ustiflcation for the Less

Restrictive Change.

Move CTS 82.3 NSAG
requirements to the QA
Program.

See CTS M/U page 84 and 6.2 DOC ~Closed J
3.

lfTSCR Is completed prior to ITS, no ~Closed Jad~dillonal OOC re «fred.

OOCUhf wig ldenllfyrelocafloolo ~closed
he QA Program.

NRC RAls - SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-97 Page2of 5
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SECTION 5.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications.

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

6A Procedures

LdA-1~ ~lA1 TS 6JIB and 6.8.3 states the procedure review and
approval requirements and temporary changes to
procedure requirements.These requirements are not
retained In ITS 6A.This requirement is being moved

Review and Audit
Requirements are to be
moved to the Q~APro ram.

OOCLAlwlllldentllyrelocatlonto ~Closed
he QA Program.

~5A4A ~lAS ~CTS S lo Record Retention le moved to TRM. Record retention
requirements are to be
moved to OA Program

DOC LAS willIdentity relocation to ~Closed
he O~APr ram

~aAOA ATLAS CTS e.a.l PCP change colltrolprocess and requirements lo he
d8 e vedto lant rocedures.

PCP requirements to be
ved to QA Pr ram.

PP6 I willreview and determine
ether the change control process

for the PCP should be controlled via

Closed+PaL
II

Incorporate
his

requirement
in the QA
ManuaL

A4A TS 6$ ./1 Emergency Plan and Security Plan implementation
t e j ocedures to be deleted (duplicate requitement'mergency

6, Security Plan
implementation procedures
to be relocated to respective

lan.

DOC LA2witt ldengly relocation le ~Closed
theagtrrogrinate lan.

NRC RAIS «SSES Improved Technical Specifications 03-Nov-9T Page3of 5



SECTION 5.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM ¹: DOCIJFD: TS LCO: DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE: NRC COMMENTS: SSES RESOLUTION: STATUS

Programs and Manual (General)

~6.5.1 CA ~P.1 CTS
6.142 K
STS 5.5.1

CTS 6.142.c requires that ODCM changes be
reviewed and approved by the PORC and the
ManagerAuclear Technology.STS 5.5.1 requires that
ODCM changes be reviewed and approved by the
[onsite review function] and the (Plant
Superintendent].The ITS only requires review and
a rovalb the Plant Mana erWu uehanna SES.

Provide justification for this
be ond sco chan e.

NUREG convention. Except in this
location NUREG does not Include
onsite review function. Therefore, to
ensure consistency all onsite review
functions were eliminated.

Closed

5.6-11A None ~CSS TS 6.8A.c requires post accident sampling for
radioactive lodines" and particulates In plant
gaseous effluents.lTS 5.6.3 requires post accident
sampling for radioactive "gases" and particulates in
plant gaseous effluents.Iodine is just one of the gases

nd as such this Is a More Restrictive change
because a~ll ase~smust be sam led.

Provide discussion and
ustificatlon for the More

Restrictive change.

SSSScurreulpracllcelslosample ~closed
all gases. Therefore. no change in
pliant ractlce.

5.6-1A 3, P.6,
M.3 ULB

5.6-2A

6@A lAA

CTS
.8.1.1.2

6.3

CTS
.11.1A

and
3.112.6
and STS
5.6.1

e CTS and the STS provide references to specific
STM 2D fuel oil requirements, referencing ASTM D-

2276. These references are not retained ln ITS 6.6.8,
anticylating approval ol ~nding changees" .

CTS 3.11.1A governs radioactive material In any
outside temporary tanks and CTS 3.11.2.6 governs
he concentration of hydrogen and oxygen In main

condenser offgas treatment systenLITS 6.5.8.b
controls the quantity of radioactivity contained In
unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks and
controls for potentially explosive gas.The program
does not address the methodology followed in
determining radioactlvelradwaste quantities (not
Included jier ST~6.

TS 4.6.5.3.b.1, 4.6.5.3.c, 4.72.b2, and 4.7.2.c state
hin 31 days alter removal. This requirement is not

etalned In ITS 6.6.7.The discussion and justiflcation
not address this change.

Provide additional
discussion and justilication
for the CTS change, or retain

STM reference.

Provide niethodoiogy
utilized in determining
radloactlvelrad waste
quantities, as required by
ITS.

Provide additional
discussion and justiflcation
for this Less Restrictive

. nge..

stated, standards are being
relocated to minimize future changes
and regulatory burden In anticipation
of changes In future testing
standards.

Review by PAL determined that the
new standard is not immediately
available. Therefore, PPBL will
provide revised SSES ITS to Identify
standard.

SSES ITS 6.5.8 description willbe
revised to Include methodology
descr~ition.

See NUREG MIUpages 6.0-11 to 6.0-
13. NUREG does not include this
level of detail. Therefore, consistent

th NUREG relocated testing detail.

Closed46PKL
o provide

rkup of
SSES ITS with
applicable
standards
incor rated.

Closed46PKL
II provide

MIUof SSES
ITS.

Closed

NRC RALs - SSES linproved Technical SpecNcaflons 03-Nov-97 Page4of 6
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SECTION 5.0 NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Specifications

ITEM¹: DOCIJFD: TSLCO: DESCRIPTIONOFISSUE: NRC COMMENTS'SES RESOLUTION: STATUS

~6.6-TA J~hone CT6
.7.2 d.2

r

~5.6orA ~p.e ~GT66.6.6

~5.54IA ~65.1 cTn
6.142

CTS 4.7.2.d2 requires verification that on an isolation
MODE actuation test signal the systen
switches. This requirement Is not retained In ITS
5.6.7.The justification for the removal of detail Is

SCR 86012.

CTS B.BJI, Prhnary Containment Leakage Rate
estlng Program, Is a new cequirement with no

discussion or justification for the More Restrictive
change.TSTF42 IWOG42) 4 TSCR 86403 is used as
usfification for the c~han e.

CTS 6.142 identifies two "Inserts" that should be
Included. The inserts are 6.6-1 and 6.6-2 res ivelgJ

cceptance of this change is
contingent upon NRC
approval of TSCR 86012.
NRC hoas not seen as TSTF

et.

Acceptance of this change is
contingent upon NRC
approval of TSTF42. NRC
has not yet approved TSTF-
62.

Pcovlde the inserts for
incor ration In the CTS

SCR willchange requirement.

Current licensing basis. TSTF42 has
been reviewed, see NRC RAI 3.B.1.1-1
for changes to be incorporated into
SSES ITS.

Inserts willbe provided.

Closed

ClosedSee
NRC RAI
3.6.1.1-1 for
finalchan es.

Closed+PAL
ll provide

inserts.

6.6 Reporting Requirements

+6.6-1 ] [No~ne CTS CTS Table U.7.5-1 ACTION 81 requices preparing
able and submitting a special report outlining the action
L7.6-1 ITS 6.8.7 requires preparing and submitting a

@coon 81 special repoct outlining the pre planned alternate
of monitoring.There ls no discussion of

juaOOcauon Ior the change.

Pcovide discussion and DOCs willbe revised to address
uettfrontton for the their ~ . ohenge Illthe requtremellt.

Closed+PAL
II provide

revised CTS
M/U and M/U
of DOC.

t6.6-Z ),None ) CTS

and STS
6.6.5

TS 6.$ .32.1$ , PLAF46406+W, "Technical Basis
for SPC 9x94 Extended Fuel Exposure at

usquehanna SES," January, 1886 has been deleted
from the ITS without discussion or justification.

Closed+rovide discussion
and justilication for the
removal of detail change.
NRC reviewing COLR
references.

he change was made to refiect the
documents which willbe In affect at
he time of hnplementatlon. SSES

CTS has been revised to refiect this
change. The final submittal of SSES
ITS conversion package willcontain
he appropriate documents which will

be consistent with the revised SSES
CTS. Therefore, no additional

Open+PaL
II provide

references
ith cevlslon

OB submittal.

NRC RAls —SSES Improved Technical Speclflcaflons 03-Nov-97, Page6of 5





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS: SECTION 5.2 - ORGANIZATION

I

~to. RAi 5;Z.-0$ .

ADMINISTRAT V

A.l

, A.2

A.3

.,During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433. Rev. 1.

The STA requirements of SSES CTS 6.3 are modified to reference the
Commission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift in
SSES ITS 5.2. Since the policy statement encompasses the current
requirements, this change is administrative with no impact on
safety.

The SSES CTS Table 6.2.2-1 does not permit minimum shift crew
composition to be one less than the minimum requirement if the
Shift Supervisor is the person missing from the minimum
requirements. This allowance is eliminated because it cannot be
enforced. The only time this exception would apply is if a member
of the shift crew became seriously ill or incapacitated while on
shift. If the Shift Supervisor became incapacitated. the
exception would not be enforced if it would prevent the Shift
Supervisor from receiving appropriate attention. The second SRO
on shift would assume the duties of the Shift Supervisor. Because
this exception is unenforceable, this change is administrative
with no impact on safety.

T CHNICAL CHANG S - MORE RESTRICTIV

M.l SSES CTS 6.2.2.f. governing working hours, adds the requirementthat any deviations must be authorized by the appropriate level of
management. SSES ITS 6.2.2.e adds the requirement that the
approval must be in advance of any deviation, and thus. is a more
restrictive change with no negative impact on safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIV
I

LA.1 SSES CTS 6.2.3 Nuclear Safety Assess ent Group (NSAG) requirements
are being moved to the T Nave~ Pm~
Requirements for the NSAG Group are not necessary to ensure the
safe operation of the facility and therefore, are not require t
be retained in the SSES ITS.. These requirements can b ~ ~A
dq tlydfi d d t 11di ~. Th

of safety of facility operation is unaffected by the change
because there is no change in the requirements. NRC and PP8L
resources associated with processing license amendments to these
requirements will be reduced. This change is a less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96





DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 5.4 -. PROCEDURES
~ac. thZ. S.V-OZ,

ADMINISTRATIV

A.1

A.2

A.3

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which resulted in no
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the'SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a
new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS) NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

The procedures required by SSES CTS 6.8.1.b, 6.8.1.c. and 6.8.l.g
are also required by SSES CTS 6.8.1.a (SSES ITS 5.4.1.a) which
references Regulatory Guide 1.33. Therefore, it is not necessary.
to identify each type of procedure. Since the requirements are
not changed. this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES CTS 6.8.1.h requires written procedures for ODCM

implementation. SSES ITS 5.4.1.e requires written procedures for
all Programs and Manuals. Therefore, it is not necessary to
specifically identify each program. Since the requirement
remains. this is an administrative change with no impact on
safety.

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

SSES ITS 5.4 ~ 1.e is added to define the procedural requirements
for SSES ITS Specification 5.5 programs. SSES ITS 5.5 contains
twelve programs that require procedures to be implemented and
maintained. This is an additional restriction on plant operation
in that these procedural requirements become Technical
Specifications requirements. The addition of procedural
requirements for programs has no negative impact on safety.

M.2 SSES ITS 5.4.1.b is added so that the emergency operating

R

rocedures required by NUREG-0737 and NUREG-0737. Supplement 1,
ave written procedures. These written procedures are required to

be implemented and maintained. This is an additional restriction
on plant operation in that the requirement for procedures is a
Technical Specification requirement. The addition of procedural
requirements for emergency operating procedures has no negative
impact on safety.

TECHNICA CHANGES - LE S RESTRICTIV

LA.1 SSES CTS 6.8.2 and 6.8.3 ~ procedure review d approval ~4>-c

requirements and temporary changes to proc ure requirements. are
moved to the T Defining the
requirements for the procedure review and approval and temporary
changes are not necessary to ensure the safe operation of the

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS: SECTION 5.4 - PROCEDURES

WAc. RAZ S;t-o(

TECHNICAL CHANGES - SS RESTRICTIVE (continued) q> gA ~
facility and therefore, are not r uired to be retained in the
SSES ITS. These requirements ca e adequately defined and

t iidi ~. tt i i f fty ff titty
operation is unaffected by the change because there is no change
in the requirements. Furthermore. NRC and PP8L resources
associated with processing license amendments to these
Administrative Control requirements will be reduced. This change
is a less restrictive administrative change with no impact on
safety.

SSES CTS 6.8.1.d and 6.8.1.e require procedures to implement the
Emergency Plan and the Security Plan. These procedures are
required by 10 CFR 50. Appendix E and 10 CFR 50.54(p). Since
conformance with 10 CFR Chapter I is a license condition and the
Emergency Plan. Security Plan. Fire Protection Program. and QA

Program are required by 10 CFR Chapter I. specific identification
of these plans in SSES ITS is unnecessary duplication. Since the
requirements are not changed. this change is a less restrictive
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0, 07/31/96
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Programs and Manuals

5.5

5.5 Programs and Hanuals

6.5.8

5,5.9

x iv Ga and S ra Ta Rad ac ivi H i rin P r
(continued)

surveillance program to ensure the limits are maintained, Such
limits shall be appropriate to the system's design criteria (i,e.,
whether or not the system is designed to withstand a Qdrogen
explosion):

6. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in a11 outdoor liquid radhaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable
of holding the tanks'ontents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
Liquid Radkaste System is less than or equal to 10 curies.
excluding tritium and dissolved or entrained noble gases.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Honitoring Program
surveillance frequencies.

s F el il es in Pro

an API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within
limits,

a flash point and kinematic viscosity within limit
and

Per
hglri

QD
S«a cs

rrqyp<t

2.

3. a clear and bright appearance
content within limits:

Gt r pFoper s cified
1 1 n 31 days o owing add

an

or water and sediment

ue 01t on to storage tank~
~

'%f

)4». esw > a(, e
vpmi r'q $ t m

4'~

fwtl ftsl 4(st %as J
Obgr c hl'fg:w R RKRNg R~ w s gy r J
Lsw I kp For ASTn

(continued)

A diesel fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of
both new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established. lhe
,program shall include sampling and testing requirements. and
acceptance criteria. applicable hSTH
Standards. The purpose of the' ra i to es blish
fOllohlng; fR)1O~t~g ~W rWSJ<4'mt, OC

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition to
storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has:

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 5.0-15
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Programs and manuals

5.5

5.5 Programs and Hanuals

5.5.7

5.5.8

Ventilation Filter Test Pro ram (continued)

d. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that the pressure
drop across the combined HEPA filters, the prefilters, and
the charcoal adsorbers is less than the value specified
below when tested at the system flowrate specified below:

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Flowrate
(inches wg) (cfm)

Standb Gas < 13 9.090 to 11.110
Treatment System

Control Room Emergency < 9.1 5,229 to 6,391
Outside Air Supply
System

Demonstrate that the temperature differential in the air
flow across the heating coils for each of the ESF system is
greater than or equal to the value specified below when
tested in accordance with ASNE N510-1975:

ESF Ventilation System 'elta T Flowrate (cfm)
('F)

Standby Gas > 17 9.090 to 11,110
Treatment System

Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ESF system
dissipate the value specified below when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975:

ESF Ventilation System Wattage (kW)

Control Room Emergency 27 to 33
Outside Air Supply System

Ex losive Gas and Stora T nk R i a ivit Honi orin Pr r m

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained in the Hain Condenser Offgas Treatment System
and the quantity of radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor
liquid storage tanks. The program shall include:+~kte-t S~- gg $

The limits for concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in
the Hain Condenser Offgas Treatment System and a

(continued)
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INSERT {NRC RAI 5.5-2A):

The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined in accordance with Standard Review
Plan, Section 15.7.3, "Postulated Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures".



INSERT 5.5-1

The 00CH shall also contain the radioactive effluent
controls and radiological environmental monitoring
activities and descriptions of the information that should
be included in the Annual Radiological Environmental
Operating, and Radioactive Effluent Release,, reports
required by Spe'cification 5.6.2 and 5.6.3.

INSERT 5.5-2

"maintain the levels of radioactive effluent control H .I
required by 10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and
10'CFR 50, Appendix.I, and"



0
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TABLE 3.3.7.5-1 (Continued)

AC" QENT iiONITORING INSiRUNENTATION.

ACTION STATBIENT Qdg, $li".rn: l

ufred by he "Jd Rc
e prep an +Q
ametcr(

n ours and: 7 ctgg
afther restore the inoperable c
wfthfn 7 days of the event, or

J

prepare and subift a Special Rcport to the Commfssfon pursuant
to Specification 6.9.2 withfn 14 days following the event
outlining e ac the cause of the fnoperabilfty, and
tho plans an schedu e for restoring the system to OPERABLE

Pupio~ ~ Ah~*~c

~eaeN-Ba-- ~ ~ ~gee~ Rlo

Nth the number of OPEMLE channels one less thin the required

L.G
to LE status

4Ct'!la p/5'.

ith the number of OPEMLE accident monitoring fnstrumentation
channels less than the Required Number of Channels shown in Tablegg~ ii 3.3.7.5-Z;"restore the fnoper able channel(s) to OPERABLE status
«fthin ~ day r
~iEoO'g 0
Nth the number of OPERABLE accfdant monftorfng fnstrunantatfon

><< o~ C. channels less than the Nfnfmum Channels OPERABLE requirements of
Table 3:3.7.5-1 restore tha inoperable channel(s) to OPERABLE
sta wfthin or be fn at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the

Aetio~ E. t 12 hours. L ~

AGR6t~ - Wth the number of OPERABLE Channels 'less than
Nfnfmum Channels OPERABLE requirement n a

P,c4 o~ r ma mon propriate ar

Aetio> Q,

Ack i'c P

Number of Channels shown in Table 3.3.7.5-1, restore the ino ~ r

able el OPERABLE status «fthfn 30 days be at ea
n ~ n AII4l A4 44+

Wfth the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Nnfaum
Channels OPERABLE requirements of Tabl ~ 3.3.7.5 1, restore at

ast o wfthfn 7 da s or be fn at
least T SHUTDON within the next urs.

Acid A+6~0Q Q l op
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES
ITS:..SECTION 5.6 - REPORTS 8+x ~. r. -oi

ADHINISTRATIV

A.l

A.2

A.3

A.4

A.5 .

During the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Improved
Technical Specification (ITS) development certain wording
preferences or conventions are adopted which result in no,
technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the SSES
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Editorial changes and a

new numbering system are adopted to make SSES ITS consistent with
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Standard Technical Specifications
(STS). NUREG-1433, Rev l.
SSES ITS 5.6. "Reporting Requirements," does not use the SSES CTS
subtitles "Routine Reports." "Annual Reports." or "Special
Reports." The SSES ITS names each individual report rather than
grouping reports under subtitles. This change does not change
reporting requirements and affects only the format of the
Technical Specifications. Therefore, this change is
administrative.

V

SSES CTS requires reports to be submitted to several offices of
the NRC. The SSES ITS requires submittal of reports in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.4. The SSES ITS do not need to give report
submittal details since this material is subject to change and
would require a change to the TS. The SSES ITS reports'ubmittal
requirements are sufficient without including unnecessary details.
This change does not impact the technical requirements of the
reports and therefore is an administrative change with no impact
on safety.

The initial report requirements in SSES CTS 6.9. 1.4 and 6.9. 1.8
for the Annual Report are being deleted. This initial report has
been submitted on a one-time basis; therefore, the, deletion is an
administrative change with no impact on safety.

SSES CTS 6.9.3.1 has cross references to SSES CTS sections which
are modified in the SSES ITS. The changes are necessary to ensure
the proper SSES ITS sections are referenced. These changes are
administrative and have no impact on safety.

The SSES CTS 6.9.2 requirement to submit special reports within
the time period specified for each report is not retained in the
SSES ITS. Each special report contains requirements for
submittal. This change deletes duplicate requirements in the
Technical Specifications and therefore is an administrative change
and have no impact on safety.

A.t
TECHNICAL CHANGES - N STRICT V

None

SUSQUEHANNA UNIT 1 AND 2 Revision 0. 07/31/96
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INSERT (NRC RAI 5.6-1):

A.6 SSES CTS Table 3.3.7.5-1 Action 81.2 requires that a Special Report be submitted.
.. the action taken...". SSES ITS 5.6.7 requires the same actions, but specifically
identiTies that the report describe the preplanned alternative method of monitoring.
The action taken ifthe normal instruments are not Operable would be an alternative
method of monitoring, therefore, this change is an administrative change with no
impact on safety.




